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I. BACKGROUND 

A. Experience and Qualifications 

1. My name is Justin Waldron.  I first began developing applications, coding and 

reverse engineering games around the age of eleven.  In April 2007, at the age of 

nineteen, I co-founded the gaming company Zynga Inc. and started developing 

games designed for social networks like Facebook.1  As I explain in further detail 

below, such games are classified in the broader gaming industry as “social 

games.”  Zynga has been widely recognized as an important contributor to the 

social gaming industry.2  In December 2011, Zynga completed an initial public 

offering (“IPO”); that same year, Zynga reported total revenues of $1.14 billion.3  

2. During my tenure as a Senior Vice President of Product at Zynga, I assisted with 

the development of several successful social game titles and spearheaded Zynga’s 

expansion into Japan.  Between 2007 and 2013, I was closely involved in the 

development of dozens of social games released by Zynga, several of which 

experienced “meteoric success,” including Mafia Wars and FarmVille.4  I 

developed Zynga’s very first title, Zynga Poker, a social game launched in 2007 

that continues to be a popular and valuable gaming title for Zynga even today.5  I 

am named as an inventor on several U.S. utility patents, some of which relate to 

virtual currency and social gaming. 

                                                            
1 See Dean Takahashi, ZYNGA: FROM OUTCAST TO $9 BILLION SOCIAL-GAME POWERHOUSE 

(2011).  
2 See, e.g., Peter Delevett, 2011: Social gaming pioneer Zynga poised to go public in closely 

watched IPO, THE MERCURY NEWS (Nov. 12, 2011); George Kesarios, Can Zynga Execute in 
the Online Gambling Space? SEEKING ALPHA (Dec. 12, 2010), 
seekingalpha.com/article/1054111-can-zynga-execute-in-the-online-gambling-space/ (“Zynga . 
. . has pioneered the online social gaming space.”). 

3 Form 10-K, Zynga Inc. (for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2015). 
4 Matt Lynley, What Happened To The Founding Team Behind The Largest IPO Since Google, 

BUSINESS INSIDER (Feb. 1, 2012), www.businessinsider.com.au/what-happened-to-the-
founding-team-behind-the-largest-ipo-since-google-2012-1/. 

5 Zynga – Q2 2016 Quarterly Earnings Letter (Aug. 4, 2016), available at 
investor.zynga.com/results.cfm/. 
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3. Since leaving Zynga in October 2013, I have become an angel investor for a 

number of fledgling technology-related companies including Sprig, Gigster, 

YourMechanic, Delectable, Toro, Zoomer, Momentum Machines, Luka, Wheelys, 

Flirtey, Telepathic, Smash.gg, Marble, Trusted, Starsky Robotics, Joy, Simbi, and 

Lang-8, among others.  I have previously sat on the board of directors for both 

ChainReactor, a company focused on developing products for mobile messenger 

platforms, and Delectable, a developer of a mobile application for wine 

enthusiasts.  I serve as a mentor to young entrepreneurs at The Thiel Foundation 

and have been advising Kik Interactive Inc. (developer of a messaging/chat 

application for mobile phones) and Gigster (provider of on-demand software 

development and design) since 2013. 

B. Assignment and Materials Considered  

4. I have been retained by Social Ranger, LLC to testify as an expert witnesses in 

connection with the case of Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc., United States 

District Court, District of Delaware, Case No. 14-1525-LPS.  I have been asked to 

render opinions regarding the social gaming industry, and in particular, evaluate 

Facebook Platform and the available alternatives for developing social games. 

5. My Curriculum Vitae is attached as Exhibit A.  The materials I have reviewed and 

considered in this report are identified in Exhibit B.   

6. In connection with the preparation of this report, I have considered information 

from a variety of sources including documents and data produced by the parties to 

date, the legal filings generated in this case, declarations and deposition testimony 

(and corresponding exhibits) given in this matter.  I have also spoken with Social 

Ranger's expert, Dr. Alan Frankel, PhD, regarding my opinions in this case.  

Further, I have conducted outside research including a review of publicly available 

information, such as news articles, industry reports, Securities and Exchange 

Commission (“SEC”) filings for public companies, financial reports, articles, press 
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releases, presentations, market reports, government websites and other Internet 

websites.  A list of the materials I have considered in preparing my opinions is 

attached as Exhibit B. 

7. My opinions and conclusions expressed in this report are based on the information 

available to me to date.  Information such as documents produced by the parties, 

deposition testimony, expert reports, or other information provided subsequent to 

the issuance of this report may be identified and produced if relevant to my 

opinions and conclusions.  I therefore reserve the right to add to, change, rely on 

additional references in support of and/or supplement any of the opinions set forth 

in this expert report if justified by information subsequently provided by Social 

Ranger, Facebook, or Facebook’s experts.  I also reserve the right to use the 

materials that I have reviewed, if necessary, to provide further evidence for the 

opinions stated herein.  I may also respond to any further expert opinions and 

expert testimony provided by Defendants.   

8. I am being compensated for my preparation and testimony at a rate of $750 per 

hour. 

C. Summary of Opinions 

9. Social games were a new gaming phenomenon that developed in conjunction with 

the birth of social game networks such as those on Facebook and Myspace. 

10. For a number of reasons, including due to the differences in game types, 

gameplay, marketing, monetization, virality, and social distribution, in my 

opinion, mobile platforms are a distinct industry from social game networks from 

a game developer’s perspective, and building mobile games is not a substitute for 

building social games on social game networks. 
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II. THE SOCIAL GAMING INDUSTRY 

A. The Rise of Social Gaming Coincided with the Launch of Social 
Gaming Networks 

11. Prior to the launch of the Facebook Platform and other social game networks, the 

two major business models in computer gaming software consisted of subscription 

based multiplayer online experiences like World of Warcraft, and upfront software 

purchases like the retail packaged good model. Games using a subscription-based 

model had a relatively small set of dedicated gamers paying as much as $15 per 

month for access to the online worlds synonymous with MMOs. These games 

would often issue updates for download over the internet a few times per year to 

keep their paying users satisfied with bug fixes and the occasional new feature. 

The retail game model charges on the order of $50 to download or install the 

software, most often before the player is ever given a chance to try the game. 

12. On the more casual / accessible end of the spectrum, there were lo-fi virtual 

worlds such as Habbo Hotel, and casual puzzle games like Bejewled. These web-

based games took advantage of the increasingly high bandwidth offered by 

Internet service providers and provided users with quick, free gaming experiences 

easily accessible from their favorite websites. They traded off the high fidelity 

graphics and complexity of the subscription based MMOs and retail games for the 

instant access and usability of the web.  This strategy attracted users who did not 

have computers powerful enough to play high fidelity games, and lowered the 

barrier of trying a game enough to create the opportunity to prove a game’s value 

to the player. Yet, because they did not generate attract very large user bases, these 

games garnered little attention in the larger gaming industry. The games lacked 

significant distribution channels and effective business models leading most to 

become niche communities. When these web games were played with other users 

in a multiplayer environment, usually the other users were not real friends of the 

user but instead online acquaintances and strangers.  Mass-market audiences are 
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generally not interested in interacting with strangers in online games, with the 

details of who they are playing the game with most often being more important 

than what exact type of game they are playing.   

13. The opening of social networks to third-party game developers caused a paradigm 

shift in the gaming industry that resulted in the creation of an entirely new 

category of game.6  Not unlike how integration of the Internet in the 1996 classic 

computer game Quake forever changed the face of multiplayer FPS gaming,7 so 

too did the integration of social networks affect the casual gaming industry.  As 

industry analyst Atul Bagga explained in 2009:  

Social games are bringing a fundamental shift to video games - away 
from a single player-focused activity to one in which people play 
with their real-life friends. By putting the emphasis on interaction 
between friends, social games have expanded the potential reach 
beyond traditional video games to an entirely new, non-gaming 
audience.8    

14. The social graph is the “network of connections and relationships between people” 

that “enables the efficient spreading and filtering of information.”9 As Facebook 

explained in connection with the launch of Facebook Platform, “[j]ust as people 

share information with their friends and the people around them in the real world, 

these connections are reflected online in the Facebook social graph.”10  

                                                            
6    See Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS 

MARKET 2010-2011 at 18 (2011) (“It’s worth noting that before Facebook launched the 
Facebook Platform in May 2007, this market did not exist in the United States in any 
meaningful scale.”). 

7  See IGN, The History of Online Shooters (Jan. 7, 2010), www.ign.com/articles/2010/01/07/the-
history-of-online-shooters/.  FPS stands for “First-Person-Shooter” and refers to a genre of 
video games centered on combat with projectile weapons where the player experiences the 
action through the eyes of the protagonist.  Id. 

8    Playfish Press Release, 100 Million Playfish Games Installed in Only 18 Months (July 1, 
2009). 

9   See FB_0276580  (Rose Dep. Ex. 83)  (“f8 Event and Facebook Platform FAQ"). 
10    See id. 
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15. The ability to integrate the social graph into gameplay and using it to attract 

potential users was revolutionary for developers of casual games.  Games that 

were redesigned to incorporate the functionality of the social graph began to 

attract enormous user at an unprecedented rate, sometimes seemingly overnight.11  

Soon after the launch of Facebook Platform in 2007, these games—aptly labeled 

“social games”—began to generate extremely large amounts of revenue.  For 

example, it was reported in 2008 that Mob Wars, a game created by an 

independent developer and not a large or established studio, had been generating 

$22,000 every day.12 

B. Social Games and Social Game Networks 

16. The term “social games” refers to the unique category of games that leverages the 

wealth of information contained in a social graph to enhance game play, drive user 

discovery of games, and retain users for longer periods of time.13  A “social game” 

must incorporate the social graph into the gameplay and be distributed through use 

of the social graph.14   

                                                            
11    See Laura Parker, Social Ties, GAMESPOT (May 28, 2010), 

www.gamespot.com/articles/social-ties/1100-6263931/. 
12    Bret Terrill, Developer Analytics: Facebook game Mob Wars making $22,000 a day, 

VENTUREBEAT (Aug. 25, 2008), venturebeat.com/2008/08/25/developer-analytics-facebook-
game-mob-wars-making-22000-a-day/; see also Eric Eldon, Playdom: Another social gaming 
company playing it smart with virtual goods, VENTUREBEAT (Apr. 8, 2009), 
venturebeat.com/2009/04/08/playdom-another-social-gaming-company-playing-it-smart-with-
virtual-goods/ (reporting that Playdom generated revenues of $10 million in the fourth quarter 
of 2008). 

13  See Tim Fields & Brandon Cotton, SOCIAL GAME DESIGN: MONETIZATION METHODS AND 

DESIGN at 8 (2011); Sande Chen, The Social Network Game Boom, GAMASUTRA (Apr. 29, 
2009), 
www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/132400/the_social_network_game_boom.php?print=1. 

14    INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2010-2011 at 18 
(“Importance of Social Distribution”); Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, INSIDE VIRTUAL 

GOODS: THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL GAMING 2011 at 15 (2011) (“We define social games as games 
built and designed for distribution on or using social networking relationship data to drive 
discovery, distribution, and gameplay.”). 
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17. Social games are distributed through and played on social networking websites.15  

I understand the term “social game network” to refer to a social networking 

website where third-party developers can create games, integrate the functionality 

of a social graph, and utilize social distribution features and/or viral 

communication channels.  

18. The core elements of social games include integration of a social graph to attract 

new users to the game, gameplay that is designed around the use of 

communication channels and short playing sessions, and the implementation of a  

“free-to-play” business model that generates revenue through the sale of virtual 

goods and currency.16  Social games are most successful when they become an 

effective canvas for real friends to interact, connect, and express themselves to 

each other, much like the social networks they live on. They are often seen as a 

means to stay connected frequently with whom there might not be anything new to 

say. In this way, they fulfill the same purpose as cocktail games at a party, serving 

as both an icebreaker and conversation starter. To the social network itself, they 

serve as the social lubricant that keeps users engaged and interacting with one 

another and entertained in what could otherwise become a boring party. 

19. Social games rely on a materially different customer acquisition model compared 

to the model used by other types of games.  “On social networks, the model is 

quite different. Instead of trying to find users on the open Internet and drive them 

to a destination site, the goal is to build games where the users already are. By 

existing on social networks, games need to figure out how to attract users where 

                                                            
15   See Mike Turner, Breaking Into Social Games Gaming – A Must-Read  Guide to Entering 

the Facebook Game Space, SOCIAL TIMES (Aug. 26, 2011) (“How do you define the social 
game market?”) (describing social games as “games that are played primarily on social 
networking sites or games that can be played with a person’s real world social graph” and 
identifying Facebook as “the 400 million pound gorilla in the social game space.”). 

16    See Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL 

GAMING 2011 at 15-16. 
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they already are as opposed to finding a way to drive users to a new destination 

site.”17 

20. Social games are an attractive investment to game developers because they require 

small up-front investments that can result in large returns.  According to a 2010 

article published by gaming website GameSpot:  

[S]ocial games cost significantly less time and money to develop 
than console and PC games and present a much lower risk to 
developers who are working on new intellectual property.  Where a 
AAA title can cost anywhere up to $100 million to develop, an 
average social game costs $100,000 to $200,000 and can be ready to 
go in less than six months.18   

21. By integrating a social graph into the mechanics of playing and distributing 

games, these relatively simple games drew large numbers of users even without 

the type of extensive marketing campaigns ubiquitous in other gaming genres.19   

22. The demographics of those who play social games differ vastly from other gaming 

areas.  Console, computer and handheld games are generally marketed to an 

audience consisting primarily of younger males.20  In my experience, developers 

design social games for a strikingly different target audience than the traditional 

audiences of most if not all other gaming industries.  

                                                            
17    Id. at 18. 
18    Laura Parker, Social Ties, GAMESPOT (May 28, 2010), 

www.gamespot.com/articles/social-ties/1100-6263931/. 
19  Nick O’Neill, What Exactly are Social Games?, SOCIALTIMES (July 31, 2008), 

www.adweek.com/socialtimes/social-games/1695/. 
20   See Dmitri Williams, Nicole Martins, Mia Consalvo & James D. Ivory, The virtual 

census: representations of gender, race and age in video, 11 New Media Horizons 815, 830-31 
(2009) (“[T]he most likely cause for the representation patterns in this study is a combination 
of developer demographics and perceived ideas about game players among marketers,” 
namely, “[t]he stereotype of game players as only young, white males.”); SOCIAL EXCLUSION, 
POWER, AND VIDEO GAME PLAY (David G. Embrick et al. eds., 2012) (“consoles (and games) 
are most often created and marketed to young males”); see also, e.g., Video, PlayStation 2 
Commercial PS9, YOUTUBE (May 20, 2013), available at 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=rv9_AlimsiQ/. 
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23. Surveys conducted in 2010 and 2011 by social game developer PopCap showed 

that 55% of players of social games were female, and that the average gamer was 

48 years old.21  See figure below.22  Analysis of the PopCap surveys revealed that 

the average social gamer is a 43-year-old woman.23  Due to the demographics of 

their audience, many social game developers almost exclusively created games 

targeted at older and/or female users of social networks.24  These figures are 

consistent with my understanding of the audience targeted by Zynga social games.   

 

24. The term “gamer” generally refers to the long-standing stereotype of a young male 

user who spends a significant amount of his time playing computer, console and/or 

                                                            
21   PopCap Games, 2010 Social Gaming Research, INFORMATION SOLUTIONS GROUP, at 6; 

PopCap Games, 2011 PopCap Social Gaming Research, INFORMATION SOLUTIONS GROUP, at 
__. 

22    PopCap Games, 2010 Social Gaming Research, INFORMATION SOLUTIONS GROUP, at 6. 
23    Samuel Axon, Who’s Playing Social Games? [STATS], MASHABLE (Feb. 17, 2010), 

mashable.com/2010/02/17/social-gaming-survey/#blQ9I7xgikqq. 
24    The fashion genre included many successful social game developers that targeted female 

users, such as Coco Girl, a game with “aggressive viral sharing features” including a “player-
driven economy” that “rel[ied[ on players express[ing] their opinions to other players on what 
look[ed] good” and “primarily monetized through the sale of premium fashion items.” AJ 
Glass, Metrogames’ Coco Girl Glams Up Facebook Fashion Game Scene, SOCIAL TIMES (Oct. 
24, 2011). 
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handheld games.25  Over the course of my tenure at Zynga, I reviewed results from 

countless surveys showing that, unlike players of other types of games, those who 

play social games do not consider themselves to be “gamers.”  Indeed, most 

players of social games spend very little time in any one session of gaming, but 

tend to play on a consistent, daily basis.26   

25. Notably, while each gaming session may be short, the amount of overall playing 

time accumulates over a longer period and can still be significant.  While 

developers of other types of games that do not have a “free-to-play” model are 

primarily focused on the sale of their game, social games are far more focused on 

getting users to consistently return to the games and retaining them over time, with 

the goal of monetizing each session through virtual goods and advertising. 

26. Due to the unique nature of social games, developers that quickly and effectively 

leveraged their access to the social graph to collect and retain users quickly rose to 

become the dominant social game developers.  Other developers— even those that 

had experienced success in casual online gaming prior to the opening of Facebook 

Platform—had great difficulty finding success on social networks due to their 

failure to appreciate the unique nature of social games.  These developers often 

focused on gameplay and other elements that although successful on other game 

platforms, did not translate to the more limited development platforms offered by 

social game networks like Facebook or MySpace.   

27. Many developers who simply “re-skinned” or “ported” older games as social 

games generally failed to engage and retain large audiences; “broad based cloning 
                                                            
25    See SOCIAL EXCLUSION, POWER, AND VIDEO GAME PLAY (David G. Embrick et al. eds., 

2012) (“For the most part, the media and popular culture still employ the term ‘gamer’ (or 
‘hardcore gamer’) to refer to the core demographic for which many games are designed: young 
males (under 30), who have a substantial amount of time to master a game’s content, money to 
spend on game consoles and new games, and are (presumably) interested in militaristic, 
competitive games…”). 

26    PopCap Games, 2011 PopCap Social Gaming Research, INFORMATION SOLUTIONS 

GROUP, at 19-20. 
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by reusing common engines and using simple  re-skinning has not prove[d] 

effective.”27  These developers generally did not attempt to redesign the game to 

reflect the fact that as a social game, it would be distributed socially.  “[I]t is 

important that the game, the art assets, and the theme are content that users feel 

comfortable sharing with their friends on social graph.”28  For that reason, social 

game developers typically use only the broadest, most neutral themes possible.  

“The more general the theme, the larger the potential audience.”29  Social game 

developers also generally avoid using well-known franchises that could offend 

some users or impede social distribution by discouraging users from sharing their 

activity about such games via the social graph.30  This is a stark contrast to other 

types of games that are often designed around polarizing concepts and individuals 

in an effort to attract a more specific, narrow audience. 

28. Zynga was one of the first companies to fully commit to creating social games, 

and for that reason quickly become the dominant developer on Facebook Platform.  

For example, Zynga’s Farmville, Cityville and Words With Friends are some of 

the most popular games of any type ever created.  These games succeeded due to 

Zynga’s focus on implementing social distribution mechanics that drew in 

hundreds of millions of Facebook users and incentivized them to consistently 

return to play.  By constantly fine-tuning the mechanics of social distribution 

through extensive testing and careful study of gamers’ preferences, Zynga has 

continued to retain a very large share of the social game industry.   

29. Other social game studios such as Playfish and Playdom were also successful in 

developing social games for social networks.  These larger studios also had the 

capabilities to constantly experiment with different gameplay mechanics and 

features to perfect the social distribution aspects of their games.  Traditional game 
                                                            
27     Id. 
28    Id. 
29    Id. 
30    INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL GAMING 2012 at 51. 
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and media companies were forced to acquire successful social game companies 

after years of failing to adapt their product to the social gaming market 

successfully. This was most evident with game industry giant Electronic Arts 

acquiring Playfish, and Disney’s acquisition of Playdom. 

30. A common method of testing social distribution mechanisms is called A/B testing, 

which involves distributing at least two different versions of the same game to test 

how subtle changes in the mechanics of the game affect usage.  Prior to social 

gaming, developers of other types of games had very little visibility into which 

features are encouraging users to purchase or continue playing games.31  Although 

expensive in terms of time and resources, A/B testing allows developers to quickly 

determine with a high degree of accuracy which social distribution mechanisms 

work best at attracting and retaining users.32  By isolating the exact mechanisms 

driving growth, retention, and monetization, developers can focus more on further 

improving those areas as well as replicating them in other existing and future 

game titles.33  

C. Virality and Social Distribution  

31. The primary manner by which developers attract users to play social games is one 

of the key features that distinguish social games as a unique category of games.  

Social games rely on “social distribution” by taking advantage of the 

                                                            
31    See id. (“This work requires a new type of design skill that relies more heavily on volume 

data analysis and rapid software iteration, far beyond that of most traditional game 
development companies.”) 

32    See id. (“There’s also value in tracking information about the number of different visits 
any given user makes in a day.  This information will help in tuning the . . . game design 
mechanics . . . as having such numbers makes it much easier to do A/B testing on 
micromechanics designed to bring users back for multiple sessions within a particular day.” 

33    See id. (advising developers to employ “the ability to instantly evaluate data about what 
your users have bought” and to “harvest, understand, and adjust your game based on the 
available metrics”)  
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connectedness between and among people to drive discovery and adoption.34  

Social games are designed so that the game will “go viral,” that is, they will be 

rapidly shared with an exponentially increasing number of people resembling the 

manner and speed at which a virus can spread.  By baking social distribution 

features into the fabric of the overall design and gameplay, social game developers 

can continuously attract new users to their games without incurring any of the 

promotional, marketing and distribution costs typically required in most, if not all, 

of the other sectors of the gaming industry.   

32. Some social games fundamentally rely on the social graph’s connections between 

users; users already playing a social game must be able to attract new users to try 

playing the game for first time.  When a social game is properly designed, a single 

user playing a social game can significantly drive further adoption of the game by 

drawing in new users connected via the social graph who start playing the game 

themselves. 

33. The opposite is also true: without a social network or social graph of any sort, the 

game should not be considered to be a social game.  To the extent other types of 

online games may rely only on traditional means of distribution to drive discovery 

and adoption (e.g., organic distribution, search engines, and paid advertising), 

these games would likely have graphical and gameplay elements more typical of 

mid-core or hardcore games that primarily rely on expensive marketing campaigns 

rather than social distribution.  

34. Unlike social game developers, developers of mobile games must devote a 

significant portions of their budgets to paid advertising and extensive marketing 

                                                            
34    See Smith & Hudson, INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2011-

2012 at 18 (“Importance of Social Distribution”); Smith & Hudson, INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: 
THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL GAMING 2011 at 15 (“We define social games as games built and 
designed for distribution on or using social networking relationship data to drive discovery, 
distribution, and gameplay.”). 
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campaigns to persuade users to go to their mobile app store to purchase and 

download the developers’ game.35  Another example are console game developers 

who often spend millions of dollars on paid marketing campaigns that include 

television advertising and other costly forms of advertising. 

35. Social game developer’s intense focus on using product features to drive adoption 

of the product led to a new role on product teams, the  “growth hacker”. The 

“growth hacker” is an engineer focused on making and measuring improvements 

to the game that will result in user and revenue growth. This role fuses the 

marketing, design, and development disciplines in a way that wasn’t previously 

necessary for traditional games. 

36. Mid-core games typically tend to have relatively small user bases that convert 

players to payers at very high rates and who make larger payments.  See the figure 

below.36 The acquisition of new users is not the primary method for successfully 

monetization given that so-called “core” games often have very high ARPU 

(“Average Revenue Per User”) thanks to relatively small yet dedicated user 

bases.37  By contrast, developers of social games must focus on accumulating vast 

                                                            
35   For example, to promote its “freemium” (a similar but distinct model from free-to-play) 

iOS and Android game Mobile Strike, mobile developer Machine Zone spent $5 million for a 
30-second advertisement aired during Super Bowl 50, and also hired Arnold Schwarzenegger 
to star in a series of television commercials promoting the game.  See Jeff Grub, Machine Zone 
spends $5M on Mobile Strike Super Bowl 50 commercial with Schwarzenegger, VENTUREBEAT 
(Feb. 7, 2016), venturebeat.com/2016/02/07/machine-zone-spends-5m-on-mobile-strike-super-
bowl-50-commercial-with-schwarzenegger/; Andrew Hayward, Even Arnold Schwarzenegger 
cant pump up the dull Mobile Strike, MACWORLD (Aug. 15, 2016), 
www.macworld.com/article/3103074/ios/even-arnold-schwarzenegger-cant-pump-up-the-dull-
mobile-strike.html/. 

36    Ravi Mehta, Cracking the Mainstream: Why Social Gaming Is More Than Just a Fad, 
MASHABLE (Nov. 19, 2010), mashable.com/2010/11/19/social-gaming-
mainstream/#blQ9I7xgikqq 

37    See SOCIAL GAME DESIGN: MONETIZATION METHODS AND MECHANICS 
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user bases to compensate for the far lower conversion rates (i.e., low ARPU) 

characteristic of social games.38   

  
 

37. Hardcore games played on video game consoles and PCs most often do not use the 

“free-to-play” model ubiquitous to social games, but instead use a subscription fee 

model where users pay a recurring fee for the ability to play the game, with or 

without the addition of an upfront purchase of the software.  Notably, Facebook 

announced a subscription payments billing service in June 2012 in an effort to 

better cater to the few mid-core and hardcore game developers on Facebook 

Platform who, unlike social game developers, do not rely on the benefits of social 

distribution.39   

                                                            
38  Id. 
39    See  
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38. Games lacking any access to social distribution—and likely even games with only 

very limited social distribution features—generally cannot be successful if 

designed in the same way as a social game.  Games lacking access to a social 

network are not interchangeable with the types of social games that are designed 

and monetized specifically for users on a social network.40 

39. Social distribution or virality can be understood as a form of free marketing for 

developers where users already playing the game communicate with other users in 

such a way that encourages them to also start playing the game.  Developers often 

measure the success of their social distribution mechanics using the viral 

coefficient.  The viral coefficient—or K-Factor as it is also known—is a metric 

used to measure the likelihood that a user’s social communications will cause 

other new users to start playing a game.  Take for example an average user playing 

a game who sends a variety of outgoing invites and other social communications 

to friends about that game.  If the average user sends 5 communications, with a 

20% conversion rate, the K-Factor would be 5 * .2, or a K-Factor of 1.  As long as 

a game is able to maintain an average K-Factor of greater than 1, the game will 

continue to be grow. The K-factor is an easy way to say every X users that plays 

this game generates Y new users. A K-Factor of 1 means every new user brings in 

another new user, leading to exponential growth. 

40. A social game with a higher K-Factor will attract more new users and will 

experience more success.41  By contrast, a social game with a low K-Factor will 

not experience as much success because it will not attract enough new users to 

effectively monetize the game.  The most successful social games would typically 

have high K-Factors, usually because the current users of those games could 

                                                            
40  The phrase “go viral” or “gone viral” has made its way into the cultural lexicon in part 

due to the prevalence of content to spread through social media and social networks at 
exponential rates  

41    See SOCIAL GAME DESIGN: MONETIZATION METHODS AND MECHANICS. 
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communicate with new users in such a manner that the new user often decided to 

start playing the game.  

III. THE MECHANICS OF SOCIAL DISTRIBUTION 

41. The following section describes many of the specific social distribution mechanics 

that social game developers include in their social games.  As explained above, the 

effective use of these social distribution mechanics are the most important factor 

affecting whether a social game will successfully attract a large number of users 

than can be monetized.   

42. The importance of social distribution to social games cannot be understated.  That 

social games offer a user the opportunity to play online games with his or her real 

friends is a powerful tool that can have tremendous results for game developers.  

For example, Playfish reportedly attracted five million users for its game 

Restaurant City in just five weeks through effective use of social distribution 

mechanisms.42  

43. These types of social distribution mechanics should be distinguished from other 

types of distribution mechanics, including paid advertising and non-social organic 

distribution.  Paid advertising involves game developers purchasing 

advertisements that encourage users to start playing games; these ads can be 

displayed anywhere from on the social network website to television to physical 

billboards.  Paid advertising can be very costly depending where it is displayed 

and for that reason, is not considered optimal by social game developers with 

minimal marketing budgets.43  Organic distribution typically involves a search 

                                                            
42  Dean Takahashi & Eric Eldon, In recession, social gaming comes of age, VENTUREBEAT 

(June 24, 2009), venturebeat.com/2009/06/24/in-recession-social-gaming-comes-of-age/ (“It is 
this reality — that you’re playing games with your own friends in real life — that makes social 
gaming so powerfully addictive, [co-founder of Zynga, Mark] Pincus said. Those friends 
spread the word. That is how Playfish was able to get five million users for its Restaurant City 
game in just five weeks.”). 

43    See SOCIAL GAME DESIGN: MONETIZATION METHODS AND DESIGN at 130. 
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engine, directories, catalogs or other, non-social and unpaid methods by which a 

user can discover a game.  These methods do not tend to be very effective for 

developers building games on social game networks, as they require users to 

already be looking for the specific game or otherwise find some reason to choose a 

particular game.  Social games are often discovered via friends, and a new player 

is most interested initially in the promise of interacting with the friend via whom 

they discovered the game. 

44. Above all else, effective use of social distribution mechanics requires an 

understanding of how people interact and communicate with each other.  More 

than most other types of games, social games require developers to take note of 

the emotional connections that exist between users and leverage those emotions to 

drive adoption and retention of their games.44  

A. Social Ads  

45. One of the earliest social distribution methods used by social game developers 

were paid advertisements known as “social ads.”45  These types of advertisements 

rely on the social graph in two different ways.  First, social ads display 

information about game-related activity of a user’s friends (i.e., their connections 

on the social graph) in an effort to persuade the user to start playing the games 

with their friends.  Second, social ads are often targeted at specific users using 

their own personal information made available to developers and advertisers via 

the social graph.  For example, a game developer may purchase and display an 

advertisement to a user that identifies several friends of that user who are already 

playing the developer’s game.  By educating users about new games their friends 

are already playing, social ads entice users with the opportunity to interact with 

their friends in a new way.   

                                                            
44 www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-science-of-emotions-and-virality-on-social-media/618358; 

www.adweek.com/socialtimes/going-viral-tapping-human-emotion/146184  
45   See generally Jessica Clarke, FACEBOOK SOCIAL ADS (2014). 
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46. These types of paid advertisements can be a double-edge sword, however, as the 

use of personal information in social ads has raised privacy concerns (e.g., sharing 

details about users’ activity without their permission), while other social ads have 

been accused of being misleading (e.g., falsely implying that a user’s friend played 

a game when in fact they never did).46  In 2014, Facebook cited such privacy 

concerns in announcing that it would no longer provide third-party developers 

with access to  the information of a user’s friend, including their status updates, 

check-ins, locations, interests and other key information that can be gleaned from 

the social graph.47    

B. Friends and Friends Lists 

47. Above all others, the most essential tool for any social game developer is the 

ability to integrate the functionality of a user’s social graph connections (i.e., their 

“friends list”) into a game.  Social game developers can identify friends of their 

existing users, notify users when their friends start playing a game or achieve an 

in-game milestone, and allow existing users to invite their friends to play the game 

or otherwise interact socially.  Each of these functions are vital to developers 

hoping to encourage social distribution and viral growth of their social games.  

Moreover, the efficacy of the implementation of these features can be the deciding 

factor in whether a game will attract millions of users.  Zynga’s successful 

implementation of this mechanism helped to make CityVille one of the most 

popular social games of all time: 

Zynga’s CityVille is a fine example of a game that makes it easy for 
users to “find” their friends.  Immediately upon starting the game, 
you’ll find a populated “friend” bar running across the bottom of the 
main screen.  This list is presented as a collection of photos and 

                                                            
46  Major Policy Enforcements Happening on Facebook Platform Ad Networks Tonight, 

SOCIALTIMES (Jun. 8, 2009), www.adweek.com/socialtimes/major-policy-enforcements-
happening-on-facebook-ad-networks-tonight/222850?red=if 

47    Josh Constine, Facebook Is Shutting Down Its API For Giving Your Friends’ Data to 
Apps, TECHCRUNCH (Apr. 28, 2015), techcrunch.com/2015/04/28/facebook-api-shut-down/. 
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names of users who are in the player’s Friends List who have also 
played CityVille,  Clicking on your friends gives you various options 
for ways in which you and your friends can socially interact.  
Moreover, CityVille gives users a tab that allows them to see a more 
detailed breakdown of their friends’ levels, experience points, and 
total cash.  In CityVille, players regularly (every 30 clicks or so) get 
a popup encouraging them to share news of their progress (and 
money) with their friends, including those who have not every 
played the game.  By making it easy to find and interact with 
friends, Zynga’s CityVille makes it easier for users to play 
together—which makes them more likely to invest continued time 
in the game.  And by making it easy for users to share news of 
their exploits in the game with friends who aren’t yet playing, they 
can help “infect” new users, and spread the game itself.48 

48. Encouraging users who are currently playing a game to interact with their friends 

who are not yet playing the game is the primary methods of user acquisition and a 

unique feature of social games.49  See figure below.50  Developers may even 

provide in-game rewards to a user to incentivize that user to invite their friends to 

start play the game.51  These types of communications are vital to acquiring the 

larger user bases and higher K-Factors.52 

49. Facebook has provided developers with access to a user’s list of FB Friends 

through a few different APIs over the years.  See figure below.53  Currently, the 

“Invitable Friends API”—which Facebook has made available only to games on 

Facebook Platform—provides developers with access not only to a user’s list of 

friends, but also ranks which friends would be more likely to start playing the 
                                                            
48    See SOCIAL GAME DESIGN: MONETIZATION METHODS AND DESIGN at 47-48 (emphasis 

added). 
49    See Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL 

GAMING 2011, at 15 (“We define social games as games built and designed for distribution on 
or using social networking relationship data to drive discovery, distribution, and gameplay.”). 

50    Michael Hoffman, Facebook Graph API v2.0: Building ‘Find Friends’ and Related 
Features (June 2, 2014), code-worrier.com/blog/find-friends-with-facebook-graph-api-2-dot-
0/. 

51    See SOCIAL GAME DESIGN: MONETIZATION METHODS AND DESIGN at 131. 
52    Id. 
53    Kellie Cardwell-Winters, FarmVille Walkthrough, GAMEZEBO (May 13, 2010), 

www.gamezebo.com/2010/05/13/farmville-walkthrough-cheats-strategy-guide/. 
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developer’s game.54  Facebook also offers developers a feature called “game 

requests” that “give players a mechanism for inviting their friends to play a 

game.”55   

 
 

50. In addition to invites, game requests also allow the developer to enable the player 

to send a request with any type of message to their friends, with an accept / deny 

button.  The purpose of this channel is to create the ability for one user to send a 

Yes/No question to another user, using the same familiar format of a friend 

request. The effect of accepting these requests is to be defined by the developer. 

Developer used this channel to create mechanisms such as the “Free Gifts” feature 

created and popularized by Zynga games seen across most of the industry’s most 

successful titles. 

51. Notably, for developers of “Desktop web games off Facebook.com,” Facebook 

started prohibiting the use of “connections such as friends list” in August 2012.56  

                                                            
54  See Facebook for Developers, Game Requests, developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-

api/reference/user/invitable_friends/ (last accessed Oct. 9, 2016) (“By querying the 
invitable_friends [API] for a given user, Facebook will return a ranked list of the player’s 
friends who have not yet played the game. The ordering of the list places people most likely to 
be interested in playing the game toward the top. This allows developers to construct a multi-
friend selector with a customized look and feel, and target people who are most likely to 
respond positively.”). 

55    Id. 
56    See Mike Thompson, Facebook updates platform policies, limits games on third-party 

sites (Aug. 30, 2012), www.adweek.com/socialtimes/facebook-updates-platform-policies-
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Developers of these games bemoaned the loss of these vital distribution channels 

that resulted from the change to Facebook’s policies.  For example, developers 

made comments like the following on Facebook’s blog post regarding the policy 

change: 

 “These changes in terms are absolutely, insanely onerous. What 
possible reason could there be for this? You’re not allowed to use a 
user’s FRIENDS LIST off of canvas? Ridiculous.” 

 “[I]t’s quite simple, [Facebook] want[s] to make sure the viral 
channels that the social graph provides are only available to apps 
hosted within facebook. They don’t get a 30% cut from websites 
using those same viral channels to gain users.”57 

52. I have reviewed internal documents produced by Facebook suggesting that the 

reason Facebook made this change to its Platform Policy in response to concerns 

that “ ” and that 

“  

.”58  By cutting off developers access to “connections such 

as friends list,” Facebook revoked developers access to social distribution from the 

Facebook social graph. 

C. Sharing 

53. Another important social distribution mechanism is the “sharing” feature that 

allows users to publish content viewable by others regarding their in-game 

activity, such as advancing to a new level or other such achievements.  For 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

limits-games-on-third-party-sites/284012; Dep. Ex. 271 (“Facebook Platform Policies”) 
(“Desktop web games off Facebook.com: a. Only use Facebook Login, social plugins, and 
publishing channels. Don’t use connections such as friends lists.”). 

57    See Facebook for Developers, Platform Updates: Operation Developer Love (Aug. 29, 
2012), developers.facebook.com/blog/post/2012/08/29/platform-updates--operation-developer-
love/. 

58    FB_0159505 at FB_0159506-07 (Dep. Ex. 222); see
 

 at FB_0185736.00003 (“I’m 
supportive of the move to restrict FB Connect to games on canvas.”). 
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example, on Facebook Platform users can publish content to their News Feed and 

inform their FB Friends about their gaming activity using text, photographs or 

other viewable content.  On Myspace, developers could also post content on a 

user’s “friend updates feed.”59 

54. Content shared in this way can also explicitly invite others to start playing and will 

link directly to the game.  See first60, second61, and third62 figures below.  If users 

are consistently publishing posts about their in-game activities, the rate of 

acquisition of new users will continue to increase. 

D. Notifications 

55. Another social distribution mechanism is the ability to send “notifications” 

directly to users, including users that do not currently play the developer’s social 

game. Such features or their equivalents were not always provided by Facebook to 

developers outside of Facebook.com. 

56. Facebook provided access to two types of notifications: App-to-User 

notifications63 and User-to-User notifications (also called “Game Requests”64).  

When a notification was delivered on Facebook, the notifications jewel on 

Facebook would light up and appear in a drop-down list.65  See figure below.66   

                                                            
59    FB_0199768 at FB_0199768 (Pl.’s Dep. Ex. 10). 
60   Facebook for Developers, Sharing for Games, 

developers.facebook.com/docs/games/services/sharing/ (last viewed Oct. 9, 2016). 
61    Id. 
62    Id. 
63    See Facebook for Developers, App-to-User Notifications, 

developers.facebook.com/docs/games/services/appnotifications. 
64    See Facebook for Developers, Game Requests, 

developers.facebook.com/docs/games/services/gamerequests/ 
65    See Facebook for Developers, App-to-User Notifications, 

developers.facebook.com/docs/games/services/appnotifications. 
66    Id. 
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57. App-to-User notifications could be sent from a game to users on Facebook.67  The 

developer was able to send these “programmatically,” that is, without requiring 

any input or action from a user who had authorized a game.68  The channel was 

kept clean and effective by combatting spam via algorithms used to dynamically 

adjust limits and abilities for different apps to send these notifications.69   

58. The full effect of this type of feature was demonstrated in March 2010 when 

Facebook temporarily removed developers’ ability to send App-to-User 

notifications to users and developers reported dramatic losses in revenue.70  Of the 

top 25 social games on Facebook, 18 of them lost users in the month following the 

policy change and 12 of those lost at least one million users; Zynga’s FarmVille 

                                                            
67    See Charlie White, All Facebook Apps to Soon Have Notification Capability, MASHABLE 

(Sep. 1, 2012), mashable.com/2012/09/01/facebook-notification-api/#blQ9I7xgikqq/ (“The 
company’s rolled out a beta version of a new notifications API, a tool for developers that lets 
all Facebook apps send notifications to users.”); Juan Carlos Perez, Facebook to allow apps to 
send notifications directly to users, COMPUTERWORLD (Aug. 31, 2012), 
www.computerworld.com/article/2491955/social-media/facebook-to-allow-apps-to-send-
notifications-directly-to-users.html (“Facebook is tweaking its development platform to allow 
third-party applications to communicate directly with their users by sending notifications to 
their profiles.”). 

68    See Bo Zhang, Facebook Developer Blog, Reach users 1:1 with the Notifications API 
(Aug. 31, 2012), developers.facebook.com/blog/post/2012/08/31/reach-users-1-1-with-the-
notifications-api/ (“You can send notifications to your users without requesting additional 
permissions.”). 

69    See Facebook for Developers, App-to-User Notifications, 
developers.facebook.com/docs/games/services/appnotifications/ (“We use these signals to 
promote notifications people like and reduce distribution for notifications people don’t like.”). 

70    Nick O’Neill, Facebook Developers See Dramatic Drop In Traffic Following Removal Of 
Notifications, SOCIALTIMES (Mar. 2, 2010), www.adweek.com/socialtimes/facebook-
developers-see-dramatic-drop-in-traffic-following-removal-of-notifications/315123/;  
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alone lost more than 4.4 million monthly players.71  Although Facebook has since 

restored developers ability to use App-to-User notifications, “[t]hese notification 

are only surfaced on the desktop web version of Facebook” and are not available 

for game developers on other social game networks, or for developers of mobile 

games.72  

59. Other social game networks including Bebo,73 Google+74 and hi575 also offered 

similar notification features.  For example, on Myspace, game notifications were 

sent to a folder in a user’s inbox and could be send without a user’s prior 

authorization.76   

                                                            
71    Eric Caoili, Facebook Games See User Dip As Notification Rules Change, Gamasutra 

(May 7, 2010), 
www.gamasutra.com/view/news/28459/Facebook_Games_See_User_Dip_As_Notification_Ru
les_Change.php/ (“Unfortunately for the developers of the games affected, many titles relied 
on those notifications for the viral growth of their user bases.”). 

72    See Facebook for Developers, App-to-User Notifications, 
developers.facebook.com/docs/games/services/appnotifications/ 

73    See Kristen Nicole, Bebo Games Official Launch: The Next Frontier for Virtual Goods?, 
SOCIAL TIMES (Nov. 4, 2009), www.adweek.com/socialtimes/bebo-games-official-launch-the-
next-frontier-for-virtual-goods/2467 (“What Bebo has done with its game platform is integrate 
it with several of its existing features, such as chat, messages and other forms of notifications. 
This means that users can do things like challenge other users to a game directly from their 
chat window. It also means that developers have more immediate access to users for the 
purpose of encouraging them to return to their games.”). 

74    See Google Plus Daily, [Quick Tip] Enable or Disable Game Notifications (Apr. 22, 
2013), plus.google.com/+GooglePlusDaily/posts/3y8fWjzb5sF/ (“If you’re an active Google+ 
Gamer, you may like to be notified whenever someone sends you an invitation to help a friend 
or receive an item in-game”). 

75   See Press Release, hi5 Launches New Game Developer Program at GDC (Mar. 10, 2010) 
(hi5’s developer program offered “one-click automatic game installs, notifications in hi5 
Friend Updates, and open viral channels” (emphasis added); Eric Eldon, Hi5 Launches Game 
Developer Program, Offers Special Access to Users and Monetization, SOCIALTIMES (Mar. 11, 
2010), www.adweek.com/socialtimes/hi5-launches-game-developer-program-offers-special-
access-to-users-and-monetization/568006/ (“Hi5 says it will give games a special one-click 
game install interface, access to let them send notifications to users in friend updates, and ‘un-
capped invitations.’”). 

76    See FB_0199768 at FB_0199768 (Dep. Ex. 10) (“notifications are sent to a notifications 
folder in a user’s inbox”; “enable turn based gameplay”; “an app can send notification w/o user 
consent.”); see also Chris Cole, Chad Russell, Jessica Whyte, BUILDING OPENSOCIAL APPS: A 
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E. Friend-Based Leaderboards 

60. Leaderboards that inform users about which games being played by their friends, 

and how their friends are performing in those games are yet another, albeit limited, 

social distribution mechanism.  “[P]layers care more about how they match up to 

their friends than they do to strangers.”77  These leaderboards increase K-Factors 

because they expose users to new games that their friends are already playing. As 

Facebook’s website notes, “[w]hen building a social game, it’s common to 

compare players’ progress with that of their friends. This is a great way to 

encourage social competition, and Facebook offers tools to encourage this 

competition, in the form of the Scores API and the Achievements API.”  See 

figure below.78 

 
 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

FIELD GUIDE TO WORKING WITH THE MYSPACE PLATFORM (2009) (“[Myspace’s notifications 
fueature is] highly regarded because it’s the only message type that doesn’t require the user’s 
confirmation . . . . [N]otifications are a great way to increase user engagement.”). 

77    SOCIAL GAME DESIGN: MONETIZATION METHODS AND MECHANICS at 137 (“Almost all 
existing social networks make it easier to track and filter results by relationship to the user.”). 

78    Facebook for Developers, Sharing for Games, 
developers.fcebook.com/docs/games/services/sharing 
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F. Visiting 

61. Allowing a user’s friends to “visit” a user in the game is yet another form of social 

distribution. Developers will often allow users to invite their friends to view their 

virtual property, whether it is a farm, a home, a pet or other similar gameplay 

elements.  Developers use this social distribution technique to get users to invite 

friends that don’t already play the game by asking the users’ friends to become 

their neighbor or take care of their pet, i.e., requests that are typically made of 

friends in the real world. Players are rewarded for visiting a friend’s virtual game 

board, and can help them while they are there. This also makes the player more 

acutely aware that their friends are also frequently visiting their own game board, 

creating a social pressure for them to invest in decorating and maintaining it to 

impress and entertain their friends. 

62. Zynga called this the “play, invest and express” mechanic, and utilized it to 

achieve unprecedented success in games like FarmVille and CityVille.  This 

mechanic allowed users to “play, invest and express [them]selves by plowing, 

growing and harvesting a variety of crops for money and game points.”79  See also 

figure below.80 

                                                            
79    Dean Takahashi, Zynga claims FarmVille has become fastest-growing social game ever, 

VENTUREBEAT (Aug. 26, 2009), venturebeat.com/2009/08/26/zynga-claims-farmville-has-
become-fastest-growing-social-game-ever/ 

80    Id. 
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G. Gifting 

63. Free gifts is a common feature social game developers implement to allow players 

to send gifts to their friends. Often, these gifts are in game items which the players 

cannot otherwise attain in the game.  In practice, this means users must send these 

gifts to their friends in hope of having them reciprocate so they can also receive 

the in game item.  This feature drives new user acquisition, reactivation, and 

retention. 

H. Retention or “Stickiness” 

64. Although many social distribution tools are used primarily for user acquisition, it 

is equally or even more important for game developers to utilize other features for 

retaining existing users.  For example, social game developers often utilize a 

gameplay feature that require users to return to the game at a later time in order to 

collect a reward, take care of a pet, or harvest a crop.  In order to make this feature 

social, many games allow for a friend to help you harvest a crop and prevent it 

from withering.  See figure below.81  This gameplay feature incentivizes or even 

requires users to continually return to play the game, encouraging the type of 

                                                            
81    guidesmedia.ign.com/guides/14333003/images/farmville_image004.jpg 
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consistent, long-term use that it is critical to social game developers’ efforts to 

successfully monetize their games.   

 
 

 

IV. MONETIZING SOCIAL GAMES 

65. The business model adopted by most social game developers is referred to as the 

“free-to-play” model, under which users play games for free, with the option to 

spend, earn, or ask their friends for small amounts of money to acquire virtual 

goods or other in-game benefits.   

66. Social game developers monetize their games primarily through the sale of virtual 

goods, which are “in-game items that users purchase for a variety of reasons, 

ranging from functional items like power-ups to decorative items like avatar 

accessories.”82  One report estimated in 2011 that between 60% to 80% of all 

virtual goods transaction volume on Facebook and Myspace alone could be 

attributed to U.S. customers.83  However, as Facebook grew internationally the 

numbers of international customers increased greatly. Purchasing power and 
                                                            
82    INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL GAMING 2011 at 58 (“Virtual 

goods…represent over 90% of revenues earned by leading social game developers today.”). 
83    Id. at 80. 
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payment methods available in each individual country influence the rate at which 

users convert to payers, optimal pricing, and the average amounts they spend in 

game. 

67. Zynga described the business model for social game developers in a 2011 investor 

filing as follows: 

Most social games are free to play and generate revenue through the in-
game sale of virtual goods. According to In-Stat, a market intelligence firm, 
the worldwide market for the sale of virtual goods was $7.3 billion in 2010 
and is expected to more than double by 2014. Compared to pay-to-play 
business models, the free-to-play approach tends to attract a wider audience 
of players, thereby increasing the number of players who have the potential 
to become paying users. By attracting a larger audience, the free-to-play 
model also enables a higher degree of in-game social interaction, which 
enhances the game experience for all players.84 

68. The most common measure of a developer’s monetization rate uses the Average 

Revenue Per Users (“ARPU”) metric, which is determined by dividing total 

monthly by active users.  “ARPU attempts to capture the amount of revenue a 

game generates per user over some period of time (typically monthly).”85  Other 

metrics such as Average Revenue Per Paying User (“ARPPU”) and Lifetime 

Value (LTV) are also used to describe different aspects of a developer’s ability to 

monetize.  

69. Game developers sell virtual goods to users, which can include in-game virtual 

currency that users can then use to purchase other types of virtual goods like 

weapons, tools, or decorative accessories, depending on the game.86   

70. Developers will often use multiple types of currency in addition to the real world 

currency used to purchase the virtual currencies.  This multiple currency model is 

particularly effective because it harnesses well-documented psychological patterns 
                                                            
84    Zynga Inc., Form S-1 Registration Statement, at 2 (July 1, 2011). 
85    Id. 
86    INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL GAMING 2009-2010 at 49. 
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with players involving loss aversion.  Once some amount of virtual currency is 

purchased and stored, users tend to be less averse to spending that currency than if 

they had to make a separate payment using real-world currency for every 

transaction.  This effect has been exploited with tremendously success by casinos 

by having players convert their money into chips before gambling. 

71. To monetize their games by the sale of virtual goods, social game developers 

typically used the services of third-party monetization providers also known as  

Virtual Currency Service (“VCS”) providers.87  The VCS providers’ business was 

described as follows in 2009: 

A few companies, led by Offerpal and Super Rewards, provide a set 
of tools for letting developers integrate these offers into their games.  
They integrate a range of direct payment systems and offers from 
advertisers, along with analytics software about offer performance, 
and other features into a single software package. Game developers 
can build this software into their games in a matter of hours or days, 
leaving them most of their time to focus on building games that 
people like to play. Once a game gets enough users, these small 
payments and offers add up. Payments companies take a cut when 
users buy points through them, and offer companies take a cut[] of 
revenue generated from offer advertisers. The developers take home 
the rest.88 

72. In 2009 and 2010, many new VCS providers started competing to provide their 

services to increasingly profitable social game developers.89  Prior to Facebook’s 

                                                            
87    See id. at 88-89 (“Although hundreds of game and application developers are monetizing 

through virtual goods, only a very few of the largest developers have actually developed and 
manage the payment layer in house. Instead, a number of third party payment service providers 
are enabling transactions both in the US and around the world.”). 

88    Eric Eldon, Facebook platform developers could see $500M in revenue this year, 
VENTUREBEAT (May 8, 2009), venturebeat.com/2009/05/08/facebook-platform-developers-
could-see-500m-in-revenue-this-year/. 

89    See Smith & Hunter, INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2009-
2010 at 22; Gianos Dep Tr. 38:17-39:14 (“Q Okay.  And then the next paragraph -- sentence 
starts, ‘With the number of new players entering the space combined with the growth of 
leading players in the U.S. has made the market very competitive.’ … Would you agree with 
that statement?  A Yes.  Q And the last sentence of this paragraph says that ‘On the positive 
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July 1, 2011 policy changes, the two largest VCS Providers were Tapjoy (f/k/a 

Offerpal Media) and Super Rewards.90  Other providers working with social game 

developers included Gambit, TrialPay, Peanut Labs, Sometrics, SupersonicAds, 

SponsorPay, GratisPay, gWallet, and LifeStreet Media.91  VCS providers worked 

with developers on a variety of social game networks, including Facebook, 

Myspace, hi5, Bebo and others.92 

73. VCS providers assisted social game developers by building and managing 

relationships with payment gateways and processors (e.g., credit card companies, 

PayPal, mobile carrier billing companies like Boku and Zong, etc.) as well as 

advertising publishers and offer ad networks.93  VCS providers further assisted 

social game developers with monetization, including by assisting with virtual 

goods pricing, identifying preferred payment methods for different groups of 

users, providing customer support and managing and reducing the risk of fraud.94  

                                                                                                                                                                                                

side, the growth of offer providers is bringing more advertisers and offers into the market, 
creating competition on quality, customer service and fraud management that should benefit 
the space in the long run.’ … Do you agree with that? A Yes. To my understanding of the 
ecosystem, that makes sense.”). 

90    See Smith & Hunter, INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL GAMING 2011 at 
92; see also FB_0014150 at FB_0014150 (“Super Rewards along with OfferPal are the two 
largest offer networks and virtual currency providers on Platform.”). 

91    See id.; Gianos Dep. Tr. at 54:11-55:13;  see also Social Ranger’s Responses to 
Facebook’s First Set of Interrogatories at 11 (June 21, 2016). 

92    Erick Schonfeld, The Value Of Virtual Currency: The Real Price Of Super Rewards Was 
Closer to $50 Million, TECHCRUNCH (July 26, 2009), techcrunch.com/2009/07/26/the-
value-of-virtual-currency-the-real-price-of-super-rewards-was-closer-to-50-million/ (“Super 
Rewards provides a white-label virtual currency system to more than 1,000 apps and games 
(such as Mob Wars) on Facebook, hi5, Bebo, Tagged, and other social networks....Super 
Reward’s biggest competitor is Offerpal, and it is doing the same thing.”); Press Release, 
Offerpal Media, Offerpal Media CEO Anu Shukla to Address User Engagement and 
Monetization at SNAP Summit (Oct. 27, 2008) (identifying Offerpal Media as the “provider[] 
of the first advertising platform that helps publishers monetize social traffic while allowing 
advertisers to target interested consumers on Facebook, MySpace, Bebo, hi5 and other social 
networks”) 

93    See, e.g., Gianos Dep. Tr. at 59:2-10. 
94    See, e.g., FB_0056631 at FB_0056635; Ebersman Dep. Tr. at 214:1-6, 215:10-14; Gianos 

Dep. Tr. at 39:4-14; Caplan Dep. Tr. at 41-42, 412:3-7. 
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Developers worked very closely with VCS providers to optimize their 

monetization of games, and would often swap out different payment methods of 

offer providers on a daily or even hourly basis.95  Moreover, VCS providers also 

provided customer service to users and developers,96 and an interface or 

“dashboard” for collecting and viewing analytics to help developers manage their 

accounts and study how their games were faring in terms of monetization.97 

74. One of the key services provided by VCS providers is the provision of offer 

advertisements (“Offers”).98  Offers are an alternative means of payment that users 

may use to purchase virtual goods.  Instead of using money as the form of 

payment, users can instead perform some action described in an Offer—for 

example, signing up for a Netflix subscription, watching a video, visiting a 

website or taking a survey—and in exchange receive virtual goods or currency.99   

75. Although the exact percentage differs depending on the specific developer and 

timeframe, Offers have been reported to generate somewhere between 10% and 

35% of all U.S. social game revenues from virtual goods.100  Although some 

developers did not enable Offers in their offering, developers demanded the VCS 

                                                            
95    See INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2009-2010 at 23.  
96   Id.  
97    See FB_0174190 (Dep. Ex. 204) (“[O]ne thing that would be really useful is a a [sic] 

dashboard where we could manage our account, similar to what SuperRewards and other 
vendors offer.”); FB_0163592 (Dep. Ex. 211) (“[I]s there a way that FB can let us know which 
payment methods accounts for what percentage?”). 

98    See, e.g.,  
. 

99    See Eric Eldon, Facebook Adding Offers to Payment Options for Credits, SOCIALTIMES 

(Apr. 15, 2010), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/facebook-tests-advertising-offers-in-its-
credits-virtual-currency-service/238604/ (“Offers are simply online ads, usually drawn from ad 
networks elsewhere on the web, that let users buy subscriptions and goods, complete surveys, 
or take other actions in exchange for virtual currency.”). 

100    INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL GAMING 2009 at 50; Smith & Hunter, 
INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL GAMING 2011 at 89. 
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provider’s service as a whole, and some developers reported that as much as 50% 

of their revenue was generated by Offers.101   

76. Although direct payments comprise the majority of social game developers’ 

revenue, Offers had value to developers in addition to whatever amount publishers 

actually paid for serving these offer ads.  Namely, offers served as an “on-ramp to 

monetization” and enhanced the conversion of playing users to paying users.102   

As Facebook employee Nick Gianos testified, Offers provided “a way for users to 

start gaining virtual currency and play the games further.”103 

77. Because users have the option of earning virtual currency by participating in 

Offers, users can continue to play a social game for a greater amount of time 

before they need to use real money to make an in-game purchases and further 

advance in the game.  Like many of the other features developers leverage to 

increase retention, Offers increase the likelihood that a user will become “hooked” 

on a game such that he or she will be more willing to purchase virtual 

goods/currency rather than abandoning the game.104  Offers also allow users the 

opportunity to experiment with virtual currency in newer games without having to 

make a monetary investment in the game.  

78. Monetization services companies could include offers in an “offer wall,” as part of 

a banner integrated into the game, or as in-game overlay that can be shown at the 

initial game load point, on or near the menu bar and triggered via user 

inactivity.105    

79. The vast majority of social game developers revenue came from direct payments 

for virtual goods.  VCS providers also assist social game developers by integrating 

                                                            
101    See FB_0164610 at FB_0164611. 
102    INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2010-2011 at 28. 
103    Gianos Dep. Tr. at 57:6-16. 
104  INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2010-2011 at 28. 
105    See Dep. Ex. 173 (“Super Rewards Announces 3-in-1 Monetization Solution”). 
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payment gateways and managing user payments.  The most common types of 

direct payment options in social games were credit cards, PayPal and mobile 

carrier billing.  Mobile carrier billing allowed allow players to buy virtual goods 

by billing purchases to their mobile phone bill by entering their phone number in 

the game.  See figure below.106 

  
 

80. Often, VCS providers developed optimization technology around which payment 

methods are most successful for different user segments within a game.  For 

example, by displaying credit card and PayPal as the primary payment options for 

adult user, or gift card and mobile carrier billing options for teenagers, game VCS 

providers help developers increase the total volume of virtual goods transactions 

in their games.107  VCS providers and developers utilize A/B testing to hone in on 

the payment methods and other features that will maximize the number of paying 

users. 

                                                            
106    INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2011-2012 at 26. 
107    See INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2009-2010 at 50-51; 

Gianos Dep. Tr. at 58:4-15. 
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V. FACEBOOK PLATFORM 

A. Facebook Platform is Launched in 2007 

81. Facebook Platform was publicly launched on May 27, 2007 at the “f8 Event,” a 

conference held by Facebook in San Francisco.108  I myself attended virtually by 

watching a live video stream of the announcement.  [after receiving one of the 

invitations that Facebook had sent to many developers].  Mark Zuckerberg—

chairman, chief executive officer and co-founder of Facebook—presented the 

keynote address in which he unveiled Facebook Platform.109   

82. In his keynote, Mr. Zuckerberg made the following statements to an in-person 

audience consisting of over 750 developers110: 

 “Until now, social networks have been closed platforms. Today, we’re 
going to end that.” 
 

 “We’re going to let you make money through your canvas pages.” 
 

 Developers on Facebook Platform can “serve ads right in your canvas 
pages and you get to keep all of the revenue.  You can sell your own ads or 
you can run ads from a banner ad network.  And, either way, that’s your ads 
and that’s your revenue.  You can build a real advertising business off of 
Facebook, especially with all the distribution you can get as you spread 
your application exponentially through the social graph.” 
 

 “Now, if you don’t want to run ads, then you can just go ahead and sell 
something or you can do transactions on your site.  And it’s the same deal 
with advertising.  You get to keep all of the revenue.” 
 

 “So you can run ads, or you can do transactions, and we encourage both.” 
 

                                                            
108  Press Release, Facebook Unveils Platform for Developers of Social Applications, 

FACEBOOK NEWSROOM (May 24, 2007), available at 
newsroom.fb.com/news/2007/05/facebook-unveils-platform-for-developers-of-social-
applications/. 

109  See FB_0480770 (video of Zuckerberg’s keynote speech).  
110  See Press Release, Facebook Unveils Platform for Developers of Social Applications 

(May 24, 2007). 
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 “And of course this is good for us, too. Because if you’re building grid 
applications – and that’s a service for our users – and it’s helping us 
strengthen the social graph as well, and you’re also creating more ad 
inventory for us as well.”111 
 

83. The term “Facebook Platform” actually describes a collection of tools and services 

made available to developers to allow them to develop and publish applications on 

Facebook.com.  According to Facebook, “A Facebook application uses Facebook 

Platform to access information from the social graph….Facebook applications can 

plug into the Facebook website in a number of ways: applications can be 

embedded on users’ profile pages, reside on their own separate pages (called 

‘canvas’ pages), or live through desktop applications using data from the 

Facebook social graph.”112  Different types of applications, or “apps,” allow users 

to play games, view photographs, listen to digital media, read content, do word 

processing, make calculations, create art, interact with other users, and countless 

other tasks.113   

84. Immediately following the announcement of Facebook Platform, thousands of 

developers, including myself, began developing applications for the Facebook 

Platform.  As more and more developers flocked to Facebook Platform to create 

applications, an increasing number of Facebook users begin to visit the Platform to 

interact with these applications and other users, which in turn enhanced the 

monetization opportunity and attracted even more users and developers.  This 

recurring cycle—often referred to as a network effect114—resulted in soaring 

numbers of users visiting Facebook Platform, which necessarily corresponds with 

an increase in revenue for both Facebook and the Platform developers. 

                                                            
111  See FB_0480770. 
112    See FB_0276580 (“f8 Event and Facebook Platform FAQ”). 
113  See id. 
114  Matt Buchanon, Network Effects and Global Domination: The Facebook Strategy, 

WIRED, (May 17, 2012), www.wired.com/2012/05/network-effects-and-global-domination-the-
facebook-strategy/. 
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B. Revenue Generated by Social Game Developers on Facebook Platform 

85. As Mr. Zuckerberg stated at the 2007 f8 Event, the launch of Facebook Platform 

presented a business opportunity for both Facebook and the developers.  Facebook 

sold the display space on the computer screen around the outside of the frame of a 

developers’ to advertisers seeking to target Facebook’s then-rapidly growing user 

base, while developers using Facebook Platform generated revenue by using a 

variety of different monetization techniques within the games themselves. 

86. Social game developers also started inviting Facebook users to conduct 

transactions involving virtual goods within their games.  

87. The sale of virtual goods and currency in social games generated substantial 

amounts of revenue for game developers.  In 2009, game developers using 

Facebook Platform reportedly earned around $500 million in total revenue.115 

Facebook itself generated even larger amounts of revenue through advertising, 

including a substantial amount of advertising purchased by game developers 

                                                            
115  See, e.g., Eric Eldon, Facebook platform developers could see $500M in revenue this 

year, VENTURE BEAT (May 8, 2009), venturebeat.com/2009/05/08/facebook-platform-
developers-could-see-500m-in-revenue-this-year/;   
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seeking to market their games to users already the Facebook Platform, as well as 

banner ads on the right hand side of Platform pages.116  In 2009, Facebook’s 

advertising revenue on Facebook.com totaled just under $750 million.117  

Facebook also benefited from the Platform from the increased number of users 

who visited or stayed on Facebook.com as a result of their interest in third party 

developers’ games. 

88. Due to their ability to generate substantial amounts of revenue for developers and 

Facebook alike, games quickly became the most popular type of application 

developed on Facebook Platform.118  Facebook’s developer website currently 

states that “Facebook offers a frame in which to put your game directly on 

Facebook.com on desktops and laptops.  Building a game on Facebook.com gives 

you the opportunity to deeply integrate into the core Facebook experience.”119  

89. It is widely understood in the social gaming industry that the games developed for 

Facebook Platform played a substantial role not only in driving widespread usage 

of the Facebook Platform by users and developers alike, but also more broadly 

speaking, in Facebook’s success in becoming the dominant social network.120   

90. For example, results from one study conducted by a developer in 2010 showed 

that “[a]bout half (49%) of the time social game players login to Facebook or to 

other sites specifically to play games,” and further, that Facebook was 
                                                            
116    For example, Zynga spent over $40 million between January 2011 and March 2011 in 

sales and marketing, costs of which a significant portion were player acquisitions costs and 
related headcount expenses.  See, Zynga Inc., Form S-1 Registration Statement, at 53. (July 1, 
2011). 

117  Hussein Fazal, Prediction: Facebook Will Surpass Google In Advertising Revenue, 
TECHCRUNCH (June 5, 2011), techcrunch.com/2011/06/05/facebook-will-surpass-google/.  

118  Nicholas Lovell, Why Facebook is dependent on Zynga, not the other way round, 
GAMESBRIEF (Feb. 22, 2010), www.gamesbrief.com/2010/02/why-facebook-is-dependent-on-
zynga-not-the-other-way-round/;. 

119  Games on Facebook, FACEBOOK FOR DEVELOPERS, 
developers.facebook.com/docs/games/gamesonfacebook/ (last visited Oct. 1, 2016). 

120    FB_0489562 at FB_0489565 (“Platform remains a key competitive advantage for 
Facebook…”). 
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overwhelmingly the favorite destination for users looks to play games on social 

networking sites.”  See figures below.121 

 
 

 
 

VI. FACEBOOK CREDITS 

91. After launching Facebook Platform in 2007, Facebook did not provide any Virtual 

Currency Services to social game developers for a number of years.  In the middle 

of 2009, however, Facebook started providing VCS through Facebook Credits to a 

small number of social game developers.122   

                                                            
121  PopCap Games, 2010 Social Gaming Research, INFORMATION SOLUTIONS GROUP, at 26. 
122    See INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2011-2012 at 41 

(“Facebook itself is now participating directly in this business itself with the rollout of 
Facebook Credits, which is significantly affecting the bottom line for publishers.”); 
FB_0131701 (Mouse Hunt); FB_0131680 (Social Calendar); FB_0131785 ((Lil) Green Patch); 
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92. In 2010, Facebook entered into agreements with several of the top social game 

developers generally requiring the exclusive use Facebook Credits.123  Despite the 

developers’ reluctance to use Facebook Credits,124 Facebook negotiated favorable 

deals with the top developers based on pressure tactics and the threat of being 

eliminated from Facebook Platform if they did not use Credits as their virtual 

currency service.125   
126 these deals were signed despite the fact that A/B 

testing showed that Credits, even as the nonexclusive default payment option, 

harmed conversion and developer revenue.127 In January 2011, Facebook 

announced that all social game developers would be required to use Facebook 

Credits for both direct payments and Offers beginning July 1, 2011.128  In 

connection with this policy change, Facebook released a special set of policies 

applicable to the use of Facebook Credits specifically for game developers (and 

not developers of other types of non-game applications on Facebook Platform).  

Developers were subsequently informed by Facebook that Facebook Credits 

would be the only VCS service permitted in any game on Facebook Platform.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                

FB_0131764 (Pack Rat); FB_0131659 (Group Card); FB_0131743 ((fluff) Friends); 
FB_0131722 (Birthday Calendar). 

123   See FB_0278468 (Zynga Developer Addendum dated May 14, 2010); FB_0248797 
(Crowdstar Letter Agreement dated June 25, 2010); FB_0185297 (RockYou Letter Agreement 
dated July 15, 2010); FB_0273711 (Playdom Letter Agreement dated July 27, 2010); 
FB_0258641 (Electronic Arts Platform Agreement dated October 26, 2010). 

124    FB_0485985 at FB_0486012. 
125     

 
 see also FB_0012172 at FB_0012172 

(“We will be changing policies to require that all apps use our credits.”). 
126    FB_0012172 at FB_012172. 
127         FB_0008313 at FB_0008313. 
128    INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2011-2012 at 41. 
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93. Developers were also reluctant to adopt Facebook Credits because Facebook 

charged a 30% revenue share for all Facebook Credits transactions.129  This was 

higher than what any other VCS provider charged for their services.  As 

Facebook’s Director of Product Marketing for Facebook Credits Deborah Liu 

wrote in an internal email in late 2010: 

 
 
  
 
 
 

130 

94. Facebook used the term “accretive” to describe the point at which Facebook 

Credits provided developers  with value that exceeded the 30% cost of using 

Facebook Credits.131  Based on the deposition testimony and documents I have 

reviewed in this case, Facebook failed to offer developers many of the same 

services that other VCS providers had provided, much less at a comparable level 

of quality, including tailored optimization, dashboards/analytics, customer service, 

and fraud detection.   

95. In order to bridge this gap, Facebook offered  

 to many of the developers for whom it had entered agreements 

relating to the use of Facebook Credits.132   

 

.133  After the July 1, 

                                                            
129        FB_0485946; FB_0486029; FB_0438990.  
130    FB_0008962 at FB_0008962 (Dep. Ex. 77). 
131         FB_0503740 at FB_0503740‐41; FB_0220275 at FB_0220276; FB_0179920 at 

FB_0179952; FB_0485946 at FB_0485966.  
132    FB_0248015 at FB_0248015 (Dep. Ex. 149). 
133           See, e.g.,  
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2011 policy change went into effect, Facebook started removing these incentives 

and other benefits that it had been providing to the developers that had voluntarily 

agreed to use Facebook Credits. 

96. Although Facebook Credits was initially envisioned by Facebook to be a 

universal, in-game currency that users could use to purchase virtual goods in any 

game on Facebook Platform using Credits, Facebook ultimately abandoned its 

plans to provide a virtual currency due to developers’ desire to keep their own 

separate in-game currency.  Instead, Facebook Credits simply became an 

“abstraction layer” within the purchasing flow: first, users use real world money to 

purchase Facebook Credits; second, users use Credits to purchase the developers’ 

various in-game currencies; finally use the in-game currency to purchase other 

virtual goods.  See figure below.134 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

 
    

134    https://www.wired.com/images_blogs/business/2010/09/zynga-facebook-credits.jpg 
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97. To reduce the friction created by having to exchange currencies several times 

over, Facebook implemented a feature called “OSCIF” where it appeared to users 

as if they were directly purchasing the developers’ in-game currency with their 

real-world money.  Despite the fact that users had no way to know that they were 

first purchasing Facebook Credits to then purchase in-game currency, Developers 

were still required to pay Facebook the 30% revenue share on all virtual goods 

transactions. 
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98. To justify the high cost of the 30% revenue share despite Facebook’s total 

inexperience as a VCS provider, Facebook envisioned a scenario in which 

Facebook Credits would provide all the benefits of a universally adopted virtual 

currency that would ideally lead to greater total payment volume and a better “user 

experience.”135  But since Facebook ultimately decided to only mandate Facebook 

Credits as the “sole and exclusive” payment option on Facebook Platform, and not 

as an in-game virtual currency for all social games, Facebook Credits did not offer 

the benefits attributed to a virtual currency that Facebook had in mind when it had 

set the 30% fee.  As Facebook’s Vice President of Partnerships Dan Rose noted to 

COO Sandberg and CFO Ebersman in May 2010,  
136   

137 

99. Notably, Facebook did not appear to seriously consider reducing its 30% revenue 

share, not when it dropped its strategy of making Credits the universal, in-game 

currency, nor when it decided to deprecate Facebook Credits altogether.138  

 

 

 
139   

100. Given the high cost and minimal benefits of Facebook Credits, along with the 

prohibition on working with experienced VCS providers that optimized 

                                                            
135    FB_0383810 at FB_0383810 (Dep. Tr. 147) (“the user experience is better when Credits 

are sole in-game currency”); see also  

 
136    See FB_0383810 at FB_0383810 (Dep. Tr. 147)  
137    See FB_0383746 at FB_0383746 (Dep. Ex. 146).  
138        See FB_0238593 at FB_023859; FB_0153036  at FB_0153036; FB_0008329 at 
FB_0008329; FB_0423044; FB_0245329; FB_0278940 at FB_0278940; FB_0151302; 

FB_0006784; FB_0437536. 
139    See FB_0383525 at FB_0383525 (Dep. Ex. 177). 
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developers’ virtual goods transactions, developers were significantly harmed by 

Facebook Credits.140   

 
141   

101. Trip Hawkins, CEO of social game developer Digital Chocolate, testified to the 

following in his deposition in this case: 

 Q. Do you remember why Digital Chocolate adopted Facebook Credits?  
o We were forced to.142 

 
 Q. Did using Facebook Credits hurt Digital Chocolate’s business?  

o It was devastating….[Y]ou are running a business in which you have 
committed to a business plan that has a revenue forecast and a 
spending budget, and if you’re a growth business, you’re reinvesting 
your revenue in the business and your margins are going to be tight, 
so even if you’re, in fact, a fairly successful technology growth, if 
you have a percent profit margin, you’re doing pretty respectably 
well, and if someone then comes along and says, oh, 30 percent of 
your revenue has to come off the top, now you’re running a 20 
percent operating loss. That’s a devastating change, and you’re 
going to need to increase revenue by more than 40 percent by other 
means to get back to where you started, and that is like the face of 
Mount Everest, and most companies are not going to be able to pull 
that off, and we couldn’t.143 

 Q. So was it true that Digital Chocolate saw great results so far with 
Facebook Credits as of the date of Facebook’s press release?  

                                                            
140    See, e.g.,  

 
 

 
; see FB_0174190 at FB_0174190 

(Dep. Ex. 204) (“[O]ne thing that would be really useful is a a [sic] dashboard where we could 
manage our account, similar to what SuperRewards and other vendors offer.”). 

141    FB_0249494 at FB_0249494. 
142    Trip Hawkins Dep. Tr. at 78:14-16. 
143    Id. at 83:5-84:1. 
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o It’s a complete lie.144  

 Q. Do you know whether Digital Chocolate authorized Facebook to 
publicize that complete lie, that partners such as Digital Chocolate have 
seen great results so far with Facebook Credits?  

o I’m fairly certain that there wasn’t anything legally that prevented 
Facebook from making that statement, and that at this point, frankly, 
we are at their mercy. We are begging them to try to stay alive, and 
you know, we’re not in a position to argue with what they want to 
say publically about characterizing the 24 relationship while we’re 
completely dependent on them, like an abused housewife who’s 
getting beaten up regularly and has been threatened that if she 
complains to the neighbors or the police, she’s going to be killed. 
It’s a little bit like that.145 

102. Facebook employees, including co-founder/chairman/CEO Mark Zuckerberg, 

COO Sheryl Sandberg, and CFO David Ebersman were all acutely aware of the 

shortcomings of Facebook Credits.146  Nonetheless, Facebook did not take any 

material actions to ease the burden imposed on developers by Facebook Credits.    

103. Facebook mandated the use of Facebook Credits in all aspects, including direct 

payments, as well as in connection with Offers.  In March 2010, Facebook met 

with a several VCS providers, including Super Rewards, Offerpal, Peanut Labs, 

and TrialPay, to select a “white label” provider for a Facebook-branded Offers 

                                                            
144    Id. at 99:25-100:3. 
145    Id. at 100:4-20.  
146    For example,  

 
 

 
;  FB_0496654 at 

FB_0496655; see also  
 

 
 
 

;  
 

; FB_0146114 at FB_0146114 (Dep. Ex. 153). 
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product.  Following the meetings, Facebook decided that it would “anoint TrialPay 

the winner” and signed an exclusive deal with TrialPay to provide Offers that paid 

out in Facebook Credits.147  Since the signing of that deal, TrialPay has been the 

sole and exclusive provider of all Facebook Offers.   

104. Mandating the use of Facebook Credits in connection with Offers also caused 

harm to developers.  Following the July 1, 2011 policy, developers were required 

to serve up only Facebook Offers (including payment of the 30% revenue share), 

and were not permitted to serve up Offers provided by other VCS providers, such 

as Super Rewards and Offerpal.  Developers could only serve Facebook Offers 

provided by TrialPay, and the resulting was subject to the 30% revenue share.  

105. TrialPay’s revenue exploded after becoming “Facebook’s de facto exclusive free 

payment partner” for Offers.148  As TrialPay’s co-founder and current CEO Terry 

Angelos told Wired Magazine: 

When [Facebook can] take a player like Zynga and force them — 
and Playdom, Playfish, Crowdstar, RockYou, which are all moving 
over to Facebook Credits — you have a platform that’s going to go 
from zero to, I think, a billion-dollar run rate in the next six months. 
[. . . ]  And that’s unprecedented, and unheard of. It’s very, very rare 
that a payment platform gets to that much traction so quickly.149  

106. After mandating the sole and exclusive use of Facebook Credits as a payment 

method for virtual goods and the compensation provided to users for completing 

Offers, Facebook continued to revise its Platform Policies to ensure that 

developers would not migrate their games to other social game networks, 

especially Google+ which was launched in the second half of 2011.   

                                                            
147       FB_0192164. 
148    Elio Van Buskirk, Facebook’s Virtual Currency Push Hints at Micro-Payments Battle, 

WIRED (Sept. 19, 2010), https://www.wired.com/2010/09/facebooks-virtual-currency-takeover-
hints-at-micro-payment-battle/. 

149    Id. 
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107. For example, in August 2011, Facebook adopted policies stating developers may 

not “integrate, link to, promote, distribute, or redirect to any app on any other 

competing social platform.”  Similarly, in August 2012, Facebook throttled social 

distribution to other web desktop games by removing their access to “connections 

such as friends list” and several other viral communication channels.  One of 

Facebook’s most restrictive polices prevented developers from charging different 

prices, offering different experiences or providing rewards for versions of the 

game that users could play on other social game networks outside of Facebook 

Platform. 

108. Ultimately, the changes to Facebook Platform Policy in 2011 and 2012 also 

harmed Facebook users.  Facebook’s customer service and fraud detection skills 

were sub-par at best at the time the mandate went into effect.  An enormous 

increase in transaction volume managed by Facebook took place after it 

announced and implemented the Credits mandate.  Yet, Facebook was 

understaffed and lacked experience to detect fraud and provide customer service to 

users, especially compared to other VCS providers who had been providing such 

services on the Platform for several years prior to the introduction of Facebook 

Credits.150   

109. Furthermore, the actions of Facebook described above forced layoffs at several 

major game studios, and may have even caused several competing game networks 

to close.  For example, shortly after Facebook anointed TrialPay as the exclusive 

provider of Facebook Credits in March 2010, Offerpal announced layoffs and 

specifically blamed Facebook Credits as the cause.151  In December 2010, 

Crowdstar informed Facebook that due in part to the burdens caused by Facebook 

Credits, it would be laying off several employees as part of a major restructuring.  
                                                            
150   See Deposition of Sean Ryan, and related exhibits. 
151    Chris Morrison, Offerpal Responds to Facebook Credits With Employee Layoffs, 

SOCIALTIMES (July 12, 2010), www.adweek.com/socialtimes/offerpal-layoffs-employees-
credits/571902/. 
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In January 2011, Myspace announced it would be layoff 50% of its staff.152  In 

July 2011, a recent Disney acquisition announced it had laid off as much as two 

thirds of its employees.153  In November 2011, RockYou announced it would be 

laying off 100 employees due to profitability issues.154  In September 2011, hi5 

confirmed significant layoffs.155  In December 2011, Metrogames reportedly laid 

off half of its 80 employees.156  In spite of these consequences for game 

developers, VCS providers and other social game networks, Facebook and 

TrialPay were collecting more virtual goods revenue than ever before.  

110. It is likely that the consequences of Facebook Credits, including the layoffs at the 

companies identified above, several developers were forced to shut down games, 

including very popular games, which earned the ire of many social gamers.  For 

example, in March 2011, after having used Facebook Credits for nearly a year, 

Playdom, RockYou and Zynga all announced that they would be shutting down 

games.157  And after Playdom shut down Mobsters in August 2011, users were 

furious and even threatened class action litigation.158 

VII. ALTERNATIVES TO THE FACEBOOK PLATFORM 

111. I have been asked to evaluate the reasonable alternatives and substitutes to 

Facebook Platform for social game developers.   

                                                            
152   http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/facebook-roundup-loading-time-congress-facebook-

movie-myspace-layoffs-and-hyundai/254666 
153  

http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/126159/Layoffs_Hit_DisneyOwned_Social_Gaming_St
udio_Three_Melons.php 

154    https://techcrunch.com/2011/11/02/social-game-developer-rockyou-succumbs-to-layoffs-
to-achieve-profitability/ 

155    https://techcrunch.com/2011/09/19/hi5-layoffs-again/ 
156    http://news.softpedia.com/news/Coco-Girl-Developer-Faces-Financial-Trouble-

Facebook-Game-Goes-On-243592.shtml 
157   http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/as-myspace-traffic-falls-some-top-developers-shut-

down-games/581306 
158    https://www.facebook.com/pg/Social-Gamers-Class-Action-Suit-Against-Playdom-

175513915850911/notes/?ref=page_internal 
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112. It is my opinion the other alternatives to Facebook Platform for social game 

developers included at least Myspace, Bebo, and hi5. These other social game 

networks all provided third-party game developers access to both a social network 

and social distribution tools to build social games, the essential characteristics of a 

social game network.  Google+ and Zynga.com also attempted to create social 

game networks which never became viable alternatives for social game 

developers, in part due to efforts undertaken by Facebook to restrict developers 

from using these platforms.   

113. Of these social game networks, Facebook is the only one with a dominant social 

graph and user size.  It is the only social game network that has realistically been 

an “alternative” for social game developers since at least 2011.159  For that reason, 

Facebook has been described as “the 400 million pound gorilla in the social game 

space.”160  The other social game networks  either shut down and/or did not 

provide developers with access to a social graph with benefits comparable to those 

provided by Facebook’s social graph. 

114. It is also my opinion that any development platform that does not offer access to 

both a social network and social distribution tools are not substitutes or alternative 

platforms for social game developers.  Below, I address whether mobile platforms 

are reasonable alternatives or substitutes to Facebook Platform. 

 

                                                            
159    AJ Glasser, Google+ Announces Games, Launches With Zynga, Playdom, PopCap 

Games, Wooga, Rovio, Kabam, More, SOCIALTIMES (Aug. 11, 2011), 
www.adweek.com/socialtimes/google-announces-games-launches-with-zynga-playdom-
popcap-games-wooga-rovio-kabam-more/586585/ (“Over the last couple of years, there has 
been no viable alternative to Facebook for social game developers looking to get their games 
in front of a large audience.”). 

160  Mike Turner, Breaking Into Social Games Gaming – A Must-Read  Guide to Entering the 
Facebook Game Space, SOCIAL TIMES (Aug. 26, 2011), 
www.adweek.com/socialtimes/breaking-into-social-gaming-a-must-read-guide-to-entering-the-
facebook-game-space/76877/. 
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A. Myspace  

115. Myspace is a social network website that was an alternative to Facebook Platform 

for social game developers.  Indeed, several developers on Facebook Platform also 

developed social games for Myspace, including Zynga, Playdom and RockYou.  

Beginning in 2008, Myspace offered social game developers access to its social 

network, which at one point had around 100 million monthly active users.161  

Myspace also offered developers access to various social distribution tools that 

developers could use to spur viral adoption of their games.  In March 2010, Eric 

Eldon of Inside Network reported that “MySpace has still been the de facto place 

for social game developers to go besides Facebook.”162  

116. Myspace allowed social game developers to work with providers of virtual 

currency services such as Tapjoy (f/k/a Offerpal Media), Super Rewards, TrialPay 

and others.163  Zynga’s social games on Myspace utilized the virtual currency 

services provided by Offerpal and Super Rewards. 

117. My former company Zynga was one of the top social developers on Myspace for 

several years.  Many of Zynga’s social games on Facebook Platform could also by 

played on Myspace, including Mafia Wars, YoVille, Zynga Poker and Vampires, to 

name just a few.  Playdom and RockYou also published successful social games 

on Myspace, including, respectively, Mobsters, Bloodlines and Overdrive and 

RockYou Pets and Speed Racing.164  

                                                            
161    See Duncan Riley, MySpace Quietly Launches Game Site 
162    www.adweek.com/socialtimes/myspace-looks-for-more-social-game-developers-with-

big-platform-upgrades/567963. 
163   See FB_0277644; see also www.adweek.com/socialtimes/playdom-reveals-itself-as-the-

developer-of-the-1-game-on-myspace/559590; www.adweek.com/socialtimes/super-rewards-
expanding-more-broadly-across-the-social-web/560012; 
www.adweek.com/socialtimes/offerpal-launches-myspace-onboarding-feature/1781. 

164   www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-myspace-games-for-september-24-2008/557347; 
www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-myspace-games-for-december-1-2009/565139?red=ig; 
www.aol.com/article/2011/03/09/myspace-games-shutter/19874596/. 
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118. In March 2011, within months of their deals with Facebook and the Credits 

mandate announcement in January 2011, Zynga, Playdom, RockYou and other 

social game developers began shutting down their games on Myspace and 

directing users to Facebook Platform; these moves were attributed to a sharp 

decline in Myspace’s user traffic, massive layoffs and plans for a sale of the 

company.165  It was also reported that “ a number of [developers] have shut down 

titles on MySpace, mainly to focus resources on Facebook.”166  In June 2013, 

Myspace announced a redesign and that all games, along with several other 

features, would be removed from its platform.167 

B. Bebo 

119. Bebo is another social network website that also allowed developers to create 

social games.  Bebo launched the gaming section of its website in November 

2009.168  In addition to its social graph, several social distribution tools were made 

available to game developers, thereby allowing the development of social games 

on Bebo.  As one report noted: 

What Bebo has done with its game platform is integrate it with 
several of its existing features, such as chat, messages and other 
forms of notifications. This means that users can do things like 
challenge other users to a game directly from their chat window. It 
also means that developers have more immediate access to users for 
the purpose of encouraging them to return to their games….The 
social factor is meant to further increase user engagement on Bebo’s 
site, essentially turning it into a social gaming platform.169 

                                                            
165  Christopher Mack, Following MySpace Traffic Falls, Some Top Developers Shut Down 

Games, SOCIALTIMES (Mar. 9, 2011), www.adweek.com/socialtimes/as-myspace-traffic-falls-
some-top-developers-shut-down-games/581306/. 

166  Id. 
167  techcrunch.com/2013/06/12/bring-the-blogs-back/. 
168   Bebo Press Release, New Bebo Social Games Experience Drives 190%* Increase in 

Game Installs At Launch (Nov. 4, 2009), available at 
www.idg.com.au/mediareleases/9560/new-bebo-social-games-experience-drives-190-increa/. 

169    Kristen Nicole, Bebo Games Official Launch: The Next Frontier for Virtual Goods?, 
SOCIALTIMES (Nov. 4, 2009), www.adweek.com/socialtimes/bebo-games-official-launch-the-
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120.   Following the launch of Bebo’s Social Games Experience,” developers on 

Facebook Platform began developing social games for Bebo as well.  For example, 

COO and founder of social game developer Playfish stated that “[w]e’re thrilled 

that the new Social Games Experience will give millions of Bebo users a chance to 

play two of Playfish’s most popular games - Pet Society and Bowling Buddies - 

and an opportunity to connect, compete and socialize with their friends through 

them.”170 

C. hi5 

121. hi5 (now owned by if(we) f/k/a/ Tagged) is a social network founded in 2004 that 

was at times the second and third most popular social network behind Myspace 

and then Facebook.  Although many of hi5’s users were located in non-English 

speaking countries, it also had a sizable user base in the United States.   

122. hi5 provided a gaming platform for third-party developers as a substitute and 

alternative to Facebook Platform.  In 2010, hi5 reportedly accepted a second round 

of funding in the amount of $14 million and announced plans to pivot their 

business entirely towards social gaming.171 To build out its selection of games for 

its user base of over 60 million, hi5 created the hi5 Games Channel by executing 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

next-frontier-for-virtual-goods/2467/; see also Christopher Mack, Bebo Social Games 
Experience Launches, SocialTimes (Nov. 3, 2009), www.adweek.com/socialtimes/bebo-social-
games-experience-launches/564243 

170    See New Bebo Social Games Experience Drives 190%* Increase in Game Installs At 
Launch ; see also Rachel Hawkes, Playfish insta[l]ls 100m games on Faceboo, Bebo and 
Myspace, www.socialmediaportal.com/News/2009/07/Playfish-instals-100m-games-on-
Facebook-Bebo-and-
MySpace.aspx?ReturnUrl=/Search/Default.aspx?Tag=social+gaming&Pg=5#sthash.TUa5jwm
d/. 

171  http://venturebeat.com/2010/07/13/hi5-raises-14m-as-it-shifts-into-social-games-and-
virtual-goods/. 
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deals with several partners, including RealNetworks, SmallWorlds, Playdom, 

Mochi Media, and RockYou.172   

123. In addition to the third-party VCS providers that worked with hi5 social game 

developers to manage “the details of payment processing, currency conversions, 

payment methods and other logistical problems” hi5 also provided its own 

competing VCS services known as “hi5 Coins.”173  The gaming platform on hi5 

differed from Facebook Platform in that it did not require registration or 

authentication of users’ identities.174  Like Facebook Platform, however, hi5 

provided developers access to the hi5 social graph and social distribution tools and 

viral communication channels allowing users to invite friends to games or notify 

users of friends’ actions on them.175 

124. In September 2011, months after Facebook’s Credits mandate, hi5 was forced to 

conduct significant layoffs.176  In December 2011, Tagged (now if(we)) acquired 

                                                            
172  http://www.engagedigital.com/blog/2009/07/14/hi5-adds-realgames-titles-to-games-

channel/. 
173   Alexandra Anton, Hi5 Coins Payment Platform Leverages OpenSocial Virtual Currency 

API, SOFTPEDIA (June 6, 2009), news.softpedia.com/news/OpenSocial-Platform-Supports-Hi5-
Coins-And-Payments-113419.shtml; see also Erick Schonfeld, The Value Of Virtual Currency: 
The Real Price Of Super Rewards Was Closer to $50 Million, TECHCRUNCH (July 26, 2009), 
techcrunch.com/2009/07/26/the-value-of-virtual-currency-the-real-price-of-super-rewards-was-
closer-to-50-million/; Press Release, Offerpal Media, Offerpal Media CEO Anu Shukla to 
Address User Engagement and Monetization at SNAP Summit (Oct. 27, 2008). 

174  See FB_0169248 at FB_0169250 (Dep. Ex. 208) (“[S]ocial games on [hi5] do actually 
require no registration or authentication at all to work.”); see also Dean Takahashi & Eric 
Eldon, In recession, social gaming comes of age, VENTUREBEAT (June 24, 2009), 
venturebeat.com/2009/06/24/in-recession-social-gaming-comes-of-age/ (“[C]ompanies are 
carving out niches with clever strategies….hi5’s game strategy includes making it easy for 
strangers to play each [other].  It recognizes that people don’t always want to play with their 
real names. Andrew Sheppard, executive producer of games at hi5, said that when he’s playing 
a mafia game, he doesn’t want to whack a Facebook rival whose picture shows she’s a mother 
of twins.”). 

175  Eric Eldon, Hi5’s developer platform growing, worth a closer look, VENTUREBEAT (Apr. 
21, 2008), venturebeat.com/2008/04/21/hi5s-developer-platform-growing-worth-a-closer-
look/. 

176  Anthony Ha, Tagged Begins Transformation Of Social Gaming Network hi5, 
TECHCRUNCH (Jan. 26, 2012), techcrunch.com/2011/09/19/hi5-layoffs-again/. 
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hi5 and subsequently announced that third-party developers would no longer be 

permitted to develop games for the platform.177 

D. Zynga.com 

125. In 2010, Facebook and Zynga renegotiated their agreement in part  

 

126.  

 

 

 
178   

 

 
179   

180 

127. In March 2012, Zynga unsuccessfully attempted to launch its own social game 

network on the website Zynga.com.  Zynga.com was designed with the intent of 

                                                            
177  MG Siegler, Hi5 Confirms “Significant” Layoffs, Wraps Them In Mumbo Jumbo Speak, 

TECHCRUNCH (Sep. 19, 2011), techcrunch.com/2012/01/26/tagged-hi5-transformation/. 
178    FB_09248757 at FB_09248760.   
179    Id. 
180    Id. 
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providing Zynga, other developers and users with an alternative social gaming 

platform to Facebook Platform.  

 

   

128. Zynga.com catered to specifically to users of social games; for example, the 

Zynga.com user profile focused on the way a user engaged with games by 

displaying their most played games, recent games activity, the number of zFriends 

a user has, the number of friends a user has helped in a game.181  It never became a 

general purpose social network like Facebook.com, Myspace, or Hi5.  The Zynga 

website was designed to enable easier and quicker access to friends, eliminating 

the waiting period that often accompanies game play via Facebook.182   

129. In August 2014, Zynga transitioned Zynga.com to Zyngagames.com.183  Since 

then, Zynga.com has been a website directory of Zynga’s games.   

130. Despite Zynga’s Zyngagames.com, Zynga never was able to decrease its reliance 

on Facebook’s social game network on Facebook.com.  Today, a user visiting 

Zyngagames.com has the option of only two games: FarmVille 2 and Matching 

With Friends.  For all other games, the user is directed outside of 

Zyngagames.com and no longer uses any Zyngagames.com functionality. 

E. Google+ 

131. Google also attempted to offer game developers a development platform on its 

Google+ social networking website.184   

                                                            
181  See AJ Glasser, Zynga.com — two months old and 2.8 million MAU, SOCIALTIMES (MAY 

3, 2012), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/zynga-com-2-8-million-mau/594882. 
182  See Jeff Grubb, Zynga flexes its marketing muscle to support third-party partner games, 

VENTUREBEAT (Mar. 25, 2013), http://venturebeat.com/2013/03/25/zynga-flexes-its-
marketing-muscle-to-support-its-third-party-partner-games/. 

183   http://zyngablog.typepad.com/farmville_2/2014/08/zyngacom-becoming-
zyngagamescom.html. 
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132. On August 11, 2011, Google announced that it would start rolling out games for 

Google+, including existing popular social game titles such as Zynga Poker.185  

Google+ offered game developers access to the Google+ social graph as well as 

social distribution tools like invites that could be sent to a user’s friends and a 

“game stream” that shared users’ gaming activities.   

133.  

 
186 

134. As one report noted: 

Games launching on Google+ is a symbolic moment in the evolution 
of social platforms in the United States. Over the last couple of 
years, there has been no viable alternative to Facebook for social 
game developers looking to get their games in front of a large 
audience. MySpace has fallen off the radar completely, and smaller 
networks like Bebo, Tagged, and Hi5 don’t have the traffic most 
developers are looking for. Though the Google+ Platform is 
currently only available to those developers Google invited to 
participate in the launch, its existence and possible growth will 
potentially grant developers an actual choice of platform and perhaps 
even some negotiating room with Facebook.187 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
184    AJ Glasser, Google+ Announces Games, Launches With Zynga, Playdom, PopCap 

Games, Wooga, Rovio, Kabam, More, SOCIALTIMES (Aug. 11, 2011), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/google-announces-games-launches-with-zynga-playdom-
popcap-games-wooga-rovio-kabam-more/586585. 

185  https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2011/08/games-in-google-fun-that-fits-your.html; 
http://googleplusplatform.blogspot.com/2011/08/stepping-onto-google-platform.html.  

186    FB_0186592 at -594. 
187    AJ Glasser, Google+ Announces Games, Launches With Zynga, Playdom, PopCap 

Games, Wooga, Rovio, Kabam, More, SOCIALTIMES (Aug. 11, 2011), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/google-announces-games-launches-with-zynga-playdom-
popcap-games-wooga-rovio-kabam-more/586585 (emphasis added); see also Smith & Hudson, 
INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS 2011-2012 (describing Google+ as “the 
first potentially viable competitor to the Facebook Platform since MySpace’s descent began in 
[2008]”). 
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135. Unfortunately for social game developers, Google+ failed as a social game 

network and never became a viable alternative to Facebook Platform.  On June 30, 

2013, Google shut down its Google+ game platform.188 

F. Social Game Networks Based Outside the United States 

136. Outside of the United States, there were several development platforms for social 

games, including Tencent in China, and Orkut in Brazil.  In my experience, game 

developers based in the United States typically did not develop for these game 

networks due to regulatory and language barriers, cultural differences, and the 

overall difficulty of transacting business in these foreign countries.   

G. Other Gaming Platforms That Are Not Alternates or Substitutes to 
Facebook Platform For Game Developers 

137. I have also been asked to provide an opinion regarding whether several other 

gaming platforms should be considered alternatives or substitutes to Facebook 

Platform.  For the reasons set forth below, it is my opinion that these platforms 

were never viable alternatives or substitutes for the Facebook Platform. 

138. First, several of these platforms were not social networks and did not provide 

developers access to a social graph.  Instead, such gaming platform—for example, 

MSN Games, AOL Games, Yahoo Games, and AddictingGames.com—simply 

provided the same casual games that had existed prior to the introduction of social 

networks.  MSN was not able to successfully create a social network despite 

efforts based on its popular messenger application.189  Similarly, Yahoo, despite its 

large number of registered users, did not offer a true social network in the sense 

that users could not interact with other users and then form connections that could 

                                                            
188    See Mike Williams, Google shutting down Google+ Games on June 30 (May 16, 2013), 

www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2013-05-16-google-shutting-down-google-games-on-june-30/. 
189  See Ravi Mehta, Cracking the Mainstream: Why Social Gaming Is More Than Just a 

Fad, MASHABLE (Nov. 19, 2010),  mashable.com/2010/11/19/social-gaming-
mainstream/#aI8G_1J3gkqG/. 
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be represented in a social graph.  Yahoo’s website did not offer social distribution 

tools such as friend requests and activity notifications that developers could use to 

build social games.  Yahoo did attempt to create a social network called “Mash” in 

2007; however, the social network was shut down just a year later and was never 

available to social game developers.190  

139. Second, although Twitter is a social network under a broad usage of that term, 

there is no opportunity for social games to be developed on Twitter.  To the extent 

some users on Twitter have developed “games” like scavenger hunts, contest, 

goal-based flashmobs, these games are not the type of social games developers 

were seeking to build on Facebook Platform and other alternate platforms.191  And 

they have been limited in both popularity and number. Twitter is lacking many of 

the necessary channels, infrastructure, and real estate for a successful social game 

ecosystem. Discussions have been ongoing with Twitter and many partners to 

develop a platform for years, but Twitter has failed to execute in any meaningful 

way. 

140. I do not consider Steam to be an alternative to Facebook Platform.  The types of 

games and by far the most popular games available on Steam are generally not 

casual games, but are typically mid-core and hardcore games or versions of 

console games adapted to be played on a computer.  These games require far 

greater initial investments than developers are willing to make when creating 

social games.  Moreover, many of the target users for social game developers—

often middle-aged women—generally do not use Steam.  Steam’s user base 

largely consists of dedicated gamers who are not looking to play casual games for 

short periods of time, but are instead looking to interact with other serious gamers 

and find in-depth synchronous online multiplayer gaming experiences.  Unlike 

                                                            
190  See Caroline McCarthy, Yahoo Mash: When getting social isn’t enough, CNET (Aug. 29, 

2008), www.cnet.com/news/yahoo-mash-when-getting-social-isnt-enough/. 
191  See SOCIAL GAME DESIGN: MONETIZATION METHODS AND DESIGN at 95. 
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social games, games played on Steam are not browser based.  Users must 

download and install a separate application to access the Steam platform, and then 

must also separately download and install games available on Steam.  The 

potential audience offered by a service like Steam is therefore much difference 

than the audience on Facebook.com.192 

141. Finally, video game consoles are not alternatives to Facebook Platform for social 

game developers.193  Console games are overwhelmingly developed by large 

studios that have large teams of developers and spend millions of dollars to 

develop games over the course of years.  Social developers do not have these same 

capacities and therefore generally do not attempt to develop games for video game 

consoles. 

VIII. MOBILE PLATFORMS ARE NOT REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES TO 
SOCIAL GAME NETWORKS 

142. I have been asked to specifically evaluate whether mobile app development 

platforms are viable substitutes to Facebook Platform for game developers.  It is 

my opinion that mobile platforms are not viable substitutes to Facebook Platform 

or the other alternatives identified in the previous section given the following 

differences between developing mobile games and social games: 

 Different technical requirements that require different software engineers, 
different timetables and development cycles, and different gameplay 
design; 

 Lack of access to a social network, social distribution tools or viral 
communication channels; 

 Far more expensive methods for driving game discovery and adoption; 

                                                            
192    Id. at 97. 
193    See The Case of Social vs. Mobile vs. Console Gaming, SOCIALTIMES (May 1, 2015), 

www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-case-of-social-vs-mobile-vs-console-gaming/619616/ 
(“[T]he social, mobile and console gaming ecosystems require their own unique approaches, 
and few designers or studios, if any, can expect to truly excel across the whole ecosystem.”). 
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 Users of mobile games physically interact with mobile phones differently;  

 Users of mobile games play more frequently for shorter periods of time; 

 Different pricing models under which DAU and/or MAU has little 
importance; and 

 Porting games from mobile to social game networks, or vice versa, has 
many challenges and costs, and is far less simple than porting games 
between different social game networks. 

143. Mobile games are generally developed for either the Apple iOS or Google 

Android mobile platforms.194  See figure below.195   

 
 

144. Internal Facebook documents and testimony from Facebook employees indicates 

that Facebook did not consider Apple’s iOS to be a “competing social 

platform.”196  For example, Sean Ryan, Facebook’s then-Director of Games 

Partnership, confirmed in his deposition that “the mobile market is still missing 

                                                            
194    INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2011-2012 at 88, 101 

(“Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android operating system continue to be the only platforms with 
meaningful market opportunity for developers.”). 

195    Id. 
196    See, e.g.,  

 

 
. 
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social elements” and “offers unique challenges around distribution.”197  Similarly, 

Product Management Director Prashant Fuloria stated, “Facebook is primarily 

about social distribution, so I think developers should expect the bulk of their 

traffic/installs to come from viral channels.  In that regard, I would think we are 

fundamentally different than Apple.”198  

145. The addendum to Facebook and Zynga’s agreement that was executed in 

December 2010  

: 

  

  
 
 

99 

146. Any games developed for Apple or Google’s mobile platforms must be pre-

approved and may use only the payment systems and distribution channels offered 

by the mobile platform provider.  Mobile games played on Android phones must 

process all payments for virtual goods or currency through Google and can only be 

distributed through the Google Play app store.200  Likewise, mobile games played 

on Apple phones may only be paid for and distributed through the Apple iTunes 

Store. 

 

                                                            
197    See Ryan Dep. Tr. at 66:10-20. 
198    FB_0006813 at FB_0006813 (Dep. Ex. 175). 
199    . 
200  See Kathleen De Vere, Google tweaks policy, all Google Play apps must use Google’s 

payment system, SOCIALTIMES (July 31, 2012), www.adweek.com/socialtimes/google-drops-
the-hammer-on-third-party-android-billing-services-apps-must-use-googles-billing-
system/528816/. 
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A. Technical Differences Between Developing Mobile Games and 
Developing Games for Social Game Networks. 

147. Mobile games take much longer to develop than social games created for social 

game networks and are much harder to constantly update.  Unlike social game 

developers that are able to immediately publish a game to social game networks, 

mobile developers must wait to be pre-approved by Apple or Google.  For that 

reason, mobile developers must also settle on the various features of its games 

prior to submitting the game to the platform’s approval process.  Due to their 

inability to frequently update their games to test different features and tweak 

gameplay, developers on mobile platforms often take much longer to develop a 

game.   

148. Developers on social game networks can publish their games quickly and 

continuously add new features and even test the effectiveness of those features in 

real time.  Facebook’s developer website confirms this point: 

It can take many iterations to get the right business model within your 
game. For example, the points at which you charge players within the 
game, the price points you offer and the items or currency you sell can 
make a big difference to your conversions. It is easier to iterate on 
Facebook.com than it is on mobile because you can apply a change 
immediately on Facebook.com and then gather results, make changes 
and repeat. The update and iterate cycle on mobile takes much longer.201 

149. Another effect of this difference is that there are large capital requirements for a 

mobile game developer to fund the longer development cycle during which the 

game does not generate any revenue.  On the other hand, the capital requirements 

imposed on a social game developer are far less onerous, given that the 

developer’s game can start generating revenue even as the game continues to be 

further updated and refined.   

                                                            
201  developers.facebook.com/docs/games/mobile/crossplatform.  
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150. Social games have traditionally been much less expensive to develop than on 

mobile.  This difference presents a barrier that individual developers or small 

studios must overcome to start developing mobile games; such a barrier does not 

exist when developing on social game networks.  

151. Developing for mobile platforms generally requires different and significantly 

more advanced coding skills than those required to develop for social game 

networks.202  While social game networks typically only require a developer to 

write code for the web browser in which the game is played,  mobile platforms 

require a developer to write code for the actual iOS, Android or other operating 

system—a far more challenging task.   

152. Facebook Platform requires a developer to learn FBML, or Facebook Markup 

Language, and typically develop those games in Flash.  Developers on mobile 

platforms, however, must learn different programming languages depending on 

the platform.  Thus, even if an engineer is proficient with FBML, the engineer 

may not have any ability to write code for game being developed for a mobile 

platform. 

153. Another obvious but often overlooked difference between mobile platforms and 

social game networks is the significant difference in screen size.203  In general, 

mobile phones have far smaller screens than desktop or laptop computers.  This 

difference typically requires a complete redesign of the user interface, as explained 

on the Facebook developer website: 

UI Design Desktop computer monitors tend to be quite large relative to 
phone screens. Also, they almost always have a 16:9 or 16:10 aspect ratio. 
If you designed your game to run in portrait mode on a 3:4 iPhone 4, you 
may want to think about adjusting its layout to better occupy the large 
available real estate, so your game isn’t vertically letter-boxed. At a 

                                                            
202          Trip Hawkins Dep. Tr. at 45:10-20, 63:1-9.  
203      Trip Hawkins Dep. Tr. at 45:10-20. 
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minimum, consider adding an image backdrop to make the most of the 
available space. Some elements of your UI will benefit from a redesign for 
a desktop display. With a mouse, players will be able to click on smaller 
UI elements than those they could tap on, when playing on mobile. For 
example you can fit an extensive menu system, that on mobile spanned 
across multiple screens, in to a single screen on desktop monitors. This will 
make your user interface clearer and easier to use.204 

154. Moreover, since games played on mobile apps almost always occupy the entire 

mobile phone screen, users are unable to view or access certain content that the 

developer wants to send to users while they are playing.  This difference makes it 

far more difficult for mobile developers to send any type of in-game notification to 

the user.  Yet, because social game networks do not typically require games to be 

played in full screen, developers are able to send content to users that can be 

viewed even if the user does not leave the game.  

155. The manner in which physically interact with games are extremely different 

between computers and mobile.  While users on a computer can hit several keys, 

including letters and directional arrows, as well as use a mouse to navigate and 

click with a high degree of precision, the same cannot be said for mobile phones, 

which are essentially limited to using a one or two digits to tap or drag across the 

screen.  Moreover, many mobile phones have features like gyroscopes that allow 

mobile games to be controlled by user’s movements.  Obviously these features 

could not be replicated in a computer version of the game.  These differences often 

require a developer to create a completely different control scheme for each 

version of a game.  Facebook’s developer website confirms this point: 

Of course, the user interface on a desktop computer, keyboard and mouse, 
is somewhat different to the touchscreen and gyroscope on a mobile device. 
You will need to adapt your game to allow people to play with this 
different type of interface. Remember that most people are much more 
effective at (for example) navigating a first-person shooter with a keyboard 

                                                            
204  Facebook for Developers, Porting, 

developers.facebook.com/docs/games/gamesonfacebook/porting 
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and mouse than with a touchscreen, or at dragging units on a tablet than 
with a mouse.205 

156. The differences involving how a user physically controls the game can be so acute 

that a developer may have to altogether prevent users on a mobile version of an 

application from even interacting with users playing a computer version of the 

same game, as Facebook suggests on its developer website: 

Remember that most people are much more effective at (for example) 
navigating a first-person shooter with a keyboard and mouse than with a 
touchscreen, or at dragging units on a tablet than with a mouse. For some 
multiplayer games, it may make sense to ensure players only play against 
other players on the same kind of platform.206 

B. Mobile Platforms Are Not Viable Alternatives Because They Do Not 
Provide Access to a Social Graph or Distribution Through a Social 
Network 

157. Many mobile games can be integrated with various APIs using software 

development kits (SDKs).  Some SDKs are required to develop for certain 

platforms.  For example, developing an Android app requires use of an SDK with 

Java, and iOS apps may use Swift.207 

158. Many mobile games integrate Facebook Login, one of the features in Facebook’s 

SDKs that allows users to authenticate their identity on mobile applications via 

their Facebook login information and profile.  Although this feature integrates an 

identity verification functionality, adding Facebook Login does not by itself 

provide any means of social distribution.  Implementing Facebook Login does not 

help developers identify new users to target for acquisition, nor does it identify the 

connections between users, the defining feature of a social graph.208  As such, 

                                                            
205    Id. 
206  Facebook for Developers, Porting, 

.facebook.com/docs/games/gamesonfacebook/porting/. 
207  Facebook for Developers, APIs and SDKs, https://developers.facebook.com/docs/apis-

and-sdks/. 
208  See FB_0276580 at FB_0276580 (“f8 Event and Facebook Platform FAQ”). 
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Facebook Login fails to provide the necessary features of a social game network 

that social game developers require. 

159. Some mobile applications may gain access to the list of contacts and phone 

numbers stored in a user’s phone as a potential source for distribution.  This 

typically requires that the user explicitly agree to provide this information to the 

developer, which generally does not occur.  The data given when a user does grant 

access, is not a usable replacement for a social graph.  Far from it, every user’s 

mobile address book is different, much of the information is often incorrect or out 

of date, and the data is commonly limited to just a phone number and a first name.  

By contrast, social graphs provide friend’s interested, information, connections, in 

a consistent and verified way that ensure the data is clean enough to use.    

160. Developers that attempt to “cold call” or text message users experience a very low 

degree of success given that the user does not know how their information was 

acquired.  Additionally, the developer has no way to determine which individuals 

on a given contact list are actually friends of the existing users that could be 

interested in playing the game with their friend.   Relatedly, several lawsuits were 

filed by users who alleged that their privacy was breached when their contact 

information was provided to developers without the users’ consent.209   

161. As with Facebook Login, access to a users mobile address book does not satisfy 

the necessary requirements for social game development.210  I do not believe that 

access to the contact list on a user’s mobile phone is a sufficient substitute for 

social distribution features that allow developers to build their games’ users bases 

through viral growth. 

                                                            
209   See Wendy Davis, Lyft Hit With SMS-Spam lawsuit For ‘Invite Friends’ Program, Online 

Media Daily (Apr. 9, 2014), http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/223341/lyft-hit-
with-sms-spam-lawsuit-for-invite-friends.html. 

210  Id. 
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162. Companies like Ngmoco/DeNA (Mobage) and GREE/Open Feint have attempted 

to introduce some social functionality for mobile applications.211  Their attempts 

have been met with some success in Japan; however, attempts to enter U.S. mobile 

markets have been far less successful, and have even resulted in high-profile 

failures.  For example, in 2011, Japanese company Gree acquired OpenFeint for 

$104 million in 2011; just over a year and a half after its acquisition, OpenFeint 

announced that it would be discontinuing the service December 2012.212  

Similarly, following its acquisition by DeNA, Ngmoco began a decline that 

resulted in the shuttering of several games in March 2013.213 

163. These third-party mobile services, made popular in Japan and other Asian 

countries, did not have a clear counterpart in western markets.  Companies like 

Gree experienced  difficulty in significant part due to how mobile cultures evolved 

differently in the east and the west, especially given the early dominance of the 

“featurephone” in Asia prior to the introduction of the smartphone.  As one analyst 

explained in a 2011 report: 

But what do these two companies actually do? The answer isn’t 
actually immediately apparent, and it’s impossible to characterise 
either firm by creating a comparison with a western equivalent. They 
are very much a product of the unique Japanese mobile phone 
market, which until recently developed largely in isolation from the 
rest of the world’s telecoms markets, and continues to have many 
characteristics that are quite different from what we’re used to in 
Europe or the USA.…Despite the ngmoco acquisition and its high-
profile signings, there’s evidence that DeNA may be struggling a 
little with the transition from featurephones to smartphones, and 
from being a local to a global player….Like DeNA, Gree is very 

                                                            
211  INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2011-2012 at 103.  
212  Andrew Kunesh, OpenFeint To Shut Down Permanently On December 14th, MACGASM 

(Nov. 19, 2012), http://www.macgasm.net/2012/11/19/openfeint-to-shut-down-december-
14th/. 

213  Jared Nelso, Ngmoco Shutting Down ‘We Rule’, ‘GodFinger’ and ‘TouchPets’ on March 
31st, TOUCHARCADE (Jan. 28, 2013), www.toucharcade.com/2013/01/28/ngmoco-shutting-
down-we-rule-godfinger-and-touchpets-on-march-31st/. 
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much a product of the Japanese mobile market, with much of its 
growth being provided through deals with network operators for 
inclusion on their featurephones. It, too, faces the challenge of 
moving from featurephones - a safe and semi-closed environment - 
to smartphones, which have an entirely different business model and 
introduce aggressive new competitors from overseas.214 

164. Ngmoco/DeNA offers mobile developers access to an “interest graph” and not a 

social graph.215  An interest graph is a concept first developed in Asia that 

describes an organization of people based on their common interests.  The concept 

is derived from the social graph, which is based around an individuals social 

connections to other people rather than their interests.216  Interests graphs have far 

less utility to social game developers because they do not tend to spur discovery of 

new games in meaningful ways.   

165. In light of these challenges and differences, I do not believe these type of services 

are reasonable alternatives to those provided by social game networks such as 

Facebook. 

C. Mobile Platforms Are Not Viable Alternatives Due to the Absence of 
Viral Communication Channels and Social Distribution  

166. Because Facebook’s social networking mobile app and mobile developer’s games 

are separate mobile applications, there is a significant friction created for users and 

developers alike. 

167. The primary method of distribution provided by mobile platforms is typically an 

application directory that lists the top paid and free apps in various categories.  A 

game that does not break into the top of the rankings  is unlikely to be discovered 

                                                            
214  Rob Fahey, Stock Ticker: DeNA vs Gree (Dec. 13, 2011), 

www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2011-12-13-stock-ticker-dena-vs-gree-article/. 
215  See Dean Takahashi, Ngmoco’s Neil Young foresees multibillion-dollar mobile game 

companies, VentureBeat (Mar. 11, 2011), www.venturebeat.com/2011/03/11/ngmoco-neil-
young-dena-mobile-games/. 

216  See FB_0276580 at FB_0276580 (“f8 Event and Facebook Platform FAQ”). 
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by users unless they are searching for that specific game already.  Developers have 

even been known to essentially pay users to install their games to manipulate the 

application directory rankings to increase visibility and discovery.217  

168. Facebook currently offers several SDKs for mobile developers.218  Although they 

allow developers to integrate some limited social functionality on mobile phones 

in theory, in practice, these SDKs do not offer any of the viral communications 

channels that social game developers require.  To the extent mobile games are 

integrated with limited social functionality, such mobile games do not experience 

the type of viral growth that is characteristic of social game networks like 

Facebook Platform.  Thus, regardless of whether their mobile applications 

integrate any social functionality, mobile developers use the development strategy 

and business model that heavily emphasizes app installations and paid user 

acquisition, and not social distribution.   

169. The COO of developer Wooga recently offered the following views regarding the 

differences between social game development and mobile game development with 

respect to virality and user acquisition: 

Q. Is virality viewed very differently now on mobile? Is it much 
harder outside of Facebook? 

Virality is very different on mobile. On Facebook, explicit sharing 
mechanisms (like requests, invites and feed posts) have a higher 
impact than on mobile. Additionally, tracking the different sources 
of virality is much easier on Facebook, so you can optimize them 

                                                            
217    See Jason Kincaid, Apple Clamps Down On Incentivized App Downloads, TECHCRUNCH 

(Apr. 19, 2011), techcrunch.com/2011/04/19/apple-clamps-down-on-incentivized-app-
downloads/ (“Incentivized app installs are used on such a large scale that they are likely 
impacting the coveted Top Apps listings — pay a lot of money for a bunch of promotions, and 
you may be able to get your app in the top 10 on launch day. Hitting those lists leads to a huge 
surge in downloads that can make the initial promotional investment well worth it. In other 
words, they give well-funded developers a way to nearly guarantee traction (at a cost).”); see 
also INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2011-2012 at 89. 

218  Id. 
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better. To be a hit on mobile you need a great game with fun 
gameplay, good retention, high production value and excellent 
packaging. If you are able to create buzz around it with your target 
group, you can definitely generate very significant viral traffic. [But] 
it’s more of an art than a science. 

Q. Do you approach user acquisition differently on mobile than 
you did on Facebook? 

UA on mobile is much more complex than it was on Facebook. On 
Facebook, we predominantly ran Facebook ads — so we only had 
one partner to work with, and one channel to optimize. On mobile, 
there’s a huge number of ad networks with vastly different levels of 
traffic quality, sources of traffic and geographies covered. We 
invested a lot of time scouting the market and trying different ad 
networks, even though we are focusing heavily on what we call 
primary sources of traffic now. Additionally non-attributable  
channels like TV are becoming more important, both for large and 
medium-sized game developers.219  

170. Because Facebook’s SDKs offer little benefit in terms of virility, many mobile 

developers do not implement the social features provided by Facebook and other 

third party SDKs. Furthermore, many technical challenges such as synching user’s 

accounts and activity across Facebook.com and mobile applications further 

discourage developers from implementing social functionality, especially given 

the minimal upside in driving application installations. 

171. Setting aside the technical and practical issues of accessing social distribution 

features on a mobile device, because mobile platforms do not provide access to a 

social graph, they generally do not generate viral growth, and certainly not growth 

of the magnitude that can be achieved on social game networks and that is critical 

to the success of social games.  Mobile platforms like Apple and Google do not 

provide adequate mechanisms for allowing a user’s gaming activity to be easily 

communicated to their friends—i.e., their connections on the social graph—and 

                                                            
219  Johan Lofstrom, Mobile Game Virality is an Art—Not a Science”: Q+A with Wooga 

COO Jan Miczaika, Chartboosthttps://www.chartboost.com/blog/2015/07/mobile-game-
virality-is-an-art-not-a-science/. 
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thereby enhance game discovery and retention.  As such, it is generally understood 

that mobile platforms do not offer effective social distribution or viral 

communication channels.220 

172. The absence of social distribution results in mobile developers adopting a 

materially different  business model than the model used by social game 

developers that focuses on social distribution and retention.  Rather, mobile 

developers must spend more money on marketing up front, which increases the 

capital requirement to release a new game. Simply put, mobile developers are 

focused on capturing a user’s initial interest via a variety of advertising channels 

such that they will decide to install the game.  Mobile developers tend to market 

and advertise far more heavily than social game developers who rely on free social 

distribution to grow their bases.  For example, mobile developers devote large 

portions of their budgets to purchase mobile video ads and even billboard, 

newspaper, and television ads in the hopes that they will generate buzz and 

excitement about their games such that large numbers of users will download their 

application.221   

173. Another technique that mobile game developers may use are incentivized installs. 

This is essentially another form of paid advertising that involves rewarding users, 

usually with virtual goods or currency, for installing another game.222  Apple 

                                                            
220  Takahashi & Eldon, In Recession Social Gaming Comes of Age, VENTUREBEAT (June 24, 

2009), www.venturebeat.com/2009/06/24/in-recession-social-gaming-comes-of-age/. 
221  Johan Lofstrom, Mobile Game Virality is an Art—Not a Science”: Q+A with Wooga 

COO Jan Miczaika, Chartboosthttps://www.chartboost.com/blog/2015/07/mobile-game-
virality-is-an-art-not-a-science/. 

222    Jason Kincaid, Apple Clamps Down On Incentivized App Downloads, TECHCRUNCH 
(Apr. 19, 2011), techcrunch.com/2011/04/19/apple-clamps-down-on-incentivized-app-
downloads/ (“[I]ncentivized download offer[s] . . . usually say something like ‘Install one of 
these apps, and you’ll get ten free gold coins!’”). 
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banned incentivized installs in 2011, meaning that this option is only available to 

developers on Google and any other mobile platforms.223   

174. In my opinion, an important difference is that mobile platforms do not provide 

mobile developers access to a social graph.  Without access to a social graph, 

developers cannot build social games given that such games require the integration 

of a social graph by definition.  The Inside Virtual Goods report released in 

December 2011 described the “[c]ontinued challenges with distribution and 

community creation” as follows: 

One of the key factors that propelled the growth, distribution, and discovery 
of social games on Facebook was the presence of a common social graph 
with a large number of users. By comparison, mobile game companies do 
not have a universal player graph that spans all players across all devices.224 

175. Neither Apple nor Google provides developers with access to a social graph, nor 

do they provide any social distribution tools or features.  These mobile platform 

providers do not supply any means that would allow a developer to identify and 

exploit the social connections between a game’s current users and other users who 

have not yet played the game.  Before it was deprecated earlier this year, it was 

widely believed that Apple’s Game Center app, which could hardly have been 

called a social network, saw very little usage and suffered from almost non-

existent user engagement.225  Game Center did not have any type of social graph, 

and therefore provided developers with little if any access to effective social 

distribution and viral communication channels.   

                                                            
223    Id. 
224  INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE U.S. VIRTUAL GOODS MARKET 2011-2012 at 103. 
225    See Buster Hein, Apple quietly killed Game Center app today, CULT OF MAC (June 13, 

2016), www.cultofmac.com/433211/apple-quietly-killed-game-center-app-today/ (“Game 
Center finally met its demise this morning with the unveiling of iOS 10, which effectively kills 
Apple’s attempt at creating a gaming social network.”). 
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176. Given that this is the most fundamental feature of a social game network and a 

social game, mobile platforms are not a reasonable substitute for social game 

networks like Facebook Platform.  
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that the foregoing is true

and correct. Executed on October 13, 2016 in _________________________________.

_________________________________
Justin Waldron
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+1(203)725-5504 
jtwald@gmail.com 
www.linkedin.com/in/jtwald 
www.angel.co/jtwald 

EXPERIENCE 

Angel Investor / Board of Directors,  San Francisco 
2013 - 2015 

● angel investor (seed stage) - 25+ technology companies 
● board of directors - delectable, chainreactor 
● advisor - kik, sidecar, gigster 

Zynga Japan,  Tokyo —  Co-Founder & SVP, Product 
2010 - 2011 

● identi�ed and acquired a Japanese startup 
● grew the japanese o�ce to 75+ employees 
● created a partnership with Softbank 
● planned, developed, and released 5+ games for Japan 

Zynga,  San Francisco —  Co-Founder & SVP, Product 
2007 - 2013 

● started social network game company with 4 other co-founders 

● grew the company to IPO on NASDAQ with stock ticker ZNGA 

● company value >$10 billion USD at peak 

● managed teams with over  >$500 million USD a year revenue 

● created product roadmap, strategy, company objectives 

Media Infocus,  Connecticut —  Web Developer 
2006 - 2007 

● Developed PHP, ASP.NET websites for various clients 

● Managed outsourced engineers on several projects 

Self-Employed Software Engineer,  USA   —  Web Developer 
2002 - 2007 

● developed and designed PHP websites for dozens of clients 

● started web business ventures focused on social network 

applications, widgets, websites etc. 

EDUCATION 

University of Connecticut  —  BS, Computer Science (3.8 GPA)  
2006 - 2007 (incomplete) 

Took a leave of absence in 2007 to co-found the company Zynga 

Decided to continue creating companies instead of �nishing degree 
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● company building 

● product management 

● software development 

● team management 

● seed stage investing 

AWARDS 

Inventor of 5 issued US patents 

● US8282491 ,  Game-based 

Incentives for Location 

based Actions 

● US8328642 ,  Game-based 

Incentives for Commerce 

● US8818845 ,  Online Game 

Rewards for Web-based 

Purchases 

● US8491380 ,  Online Game 

Rewards for Non-Gaming 

Online Activities 

● US8449385 ,  Online Game 

Rewards for Online 

Purchases 

Top 10 in National US FBLA Java 

Programming Competition (2006) 

Top 10 in General Electric Java 

Programming Competition (2006) 

LANGUAGES 

● English, Native 

● 日本語, JLPT N4 

● 中文, Intermediate 
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Justin Waldron, Uber’s Achilles Heel, MEDIUM (Feb. 18, 2016), 
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Prior Testimony 
 
J.W. Spear & Sons v. Zynga Inc., [2013] EWHC 3348 (Ch) 
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Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc. 
Materials Considered 

In addition to all documents cited in the body of my report: 

Depositions and Related Materials 

Deposition of Abrahams, Craig, 09/29/2016 

Deposition of Angelos, Terry, 10/06/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Beard, Ethan, 09/06/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Brewer, Brett, 09/28/2016 

Deposition of Legg, Ben, 10/07/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Caplan, Adam (Vol. I), 08/22/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Caplan, Adam (Vol. II), 08/23/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Crumpler, Robert, 09/23/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Ebersman, David, 08/31/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Fuloria, Prashant, 09/02/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Gianos, Nick, 07/08/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Grimaldi (Winters), Kelly, 09/27/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Hawkins, Trip, 09/30/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Ilardi, Marco, 08/12/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of LaFleur, Dwayne, 09/08/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Levy, Daniel, 08/09/2016 

Deposition  and Exhibits of Liu, Deb, 09/14/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Liu, Deb, 09/15/2016 

Deposition  and Exhibits of Lynn, Scott, 07/12/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Lynn, Scott, 10/06/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Marshall, Jeff, 09/22/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of McFarland, Bobby, 09/12/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Mehta, Karl, 09/24/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Morgenstern, Jared, 07/20/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Nguyen, Wally, 09/21/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Osofsky, Justin, 07/26/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Rose, Daniel, 08/04/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Ryan, Sean, 09/09/2016 

Deposition and Exhibits of Smutny, Christopher, 07/15/2016 

 

 

Legal Documents and Related Materials 
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Social Ranger, LLC’s Complaint for Antitrust Violations dated December 29, 2014 

Facebook, Inc.’s Answer to Complaint for Antitrust Violations dated May 7, 2015 

Social Ranger, LLC’s First Set of Interrogatories to Facebook, Inc. dated June 9, 2015 

Facebook, Inc.’s Objections and Responses to Social Ranger, LLC’s First Set of Interrogatories dated July 9, 2015 

Social Ranger, LLC’s Second Set of Interrogatories Facebook, Inc. dated April 7, 2016 

Facebook, Inc.’s Objections and Responses to Social Ranger, LLC’s Second Set of Interrogatories dated May 9, 
2016 

Facebook, Inc.’s First Set of Interrogatories to Social Ranger, LLC dated May 11, 2016 

Social Ranger, LLC’s First Set of Requests for Admission to Facebook, Inc. dated July 19, 2016 

Social Ranger, LLC’s Second Set of Requests for Admission to Facebook, Inc. dated August 16, 2016 

Social Ranger, LLC’s Third Set of Interrogatories to Facebook, Inc. dated August 16, 2016 

Facebook, Inc.’s Objections and Responses to Social Ranger, LLC’s First Set of Requests for Admission dated 
August 22, 2016 

Facebook, Inc.’s First Set of Requests for Admission to Social Ranger, LLC dated August 31, 2016 

Facebook, Inc.’s Supplemental Objections and Responses to Social Ranger, LLC’s  First and Second Sets of 
Interrogatories dated September 13, 2016 

Facebook, Inc.’s Highly Confidential Objections and Responses to Social Ranger, LLC’s Second Set of Requests for 
Admission dated September 22, 2016 

Facebook, Inc.’s Highly Confidential Objections and Responses to Social Ranger LLC’s Third Set of Interrogatories 
dated September 27, 2016 

Social Ranger, LLC’s Confidential Supplemental Objections and Responses to Facebook, Inc.’s First Set of 
Interrogatories dated September 30, 2016 

Social Ranger, LLC's Highly Confidential Supplement Objections and Responses to Facebook, Inc.’s First Set of 
Interrogatories dated September 30, 2016 

Social Ranger, LLC's Objections and Responses to Facebook, Inc.’s First Set of Requests for Admission dated 
September 30, 2016 

Other Materials 

Digi-Capital Global Games Report 2014 

Tim Fields & Brandon Cotton, SOCIAL GAME DESIGN: MONETIZATION METHODS AND MECHANICS 
(2012). 

Form 10-K, Zynga Inc. (for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2015). 

Jessica Clarke, FACEBOOK SOCIAL ADS (2014). 

Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, Inside Virtual Goods: The Future of Social Gaming 2010 

Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, Inside Virtual Goods: The Future of Social Gaming 2011 

Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, Inside Virtual Goods: The Future of Social Gaming 2012 

Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, Inside Virtual Goods: The U.S. Virtual Goods Market 2009-2010 

Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, Inside Virtual Goods: The U.S. Virtual Goods Market 2010-2011 
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Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, Inside Virtual Goods: The U.S. Virtual Goods Market 2011-2012 

Piper Jaffray, Pay to Play,Paid Internet Services, July 2009 

SocialTimesPro FBCredits Trends & Opportunities 2011 

SocialTimesPRO Future Trends in Facebook Games 2011 

ThinkEquity Gaming Industry Report 2011 

Facebook for Developers, developers.facebook.com/blog  

Facebook for Developers, developers.facebook.com/docs  

developer.apple.com/ 

Zynga - Q2 2016 Quarterly Earnings Letter (Aug. 4, 2016), available at investor.zynga.com/results.cfm/  

Zynga Inc., Form S-1 Registration Statement,at 2 (July 1, 2011). 

AJ Glasser, Google+ Announces Games, LaunchesWith Zynga, Playdom, PopCap Games, Wooga, Rovio, 
Kabam, More, SOCIALTIMES (Aug. 11, 2011), www.adweek.com/socialtimes/google-announces-games-
launches-with-zynga-playdom-popcap-games-wooga-rovio-kabam-more/586585/  

AJ Glasser, Zynga.com - two months old and 2.8 million MAU, SOCIALTIMES (MAY 3, 2012), 
www.adweek.com/socialtimes/zynga-com-2-8-million-mau/594882/  

Alexandra Anton, Hi5 Coins Payment Platform Leverages OpenSocial Virtual Currency API, 
SOFTPEDIA (June 6, 2009), news.softpedia.com/news/OpenSocial-Platform-Supports-Hi5-Coins-And-
Payments-113419.shtml  

Andrew Hayward, Even Arnold Schwarzenegger cant pump up the dull Mobile Strike, MACWORLD 
(Aug. 15, 2016), www.macworld.com/article/3103074/ios/even-arnold-schwarzenegger-cant-pump-up-
the-dull-mobile-strike.html/  

Anthony Ha, Tagged Begins Transformation Of Social Gaming Network hi5, 
TechCrunch (Jan. 26, 2012), techcrunch.com/2011/09/19/hi5-layoffs-again/  

Bebo Press Release, New Bebo Social Games Experience Drives 190%* Increase in Game Installs At Launch 
(Nov. 4, 2009) available at www.idg.com.au/mediareleases/9560/new-bebo-social-games-experience-drives-190-
increa/  

Bo Zhang, Facebook Developer Blog, Reach users 1:1 with the Notifications API (Aug. 31, 2012),  
developers.facebook.com/blog/post/2012/08/31/reach-users-1-1-with-the-notifications-api/  

Bret Terrill, Developer Analytics: Facebook game Mob Wars making $22,000 a day, 
VENTUREBEAT (Aug. 25, 2008), venturebeat.com/2008/08/25/developer-analytics-facebook-
game-mob-wars-making-22000-a-day/  

Caroline McCarthy, Yahoo Mash: When getting social isn't enough, CNET (Aug. 29, 2008), 
www.cnet.com/news/yahoo-mash-when-getting-social-isnt-enough/  

Charlie White, All Facebook Apps to Soon HaveNotification Capability, MASHABLE (Sep. 1, 2012),  
mashable.com/2012/09/01/facebook-notification-api/#blQ9I7xgikqq/  

Chris Cole, Chad Russell, Jessica Whyte, BUILDING OPENSOCIAL APPS: A FIELD GUIDE TO WORKING 
WITH THE MYSPACE PLATFORM (2009) 

Christopher Mack, Bebo Social Games Experience Launches, SocialTimes (Nov. 3, 2009), 
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Dean Takahashi, ZYNGA: FROM OUTCAST TO $9 BILLION SOCIAL-GAME POWERHOUSE (2011). 

Dmitri Williams, Nicole Martins, Mia Consalvo& James D. Ivory, The virtual census: representations of gender, 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF ASSIGNMENT  

1. My name is Justin Waldron. I have been retained by Social Ranger, LLC (“Social 

Ranger”) to testify as an expert witness in this matter. To that end, I prepared a 

report (the “Waldron Report”) dated October 13, 2016.  

2. Counsel for Social Ranger asked me to review and reply to the report submitted by 

Adrian Crook on behalf of Defendant Facebook, Inc. (“Facebook”) dated November 

9, 2016 (the “Crook Report”). I understand that Mr. Crook’s report includes, in part, 

opinions responding to my opening report in this matter. This document presents 

my reply to the opinions and analysis included in Mr. Crook’s report.   

3. The materials I relied on in preparing this reply are listed in Exhibit A. 

II. SUMMARY OF OPINIONS AND REPLY 

4. In my opening report, I laid out the bases for my opinion that social game networks 

(such as Facebook.com) are distinct from mobile gaming platforms from a game 

developer’s perspective. As discussed in that report (and supporting materials), 

many differences underlie that distinction—including differences in technical 

specifications, game types, gameplay, marketing and monetization strategies, user 

acquisition models, etc. The key advantage offered by social gaming networks is 

the ability for developers to integrate users’ social graph into gameplay, thereby 

leveraging the social graph’s functionality. It is also my opinion that Facebook’s 

requirement that social game developers use Facebook’s virtual currency 

exclusively led to the demise of rival social game networks.  

5. Mr. Crook’s report largely ignores or minimizes the importance of the social-graph 

integration available on a social game network. To the extent Mr. Crook believes 

that the limited “social” features on the various platforms he discusses (such as 

access to a user’s mobile contact list, or the ability to use login information across 

multiple websites) are equivalent to the deep social graph integration offered by 
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social networks like Facebook.com and (previously) Myspace.com, he is mistaken. 

Similarly, he places too much emphasis on the idea that social games are free-to-

play, which is a far less important characteristic than social game developers’ 

reliance on the social graph.  

6. Mr. Crook’s report also emphasizes examples of outliers over the experiences of 

typical social game developers. And he inappropriately relies on observations of the 

gaming environment that exists today to draw conclusions about the choices and 

challenges faced by social game developers several years ago when Facebook was 

introducing (and eventually mandating use of) Credits and later Payments. 

Separately, his discussion of supposed alternative platforms or social networks fails 

to acknowledge that they were not reasonable alternatives for social game 

developers developing for Facebook Canvas.  

III. MR. CROOK’S RELIANCE ON CANDY CRUSH IS MISPLACED. 

7. Mr. Crook devotes a significant portion of his report to a case study of the game 

Candy Crush Saga, which he holds out as an “illustrative example” proving that 

free-to-play games are “available on multiple platforms” including mobile, PC-

based, and console platforms.1 But Mr. Crook’s own discussion of Candy Crush 

Saga demonstrates why that game (and others like it) are not illustrative of social 

games generally. 

8. As background, the Candy Crush series is built around a “match-3”-premise. The 

object of match-3 games is to link-up sets of three (or more) of the same type of 

object.  

9. Candy Crush Saga and other match-3 games are particularly well suited for mobile 

devices because of short gameplay sessions and they make shallower, less extensive 

use of the social graph than other categories of social games. The game mechanic is 

																																																													
1 Expert Report of Adrian Crook (“Crook Report”) §V(A).  
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driven by simple mouse clicks in desktop versions. This innate simplicity makes 

porting this type of game between platforms much simpler from both a technical 

and design perspective than other categories of social games. 

10. “Mobile-first” refers to a game-design approach where the focus is ensuring the 

game will work on mobile devices. As discussed in my opening report, mobile 

platforms have more significant technical restrictions and gameplay limitations than 

those imposed by web browsers.2 In essence, it is easier to port a game from mobile 

to web or mobile to PC than vice versa. The trade off is you must generally design 

for a lower common denominator in terms of game variety and quality.  

11. While Candy Crush Saga was technically released on Facebook prior to mobile 

platforms,3 Mr. Crooks elides the fact that Candy Crush Saga was specifically 

designed as a “mobile-first”, cross-platform game. As one member of the Candy 

Crush Saga development team noted, “we originally decided to develop mobile and 

Facebook simultaneously.”4 Thus, by definition, Candy Crush Saga is not an 

“illustrative example” of transferability from Facebook to mobile. In fact, by 

choosing a mobile-first game like Candy Crush Saga as his exemplar, Mr. Crook’s 

artfully sidesteps discussing the challenges social game developers faced in directly 

transferring successful established games from Facebook to mobile.  

																																																													
2 See Expert Report of Justin Waldron (“Waldron Report”) § VIII. 
3 The browser version of the game was released in April 2012, followed by an iOS version in 
November 2012 and an Android version in December 2012. Dean Takahashi, At 2.5B games played a 
month, King.com reaps benefits from its casual Saga titles on Facebook, VENTUREBEAT (April 12, 2012), 
http://venturebeat.com/2012/04/12/at-2-5b-games-played-a-month-king-com-reaps-benefits-from-its-
casual-saga-titles-on-facebook/ (released on Facebook on April 12, 2012); see also Ben Rooney, King 
Saga: The Story Behind The Maker Of Candy Crush Saga, INFORMILO (June 19, 2014), 
http://www.informilo.com/2014/06/king-saga-story-behind-maker-candy-crush-saga (released on iOs and 
Android on November 14, 2012 and December 14, 2012, respectively). 
4 See Yassal Sundman, How We Developed Candy Crush Soda Saga (May 20, 2015), 
http://blog.crisp.se/2015/05/20/yassalsundman/how-we-developed-candy-crush-soda-saga. 
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IV. SOCIAL GAME NETWORKS LIKE FACEBOOK.COM OFFER DEEPER 
SOCIAL-GRAPH INTEGRATION THAN THE ALTERNATE “PLATFORMS” 
IDENTIFIED BY MR. CROOK.  

A. Mr. Crook’s Alternate Gaming Platforms Offer Substantially Lower 
Quality Integration of the Social Graph 

12. In my opening report, I identified several aspects of social games including shorter 

playing sessions, and the “free-to-play” business model. But I emphasized that a 

defining trait of a social game is that it will “incorporate the social graph into the 

gameplay and be distributed through use of the social graph.” 5  

13. In his rebuttal, Mr. Crook emphasizes a secondary aspect of social games—the free-

to-play model—and implies that because free-to-play games are available on other 

platforms, those platforms are alternatives for social game networks like Facebook. 

But in doing so, Mr. Crook necessarily de-emphasizes (and sometimes ignores) 

important deficiencies in the social-graph integration offered by those platforms.  

14. As explained at length in my opening report, social networking sites offered key 

distribution advantages directly linked to integration with the social graph such as 

full integration of user’s friends lists into the game, social ads which leveraged the 

social graph to target specific potential players with ads whose content reflected 

their friends’ progress in the game, user-driven sharing, requests, notifications, and 

gifting.6  

15. The paramount importance of social graph incorporation is uncontroversial within 

the industry. As Facebook founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg noted in a September 

2010 email to :  

First, as a design principle, the best social applications have social 
context about what your friends are doing spread throughout the 
experience rather than concentrated in one area that you have to 

																																																													
5 Waldron Report ¶ 16 (emphasis added). 
6 Waldron Report § III.  
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navigate to. Social applications are all about generating discovery and 
awareness of what your friends are doing. In a way, it’s like the 
opposite of search. You perform a search when you know what 
you’re looking for. Social context is most valuable when you don’t 
even realize you’re looking for anything at all.… 

Second, the most engaging social application engage their users 
with context not only inside of the app but outside as well.… 

Social games are the ultimate example of this. The vast majority of 
people who play these games don’t consider themselves gamers and 
would not go out of their way to play games. If they had to go to a 
separate site to play games, they just wouldn’t do it and they’d stop 
playing the games.  

 
 

… 

Third, you have to design your social application specifically to 
make sure it generates enough social activity to provide 
interesting and useful context to all of your users. If you do this 
well, it creates a positive feedback loop where more social activity 
creates more engagement, which creates more social activity and so 
on. 

In a way, building a social application is kind of like a math problem. 
You want each user to have lots of interesting social context that you 
can show them continuously. If each user has X friends, each friend 
produces Y social actions per day, you’re showing those actions in A 
different integration places and they see each place B times, then you 
need X * Y > A * B in order for your social system to work. If you 
don’t have enough friends or your friends don’t produce enough 
social activity, then won’t be enough interesting context to sustain 
the system. However, you also want to make A and B as large as 
possible so the social integration is present throughout the product, so 
in order to do that you need to design the system so people want to 
share even more social activity.7 

16. Each of the mobile, tablet, and other platforms that Mr. Crook discusses fall short 

of matching the social integration offered by social networks such as Facebook and 

																																																													
7 FB_0152805 at 806–07 (emphasis added). 
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its former competitors like Myspace and hi5.8 For example, on mobile platforms 

user acquisition primarily flows through the “app store” model—which requires 

users to already know the game exists, find it via search, see it on a curated list, or 

respond to television advertisements (or other traditional advertising placements) 

directing them to the app store. By contrast, on social networks, developers rely on 

more organic social distribution and discovery via social ads, sharing, and actions 

between friends to find new users.  

17. Even mobile platforms that offer some limited social functionality (such as contact 

lists stored in a user’s phone), fall far short of the deep integration offered by social 

networks. As the Facebook executive in charge of its mobile messaging app recently 

observed: “Social gaming was big on desktop. [But on mobile e]verything has 

gotten social slapped on as an afterthought.”9 

18. In fact, Facebook’s own contracts also acknowledge these important distinctions in 

its deals with the head developer agreements. For example, Amendment No. 3 to 

the Zynga-Facebook Developer Addendum No. 2  

. The 

agreement, however,  

 

 

 

”10 

																																																													
8 See Waldron Report §§ VII(G) (explaining why web portals, Twitter, Steam, video game 
consoles are not substitutes to social networks for game developers),VIII(B) (detailing why mobile 
platforms are not viable alternatives).  
9 Josh Constine, Facebook Messenger Launches Instant Games, TECHCRUNCH (November 29, 
216), https://techcrunch.com/2016/11/29/messenger-instant-games/.  
10 FB_0248643 at 644.  
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19. Similarly, I believe Mr. Crook infers too much from the fact that other platforms 

permit in-app virtual goods, virtual currency and advertising.  

20. First, Mr. Crook fails to acknowledge that these platforms rely on (and are therefore 

built around) other monetization methods for the bulk of their revenues. For 

example, massively multiplayer online games rely on subscriptions and aggregators 

like Steam and console games (and many mobile offerings) primarily rely on direct 

retail sales to consumers.  

21. By contrast, virtual goods, virtual currency and incentivized advertising underpin 

the gaming economies of social game networks like Facebook.com and provide 

social game developers the clear majority of their revenues.11  

22. Second, to the extent Mr. Crook suggests that a social game developer could simply 

direct users to purchase virtual goods and service on alternate platforms rather than 

Facebook, he ignores Facebook Credit’s own terms and conditions prohibiting that 

practice.12 Even if this were not the case, redirecting users to a different platform or 

portal to creates unnecessary friction that would inevitably harm monetization rates 

and the overall user experience.  

23. Finally, while Mr. Crooks is correct that banner advertisements are present on 

Facebook and other platforms, they have never been a meaningful source of revenue 

for social game developers. banner advertisements, while present on both 

Facebook.com and on some other alleged “alternatives” to Facebook.com, do not 

																																																													
11 See Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL GAMING 
2011 at 58 (“Virtual goods…represent over 90% of revenues earned by leading social game developers 
today.”); see also Deposition of Justin Osofsky (“Osofsky Dep.”) at 101:13–16 (“sale of virtual goods 
certainly drives significant revenue for game developers on Facebook”). 
12 See FB_0448812 at 812 (Facebook Credits Terms § 2(8)–(9) (effective July 1, 2011)). 
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make up a meaningful portion of game developer revenues on social game 

networks.13 

B. The Existence of “Multi-Platform” Games Does Not Mean That Mobile 
Platforms Are Substitutes for Social Game Networks 

24.  

.14 

As an initial matter, any successes enjoyed by multi-platform games in 2016 does 

not bear on whether those platforms offered an alternative to developers in 2011 

when Facebook mandated Credits. More importantly, the chart itself suggests a 

winnowing of viable social game models.  

25. During my time in the industry, including as a game developer and Senior Vice 

President of Product at Zynga, and in the course of my investigation in preparing 

my reports in this matter, I became familiar with several distinct segments within 

the social gaming industry, including:  

26. Social Simulation Games – In these games, players plan, develop, and manage 

simulations of businesses, farms, cities, etc. Well-known examples include 

FarmVille, Café World, and CityVille, all of which were developed during my time 

at Zynga.15  

27. Social Role Playing Games – These games have players complete a series of tasks 

or quests to advance within an organization or character arc. Examples include 

																																																													
13 See FB_0185727 at 727 (M. Zuckerberg affirms that Facebook games “monetize much more 
effectively through virtual goods than through ads….”); Osofsky Dep. at 214:7–25 (revenue for game 
developers was driven by the sale of virtual goods, not advertising). 
14  
15 See Mark Stephens, What’s Your Social Gamin Niche?, MONKEYBIN (August 29, 2013), 
http://www.monkeybin.com/blog/archives/2013/08/29/whats-your-social-gaming-niche/ (categorizes 
these games as virtual towns, cities, and villages). 
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MafiaWars and its sequel—both of which I helped develop during my time at 

Zynga.16 

28. Social Word/Board Games – Games in this group are built around familiar turn-

based parlor games. For example, in Zynga’s Words With Friends, players take turns 

making words out of letter tiles a la the Scrabble gaming mechanic, and in Hanging 

With Friends, players engage in a game of hangman.17  

29. Social Casino Games – As the name suggests, these games mimic traditional casino 

games including table games (like Texas Holdem Poker) and slot machines (like 

Zynga’s Hit it Rich). Unlike real casino games, players cannot win real money 

playing these games, but they can spend real money on in-game purchases.18  

30. Social Puzzle Games – Games in this category tend to replicate the look and feel of 

classic arcade puzzle games like Tetris, but with even simpler game dynamics. The 

simplest variety of these games are “match-3” style games like those in the Candy 

Crush and Bejeweled series.19  

31. Before Facebook began mandating exclusive use of Credits with individual 

developers, top games came from each of these segments. For example, in 

December 2009, the top-20 games on Facebook by MAU included Farmville (No. 

																																																													
16 See Tadhg Kelly, The 8 Types of Social Game, GAMASUTRA (March 30, 2009), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/blogs/TadhgKelly/20090330/83643/The_8_Types_of_Social_Game.php 
(social RPGs). 
17 See id. (word games); Mark Stephens, What’s Your Social Gamin Niche?, MONKEYBIN (August 
29, 2013), http://www.monkeybin.com/blog/archives/2013/08/29/whats-your-social-gaming-niche/ (word 
and mind games). 
18 Tadhg Kelly, The 8 Types of Social Game, GAMASUTRA (March 30, 2009), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/blogs/TadhgKelly/20090330/83643/The_8_Types_of_Social_Game.php. 
19 See Mark Stephens, What’s Your Social Gamin Niche?, MONKEYBIN (August 29, 2013), 
http://www.monkeybin.com/blog/archives/2013/08/29/whats-your-social-gaming-niche/ (casual arcade 
games). 
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1), Mafia Wars (No. 3), Texas Holdem Poker (No. 7), and Bejeweled Blitz (No. 

13).20 

32.     As 

discussed above, match-3 games are much easier to port to mobile platforms. Casino 

games benefit from similar simplicities, including the fact that the most common 

virtual good in casino games is simply money, rather than in-game items or power-

ups. At a minimum, this suggests Facebook’s decision to mandate Facebook Credits 

substantially altered the dynamics of social game development.  

33. Two of the games identified by Mr. Crook— —are only 

available on Facebook.com, not mobile operating systems. 

34. Finally, as Mr. Crook admits himself, FarmVille 2 on Facebook.com (released June 

26, 2012), and FarmVille 2 Country Escape on iOS and Android (released April 10, 

2014) are not the same game. Thus, other than the match-3 and casino games, the 

only alleged “cross-platform” game Mr. Crook lists is not actually on both 

platforms. 

35. As a Zynga co-founder who was active with the company when development on 

these titles began, I was intimately familiar with the challenges (and ultimate failure) 

of designing a mobile version of Farmville. I was a member of Zynga’s design-

review team for FarmVille 2 and FarmVille 2 Country Escape, and note that 

development was conducted by separate teams.  

																																																													
20 Christopher Mack, Top 25 Facebook Games for December 1, 2009, SOCIALTIMES (December 1, 
2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-facebook-games-for-december-1-
2009/565135?red=ig. 
21  

. 
22 
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36. Farmville 2 and Farmville 2 Country Escape are very different games each designed 

for the best experience on very different platforms. They shared a core gameplay 

mechanic—planting, watering, and harvesting plants on a farm—and some art 

assets and thematic elements, but otherwise have little in common. 

37. Here are some of the main differences between Farmville 2 (Facebook) and 

Farmville2 Country Escape (mobile): 

• The two farms are completely different; 

• The game quests (missions) are completely different; 

• A gamer must wait for water to replenish on Facebook. Water is the main 
resource constraint in the game, so this is a very important difference. On 
mobile operating systems, a user just taps the water well to get more. This 
is because mobile users want to play whenever they have some free time, 
while on social network games, players are more patient; 

• There is very little social interaction on the version on mobile operating 
systems. On the Facebook.com version, you often have to get friends 
involved to accomplish many tasks throughout the game and to continue 
making progress. On mobile operating systems, these requirements are 
largely removed because the social support on iOS and Android is not 
good enough to expect users to meet these requirements. Due to a subpar 
social experience on mobile, the rate of social communications sent, 
average number sent and click through rate on those communications are 
all substantially lower than on the web.23  

• No virtual currency, virtual goods, or other game states are shared by 
default across the two games. 

38. When developing FarmVille 2, there was a huge debate internally, and there were 

many delays and restarts of developing FarmVille 2 Country Escape. Like the 

experience faced by other Facebook developers at the time, at Zynga mobile 

operating systems were not seen as a serious “substitute” or “alternative.” 

																																																													
23 Zynga and other developers were unsuccessful at bringing social features to mobile because 
players could not get their friends to play. This resulted in a decline in user engagement.  
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39. Originally FarmVille 2 Country Escape was planned to be developed with a fully 

connected experience in sync with Farmville 2 on Facebook. But it became clear 

during development that there were more drawbacks to that approach than benefits 

for this genre of game. By that point, Zynga had tried to bring many Facebook 

successes to mobile and was learning a lot of the things that did not work.  

40. Given the difficulty in transitioning from Facebook to mobile operating systems, 

Farmville 2 Country Escape was eventually redesigned for mobile from the ground 

up to ensure its success. As for the development teams, Zynga staffed two teams for 

the Farmville 2 and Farmville 2 Country Escape products, though there was sharing 

of a few employees across both.  

41. Many other developers had similar experiences. For example, Digital Chocolate 

attempted to bring its hit Facebook game, Millionaire City, to mobile, but they 

“learned a very important lesson, which is that that didn’t really work, so it wasn’t 

very good, that execution for iPhone wasn’t very good. It didn’t perform very well, 

and we realized that if you were going to make an iPhone game, it was going to 

have to be a native game kind of built from scratch.”24 Similarly, Kabam’s mobile 

version of popular Facebook game Kingdom of Camelot, “features an all-new story, 

characters, and a persistent world,”25 as well as “an interface more suited to smaller, 

touch-based screens.”26 Kabam’s research showed that “there isn’t a lot of overlap 

between web and mobile for us in terms of our users right now” so they “we wanted 

																																																													
24 Deposition of William Hawkins (“Hawkins Dep.”) at 118:1–7. 
25 Dean Takahashi, Kabam launches its first hardcore social game on mobile, VENTUREBEAT 
(March 1, 2012), http://venturebeat.com/2012/03/01/kabam-launches-its-first-hardcore-social-game-on-
mobile/. 
26 Tom Curtis, Kabam expands to mobile with new Kingdom of Camelot title, GAMASUTRA (March 
1, 2012), http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/163516/Kabam_expands_to_mobile_with_new_ 
Kingdoms_of_Camelot_title.php. 
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to make sure we were addressing mobile players as mobile players. We wanted them 

to feel like this game was built for them.”27  

C. Mr. Crook Ignores the Serious Technical Differences Between Social 
Network Games and Mobile Games. 

42. Mr. Mr. Crook provides a high-level overview of purported “tools” which facilitate 

developers to launch games on multiple gaming platforms.28 This leads Mr. Crook 

to conclude “that any coding differences between platforms are largely irrelevant.”29 

I strongly believe Mr. Crook’s opinions are both incomplete and too generalized. 

43. For example, Mr. Crook refers to the Corona software development kit (SDK).30 

However, while Corona can help developers building games on iOS and Android, 

it is not a tool to assist with development on Facebook Canvas (nor does Mr. Crook 

allege that it is). In fact, according to the Corona Labs supporting documentation, 

while the Corona SDK can help assist developers working with the Facebook SDK 

on iOS and Android, there is no equivalent support with respect to Canvas apps.  

44. Mr. Crook’s description of the Defold game engine, and Blossom Blast Saga, suffers 

from the same problem. Defold appears to focus on mobile development, and there 

is no evidence that Blossom Blast Saga was ever available on Facebook Canvas. 

45. Similarly, Unreal Engine is not a cross-platform development tool that assists in 

developing for Facebook Canvas, or for converting games from Facebook Canvas 

to other platforms. Mr. Crook has not pointed out, nor am I aware of, any Facebook 

Canvas games that were developed using the Unreal Engine. Unreal Engine has 

																																																													
27 Id. (emphasis in original). 
28 Crook Report ¶¶ 85–94. 
29 Crook Report ¶ 88. 
30 Crook Report ¶ 85. 
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traditionally been used to create native applications on mobile and desktop operating 

systems. 

46. Mr. Crook also discusses the Adobe AIR and Social Gaming Network MasterKey 

development tools, but does not describe the extent to which these tools were used, 

or their effectiveness. I have been presented with no evidence that, even ignoring 

all the other differences between social game networks and mobile operating 

systems, that either Adobe AIR or MasterKey made it so easy to switch between 

Facebook.com and mobile platforms that they became viewed as alternatives. 

47. Next, as Mr. Crook describes, Unity was not even available for game development 

on Facebook until December 2011, when it launched the Flash add-on.31  Flash 

compilation for Unity was not adopted by developers because it required too much 

downloading up front, creating an initial load time that most users were unwilling 

to wait for. Beyond the fact that it wasn’t a viable solution, it also arrived six months 

after Facebook’s policy went into effect, making it unavailable at the time that 

developers were forced to use Facebook’s virtual currency services.   

48. Since that time, Unity has not been broadly adopted to create Facebook games. In 

fact, Mr. Crook’s citations are only to Unity’s popularity on mobile.32  One of the 

main reasons for this is that the Unity browser plug-in must be installed. This was 

especially prohibitive for users who did not own a computer and therefore accessed 

games in a public environment where install plug-ins is prohibited. Even users who 

had administrative access were uncomfortable installing new software,  or unsure 

of how to actually do it, resulting in the vast majority of users abandoning a game 

																																																													
31 Crook Report ¶ 87.  
32 Crook Report ¶¶ 87–88.  
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when being asked to install any new software plugin, including Unity. This friction 

has stymied the success of those web browser games developed with Unity.33  

49. In contrast, Adobe Flash was built into Google Chrome’s browser, as of early 

2010.34  Even as of 2015, Facebook employees believed that there was no technical 

replacement for Flash. 35 Further, despite the ubiquitousness of Flash, Unity phased 

out Flash deployment licenses in 201336 and Google Chrome made changes to its 

browser that were incompatible with the Unity plug-in in 2015.37  

50. Contrary to what Mr. Crook suggests, the few examples of Unity games developed 

on social networking cites confirm that cross-platform development tools were not 

as ubiquitous, or at least did not minimize the challenges between developing for 

social game networks/Flash and other platforms.  

51. In fact, just a few months ago Unity and Facebook announced an alpha-stage project 

that, if successful, “will allow Unity developers to quickly deliver their games” to 

Facebook’s users.38 At minimum, this suggests that Unity does not currently permit 

																																																													
33 See FB_0500753 at 753 (noting “one developer who tried to build a 3D game based on the 
Unity3D engine but couldn’t get enough people to install the plugin. We know how challenging this is 
from the FB plug-in standpoint.”).  
34 See Linus Upson, Bringing improved support for Adobe Flash Player to Google Chrome (March 
30, 2010), https://blog.chromium.org/2010/03/bringing-improved-support-for-adobe.html; Google 
Chrome Help, Add, remove, and manage plugins on Chrome (last accessed Nov. 21, 2016), 
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/142064?hl=en 

(Chrome includes plugins to run Flash and PDF content. “Chrome no longer works with NPAPI plugins, 
so websites that use plugins like Silverlight, Java, and Unity might not work on Chrome.”). 
35  

 
 

36 David Helgason, Sunsetting Flash, UNITY (April 23, 2013), 
https://blogs.unity3d.com/2013/04/23/sunsetting-flash/. 
37 Randy Spong, Web Publishing Following Chrome NPAPI Deprecation (May 28, 2015), 
https://blogs.unity3d.com/2015/05/28/web-publishing-following-chrome-npapi-deprecation/.  
38 Jack King Choi, Unity and Facebook Team Up to Support Developers (August 18, 2016), 
https://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/2016/08/18/FB-Unity-Alpha/. 
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developers to quickly deliver games which further undermines Mr. Crook’s 

contention that Unity was a viable cross-platform enabler during the relevant time 

period.  

52. Furthermore, Facebook’s decision to launch a new PC platform (requiring its own 

download) undercuts Mr. Crook’s argument that games can easily cross between 

platforms as disparate as PC, mobile, and web browsers. (For example, PC games 

often feature high-fidelity graphics, or even virtual reality, which cannot be 

recreated in a standard web browser.)39  

53. For all of the reasons stated above, Mr. Crook is incorrect to suggest that developers 

can easily build games for both Facebook.com and mobile operating systems. If that 

were the case, the most successful mobile games would be available on 

Facebook.com.   

V. SOCIAL GAME DEVELOPERS CANNOT TURN TO MOBILE GAME 
PLATFORMS TO REPLACE SOCIAL GAMING NETWORKS. 

A. Mr. Crook Over Relies on a Snapshot Of Current Conditions to Inform 
His Analysis. 

54. For the reasons discussed at length throughout this report, mobile operating systems 

previously did not and currently do not present social game developers with a 

reasonable alternative to social gaming networks like Facebook Platform. 

Moreover, Mr. Crook’s analysis is heavily focused on the current state of the 

ecosystem, rather than the state of the ecosystem during the time Facebook 

mandated use of Facebook Credits. I disagree with his opinions regarding the 

current state of supposed alternatives to developing for Facebook Canvas, and, as 

importantly, by only using examples of games that are currently available on 

																																																													
39 See Microsoft Windows Dev Center, High Fidelity Graphics with DirectX, (last accessed Dec. 7, 
2016), https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/dd371702(v=vs.85).aspx. 
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multiple platforms (such as Farmville Harvest Swap),40 Mr. Crook ignores the 

viability (or lack thereof) of making games on multiple platforms when Facebook 

monopolized the virtual currency services market in 2011. At that point in time, 

several key factors such as mobile-vs-desktop usage patterns, game play design and 

business models, and industry knowledge of best-practices with regards to 

monetization techniques were even more different than they are today. These 

differences make it unreasonable for Mr. Crook to provide general conclusions 

based on only a snapshot of time.  For the purposes of my report, I have considered 

a wider timespan, including preceding Facebook’s imposition of Credits, and 

conclude that at the time Facebook imposed Credits on Canvas developers, and up 

through today, there are not reasonable alternatives for developers on Facebook 

Canvas. 

55. Further, focusing only on the current state of “social games” ignores survivorship 

bias. Mr. Crook’s claims rely entirely on recent data, thus ignoring the large number 

of companies and games that have disappeared over the last five years. In fact, 

Facebook’s 2011 policies caused most companies that were dependent on it as a 

social distribution method to go out of business or shut down their social games.41 

The companies that are left—the only ones considered by Mr. Crook—are those 

that succeeded in the mobile market. Most of these companies are larger companies 

which had enough capital and resources to justify entering an entirely new line of 

business, funding the game development across multiple platforms, even if an 

individual platform may not be successful or “ROI positive.”   

																																																													
40 Crook Report ¶ 81. 
41 ; Hawkins Dep. at 112:16–24 (Digital 
Chocolate laid off employees as a result of Facebook Credits.). 
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B. Social Games Are Fundamentally Distinct from Mobile Games.  

56. Mr. Crook’s definition of “social games” is overly broad and appears to include 

games with some undefined set of “social features,” regardless of whether those 

games actually receive any social distribution or whether gameplay integrated the 

social graph. However, it is not the existence of social features, but the use of social 

features as a primary means of distribution, with the game design adjusted 

accordingly, that distinguishes games on Facebook.com (and previously, Myspace) 

from games elsewhere.  

57. In 2009 and 2010, when Facebook Credits was rolled out to the head game 

developers, it was impossible to succeed in the social game environment on 

Facebook without a design that leveraged the social features for distribution in a 

highly optimized way.42 It is these specific design features that differentiated the 

social gaming network market from games elsewhere.  

58. Today, the use of “social features” in mobile games still must be coupled with other 

means like purchasing installs in order to succeed. These differences have not 

changed. In other words, mobile games cannot be effective by using social features 

alone. It is true that social features which allow users to play with their friends may 

increase retention and user satisfaction on mobile operating systems. But what 

defines a social game—and what games on Facebook brought to the table—was the 

implementation of specific social features that are aimed to actually drive installs, 

new users, or reactivations using social channels.43  

																																																													
42 See Dean Takahashi & Eric Eldon, In recession, social gaming comes of age, VENTUREBEAT 
(June 24, 2009), venturebeat.com/2009/06/24/in-recession-social-gaming-comes-of-age/; see also 
FB_0152805 at 806-07; Justin Smith & Charles Hudson, INSIDE VIRTUAL GOODS: THE FUTURE OF 
SOCIAL GAMING 2011, at 15 (“We define social games as games built and designed for distribution on or 
using social networking relationship data to drive discovery, distribution, and gameplay.”). 
43 See FB_0152805 at 806–07. 
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59. For the reasons stated above, platforms such as Twitter and Gmail, are not social 

game networks (i.e. they do not offer the variety of distribution channels available 

on Facebook that enable the creation of social games specifically designed to utilize 

those channels to facilitate unique gameplay experiences. 

60. Unlike social games on Facebook, the majority of installs on mobile operating 

systems and re-entries into the application are provided by non-social distribution 

features. For example, many successful games on mobile operating systems are 

turn-based games that rely on person-to-person push notifications. On the other 

hand, Facebook’s social distribution channels did not have a high enough click-

through rate to keep a one-vs-one game going consistently. For this reason, social 

games developed for Facebook relied on “one to many” communications or 

“broadcast” communications to many friends via the news feed, requests, or 

notifications.44 Not only does the effectiveness of distribution channels change the 

way a developer designs a game, it also changes the genre and type of games a 

developer decides to build for the platforms in the first place.  

61. Mr. Crook fundamentally misunderstands what makes a social game. For example, 

buried in a footnote to the table he relies on, Mr. Crook acknowledges that “The 

Facebook game Farmville 2 is matched to the mobile game Farmville 2 Country 

Escape. The game is set in a different location, but the game play is similar and 

players can trade items between the two games.”45 As someone who actually was 

involved in the development of Farmville 2 and Farmville 2 Country Escape, this 

“matching” is improper. Farmville 2 Country Escape was redesigned for mobile 

from the ground up to ensure its success. As I explained above, although the two 

																																																													
44 See Facebook for Developers, Sharing for Games, 
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/games/services/sharing/; Facebook for Developers, Game 
Requests, https://developers.facebook.com/docs/games/services/gamerequests/. 
45 Crook Report at ¶ 31, Table 1, n.1. 
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games share certain art assets and thematic elements, including the core game loop 

of planting, watering, and harvesting plants on a farm, the similarities stop there.  

62. Finally, Mr. Crook’s emphasis on developers’ use of multiple platforms is also 

largely influenced by survivorship bias. When a company has a hit game that is 

generating a lot of profits, the company may consider expanding it into different 

markets, incurring the costs associated with this switch. As such, success begets 

multi-market games, not the other way around. Those games that were successful, 

and therefore able to afford development for multiple markets, are the ones that 

survived. In fact, to minimize costs, most developers still initially release in a single 

market (e.g., only on social game networks (Facebook, Myspace); only on mobile 

operating systems (Android, iOS)) to iterate on the game before paying the costs to 

bring it to different markets.46 If the costs for bringing a game to multiple markets 

were de minimus, this would not be the case. There would be no need to beta launch 

within a single market (or single platform within a given market) if a developer 

could simply create the same game for all markets.  

C. Mr. Crook Misunderstands the Role Played by Apple’s iOS Mobile 
Operating System. 

63. Mr. Crook does not adequately address any of the points above relating to the 

differences between mobile and social games. The “social features” described by 

Mr. Crook used by the Apple Game Center, such as messaging,47 do not make a 

social game. Rather, it is the use of social channels for distribution of the game. For 

these reasons, in my opinion, the Apple Game Center and SMS text messages are 

not a substitute to developing within a social game network like Facebook, and 

further underscore the differences in distribution in the social game network market 

and the mobile game market. For example, text messaging is a one-on-one 

																																																													
46 See Crook Report at ¶ 84.  
47 Crook Report at ¶ 102.  
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communication rather than a one-to-many communication and text messages take 

you out of the game environment (i.e. you cannot play the game and read your text 

message at the same time).  

64. It is also important to understand that in 2010, neither freemium nor free-to-play 

were prevalent business models on mobile. In fact, Apple only added support for In 

App Purchases in late 200948, before which such a model would not even be 

technically possible. Rather, as Mr. Crook explains, mobile games generally utilized 

the pay-to-play model.49 That is, the largest developers charged up-front for their 

games. Eventually, many mobile game developers did offer their games for free 

while often requiring a fee for additional features or gameplay but still suffered due 

to differences in social distribution and virality between a social game network and 

a mobile platform. By contrast, Facebook admitted that virtual goods and currency 

were defining features of social game networks.50 

VI. MR. CROOK’S OTHER “PLATFORMS” DO NOT PROVIDE SOCIAL GAME 
DEVELOPERS WITH REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES.  

A. Regional, Non-English Language Social Networks Are Not Reasonable 
Alternatives for Social-Game Developers. 

65. Mr. Crook describes QQ, WeChat, VKontakte, Line, and Mixi as “large 

international social networks” which he suggests are viable alternatives to 

Facebook.com for social game developers.51 I disagree with his description because 

																																																													
48 See Jason Kincaid, Apple Announces In-App Purchases For Free iPhone Applications, 
TECHCRUNCH (October 15, 2009), https://techcrunch.com/2009/10/15/apple-announces-in-app-
purchases-for-free-iphone-applications/ 
49 Crook Report at ¶ 100 (“[G]ames applications [on Apple (iOS)] started as premium downloads 
generally priced at $0.99.”).  
50 See FB_0220555 at 555–56 (“  

]here is an existing market on Facebook 
today for which Virtual Currency fits best.”). 
51 See Crook Report ¶ 107. 
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it is inaccurate. I further disagree with his suggestion that these platforms are viable 

alternatives to Facebook.com (or Myspace) for social game developers. 

66. Although Mr. Crook may be correct that these social networks could be “large,” 

they are not “international” and certaintly not of any prominence in the United 

States. Rather, as noted in Appendix 3 to his report, each of these platforms 

primarily serves specific regions: Tencent’s QQ/Qzone platform is “Primarily 

China”; Vkontakte is “Primarily Russia, E. Europe”; Line is “Mostly Japan, SE 

Asia”; and Mixi is just “Japan”.52 None has an international reach. None has any 

significant presence in the United States. 

67. Additionally, Mr. Crook’s analysis of these supposed alternatives ignores the 

significant challenges faced by game developers (or virtual currency services 

providers) posed by geographic differences. 

68. For example, in different regions, a game developer will target different 

demographics of users. In each demographic, game developers were forced to do 

custom language, game porting, cultural support, marketing, and so on. Mr. Crook’s 

“write once-publish anywhere” mantra is unsupported by the facts in this case and 

my experience. Every time a developer would add new features to a game, it would 

be necessary to update the code base everywhere. 

69. A game developer on Facebook.com may attempt to venture with companies outside 

of the United States to publish games, but translating games is typically not enough, 

as evidenced by the lack of overlap between the largest game developers on 

Facebook.com and the supposed “alternative” gaming platforms.  

																																																													
52 Crook Report Appx. 3, p. 1. 
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70. Tencent’s QQ is a popular instant-messaging service in China.53 QQ’s services 

include QZone, which Mr. Crook accurately describes as “the most popular social 

network in China”.54 Although QZone operates a platform for third-party 

developers, QZone is only available in Chinese, and participation by non-Chinese 

developers is extremely limited. 

71. Mr. Crook also references Tencent’s WeChat service, which is a mobile-messaging 

application he describes as a “mobile game portal”55 But WeChat is not an 

alternative to Facebook or Myspace for the same reasons set forth in my opening 

report explaining why mobile platforms are not an alternative. 

72. Finally, unlike Facebook and Myspace, Tencent’s platforms have not been generally 

open to all third-party developers. For example, Tencent did not announce an “open 

platform” approach for third-party mobile application developers until January 

2014.56  

73. Similarly, Mr. Crook includes the Chinese social network RenRen in his list of 

“major platforms” in Appendix 3 to his report. As with QQ, Mr. Crook notes that 

RenRen just serves China.57 RenRen is also only available in Chinese. 

74. Similarly, VKontakte—another of Mr. Crook’s supposed “international social 

networks”58—is limited to Russia and Eastern Europe.59 As with the Chinese social 

																																																													
53 Elena Santos, Complete IM client with cute design and great features, Softonic, https://qq-
messenger.en.softonic.com/. 
54 Crook Report Appx. 3, n. 52. 
55 Crook Report ¶ 107. 
56 Catherine Shu, Tencent Launches New Mobile Open Platform Initiative Ahead of Alibaba’s IPO, 
TECHCRUNCH (January 16, 2014), https://techcrunch.com/2014/01/16/tencents-launches-new-mobile-
open-platform-initiative-ahead-of-alibabas-ipo/.  
57 Crook Report Appx. 3, p. 1. 
58 See Crook Report ¶ 107. 
59 Crook Report ¶ 145 (describing VKontakte as “one of the most popular social networking 
websites in Eastern Europe and Russia that also has a game platform”). 
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networks, Mr. Crook has not identified any basis for his suggestion that the Russian 

VKontakte is a reasonable alterative to Facebook.com or Myspace for social game 

developers.  

75. Finally, Mr. Crook’s list of “international social networks” includes Line and 

Mixi60, both of which focus primarily on Japan. Mr. Crook accurately describes Line 

as a “trending Japanese social network for mobile devices and PC.”61 And Mixi is 

even more narrowly focused on Japan. Mixi’s site is only available in Japanese.62 

And as Mr. Crook notes, to join Mixi “requires an invitation from a current user and 

a Japanese mobile mail address to register.”63 For a social game developer, Line and 

Mixi are not viable alternatives to Facebook.com. 

B. Gaming Platforms Like Steam, Kongregate, and Miniclip Are Not 
Alternatives to Social Game Networks. 

76. As discussed in my opening report, the Steam game-distribution platform is very 

different from a social-game network from the perspective of a game developer. For 

example, on Steam:64 

• popular games tend to feature mid-core or hardcore gameplay 
instead of the casual gameplay typical of social games; 

• the user base largely consists of dedicated gamers looking for 
immersive online multiplayer experiences involving other 
serious gamers; 

																																																													
60 See Crook Report ¶ 107. 
61 Crook Report Appx. 3, n. 88; Crook Report Appx. 3, p. 1 (describing Line as “Mostly Japan, SE 
Asia”.) 
62 See Serkan Toto, Japan's Mixi: A Social Network As A Purely Local Phenomenon, 
TECHCRUNCH (July 20, 2008), https://TechCrunch.com/2008/07/20/japans-mixi-a-social-network-as-a-
purely-local-phenomenon/ (cited in Crook Report Appx. 3, n. 167). 
63 See id. 
64 Waldron Report ¶ 140.  
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• games are not played in the browser, but are instead 
downloaded and installed on the user’s desktop computer; and 

• games require far greater initial investment than typical for 
social games. 

77. Collectively, these differences mean that for social game developers, Steam is not 

an alternative to a social game network like Facebook.com. 

78. Mr. Crook acknowledges some of these distinctions, but focuses on superficial 

similarities like the availability of “free-to-play” games on Steam.65 Yet, while 

Steam has released certain free-to-play games, based on my investigation, these 

games still require download and installation (just like Steam’s retail game 

counterparts).  

79. Mr. Crook also labels Steam as a “game-oriented social network” offered to “game 

developers to facilitate and enhance game play.”66 But these social features to 

connect serious gamers are not the equivalent for developers to the access provided 

by a social network to a casual user’s real-world social graph of existing friends and 

family. Steam is not a viable alternative to the social game network. 

80. For similar reasons, Kongregate’s game portal67 is not a viable alternative for social 

game developers despite its various social features and the availability of “free-to-

play” and casual games. Mr. Crook also references Miniclip, which he describes as 

a “web-based social networking site[]” and a “rival game platform[] to 

Facebook.com.”68 But Miniclip is just a “games portal”69 like Kongregate. The 

																																																													
65 Crook Report ¶ 158. 
66 Crook Report ¶ 162. 
67 See Crook Report ¶ 108, n. 170. 
68 Crook Report ¶ 167 
69 Pascal-Emmanuel Gobry, Meet Miniclip, The Startup Making a Killing On Web Games – 
Outside Facebook, BUSINESS INSIDER (Jan. 21, 2011) http://www.businessinsider.com/miniclip-2011-1 
(cited in Crook Report at p. 83, n. 307). 
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social aspects of Miniclip are not with members of the user’s social graph, but rather 

with other gamers already visiting the Miniclip site. Social game networks enable 

integration of the social graph into game play which results in a unique audience, 

marketing, and business approach. None of the gaming platforms Mr. Crook 

mentions—Steam, Kongregate, or Miniclip—are alternatives to the social network 

for social game developers. 

C. Dedicated Gaming Sites Operated By Developers With Only Their Own 
Games Are Not Platforms and Are Simply Not Available as Alternatives 
for Social Game Developers. 

81. Mr. Crook’s list of “major platforms”70 also includes a number of websites 

published by game developers which exclusively feature the developers’ own games 

and no third party games. For example, Mr. Crook describes King.com as “a 

standalone website published by King, a game developer, to allow access to King’s 

games, such as hit game Candy Crush Saga.”71 However, elsewhere in his report, 

Mr. Crook analyses King.com as if it were a platform for other developers by 

classifying it as a kind of platform that “select[s] the [payment] processor(s) that 

developers must use…”72 But as Mr. Crook notes, King.com only distributes King’s 

own games73 and there are no other developers. Notwithstanding Mr. Crook’s 

unreliable approach, because King.com only publishes King’s games, it is not an 

alternative of any kind for any other developer. 

82. Similarly, Mr. Crook’s list of “major platforms”74 includes Battle.net, a website 

operated by game developer Blizzard.75 Only Blizzard games are available on 

																																																													
70 See Crook Report ¶ 49. 
71 Crook Report, n. 169; Crook Report, n. 261 (identifying King as an example of a developer which 
launched its “own standalone website for [its] games”). 
72 Crook Report ¶ 52. 
73 Crook Report Appx. 3, n. 102 (King’s King.com website “only distributes King’s games”). 
74 Crook Report ¶ 49. 
75 Crook Report ¶ 155. 
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Battle.net. The list also includes Wargaming.net which Mr. Crook describes as an 

“online platform used by developer Wargaming to distribute its free-to-play war 

games such as the popular World of Tanks.”76 In fact, as Mr. Crook notes elsewhere, 

Wargaming.com only distributes its own games.77 None of these supposed 

“platforms” offer distribution to any developer other than its owner. There is no 

basis for Mr. Crook’s suggestion that they are in any way alternatives to social game 

networks. 

D. Neither Game Consoles Nor MMOs Are Alternatives to Social Game 
Networks. 

83. I disagree with Mr. Crook’s opinion that either game consoles or what he refers to 

as “MMO platforms”.  

84. First, as I noted in my opening report, from a developer’s perspective there are 

significant differences between console games and social games. Those differences, 

which Mr. Crook largely ignores, materially impact the developer’s business in 

several ways including target audience, marketing, distribution, game play, and 

monetization. 

85. Mr. Crook largely ignores those distinctions and instead focuses on aspects of 

consoles allowing gamers to play with others and engage in competitive gaming.78 

But there are significant differences between the social game network and console 

industry as I described in my opening report.  

86. Console games are targeted at gaming enthusiasts who are willing to spend hundreds 

of dollars on special equipment additional money on the game itself, create alternate 

																																																													
76 Crook Report Appx. 3, n. 70 
77 Crook Report Appx. 3, n. 74 (Wargaming.net “does not distribute titles from third parties”); see 
also Crook Report Appx. 3, n. 78 (“Games distributed on Wargaming.net are exclusively developed by 
Wargaming”). 
78 Crook Report ¶¶ 169–170. 
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gaming personas, and compete based on skill against the computer and gamers with 

similar interests. 

87. Similarly, Mr. Crook largely ignores the key differences between MMOs and social 

games which, as with console games, result in a materially different business for 

game developers. 

88. The technical, commercial and gameplay market characteristics of MMOs are such 

that developers of social games could not and did not reasonably expect to transfer 

their social games from Facebook to an MMO, or to develop new games on the 

supposedly “alternative” platforms given their experiences developing on 

Facebook.com. 

89. For example, games played on Social Networks tend to have very low barriers to 

entry.79 In contrast, MMOs tend to require the creation and activation of an account 

to play. And in many cases, the player must commit to a paid monthly 

subscription.80 

90. Similarly, games played on social networks are played in the browser using Flash 

and do not require the download of any software to the user’s computer. In contrast, 

MMOs almost always require the download and installation of software on the 

player’s computer. Thus, MMOs—unlike social games—can offer rich graphics, 

detailed animations, and utilize the physical resources of the user’s computer for the 

purposes of delivering a compelling and immersive experience.  

																																																													
79 TechProb Solutions, How to Play Games on Facebook, YOUTUBE.COM (Apr. 1, 2016), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tj1dtokJJxo. 
80 Blizzard Entertainment, World of Warcraft Subscription, 
https://us.battle.net/shop/en/product/world-of-warcraft-subscription. 
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VII. OFF-FACEBOOK.COM SOCIAL TOOLS LIKE FACEBOOK LOGIN DO NOT 
SUBSTITUTE FOR THE SOCIAL GAME NETWORK. 

A. Facebook Login Does Not Provide Key Social Features to Games Off of 
Facebook.com. 

91. Mr. Crook suggests that developers’ access to off-Facebook.com social features like 

Facebook Login provides the same social functionality available for games on 

Facebook.com.81 I disagree. 

92. To the contrary, the limited means of accessing Facebook’s social graph—to the 

extent Facebook Login (and previously Connect) make that possible—are of limited 

utility to game developers outside of Facebook.com. This is because the tools for 

integrating with Facebook’s social graph—like friend invites, shared statuses, and 

notifications—offer limited functionality to developers on mobile compared to their 

counterparts on Facebook.com 

93. For example, when a mobile user updates their status using Facebook Login (or 

previously Connect), that status update is not integrated with the game itself. So a 

mobile user would have to switch away from the mobile game to another app in 

order to see their (or their friend’s) updated status message. To resume play, the user 

would need to switch back to the mobile game, resulting in friction that does not 

exist on a social game network.  

94. Finally, Mr. Crook is incorrect to suggest that Kongregate has access to a user’s 

Friends list.82 That is not the case, and doing so would be inconsistent with 

Facebook’s policies. 

																																																													
81 See Crook Report ¶¶ 65–69. 
82 See Crook Report ¶¶ 66–67. 
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95. Moreover, as noted in my opening report83, Facebook restricts certain functionality 

to mobile games with a presence on Canvas.84  

B. Access to User Contact Lists, Notifications, and Public Use Do Not 
Amount to a Substitute for Social Game Networks. 

96. Mr. Crook discusses mobile contact lists, push notifications, and use in public, to 

support his proposition that “Facebook’s social graph is not the only means 

available to access a user’s social group and thereby facilitate ‘social’ game play.”85  

97. Mobile games may access a user’s contact list to—as in Mr. Crook’s example86—

invite the user’s friends to play. But, as he notes, contact lists are typically just a list 

of phone numbers and email addresses.87 They cannot provide game developers 

with the range of benefits and functionality provided by a social network, like 

gameplay built around social features or even two-way communications 

incorporated in the game experience. 

98. This is because, unlike social networks, contacts lists typically provide limited 

information with no consistency as to content, structure, or formatting. In contrast, 

Facebook.com (and previously, Myspace) provides developers with access to much 

richer, more meaningful information, such as user’s profile photos, age, location, 

interests, and location. And the information is provided to developers in a 

standardized way accessible through tools which can be incorporated into game 

play. In addition, any individual person’s contact information is likely different on 

																																																													
83 Waldron Report ¶ 49. 
84 See Facebook for Developers, Invitable Friends API, 
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/games/services/gamerequests#invitablefriends. 
85 Crook Report ¶¶ 70–72.  
86 Crook Report ¶ 70, Figure 16. 
87 Crook Report ¶ 70. 
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each user’s phone.  There is no single authoritative, consistent, record as with a 

proper social network, and therefore no guarantee of accuracy or completeness. 

99. Similarly, push-notification functionality available on mobile platforms offers some 

limited ability for developers to allow players to communicate with their friends. 

However, a mobile user must first download, install, and use a developer’s app 

before the developer can send them push-notifications. In other words, developers’ 

ability to connect users with push notifications is limited to existing players. As a 

result, push-notifications cannot provide developers with the unique social user 

acquisition and distribution offered by a social network. 

100. Finally, Mr. Crook suggests that mobile games enjoy social-like virality because 

other users may see them being played in public. This reflects a profound 

misunderstanding of the unique distribution social-game developers enjoy by being 

able to spread via a user’s existing social graph—friends and family. Mr. Crook 

describes the exact opposite mechanism—users being exposed to strangers in 

public. Thus, regardless of whether Mr. Crook has identified a plausible mechanism 

with respect to mobile games, it is inconsistent and, in fact, directly contradictory 

to the “social” distribution enjoyed by social-game developers. 

C. Neither Google Nor Twitter Allow Developers to Leverage the Social 
Graph the Way Social Gaming Networks (Like Facebook.com) Do.  

101. To the extent Mr. Crook’s brief discussion of Google and Twitter88 is meant to 

suggest social game developers can use those companies’ services as alternatives to 

a social gaming network like Facebook.com, I strongly disagree.  

102. For example, the mere existence of a “unified Google Account”—permitting users 

to log-in to Google’s bundle of products and services—does nothing to provide a 

game developer with access to a user’s social graph. And the fact that a user can 

																																																													
88 Crook Report ¶¶ 73–76. 
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log-in to a developer’s website using their Google Account and access their Gmail 

address list to invite their friends to join the game does not replicate the deep social-

graph integration offered by true social gaming networks like Facebook.com. In that 

sense, the Google Account is much closer in functionality to accessing a mobile 

user’s contacts list, which fails to provide a viable alternative to social game 

developers for the reasons discussed above.  

103. Similarly, the fact that users can send tweets about games they are playing—and 

that some game developers build-in functionality to encourage this behavior—falls 

far short of establishing Twitter as an alternative to Facebook.com or other social 

gaming networks. For example, unlike a user on Facebook.com, a user on Twitter 

must leave Twitter to access the game his or her friend is tweeting about.  

104. Finally, there is nothing novel or significant in Mr. Crook’s observation that 

“developers are not limited to integrating with and accessing just one social 

group.”89 Put simply, the way users log-in to games is not nearly as important to 

developers as the breadth and depth of access to the user’s social graph provided by 

the log-in.    

VIII. MR. CROOK MISUNDERSTANDS KEY CHALLENGES AND 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIAL GAME NETWORKS 

A. Viral Distribution Posed a Challenge Unique to Social Game Networks. 

105. As discussed in my opening report and above, a key characteristic of social games 

is leveraging user’s social graph’s viral distribution capabilities. Mr. Crook tries to 

paint this as a problem faced by “platforms” in general, but, tellingly, his entire 

discussion focuses on Facebook.90  

																																																													
89 Crook Report ¶ 77. 
90 Crook Report ¶¶ 113–15. 
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106. This makes sense when you consider that games on traditional platforms, like PC or 

console games often rely on paid advertising and earned media for promotion.91 The 

distinction also holds true on mobile where developers rely on making “top lists” or 

paid placement within the app-store model discussed above.92  

B. Social Game Networks Do Not Need to Integrate Virtual Currency 
Services to Address User- and Developer-Related Challenges. 

107. Mr. Crooks is incorrect that the social networks operating “online gaming 

platforms” were driven to integrate virtual currency services because of an 

“increas[ed] focus[] on facilitating in-app purchases.”93 Virtual goods revenue 

dominated games on social gaming networks almost from the beginning.94  Yet, 

Facebook was the first social gaming network to require platform-provided virtual 

currency services in 2011—four years after the launch of its Platform (and did not 

even begin testing virtual currency services until 2009).95 Myspace, Bebo, and hi5 

continued to allow competition amongst third party virtual currency service 

providers.96 From this basic timeline it is clear that large amounts of in-app 

																																																													
91 See Hawkins Dep. at 11:14–20 (developers of console games acquire users through promoting, 
i.e., “putting out press releases and getting interviews with the media and…getting them to review the 
game.”).  
92 See  (“Mobile Games do not rely on a social fabric to attract players”); 
Waldron Report ¶ 167. 
93 Crook Report ¶ 135.  
94 FB_0035178 at 210 (“We estimate that over $500 million in total virtual goods transactions 
occurred on social networking platforms in the US in 2009: the market more than doubled over 2008 and 
we estimate it will double again in 2010.”).  
95 See SR00152864 (Facebook launches Platform in May 2007); SR00152899 (Facebook announces 
commitment to Facebook Credits in February 2010); SR00152933 (Facebook announces Credits mandate 
in January 2011). 
96 See, e.g., Deposition of Christopher A. Smutny (“Smutny Dep.”) at 263:20–264:2 
(“SuperRewards customers were on a handful of different platforms. They were on Facebook. They were 
on a couple of platforms that aren’t as prevalent today but you might have heard of, Bebo, Myspace, 
hi5.”). 
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purchases did not necessitate social gaming networks mandating use of an integrated 

virtual currency service; in fact, Facebook is the only one that decided to do so.   

108. Additionally, Mr. Crook puts forth no basis for his opinions about what these 

nebulous “platforms” believed.97 He did not identify a single social game network 

that “recognized at an early stage the benefits to both users and developers of having 

a platform-operated integrated payment processing system.”98 Even more, he did 

not address whether issues such as fraud, end-user complaints, or refund requests 

plagued Facebook.  To that end, I have seen no evidence that Facebook enacted its 

mandate due to chargebacks or fraudulent purchases.  

109. Although Mr. Crook alludes to potential benefits from “streamlined payment 

processing”99 he does not move beyond the theoretical. In reality, it was not just that 

“some developers reacted negatively,” to Facebook’s imposition of its virtual 

currency services, but that only one developer, Playtika, had  seen benefits beyond 

the 30% revenue share.100 Many other developers were seriously harmed by the 

policy requiring exclusive use of Facebook Credits.101 Further, the public statements 

cited by Mr. Crook and attributed to developers need to be taken with a grain of salt 

as they were often contrary to the data provided internally and were procured 

through bribes or developers wanting to stay on Facebook’s “good side.”102  

																																																													
97 See Crook Report ¶¶ 136–139.  
98 Crook Report ¶ 136.  
99 See Crook Report ¶ 138. 
100 See FB_0154601 at 601.  
101 See ; 

 
  

;  
 

 
. 

102 See, e.g., Hawkins Dep. at 99:11–100:20 (explaining that Facebook lied about Digital 
Chocolate’s success using Credits. “We are begging them to try to stay alive, and you know, we’re not in 
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C. Offer Ads Were a Viable Part of Social Game Revenue Models Until 
Developers Were Forced to Use Facebook Credits Offers Exclusively. 

110. Separately, I disagree with Mr. Crook’s critique of “offer ads”—advertising that 

rewarded users with virtual goods and currency in exchange for completing 

advertisers’ offers—as an ineffective way to monetize social games. Offer ads were 

invaluable to social game developers because they represented a way to monetize 

players who could not afford to purchase virtual goods directly or who were either 

unable or unwilling to provide credit card (or other payment) information to do so.  

111. Contemporaneous communications confirm that game developers saw offer ads as 

complementing, rather than cannibalizing other revenue streams.103 In fact, 

Facebook’s employees were well aware of this, 104 and some games received as 

much as one-third of their revenues from offer ads.105  

112. Moreover, mobile video offers—short-video advertisements that users watch to earn 

in-game rewards—are an important part of many mobile games’ revenue models.106 

																																																													
a position to argue with what they want to say publically about characterizing the relationship while we’re 
completely dependent on them, ·like an abused housewife who’s getting beaten up regularly and has been 
threatened that if she complains to the neighbors or the police, she’s going to be killed.”).  
103  

 

 FB_0000178 (noting 
that developers “see very little cannibalization” between offers and direct pay because “a different kind of 
audience [is] using offers”);

 
  

104 See FB_0000178 (Facebook spoke to at least three of its largest publishers all of whom confirmed 
that cannibalization was negligible)  

105 ; FB_0189019 at 019 (same); 
FB_0077127 at 150 (“offers can account for 60% of transactions in some social games.”). 
106 See Daniel Kobialka, Mobile games devs see higher revenue from in-game ads, says Unity 
Technologies, FIERCEWIRELESS (April 29, 2016), http://www.fiercewireless.com/developer/mobile-
game-devs-see-higher-revenue-from-game-ads-says-unity-technologies. 
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But they have never been successful on Facebook.com as an important source of 

revenue on Facebook.com.  Video offers can be successful on mobile operating 

systems because of those devices’ screen sizes.  The smaller screen size, and the 

inability to multi-task (either switch windows or tabs) significantly increases the 

likelihood that a video offer on mobile operating systems will be observed by a user.  

This is a critical difference that explains why mobile video offers have significantly 

taken off, but similar short-video offers never gained traction as an advertising 

model on social game networks like Facebook or Myspace. 

113. To the extent offer ads have declined in importance on Facebook over time, that is 

best explained by Facebook’s decision to replace competition between offer 

providers by mandating use of its Credits Offers product which was provided via 

TrialPay. This service was disliked by developers because inventory and quality of 

ads were both poor.107 Some developers saw about a third of their revenue disappear 

as a result of the Credits Offers mandate.108   

114.  Developers dislike of Facebook/TrialPay’s offers product also produced network 

effects. Specifically, fewer developers using offers meant Facebook/TrialPay had 

less placement to sell which resulted in lower quality offers, which led to decreased 

monetization, which further decreased developers’ willingness to use 

Facebook/TrialPay’s offer services. 109  

																																																													
107 See FB_0174279 at 280; FB_0116674. 
108 See FB_0386991 at 991. 
109 See  
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115. Even today, Facebook includes offer ads as part of its Payments product.110 And 

Facebook employees have testified that offers remain very important for some 

developers.111 

116. Finally, Mr. Crook appears to hold-up the October 2009 Scamville-article and other 

problems with certain offer ads as justification for Facebook’s decision to partner 

with TrialPay and mandate Credits Offers.112 But within a few days of the Scamville 

article, the largest offer providers were shown to be 100% clean.113 And Facebook 

itself published a whitelist of approved monetization partners for developers to use, 

including companies like Super Rewards that provided offer ads as part of their 

services.114 

IX. FACEBOOK’S MANDATE OF CREDITS CONTRIBUTED TO THE DEMISE OF 
ALTERNATIVE SOCIAL GAMING NETWORKS 

117. As explained in my opening report, at the time of Facebook’s introduction of 

Facebook Credits, there were a handful of other viable social gaming networks 

																																																													
110 Deposition of Sean Ryan (“Ryan Dep.”) at 112:3–4 (“Q And does TrialPay still provide offers? A 
I believe so.”); see also Deposition of Daniel Rose (“Rose Dep.”) at 172:2–4 (“It’s a description of 
Facebook Payments for developers who want to use a certain aspect of the payment system called 
‘Offers.’“); Facebook for Developers, Game Payments, 
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/games_payments; Facebook for Developers, Offers with Payments, 
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/games_payments/advanced/offers. 
111 Ryan Dep. at 113:25–114:6 (“Q Were offers a significant percentage of revenue for certain game 
developers? A I would assume so…I have no doubts, with thousands of options, that for some of them, it 
may have been more important than others. Just when we looked at it in aggregate, it was not an 
important category for us.”).  
112 Crook Report ¶¶ 120–122. 
113 FB_0039252 at 252 (“Offerpal and Superrewards are the largest in this space and were 100% 
compliant after we cracked down.”). 
114 Facebook corporative representative Deborah Liu (“Liu 30(b)(6) Dep.”) at 155:3-10 (“Q. The 
third bullet point also says: “You can also review this list of trustworthy third parties that can help you 
monetize.” Do you see that? A. Yes.  Q. And SuperRewards was on the list of trustworthy third parties 
that can help you monetize, correct?  A. I believe so.”); see also FB_0421561 (“You can also review this 
list of trustworthy third parties that can help you monetize.”). 
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developers could distribute games on, including Myspace,115 Bebo,116 and hi5.117 

While smaller in scale than Facebook, these other social networks were healthy and 

viable and growing. For example, as late as December 2009, all but two of the top 

25 MySpace games had a higher number of users than the prior month. 118 

118. But in 2010 and 2011 these social game networks rapidly deteriorated and 

eventually ceased to be viable alternatives to Facebook.com. This coincided with 

Facebook’s aggressive negotiations with Zynga and other head developers like 

RockYou and Crowdstar to agree to use Facebook Credits exclusively and 

Facebook’s 2011 policy mandate requiring the same for all game developers on 

Facebook.  

119. Based on my experience at Zynga, Facebook’s success in obtaining the exclusivity 

agreement diverted resources away from alternative networks for several reasons. 

First Facebook’s 2010 agreements with Zynga required Zynga to effectively 

“double-down” on Facebook, requiring the use of Facebook Credits even outside of 

Facebook.com and mandating Facebook be “the only Social Platform” available to 

Zynga users.119 This effectively foreclosed Zynga from developing games for 

potentially alternative social gaming networks.120 Instead, Zynga devoted immense 

internal resources to trying to develop Zynga.com as a standalone alternative to 

Facebook.com.121  

																																																													
115 See Waldron Report § VII(A). 
116 See id. at § VII(B). 
117 See id. at § VII(C). 
118 Christopher Mack, Top 25 MySpace Games for December 1, 2009, SOCIALTIMES (December 1, 
2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-myspace-games-for-december-1-2009/565139?red=ig. 
119 FB_0248757 at 760, § 3.1. 
120 FB_0436924; FB_0503450. 
121 See Waldron Report § VII(D). 
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120. Similarly, once Facebook announced in January 2011 that it would soon mandate 

use of Facebook Credits, all social game developers were forced to prioritize 

integrating Credits into their games at the expense of continuing to develop or 

maintain games on other networks. 

121. By April of 2011, Zynga announced it was going to shut down all its games on 

Myspace,122 a few months later, hi5 announced massive layoffs, 123 and by 

November of 2011 Facebook.com was effectively the only option for developers 

looking to make money on social games.124  

122. Even after Zynga.com failed to establish itself as an alternate social gaming 

network, Zynga continued to look for alternatives to Facebook. For example, Zynga 

and other leading social game developers supported Google’s attempt to create its 

own social game network with Google+.125 But that effort also failed.   

																																																													
122 Mark Hachman, Zynga Shutting Down Games on MySpace, PCMAG DIGITAL GROUP (April 18, 
2011), http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2383772,00.asp.  
123 Mike Rose, Social Network Hi5 Shuffles Operations, Confirms Staff Layoffs, GAMASUTRA 
(September 20, 2011), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/37341/Social_Network_Hi5_Shuffles_Operations_Confirms_Staff
_Layoffs.php.  
124 FB_0400591 at 594 (“[N]o competitors offer meaningful competition to Facebook at this 
point.”); see also FB_0150193 at 194  

; FB_0278315 at 318 (  
). 

125 FB_0181405 at 405  
 

. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF ASSIGNMENT  

1. I, Joshua Grant, have been asked by Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC (“Social 

Ranger”) to testify as an expert witness in the above referenced action.  As part of my work in 

this action, I have been asked by Social Ranger to provide an opinion, from a game developer’s 

perspective, of the business alternatives to developing for the Facebook Platform (sometimes 

referred to as “Facebook Canvas” or the “Platform”), as well as the business challenges and 

difficulties presented by Facebook’s imposition of Credits (and later Payments) on Platform 

game developers.  I expect to testify at trial in this action regarding the opinions set forth in this 

report (the “Report”), as well as on any other issues for which I have submitted or will submit an 

expert report in this action.  

II. EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS 

A. Curriculum Vitae 

2. I hold a bachelor’s degree in economics from Claremont McKenna College. 

3. The details of my education are summarized in my curriculum vitae (“CV”) 

attached hereto as Exhibit A of this Report. 

4. After graduating from Claremont McKenna in 1998, I was employed by Merrill 

Lynch as an Investment Banking Analyst until June of 2000.  I was part of the corporate and 

institutional banking team and supported senior banking principals across a variety of deal 

structures, including: Mergers & Acquisitions, Asset Sales & Divestitures, Public Equity and 

Debt Offerings, Specialized Convertible Debt financings, and tax advantaged asset swap vehicles 

held in multi-party trusts.  I participated in transactions across a variety of industries, including: 

Homebuilding, Healthcare, Defense Contracting, Media, and Telecommunications (Satellite and 

Wireless Based Terrestrial).  The job consisted of analytical and data based research, the creation 

and manipulation of sophisticated cash and earnings based financial models, preparation of 
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transaction and valuation based comparable company analyses, review and editing of 

presentations and various legal agreements, and general project management of transactions 

ranging from $100 million to more than $2.5 billion in size. 

5. Merrill Lynch was an advisor to the Times Mirror Company, at the time a Los 

Angeles based public media company with diversified media holdings across both print and 

digital formats.  While at Merrill Lynch, I was a member of the deal team which structured a 

long-term asset exchange between the Company and a Trust representing significant 

shareholders.  The transaction included a number of assets, one of which resulted in the spin-out 

of the Times Mirror Company’s corporate digital media group as an independent $550M venture 

capital fund (Rustic Canyon Ventures).  I accepted the opportunity to join the fund as an 

Associate and joined in July 2000.   

6. During my tenure at Rustic I sourced, conducted due diligence, executed, and 

reported on primary equity investments in various digital media and supporting technology 

companies at the direction of the firm’s senior partners.   

7. In November of 2003, I left Rustic and joined Argo Global Capital, a Boston, 

Montreal, and Stockholm based late-stage venture firm focused on next-generation 

telecommunication and application companies, as a Senior Associate.  Similar to Rustic Canyon, 

my work at Argo involved originating deal flow, executing investment transactions, managing 

portfolio company oversight, and reporting to the fund’s managing partners.  Global technology 

industries continued to experience significant volatility during these years, following the collapse 

of the “tech bubble” in early 2001, and a large part of my time was spent triaging and 

rationalizing the fund’s portfolio of investments.  This often involved becoming embedded with 

the portfolio companies’ management team and identifying, proposing, and executing changes to 
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strategy, organization, cost structure, and target markets for Argo’s investments.  One such 

“turn-around” I supported on behalf of the firm was a UK based mobile gaming company called 

iplay, which was ultimately sold to Oberon Media.  The iplay restructuring and sale was my first 

direct experience in electronic games as a professional and it subsequently led to my position 

with Vivendi Universal Games, the French owned console & PC video game developer.  

8. In the summer of 2006 I joined Vivendi Universal Games (renamed “Vivendi 

Games” in 2006, merged with Activision in 2008, and now known as “Activision Blizzard”) as a 

Vice President in their Corporate Development and Strategic Planning Group.  I initially reported 

to the Company’s General Counsel.  Vivendi Games was an operating division of Vivendi, SA 

which generated more than $1 billion in annual revenue and employed in excess of 3,000 people 

globally.  In this role I led corporate and business development strategic and commercial 

initiatives for the online and mobile gaming divisions, two newly formed divisions at Vivendi 

which were chartered to gain market share in the rapidly growing “casual online” (short session, 

mass market, free-to-play online based games – a precursor to social networking games) and 

mobile industry segments (at the time often referred to as “Feature Phone” games and what 

would eventually become “Smartphone” games).   

9. My initial mandate was to assist the divisional presidents in shaping, researching, 

modeling, and presenting their business plans to Vivendi, SA executive management for 

approval.  After the plans were approved by the Board, I was offered the opportunity to transfer 

out of Corporate and into the operating division, where I ultimately reported to Vivendi Games’ 

Chief Operating Officer (“COO”).  In coordination with the Presidents of the casual online and 

mobile divisions, I originated, executed, and managed strategic and commercial deals, content 

partnerships, business plans, distribution deals, and publishing. 
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10. Subsequent to Vivendi, I joined a social and mobile application company named 

Sonic Boom and acted as its COO from 2008 through 2010.  My responsibilities included 

managing product development, production management, technology services, and post-

production for approximately 50 employees.  Sonic Boom developed and published music and 

personalization based applications and games on a variety of platforms, including: mobile 

phones, Valve’s Steam platform, Amazon’s Kindle, and social game networks (including 

Facebook).  The Company developed, launched, and operated more than 50 applications and 

games across these platforms.   

11.  Beginning as a consultant in January 2011, I was employed by RockYou for 

approximately 5 years.  In May 2011, I became a full time employee, joining as a Senior Vice 

President, responsible for Strategy, Corporate, & Business Development.  In 2013, I was 

promoted to COO and held that position until my departure from the Company as a full-time 

employee in February 2016.  As COO, I co-led the strategy, design and implementation of 

RockYou’s successful pivot from a social networking gaming and advertising company to a 

leading multi-platform digital media company, growing revenue more than seven times during 

my tenure.  I was the Executive Operator (Profit & Loss Owner) for the Company’s Owned & 

Operated portfolio of more than 50 revenue generating assets, principally available on 

Facebook’s social network, Apple’s iOS mobile application store, and Google’s Play Store for 

Android devices.  As COO, I was responsible for the global studio system, live operations 

support, and the central technology group, comprising approximately 300 full-time equivalents 

across five locations in three countries.   

12. Since May of 2016, I have been retained by RockYou as a Consultant, focusing 

on the diligence and integration of operating assets acquired by the Company.   
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B. Prior Testimony 

13. I have not testified at deposition, trial, or in written reports during the past four 

years. 

C. Compensation 

14. My rate of compensation for my work in this case is $500 per hour plus any direct 

expenses incurred.  My compensation is based solely on the amount of time that I devote to 

activity related to this case and is in no way affected by any opinions that I render.  I receive no 

other compensation from work on this action.  My compensation is not dependent on the 

outcome of this matter. 

III. MATERIALS CONSIDERED 

15. My opinions, expressed herein, are based on information I have reviewed to date, 

including the materials referenced herein and in Exhibit B attached to this Report, as well as 

conversations with Scott Lynn and Adam Caplan, and are based on my knowledge and 

experience in the fields of finance, mobile gaming, social gaming, business development, and 

management of gaming companies.   

16. I expect to review any reports submitted by the retained experts of Defendant and 

I expressly reserve the right to amend or supplement this Report, as appropriate, after 

considering the opinions set forth in any reports submitted by the retained experts of Defendant 

or any additional information produced by Defendant after the date of this Report.   

17. Furthermore, I understand that there is additional discovery that Facebook has 

refused to provide, such as the testimony of Mr. Mark Zuckerberg.  To the extent Facebook 

provides such discovery, I reserve the right to supplement my report to address the additional 

discovery. 
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IV. DEMONSTRATIVES 

18. In order to aid the Court and jury in understanding my opinion, I anticipate that I 

may create or cause to be created demonstratives that I will use at trial to help explain various 

issues, such as regarding social games, background information on social network games, 

console games, feature games, smartphone games, virtual currency services, and the operation of 

Facebook’s Platform.  These demonstrative exhibits will include non-graphical illustrations 

(such as documents, charts, tables, etc.) and graphical illustrations (such as figures, drawings, 

pictures, videos, etc.).  While these demonstratives have not yet been created, they will be 

completed and demonstrated at trial. 

19. To further aid the Court and jury in understanding my opinion, I anticipate that I 

will demonstrate the operation of Facebook.com, Facebook Platform, mobile platforms, and 

consoles at trial, or other issues, either as a live demonstration or a prerecorded demonstration.  

A live demonstration may include having physical products in Court and/or access to the 

products via an Internet connection.  For a prerecorded demonstration, I will create a video, or 

series of videos.  Alternatively or in addition, I may create a series of slides. 

V. SUMMARY OF OPINIONS 

20. My opinion is that no other gaming platform, including feature phones, 

smartphones, consoles, or any other, represented an adequate substitute to developing social  

games on social game networks, like Facebook.  Given the lack of choice, Facebook’s 

imposition of Credits on Platform developers presented business challenges to these developers. 

21. Social games are truly unique, from the technology used to develop the game, the 

methods of distribution and marketing, and the types of games, to the channels of user 

acquisition and revenue models.   
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VI. SOCIAL GAMES AND SOCIAL GAME NETWORKS 

A. Relevant Social Networks 

1. Facebook 

22. Facebook was founded in 20041 and opened registration to the public in 2006.2  In 

May 2007, Facebook announced the launch of the Facebook Platform at its f8 conference and 

invited developers to create innovative applications that would draw in more users.3  In addition 

to increased user acquisition and engagement, Facebook planned to benefit from these third party 

developers through advertisements they would run on Facebook.com.4  

23. Facebook touted its open platform where these developers could “keep all of the 

revenue” that they made from advertising or processing transactions.5  Developers were 

encouraged to “monetize [their] canvas pages through advertising or other transactions that 

[they] control.”6  Due to these promises, Facebook was able to attract developers away from 

other social networks who “nickel-and-dime[] game developers for access to their audience.”7  

                                                            
1   SR00259098 at SR00259107.  
2   Welcome to Facebook, everyone, FACEBOOK (Sept. 26, 2006), 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/facebook/welcome-to-facebook-everyone/2210227130/. 
3   FB_0480770 (“Right now, social networks are closed platforms.  And today we’re going to 
end that.  With this evolution of Facebook Platform, any developer worldwide is going to be able 
to build full applications on top of the social graph inside of the Facebook framework….So, not 
only can you build these full social applications with deep integration into the Facebook site and 
use the social graph for mass distribution, but there’s a third thing that we want to announce 
today.  And that’s that we want you to be able to build a business doing it.”).  
4   FB_0480770 (“And of course this is good for us, too.  Because if you’re building great 
applications – and that’s a service for our users – and it’s helping us strengthen the social graph 
as well, and you’re also creating more ad inventory for us as well.”).    
5   FB_0480770 (“You can sell your own ads or you can run ads from a banner ad network.  And, 
either way, they are your ads and that’s your revenue….if you don’t want to run ads, then you 
can just go ahead and sell something or you can do transactions on your site.  And it’s the same 
deal with advertising.  You get to keep all of the revenue.”).   
6   SR00259090.  
7    

 
.  
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Because of this, Facebook viewed its Platform as a competitive advantage over other social game 

networks.8  

24. Developers were attracted to the Platform due to its organic growth and the 

promise of retaining a higher share of the revenue derived from their products, as compared to 

other social game networks.  In its first several years as an “open platform,” May 2007 until the 

mandate was announced in January 2011, hundreds of thousands of developers flocked to the 

Facebook Platform based on Facebook’s promise that game developers could keep all of the 

revenue generated from their games.  Within six months of the launch of Facebook Platform, 

seven thousand applications had been built.9  Most of these were Flash-based games, a 

technology that “was and really still is a de facto standard on the World Wide Web, and it was 

almost entirely the programming language used for Facebook games.”10  Flash was also “easy 

[to] learn, there are all kinds of very young, very inexperienced developers all around the world 

that can figure out how to do Flash.”11  By July 2008, there were more than thirty thousand 

applications on the Platform.12  This explosion of social games was exponentially greater than 

                                                            
8    

; FB_0276675 at FB_0276683 (“Application developers we spoke to highlighted 
Facebook’s support for application monetization as one of the key differentiators of the 
Facebook platform.”).  
9   Catherine Rampell, Widgets Become Coins of the Social Realm, WASHINGTON POST (Nov. 3, 
2007), http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2007/11/02/AR2007110201894_pf.html; see also FB_0276675 at 
FB_0276686 (showing 4,224 applications as of September 21, 2007).  
10   Hawkins Dep. 44:21-24;  

11   Hawkins Dep. 64:4-6.  
12   Nastasia Ustinova, Developers compete at Facebook conference, SFGATE.COM (July 23, 
2009), http://www.sfgate.com/business/article/Developers-compete-at-Facebook-conference-
3203144.php; FB_0274713 (“More than 350,000 developers and entrepreneurs from 225 
countries have signed up and started developing applications”). 
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Facebook had expected, calling social gaming a “pot of gold we stumbled across.”13  Top 

applications quickly grew in monthly active users (MAUs) from the hundreds of thousands to the 

tens of millions.14 

25. As more social games were developed for Facebook, Facebook’s revenue from 

the Platform increased drastically, first indirectly through advertisements on the right-hand side 

of the canvas page15 and through advertising spend from game developers on facebook.com,16 

and later, once Facebook established and then mandated Facebook Credits, directly through the 

provision of virtual currency services.17  

2. Myspace 

26. Myspace was founded in 2003.18  In February 2008, it launched its own gaming 

platform as part of its social network.19  Many of the social game developers who had been 

                                                            
13   FB_0146709; See also Hawkins Dep.51:17-58:4 (“It looked like a gold rush…It just took off 
really fast and we had immediate success with our first game which was called MMA Pro 
Fighter, and within a few months after we introduced a game called Millionaire City, and 
Facebook liked that game and they did something extra for several games in 2010.”).  
14   See, e.g., Admin, The Top 25 Facebook Games for December 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Dec. 1, 
2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-facebook-games-for-december-
2009/231831 (Zynga’s Farmville which had nearly 69 million MAUs in December 2009).  
15   Osofsky Dep. 181:22-23 (“on the right-hand side of the page, there was space for Facebook 
to potentially serve ads.”). 
16    Osofsky Dep. 182:4-5, 7 (“Q.  And game developers would pay for advertising on Facebook, 
is that right?...A. Sure, some would, yeah.”). 
17   FB_0203507 at FB_0203520 (showing  in “Indirect Ad Revenue” from the 
Platform between December 2010 and December 2011, made up of  from Canvas 
Ads and  in game developer advertising spend); see also FB_0129220 at 
FB_0129229 (comparing the “FB direct monetization opportunity” with “FB indirect 
monetization (ad spend, CPM improvement); FB_0132857 at FB_0132857 (showing the revenue 
sources to be “Direct revenue” described as “Direct spend by users (e.g., purchase FB credits)” 
and “Indirect revenue” described as advertising.). 
18   Eric Elden, MySpace is a big gaming platform but it hopes to be more of one, 
VENTUREBEAT.COM (July 24, 2009), http://venturebeat.com/2009/07/24/myspace-is-a-big-
gaming-platform-but-it-hopes-to-be-more-of-one/. 
19   Duncan Riley, MySpace Quietly Launches Games Site, TECHCRUNCH.COM (Feb. 11, 2008), 
https://techcrunch.com/2008/02/11/myspace-quietly-launches-games-site/; Heather Havenstein, 
MySpace launches casual games channel, COMPUTERWORLD.COM (Oct.. 24, 2007), 
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creating applications for the Facebook Platform the prior year, also decided to develop for the 

MySpace platform,20 including Zynga,21 Playdom,22  and RockYou.23  Developers were able to 

do this fairly easily because both MySpace and Facebook social games used Flash, and used 

comparable social distribution channels to attract social network users to games.24  In addition,  

application developers on MySpace, like on Facebook before it mandated Facebook Credits, 

were able to monetize their applications by working with third party virtual currency services 

providers of their choice.25  In this respect, MySpace was an open platform in very much the 

same way as Facebook Platform.26 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2539456/web-apps/myspace-launches-casual-games-
channel.html.   
20   FB_0199768 at FB_0199770 (“2 of the same devs [at the MySpace developer garage] as the 
facebook garage”).  
21   Justin Smith, Top 25 MySpace Games for September 24, 2008, ADWEEK.COM (Sep. 24, 2008), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-myspace-games-for-september-24-2008/557347; 
Leena Rao, Zynga Discontinues Mafia Wars Game On Myspace, TECHCRUNCH.COM (Apr 18, 
2011), https://techcrunch.com/2011/04/18/zynga-discontinues-mafia-wars-game-on-myspace/. 
22   Justin Smith, Playdom Reveals Itself as the Developer of the #1 Game on MySpace, 
ADWEEK.COM (Mar 11, 2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/playdom-reveals-itself-as-
the-developer-of-the-1-game-on-myspace/559590. 
23   RockYou Takes Pole Position on MySpace Platform as Truth Box Blazes to 1M Users, 
MARKETWIRED.COM (May 11, 2008), http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/rockyou-takes-
pole-position-on-myspace-platform-as-truth-box-blazes-to-1m-users-854807.htm; Justin Smith, 
Top 25 MySpace Games for September 24, 2008, ADWEEK.COM (Sep. 24, 2008), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-myspace-games-for-september-24-2008/557347 
24   See FB_0199768 (listing various social distribution channels such as “allows apps to post 
friend updates [to the] feed,” “notifications are sent to a notifications folder in a user’s inbox”).   
25   See SR00181662 at SR00181664 (“Super Rewards is present on all major social media 
networks including” Facebook, Myspace, Bebo, hi5, friendster, and orkut.); Caplan Dep. 66:7-
17, August 22, 2016 (“game developers were building apps on Facebook, they were building 
apps on MySpace, they were building apps on Bebo, they were building apps on hi5, and other 
social networks. And app developers --Tagged is another one.  App developers in -- all game 
application developers in all of those – on all of those different social networks would integrate 
the Super Rewards offer wall into their games.”);  Caplan Dep. 412:21-413:1, August 23, 2016 
(“you could build apps on MySpace, and social games were to leverage Super Rewards virtual 
currency services.”); Smutney Dep. 263:20-264:2 (“SuperRewards customers were on a handful 
of different platforms.  They were on Facebook. They were on a couple of platforms that aren't 
as prevalent today but you might have heard of, Bebo, Myspace, hi5.”); FB_0277644; 
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3. hi5 

27. hi5 (now owned by if(we) f/k/a/ Tagged) was founded in 2003.  In 2009, hi5 

launched a specific gaming environment with its social network to further support its developer 

platform.27  A variety of developers, including Playdom,28 Digital Chocolate,29 and RockYou,30 

that also developed on Facebook developed for hi5.  In 2010, hi5 announced its plans to “make 

its social game platform compatible with Facebook’s,” so that there would be little extra cost or 

effort make games that run on both platforms.31  A few months later, hi5 publicized its strategy 

pivot towards social gaming.32 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

FB_0199768 at FB_0199770 (OfferPal’s “myspace traffic is equivalent to their facebook 
traffic”); Eric Eldon, Priority for MySpace: Do something about those virtual currency plans, 
VENTUREBEAT.COM (May 1, 2009), http://venturebeat.com/2009/05/01/time-for-myspace-to-
cash-in-on-its-virtual-currency-plans/ (Myspace had not defined a cohesive and universal virtual 
currency ‘umbrella’ policy as it related to currency within applications on its network.).  
26    Caplan Dep. 412:14-19, August 23, 2016 (“MySpace had an open developer platform at the 
time in the same way that Facebook had an open developer platform, which meant that 
application developers, including the social games, could build apps that resided within the 
MySpace --I can't remember the exact term for it.  The term on Facebook is canvas.”). 
27   Eric Eldon, Hi5’s New Redesign: Another Big Milestone in its Gaming Strategy, 
ADWEEK.COM (Oct.. 13, 2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/hi5s-new-redesign-another-
big-milestone-in-its-gaming-strategy/563498?red=ig. 
28   Christopher Mack, Playdom Launches Poker Palace on hi5, Integrates hi5 Coins, 
ADWEEK.COM (May 20, 2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/playdom-launches-poker-
palace-on-hi5-integrates-hi5-coins/560726. 
29   hi5 Launches "SocioPath" Next Generation Social Gaming Platform, MARKETWIRED.COM 
(October 6, 2010), http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/hi5-launches-sociopath-next-
generation-social-gaming-platform-1330498.htm. 
30    RockYou Takes Pole Position on MySpace Platform as Truth Box Blazes to 1M Users, 
MARKETWIRED.COM (May 11, 2008), http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/rockyou-takes-
pole-position-on-myspace-platform-as-truth-box-blazes-to-1m-users-854807.htm. 
31   Dean Takahashi, Social network hi5 launches program to court game developers, 
VENTUREBEAT.COM (March 10, 2010), http://venturebeat.com/2010/03/10/social-network-hi5-
launches-program-to-court-game-developers/. 
32   Dean Takahashi, Hi5 raises $14M as it shifts into social games and virtual goods, 
VENTUREBEAT.COM (July13, 2010), http://venturebeat.com/2010/07/13/hi5-raises-14m-as-it-
shifts-into-social-games-and-virtual-goods/. 
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B. Background On Social Games 

28. For the purposes of this report, social games, also called social networking games, 

are games played within a social networking website defined by the profiles and content of 

natural persons known independently of the network, that utilize the “social graph” to provide a 

meaningful source of discovery, progression, and engagement.33  They are typically 

asynchronous, socially enabled games that exploit a social network’s social graph.34  Because of 

this, there were certain genres of games that were specific to social gaming networks that have 

been the most successful.35   

29. Top Facebook apps in the games category from 2009 through 2012 consisted 

largely of mass-market, simulation-strategy games with common themes around farming, 

restaurants/dining, pets and city management (e.g. Farmville), as well as arcade/puzzle games 

(Bejeweled, Candy Crush).  In addition to these more “casual” games, there were typically one 

or two more “mid-core” games in the top category such as Poker or a territory-control strategy 

game marketed to male audiences (e.g. Mafia Wars). 

                                                            
33   Sande Chen, The Social Network Game Boom, GAMASUTRA.COM (April 29, 2009), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/4009/the_social_network_game_boom.php (“social 
games [are] essentially games created to be playable within existing major social networking 
websites”). 
34   Sande Chen, The Social Network Game Boom, GAMASUTRA.COM (April 29, 2009), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/4009/the_social_network_game_boom.php (Social 
games are “[m]ultiplayer games that utilize the social graph, i.e. a player's social connections, as 
part of the game.”).  
35  FB_0419190 at FB_0419220-228; FB_0077126 at FB_0077165-172. 
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36 
 

37 

                                                            
36   Admin, The Top 25 Facebook Games for December 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Dec 1, 2009), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-facebook-games-for-december-2009/231831. 
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30. Unlike gaming websites, consoles, and mobile games, social games are unique in 

that their users are both “gamers” and “non-gamers.”38  Non-gamers are users who go to a social 

networking website for a purpose other than to play games, such as to post a photo or Facebook 

“poke” a friend, but are encouraged to play a game by one of their friends, or are nudged into 

playing a game published by a social game developer due to other mechanics of their social 

network.   

31. Inherent in their reliance on high numbers of non-gamers, social games 

incorporate certain game features and elements of the social network which differentiate them 

from other types of game industries, such as the gameplay and types of games, the game 

architecture, user acquisition methods, the marketing and distribution of games, and the revenue 

models.  

32. Social games were a new phenomenon, and the proliferation of games on social 

networks on Facebook and Myspace, in particular, jumpstarted a new industry.39  This new 

industry invited the proliferation of new developers.  In fact, four of Facebook’s top five 

developers on social game networks in 2010 were founded contemporaneously with, and as a 

result of, the launch of social game networks like Facebook and MySpace:  

                                                                                                                                                                                                
37   Mike Thompson, The Top 25 Facebook Games of December 2012, ADWEEK.COM (Dec 2, 
2012), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-facebook-games-of-december-
2012/602517. 
38   Hawkins Dep. 58:18-24 (There is a “different level of a social gaming network where all 
these social members, whether they’re gamers or not, have access to an API like Facebook had 
and are able to communicate about a whole bunch of games, and then quickly dip into those 
games and jump back and forth between games.”). 
39 FB_0418668 at FB_0418669-670 (“Facebook Games are driving a number of disruptions that 
are happening simultaneously in the game industry: how games are designed, developed, 
operated, marketed, distributed, monetized and played….The best social games design their 
games for social distribution.”); FB_0414130 at FB_0414134 (“the games that succeed the most 
on Facebook today are those designed from the core to be social.  They are not ports of games 
from other platforms.  The games are designed for social interaction and social 
distribution….Facebook has changed the game playing experience.”).  
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Developer Founded 
Zynga July 1, 200740 

Playfish October 1, 200741 
Playdom February 1, 200842 
RockYou November 1, 200543 
Crowdstar 200844 

 

33. Similarly, the majority of the top games on Myspace were also published by 

developers that formed as a result of the social game phenomenon on social networks.45   

34. The unique qualities of social games made it difficult for developers in other 

industries, such as consoles, to enter the social game network industry and successfully make 

social games.  As a result, a number of established companies relied on acquisitions of these 

newly formed social game developers to gain market share on social networks, including 

Facebook and Myspace.  For example, in November 2009, Electronic Arts acquired Playfish for 

$400 million.46  Similarly, on July 27, 2010 the Walt Disney Company acquired Playdom for 

$763 million.47  In those situations where developers from console and feature phone games 

                                                            
40   Zynga Inc., Registration Statement (Form S-1) (July 1, 2011); Zynga, CRUNCHBASE.COM, 
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/zynga#/entity (last visited Oct.. 13 2016).  
41  Playfish, CRUNCHBASE.COM, https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/playfish#/entity (last 
visited Oct.. 13 2016).  
42   Playdom, CRUNCHBASE.COM, https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/playdom#/entity 
(last visited Oct.. 13 2016).  
43 RockYou, CRUNCHBASE.COM,  https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/rockyou#/entity (last 
visited Oct.. 13 2016).  
44   About Us, CROWDSTAR.COM, http://www.crowdstar.com/team/ (last visited Oct.. 13 2016); 
Crowdstar, CRUNCHBASE.COM, https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/crowdstar#/entity (last 
visited Oct.. 13 2016).  
45   See Christopher Mack, The Top 25 MySpace Games for April, 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Apr. 1, 
2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-myspace-games-for-april-2009/559955. 
46   Erick Schonfield, Not Playing Around. EA Buys Playfish For $300 Million, Plus a $100 
Million Earnout, TECHCRUNCH.COM (Nov 9, 2009), https://techcrunch.com/2009/11/09/not-
playing-around-electronic-arts-buys-playfish-for-275-million/.  
47   Michael Arrington, Playdom Acquired By Disney For Up To $763.2 Million, 
TECHCRUNCH.COM (July 27, 2010), https://techcrunch.com/2010/07/27/playdom-acquired-by-
disney-for-up-to-763-2-million/.  
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developed social networking games, it was viewed largely as a completely new business; new 

divisions or studios were formed to take advantage of the opportunity. 

C. Gameplay and Types of Social Games 

35. As noted above, social games are typically casual games, rather than “core” 

games.48  This is largely due to the fact that time per session and re-engagement are much lower 

for social games and that the number of users who are non-gamers is relatively high.49  These 

games tend to be exercises in planning, repetition, and management and are usually not “gated” 

by skill, but rather by time, energy, or the social graph index.  Unlike mobile or console games, 

when a social game player ran out of “energy,” she does not “lose.”  Rather, users could simply 

wait for the energy to be restored (usually measured in minutes or hours), spend money to buy 

more energy, or ask their Facebook friends for help.  Further, games must be relatively simple as 

they often rely on just the one-click of a mouse rather than a multi-button console game 

controller. 

36. As a result, social games usually have a smaller development budget than the 

franchise or AAA (“Triple A”) games developed for consoles and mobile phones.50  I address 

this issue below in Sections VII and IX.  Unlike core gamers who “remain loyal for the long-

term,” social game players are “usually more fickle.”51  The content, brand, or familiarity of the 

game is not what typically drives a user to play social games on social game networks.  Top 

performing games were almost universally non-branded, unlicensed and the games tended to 

have been developed for the Facebook platform or in rare instances, like Bejeweled Blitz and 
                                                            
48    (“core games on social network platforms may struggle to find 
a large audience”). 
49   FB_0077126 at FB_0077150 (“Social games generally have shorter play sessions…than 
more “hardcore” online games”); FB_0418668 at FB_0418669 (Social games on Facebook are 
“designed for short-play sessions and repeat play, with strong use of engagement mechanics.”).  
50   (Social Network Games “do not have the longevity of MMOs”).  
51    
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Candy Crush Saga, adapted from an earlier browser based version of the game.  This is why 

popular licensed or franchise games on Facebook.com (and previously on Myspace) are virtually 

non-existent. 

37. Additionally, due to their usage of the social graph, social games must take into 

account the different dynamics created by the fact that users play these games with their real 

world friends, rather than strangers who are interested in the game.52  Therefore, games that rely 

on direct social engagement (either cooperative or competitive models) do well on social 

networks.53 

38. These concepts did not exist in console or feature phone games to any significant 

degree.  In my opinion, game developers on Facebook.com specializing in these types of games 

would therefore find it more difficult to “transition” their businesses to console or feature phone 

platform. 

D. Game Architecture Differences Between Social Games and Other Platforms 

39. Games on social networks like Facebook and Myspace were server based and 

played in a web browser, as opposed to being downloaded and stored locally on a device.  This 

meant, among other things, that developers had to design Facebook games such that the 

“intelligence” driving the game was located on their servers and that the “client” (the user’s 
                                                            
52   Sande Chen, The Social Network Game Boom, GAMASUTRA.COM (April 29, 2009), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/4009/the_social_network_game_boom.php (“Playing 
online games with friends has a different dynamic than playing with strangers.”).  
53   FB_0418668 at FB_0418670 (“Competition - the core element of most traditional games - 
takes on a new meaning with friends, as anyone who’s played Bejeweled Blitz for hours to beat a 
friend’s score can attest.  Instead of competing against SharkBoy69, it’s your sister, mom, 
significant other, co-worker and boss that keep you playing until the early hours of the morning, 
so you can have the satisfaction and bragging rights of proving your superiority.  In Cooperative 
play, Friends become great allies for game progression, while at the same time having a fun, 
shared, connecting experience together.  Whether its trading ingredients for your restaurant 
recipe, cleaning a friends [sic] aquarium, or helping each other complete a mission, playing 
together is more fun.”);   Raph Koster, Social Mechanics for Social Games, GDCVAULT.COM 
(2011),   http://www.gdcvault.com/play/1014555/Social-Mechanics-for-Social-Games.  
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PC/Mac) functioned largely as the “presentation” of the game and its input mechanism.  

Consequently, Adobe’s Flash ecosystem quickly became the front end software for social games 

given its ubiquity in the online world.  Even as of 2015, Facebook has admitted that there is no 

technical alternative to Flash games for the Facebook.com social network, and that HTML5 

games never lived up to expectations,54 with a very rare exception in the casual casino genre. 

40. This was almost the diametric opposite of how virtually all games on other 

platforms were designed.  Console, feature phone, and smartphone games were installed or 

downloaded on the player’s device and were executed locally.  These games accessed the 

console or phone’s physical resources (graphics, processing, sound, etc.) to create the most 

immersive experience possible.  

E. User Acquisition Methods and Monetization for Social Games 

41. Many users of social games are non-gamers, and are thus generally unwilling to 

pay to buy or download a game.55  This is different from the traditional pay per unit or 

subscription models of other forms of gaming.  For this reason, social games rely almost 

exclusively on the “free-to-play” model where anyone can play the game for free, but those users 

who want to advance more quickly can purchase, earn, or ask their friends for premium items or 

levels through an in-game virtual economy.56  In fact, unlike PC or console games where 

                                                            
54   FB_0222703 at FB_0222703-704  

 
55   FB_0275826 (“85% would prefer to play free ad supported games rather than pay-for-play”.). 
56 Pietro Macchiarella, Trends in Digital Gaming: Free-to-Play, Social, and Mobile Games, 
PARK ASSOCIATES at 3, 
http://www.parksassociates.com/bento/shop/whitepapers/files/Parks%20Assoc%20Trends%20in
%20Digital%20Gaming%20White%20Paper.pdf (“The premise of free-to-play games is in the 
name—players can play for free and open their wallets only when they need virtual items or 
upgrades to enhance their gaming experience, an approach broadly referred to as the 
microtransactions model.”); FB_0418668 at FB_0418669 (Social games on Facebook are “free 
to play and increasingly monetized through the sale of in-game virtual goods.  Games must be 
specifically designed to have their own economy and set of items that appeal to players with 
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everyone must pay to participate, for social games the large majority of users do not spend any 

money playing the game.57  Because of this, the potential audience for social games must be 

substantially larger than the audience for console games, for example.58 

42. Additionally, because non-gamers are often unwilling to pay to play, a new array 

of companies emerged along with the rise of social games, including SuperRewards and Tapjoy 

(f/k/a/Offerpal Media), that helped developers monetize their social games in the form of offer 

advertisements,59 like getting 10 coins for signing up for a Netflix trial.60  These “offers” allowed 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

pricing and themed marketing.”);   (“Free-to-Play requires a 
completely different business model than most traditional publishers are used to”); Rik 
Hendersen, Candy Crush developer talks difference between freemium and free-to-play as Papa 
Pear Saga imminent, POCKET-LINT.COM (Oct.. 24, 2013), http://www.pocket-
lint.com/news/124622-candy-crush-developer-talks-difference-between-freemium-and-free-to-
play-as-papa-pear-saga-imminent; Beau Hindman, Free for All: Another attempt at free-to-play 
vs. freemium, ENGADGET.COM (Sept 7, 2011), https://www.engadget.com/2011/09/07/free-for-
all-another-attempt-at-free-to-play-vs-freemium/.  
57  FB_0077126 at FB_0077177 (“Leading developers are seeing between 10-13% of app users 
participate in either a direct-payment or offer-financed virtual goods transaction,…while 
more commonly developers see a 3-10% participation rate.”); Pietro Macchiarella, Trends in 
Digital Gaming: Free-to-Play, Social, and Mobile Games, PARK ASSOCIATES at 4, 
http://www.parksassociates.com/bento/shop/whitepapers/files/Parks%20Assoc%20Trends%20in
%20Digital%20Gaming%20White%20Paper.pdf (“the large majority of gamers do not pay any 
money to play Facebook or free-to-play games.  Most titles monetize only 5-10% of their active 
player base.”); FB_0132891 (“Paying users are willing to fork over a few bucks, cents, or in the 
case of completing ad offers, a few minutes of their time in order to get premium items within 
the game.  These typically make up between 5 to 15% of your overall user base.”); FB_0205611 
at FB_0205613 (“23 percent [of gamers] made purcahse [sic] in social networking games”). 
58    FB_0414130 at FB_0414134 (“By being web and browser-based, the potential audience is 
1.5 Billion, rather than just the 30-60 Million that have a particular game console.  By providing 
games that are free-to-play and fast-to-play, the barrier-to-entry has come way down to the point 
that anybody can play.  No purchase decision or transaction.  No waiting.  A couple of clicks, 
wait a few seconds and you’re playing”).  
59   FB_0077126 at FB_0077148 (“In the last 12 months, the market has seen an explosion in the 
number of offer wall providers”); Dan Taylor, Understanding the Pieces of the Social Game 
Monetization Chain, ADWEEK.COM (Jan. 10, 2010), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/understanding-the-pieces-of-the-social-game-monetization-
chain/566534 (“With the dramatic rise of free-to-play and social gaming over the past year, a 
range of services companies to help developers and operators of these games monetize their 
product.”).  
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users to participate in some of the premium content without paying any money, giving 

developers a way to monetize users who are not willing to pay to play social games.61  Offers 

also incentivized users to continue playing a game, hopefully long enough to convert them into 

paying users.  For this reason, offers were also referred to as an “on-ramp” to convert some of 

these non-paying users into paying users (a term formally called “conversion” in the industry).62   

43. Offers and other non-user pay methods of monetization were often a significant 

contributor to a game’s total revenue, in particular for titles that appealed to non-traditional 

gamers like 50 Cubes’ Mall World or Fashion Designer and RockYou’s Zoo World.  For these 

titles, and many others, revenue combined from offers, promotions and advertising could be as 

much as 35-50% of a title’s total revenue.63 

44. Neither console games (until recently, and to a limited and controversial extent) 

nor feature phone games typically utilized virtual currencies because each person playing the 

game, beyond a limited trial or demo in some cases, was a paying customer.  As console and 

feature phone business models evolved, they extended their digital store capabilities to allow 

players to purchase additional content in games directly, so there was never a need to create dual 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
60   FB_0215752 at FB_0215781; Hawkins Dep. 68:4-12.  
61   FB_0077126 at FB_0077150 (“Social games generally have shorter play sessions and lower 
player retention than more “hardcore” online games.  Thus, they depend more heavily on getting 
more people in the door through viral growth, and these new players monetize well through 
offers.”).  
62   FB_0077126 at FB_0077176 (“offers often function as ‘on-ramps’ to get players engaged 
with social games.  However, once players become more engaged with a particular game, they 
increasingly migrate to direct payments because the same user is usually unwilling to take more 
than a couple offers in a given time period, and users need more currency than offers can provide 
to progress.”); Gianos Dep. 57:15-16 (“it was a way for users to start gaining virtual currency 
and play the games further.”). 
63  

FB_0164277 (same). 
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(Free and Premium, or Real Money) economies.  In contrast, for social game developers, 

managing dual economies was a critical aspect of monetizing their user base.   

45. Finally, where the users have not invested anything to play the game, they are 

significantly less likely to come back and play again.64  For this reason, reengagement is also an 

important feature of social games that is less relevant for models where the game was pre-

purchased and the time spent playing the game is not directly tied to revenues.   

F. Viral Marketing and Social Distribution for Social Games 

46. Unlike PC or console games that rely almost exclusively on retail advertising and 

reviews or articles about their games,65 or mobile phones that rely heavily on “top lists” and the 

App Store or Play Store,66 distribution for social games relies substantially on viral marketing 

and social distribution such as friends-based invitations, requests, or notifications in the 

                                                            
64  See Section X below; Sam K. Hui, Understanding Gamer Retention in Social Games using 
Aggregate DAU and MAU data: A Bayesian Data Augmentation Approach, RADY SCHOOL OF 

MANAGEMENT (August 2013), http://rady.ucsd.edu/docs/seminars/hui.pdf (Note that while I 
agree with the study’s conclusions on average retention rates and I think the DAU/MAU 
methodology seems to produce answers that conform to industry experience, I take exception to 
their estimates of B/E cost per gamer of $0.13.); Nathan Lovato, 16 Things Game Developers 
Should do to Improve Player Retention, GAMEANALYTICS.COM (Apr. 7, 2015), 
http://blog.gameanalytics.com/blog/16-reasons-players-leaving-game.html (“On average, less 
than 40% of players return to a free-to-play game after just one session.”).  
65   Hawkins Dep. 13:14-20 (explaining that console developers generate users through 
advertising as well as “putting out press releases and getting interviews with the media and 
getting them to write stories, getting them to review the game[.]”);

 (“SNGs [Social Network Games] as of yet are not commonly reviewed by game 
bloggers…The casualness of SNGs may be one of the reasons why game reviewing is not as 
popular on the platform…It is mostly core gamers who leverage aggregated game review 
scores.”). 
66   MobileDevHQ by Tune, How Users Find Apps, MOBILEDEVHQ.COM at 4-5 (2014), 
http://www.mobiledevhq.com/resources/whitepaper_how_users_find_apps.pdf (“MobileDevHQ 
Survey”) (47% of iPhone users and 53% of Android users found the last app they downloaded 
from the app stores and 10% of iPhone users and 9% of Android users found the last app they 
downloaded from a top list);  (“Mobile Games do not rely on a 
social fabric to attract players”). 
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newsfeed and notifications from the game.67  Social games also employ in-game advertising 

through cross promotion of games on the leaderboard placed at the top of the iframe as well as 

on the right-hand column outside of the application’s iframe and the newsfeed of the social 

networking website.68  Facebook’s advertising took advantage of the social graph, utilizing 

user’s likes and personal information to target ads to the users that would be most receptive to 

them.69 

47. Because social games are free to play and only a small percent of users actually 

end up paying, they must use these unique distribution methods to attract a high number of users 

without corresponding high costs.70  Viral distribution provides these social games with “free 

advertising” in the form of friend recommendations that the developers could not otherwise 

afford.71  

                                                            
67   FB_0138684 at FB_0138702; FB_0418668 at FB_0418670 (“Social distribution is a 
powerful mechanism to spread the word about your game and gain millions of new users”); 
FB_0414130 at FB_0414134 (“games are distributed socially.  Friends invite friends who invite 
friends who invite friends.  Games can grow by millions of people per month as the social graph 
is leveraged to spread by word-of-mouth virally.”); FB_0199768 (listing various social 
distribution channels including posting updates to the news feed and notifications.); Eric Eldon, 
Q & A with RockYou — three hit apps on Facebook, and counting, VENTUREBEAT.COM (June 11, 
2007), http://venturebeat.com/2007/06/11/q-a-with-rockyou-three-hit-apps-on-facebook-and-
counting/ (“The viral loops for Facebook (there are multiple) revolve around the news feed, the 
mini-feed and the invite request. Not around people coming to your page and interacting with 
it.”). 
68   FB_0138684 at FB_0138702; Jim Belosic, How the Pros use Facebook Advertising, 
SOCIALBRITE.ORG (August 5, 2013), http://www.socialbrite.org/2013/08/05/how-to-promote-
your-facebook-app/.  
69   FB_0229673 (“we know a lot more about the user (e.g. I still get offers from Groupon or 
Living Social about getting my nails done because they don’t know that I’m a guy”).  
70   Nick O’Neill, What Exactly are Social Games?,  ADWEEK.COM (July 31, 2008), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/social-games/1695/. 
71   Hawkins Dep. 79:17-80:2 (“we're getting free customers in two other ways through 
Facebook:  One, because of features that allow us to send messages about our gamers into the 
news feed, and Facebook can arbitrarily change how much of that free benefit we get depending 
on how they feel about us; and then, secondly, this method I've referred to earlier as featuring, 
they can either choose to do that or not.  And there was potentially a huge amount of financial 
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48. Leveraging friendships through the social graph, users on social networking 

websites value playing the games their friends are playing more than the games that are 

recommended by the platform.72  This is reinforced by the high user base of non-gamers who are 

not specifically looking to play games, but only do so after one is recommended by a friend.  For 

this reason, an “app store” has not been a successful distribution tool for social games. 

49. In contrast, although mobile games using Facebook Connect have access to some 

of these viral distribution channels, only 1% of installs come from requests from a user’s 

Facebook friends.73 

G. Social Game Developer Revenue Models and the Competitive Virtual 
Currency Industry 

50. In the United States, developers were not making real money through virtual 

economies until Facebook launched its Platform in 2007.74  For the reasons discussed in 

Subsection B above, given that many social game network users were not primarily using social 

networks to play games, developers needed to find a way to monetize their games without an 

upfront payment to play.  Advertising was one way that social game developers tried to make 

money, specifically through banner advertisements, but they quickly found that the revenue from 

banner ads was not sufficient.75  Thus arose the “free-to-play” model of gameplay.  Since that 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

value to us in those forms of support because without them we would have to spend a lot of 
money on advertising that we couldn't afford.”).  
72    (“gamers are even more inclined to play games they see their 
friends playing”). 
73   MobileDevHQ Survey at 4-5.  
74   FB_0077126 at FB_0077183 (“[B]efore Facebook launched the Facebook Platform in May 
2007, this market did not exist in the United States in any meaningful scale.”). 
75   FB_0185727  

); Osofsky Dep. 214:20-22  
); Lynn Dep. 37:4-10, 38:2-4, July 12, 2016 

(“we had developers calling us from the Cubics business saying hey, we like working with 
you…but unfortunately there’s this company called SuperRewards which is out-monetizing you, 
they’re providing us more revenue” and “A: The Cubics business, very simple, was a business 
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time, the main source of revenue for social games has been the earning or purchase of virtual 

currencies and virtual goods.76   

51. None of the U.S. based social gaming networks provided virtual currency services 

at the time of launch.77  Only Facebook eventually mandated the exclusive use of its virtual 

currency services, and that was not until two years after the launch of Facebook Platform.  Like 

Facebook (before the mandate), Myspace and hi5 permitted social game developers to rely on 

third party virtual currency services providers such as the top two providers Tapjoy (f/k/a 

Offerpal Media) and SuperRewards78  to supply virtual currency and related services.79  These 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

that showed banner advertisements on Facebook applications”); Nicholas Lovell, Five reasons 
why you shouldn’t use Ads in your free game, GAMESBRIEF.COM (Mar. 20, 2012), 
http://www.gamesbrief.com/2012/03/five-reasons-why-you-shouldnt-use-ads-in-your-free-game/ 
(“The virtual goods business model is demonstrably better” than “us[ing] Ads in your free 
game”). 
76   Zynga Inc., Registration Statement (Form S-1) (July 1, 2011) (showing revenue for virtual 
goods at $86 million in 2009 and $575 million in 2010 compared to $36 million in 2009 and $23 
million in 2010 for advertising.);  (showing  in virtual 
goods revenue in the US in 2011 and no revenue from paid downloads, subscription, rental, or 
boxed product sales.) 
77   This suite of services includes virtual-currency management, virtual-reward management, 
payment processing, advertising offers, related customer support to app users, related customer 
support to advertisers, and related technical support to the app developers.  See Complaint, ¶ 29; 
see also Pl.’s Supplemental Objections and Resp.’s to Def.’s First Set of Interrog.’s, p. 9, 12, 22 
(“facilitating direct payments from users via multiple payment sources, as well as providing 
customer services and management services for social-game developers…[and] the bundle of 
virtual currency and virtual-reward management, payment-processing services, advertising 
offers, and related technology, customer service and product and technical support.”  Phrased 
another way, “a bundle of services that included at least a virtual currency, virtual currency 
management, payment processing, direct payments, risk and payment operations, and offer ads 
[as well as] related technology, customer service, and product and technical support.”); 
FB_0056631 at FB_0056635 (“Credits (already exists): bundled payments system (includes 
processing, fraud, customer support, analysis tools).”); Ebersman Dep. 214:1-6; 215:10-14; 
Gianos Dep. 39:4-14. 
78  FB_0039252 (“Offerpal and Superrewards are the largest in this space.”); FB_0014150 
(“Super Rewards along with OfferPal are the two largest offer networks and virtual currency 
providers on [the Facebook] Platform.”); FB_0077126 at FB_0077148 (“Offerpal Media and 
Super Rewards (acquired by Adknowledge) are the largest companies in the space”).  
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third party virtual currency services providers’ gave users the ability to pay with hundreds of 

payment options, including credit cards, PayPal, offers, and mobile billing.80  

52. Due to their scale, some of the largest social game developers, such as Zynga, 

brought some virtual currency services in-house.81  Yet, even Zynga relied on third parties to 

provide an array of virtual currency services, such as supplementing its offer wall through the 

provision of alternate payment methods including mobile carrier billing and offer ads.82  

53. Until 2011, the industry for virtual currency services was competitive.  

Developers would often A/B test the various providers to see whose offerwall was monetizing 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
79   See SR00181662 at SR00181664 (“Super Rewards is present on all major social media 
networks including” Facebook, Myspace, Bebo, hi5, friendster, and orkut.); Caplan Dep. 66:7-
17, August 22, 2016 (“game developers were building apps on Facebook, they were building 
apps on MySpace, they were building apps on Bebo, they were building apps on hi5, and other 
social networks. And app developers --Tagged is another one.  App developers in -- all game 
application developers in all of those – on all of those different social networks would integrate 
the Super Rewards offer wall into their games.”);  Caplan Dep. 412:21-413:1, August 23, 2016 
(“you could build apps on MySpace, and social games were to leverage Super Rewards virtual 
currency services.”); Smutny Dep. 263:20-264:2 (“SuperRewards customers were on a handful 
of different platforms. They were on Facebook. They were on a couple of platforms that aren't as 
prevalent today but you might have heard of, Bebo, Myspace, hi5.”); FB_0277644; FB_0199768 
at FB_0199770 (OfferPal’s “myspace traffic is equivalent to their facebook traffic”); Justin 
Smith, Playdom Reveals Itself as the Developer of the #1 Game on MySpace, ADWEEK.COM 
(Mar. 11, 2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/playdom-reveals-itself-as-the-developer-
of-the-1-game-on-myspace/559590; Justin Smith, Super Rewards Expanding More Broadly 
Across the Social Web, ADWEEK.COM (Apr. 2, 2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/super-
rewards-expanding-more-broadly-across-the-social-web/560012; Nick O'Neill, Offerpal 
Launches MySpace "Onboarding" Feature, ADWEEK.COM (Sep. 4, 2008), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/offerpal-launches-myspace-onboarding-feature/1781; 
Kristen Nicole, AdParlor Expands Virtual Currency to MySpace, Bebo, ADWEEK.COM (Feb. 26, 
2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/adparlor-expands-virtual-currency-to-myspace-
bebo/2108  
80   SR00032265 at SR00032267 (“In the direct pay arena, we have integrated over 120 types of 
payment methods from all across the world…”); Smutny Dep. 113:14-19; 195:17-196:1.  
81   FB_0077126 at FB_0077147 (“only a very few of the largest developers have actually 
developed and manage the payment layer in house.”). 
82    
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the best in each of their games.83  The ability to switch to another virtual currency service 

provider increased competition for “quality [offers], customer service, and fraud management.”84 

54. That all changed when, between May 2009 and July 2011, Facebook launched 

and then mandated the exclusive use of its own virtual currency services, Facebook Credits, at a 

30% revenue share.85   

55. Despite initial resistance from developers, Facebook used its leverage in the social 

game network industry to force the largest developers to pay at least 10% more for the provision 

of inferior virtual currency services.86  For this higher price, developers received suboptimal 

payment flows and pricing,87 missing payment methods,88 substandard customer service,89 costs 

                                                            
83    

 see also FB_0077126 at FB_0077149 (“some developers swapping out offer 
providers on a daily basis, and even in one developer’s case creating a bidding interface for offer 
providers to compete.”).  
84   FB_0215752 at FB_0215783.  
85   In May 2009, Facebook began testing its Credits product with seven small developers.  See 
FB_0131701 (Mouse Hunt); FB_0131680 (Social Calendar); FB_0131785 ((Lil) Green Patch); 
FB_0131764 (Pack Rat); FB_0131659 (Group Card); FB_0131743 ((fluff) Friends); 
FB_0131722 (Birthday Calendar).  By the end of 2009, Facebook started signing up the “head 
developers” (i.e. Facebook’s top five developers) to use Credits at a 30% revenue share.  See, 
e.g., FB_0436768 at FB_0436768 (Playfish); FB_0187198 at FB_0187198 (Zynga).  Throughout 
2010, Facebook forced those head developers to sign agreements promising to use Credits 
exclusively. See FB_0278468 (Zynga Developer Addendum dated May 14, 2010); FB_0248797 
(Crowdstar Letter Agreement dated June 25, 2010); FB_0185297 (RockYou Letter Agreement 
dated July 15, 2010); FB_0273711 (Playdom Letter Agreement dated July 27, 2010); 
FB_0258641 (Electronic Arts Platform Agreement dated October 26, 2010). 
86   

 
; see also FB_0001810 at FB_0001814-

815, 817; FB_0189585; FB_0279299; FB_0255726. 
87   See, e.g., 

; 
 

;  
 

;  
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for discounts and free product that were passed through and absorbed by the developers,90 

incomplete analytics and data,91 and insufficient offer ad inventory.92 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

; Ebersman Dep. 131:7-135:19, 177:22-178:25;  
 

. For this reason, Facebook developed the Optimized Sole Cash-In 
Flow (“OSCIF”) for four of its head developers: Zynga, RockYou, Playdom, and Playfish, see 
FB_0014769, and later OSCIF with variable pricing (OVP), see FB_0366187.  However, all the 
other developers were left with Facebook’s self-proclaimed “sub-optimal” flow.   
88    

 
 Levy Dep. 85:10-86:3 (“Q So from when Facebook launched credits to when 

Facebook entered into the deal with PayPal, Facebook credits offering did not include PayPal as 
a payment option, right?  A Correct.  Q And yet PayPal was the most requested feature by 
16 developers, right?...  

); 
FB_0348259; FB_0281115;  

 
89    

;  
 

 

. 
90  From March 2010 to February 2011, Facebook gave users free Credits, but did not pay out 
anything to the developer when those Credits were spent in a game.  See FB_0225994 (“Within a 
couple weeks, we will be testing the seeding of Facebook Credits in our ecosystem.  This will 
put a small number of Credits (~10) in the hands of users who can spend them on games or the 
Gift Shop….As noted in our recently published terms, we will not be redeeming these seeded 
Credits since they are purely promotional.”); FB_0448805 (“ From time to time, we may issue a 
small amount of Credits at no cost to a particular user (e.g. someone who is new to Credits or has 
lapsed from usage) in order to promote the use of Credits on Facebook and applications that use 
Credits, and if you receive those Credits in transactions, we will not redeem them.”).  
91   

 

 
  

92   See, e.g.,  
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56. Thereafter, it instituted policies effective July 1, 2011 requiring game developers, 

among other things, to abandon third party virtual currency services, or be prohibited from 

access to the Platform: 

9. Games on Canvas Pages must use Facebook Credits as their sole 
and exclusive payment method for all virtual goods and currencies 
made available to users within the game. All other payment 
options are prohibited within games on Canvas Pages unless they 
go through Facebook Credits rather than directly through that 
payment option. By “Payment Method” we mean any method that 
allows a user to complete a transaction where the user receives 
virtual currency or virtual goods in a game on a Canvas Page in 
exchange for anything of value, including, without limitation, by 
exchanging monetary value for virtual currency or virtual goods, 
whether directly at the time of purchase or via any previous 
transaction such as the user's earlier purchase of a prepaid gift card 
or electronic code. In-game rewards of virtual currency or virtual 
goods earned by users through game-play activity alone are 
exempt from this definition. 

10. Applications may reward users with virtual currency or virtual 
goods in exchange for user actions that do not involve third parties, 
but rewards for user actions that involve third parties must be 
powered by Facebook Credits by integrating Facebook Credits 
offers. For example, you may not reward users with virtual 
currency or virtual goods in exchange for any action in which 
personally identifiable information is shared with a third party, you 
may not reward users with virtual currency or virtual goods in 
exchange for third party downloads, such as toolbars or ringtones, 
and you may not reward users with virtual currency for engaging 
in passive actions offered by third parties, such as watching a 
video, playing a mini-game, or taking an anonymous poll.93 

57. From this point forward, all social game developers on Facebook were required to 

use Facebook’s virtual currency services, including direct payments as well as offer 

advertisements (through TrialPay).  TrialPay was a general newcomer to social gaming and offer 

                                                            
93   SR00153154 at SR00153154-155 (Facebook Platform Policies dated July 1, 2011). 
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advertising, and as confirmed by the documents in this case, struggled to support Facebook’s 

Credit’s product with a viable offer inventory.94   

58. Video offer advertisements never took off on Facebook Platform, in part, because 

of Facebook’s imposition of a $0.10 per Credit cost, which made it harder to create inventory.  

This was for several reasons, not the least of which was that a $0.10 per video view reward to the 

consumer implied a break-even cost (i.e. only covering the cost of the value given to the user on 

behalf of the developer in exchange for the offer, but not accounting for any economic benefit to 

the developer) to advertisers on a cost per 1,000 impressions (“CPM”) basis, the standard unit of 

measurement in advertising. At the time, and to this day, competitively priced advertising 

opportunities in social games would often pay in the $0.04 - $0.02 cost per view range, which 

would in turn translate into a $40 to $20 CPM price for the advertiser.  The Trial Pay platform 

effectively required developers to charge advertisers somewhere between 2.5 and 5 times the 

cost just to break even, and certainly higher still if the developer intended to make money on the 

offer. 

59. Because Facebook Credits was not widely adopted as an in-game currency, in 

January 2012, Facebook decided to “deprecate Credits.”  Facebook announced the phasing out of 

Credits later that year.  Even though Facebook was eliminating Credits as a virtual currency, 

Facebook continued to take a 30% fee from developer revenues.  

VII. CONSOLE GAMES AND DIFFERENCES COMPARED TO OTHER 
PLATFORMS 

60. Console games are well known in popular culture.  They typically consist of a 

hardware console connected to a home television unit with handheld controllers.  Gameplay is 

                                                            
94   See, e.g.,  
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typically synchronous meaning that in order to play together, users must be playing the game at 

the same time.95  Over the last decade or so, these consoles increasingly featured online 

connectivity to enrich gameplay, as well as to provide other types of functionality (e.g., watching 

YouTube videos). 

61. The leading hardware/software platforms in this industry have evolved over time.  

Some of the earliest popular consoles were the Atari 2600 (released in 1977), the Nintendo NES 

(released in 1983), and the Sega Genesis (released in 1989).96   

 

 
62. Since the early 2000s, game developers in the console industry have traditionally 

had the choice of developing for consoles developed by Microsoft, Nintendo, and Sony.  Over 

                                                            
95   Dan Ackerman, The Wii U's quest to save living-room couch multiplayer, CNET.COM (Nov. 
25, 2012), https://www.cnet.com/news/the-wii-us-quest-to-save-living-room-couch-multiplayer/. 
96   Jonathan Gitlin and Kyle Orland, Are the PS4 and Xbox One really that expensive, 
historically?, ARSTECHNICA.COM (Jun. 28, 2013), http://arstechnica.com/gaming/2013/06/are-
the-ps4-and-xbox-one-really-that-expensive-historically/. 
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the last several years, Microsoft and Sony have increased their market share in the console 

industry, at the expense of Nintendo:97 

 
 

63. The console industry has been traditionally supported by sophisticated developers 

with large development budgets.   

A. Microsoft Console Games 

64. Since 2001, Microsoft has sold its Xbox hardware and software environment for 

console games.  Microsoft entered the console industry by launching the Xbox console in 

November 2001, followed by the Xbox 360, released in 2005, and the Xbox One, released in 

2013. 

                                                            
97 Kyle Orland, Analysis: Sony pushes past 50 percent of the worldwide console market, 
ARSTECHNICA.COM (July 30, 2015), http://arstechnica.com/gaming/2015/07/analysis-sony-
pushes-past-50-percent-of-the-worldwide-console-market/. 
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65. Microsoft generates money from its Xbox consoles in a number of ways.  For 

example, it sells its hardware (consisting of the console itself, as well as related accessories and 

peripherals) to online and brick and mortar retail establishments, as well as directly to users 

through its online and brick and mortar Microsoft Stores.98  Microsoft also makes money in the 

form of licenses paid by game developers, as well as through its Xbox Live service, which it has 

offered since November 2002.   

66. In addition to its hardware platform and online services, Microsoft also has a 

game division, Microsoft Studios, which publishes some of the more popular titles on the Xbox 

platform (and also on PC).  These games include Halo, Gears of War, and Forza racing. 

B. Sony Console Games 

67. Like Microsoft, Sony has long had a presence in the console industry.  This 

started in 1995 with the Playstation, followed by the Playstation 2 (2000), Playstation 3 (2006), 

and Playstation 4 (2013).  Earlier this year, Sony announced an interim hardware update to the 

Playstation 4, called the Playstation 4 Pro, supporting higher resolution 4K graphics (4K). 

68. Sony’s business model has been similar to Microsoft’s, with it generating 

revenues from hardware (including console and accessories), licenses with game developers, as 

well as through its online subscription service, which it calls PS Live. 

C. Nintendo Console Games 

69. Nintendo has historically been another prominent player in the console industry.  

Over the years, it has released its Nintendo Entertainment System (“NES”), Super NES, 

Nintendo 64, GameCube, Wii, and WiiU consoles.99 

                                                            
98   See Microsoft Store Official Site, http://www.microsoftstore.com (last visited Oct.. 13, 2016);  
Find a Store, Microsoft Store U.S., https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/locations/find-a-store 
(last visited Oct.. 13, 2016).  
99   Nintendo has also released portable consoles over time, such as Game Boy,  
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70. Like Microsoft, Nintendo also makes games for its own consoles.  Some of the 

most successful games on Nintendo’s consoles have been for its Mario, Donkey Kong, The 

Legend of Zelda, and Pokémon franchises.100   

D. Console Games on Xbox Live/PlayStation Plus/Nintendo Network  

71. Each of Microsoft, Nintendo, and Sony has an online service that is offered in 

conjunction with their respective console systems.  Microsoft’s service is called Xbox Live; 

Nintendo’s is called Nintendo Network; Sony’s is called PlayStation Plus. 

72. Each of the competing console manufacturers includes both a free and paid online 

service.101  Depending on the console type and tier of subscription, these online services allow 

users to: 

 play online against similarly game-minded friends on the same console; 

 play online against strangers; 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

Virtual Boy, Game Boy Color, Game Boy Advance, Nintendo DS, Nintendo 3DS. 
100   See These are the best-selling Nintendo consoles and games of all time, CNET.COM (July 8, 
2016) https://www.cnet.com/pictures/these-are-the-best-selling-nintendo-consoles-and-games-
of-all-time/7/ (listing Wii Sports as the best selling Wii game as of July 8, 2016), 
https://www.cnet.com/pictures/these-are-the-best-selling-nintendo-consoles-and-games-of-all-
time/15/ (listing Super Mario World as the best selling SNES game); 
https://www.cnet.com/pictures/these-are-the-best-selling-nintendo-consoles-and-games-of-all-
time/17/ (listing Super Mario 64 as the best selling N64 game); 
https://www.cnet.com/pictures/these-are-the-best-selling-nintendo-consoles-and-games-of-all-
time/19/ (listing Super Smash Bros. as the best selling GameCube game); 
https://www.cnet.com/pictures/these-are-the-best-selling-nintendo-consoles-and-games-of-all-
time/21/ (listing Mario Kart 8 as the best selling Wii U game). 
101  Ed Grabianowski & Stephanie Crawford, How Xbox live Works, HOWSTUFFWORKS.COM (Feb. 
2, 2006), http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/xbox-live2.htm (Xbox Live Free and Xbox Live 
Gold); Patricia Hernandez, What You Can Do Without A Paid PlayStation Plus Account On The 
PS4, KOTAKU.COM (Oct.. 30, 2013), http://kotaku.com/what-you-can-do-without-a-paid-
playstation-plus-account-1455089775 (PlayStation Plus); PlayStation Plus membership and 
PlayStation 4 online play, PLAYSTATION.COM (Sept. 10, 2015), https://www.playstation.com/en-
au/get-help/help-library/playstation-plus/information---benefits/playstation-plus-membership-
and-playstation-4-online-play/ (same); Chris Pereira, Nintendo Gets More Serious About Online 
With teh Nintendo Network, 1UP.COM (Jan. 27, 2012), http://www.1up.com/news/nintendo-
network. 
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 utilize a number of third party online services, such as watching videos and movies on 
Netflix and YouTube, and listening to music using online subscriptions; 

 online game saves;102 

 download, install, and play free games. 

73. Digital downloads are an increasingly popular way of delivering game content to 

users.  Users who wish to purchase content from these online services can utilize a small handful 

of payment options, including using an electronic wallet.103 

74. Traditionally, purchasing or earning virtual currency on console games has been 

quite limited due to the extremely competitive nature of the high-skilled games typically played 

on consoles where users compete in tournaments and strive to achieve high rankings on 

leaderboards.  

75. Unlike the more casual, free-to-play social games on social networks like 

Facebook, it is culturally unpopular to “pay” for an extra weapon, or to advance a level, on a 

console game. 

76. Recently, certain games, like the Electronic Arts FIFA soccer and 

Activision/Blizzard Call of Duty franchises, have implemented some limited virtual currency and 

microtransactions in their games, but this has faced much criticism.104  The pushback to even the 

                                                            
102  PS Plus: 12 Month Membership, PLAYSTATION.COM, https://store.playstation.com/#!/en-
us/reward_game/ps-plus-12-month-membership/cid=IP9101-NPIA90005_01-
1YEARPACKAGE0000?smcid=pdc_us-en:pdc-explore-playstation-plus::null:IP9101-
NPIA90005_01-1YEARPACKAGE0000 (last visited Oct.. 16, 2016).   
103   Manage your payment options online, XBOX.COM, http://support.xbox.com/en-
US/billing/payment-and-purchases/manage-payment-options-online (last visited Oct.. 16, 2016); 
How you can top up your wallet to make purchases from PlayStation Store, PLAYSTATION.COM 
(May 25, 2016), https://www.playstation.com/en-ae/get-help/help-library/store---
transactions/payments---refunds/how-you-can-top-up-your-wallet-to-make-purchases-from-
playstatio/. 
104   Kyle Nofuente, ‘Call of Duty: Black Ops 3’ Adds Microtransactions So You Can Buy Stuff 
From The Black Market, TECHTIMES.COM (Dec. 15, 2015), http://www.techtimes.com/articles/ 
116814/20151216/call-of-duty-black-ops-3-adds-microtransactions-so-you-can-buy-stuff-from-
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minimal use of virtual currency and in-game purchases on console games highlights how the 

business models for social games on social networks and console games are different.  

77. As stated below, retail purchases remain the predominant way that console game 

developers earn and generate money, and in that respect, I do not believe that from a business or 

management perspective, developing games for consoles would be considered a reasonable 

substitute for developing social games on Facebook.com. 

E. Facebook Login for Console Games 

78. Because of the power of Facebook’s social graph, Sony and Microsoft recently 

integrated Facebook Login with their console platforms.   

79. In October 2015, calling it “a top requested fan feature,” Microsoft enabled 

Facebook Login on the Xbox One to enable gamers to find their Facebook friends who also have 

a Facebook account.105  This feature was officially rolled out in November 2015. 

80. Based on the investigation I have conducted as part of this case, Microsoft does 

not allow its users on Xbox One or Xbox 360 to “find” friends using any mechanism other than 

by searching for a gamertag,106 or more recently on Xbox One, by using the Facebook Friend 

Finder. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

the-black-market.htm; Daniel Baesel, Virtual Currency in Gaming: The “Ultimate” Business, 
SPORTSGAMERSONLINE.COM (Oct. 26, 2015), http://www.sportsgamersonline.com/virtual-
currency-the-ultimate-business/. 
105   Mike Ybarra, Xbox App on Windows 10: Social Updates Available Today in Beta, 
XBOX.COM (Oct. 23, 2015), http://news.xbox.com/2015/10/23/xbox-app-on-windows-10-social-
updates-available-today-in-beta/. 
106   How to add new Xbox friends, SUPPORT.XBOX.COM, http://support.xbox.com/en-US/xbox-
one/xbox-live/add-friends (last visited Oct. 13, 2016); Find friends and connect on Xbox Live, 
SUPPORT.XBOX.COM, http://support.xbox.com/en-US/xbox-360/xbox-live/chat-managing-friends 
(last visited Oct. 13, 2016). 
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81. Sony appears to have had similar functionality since at least 2013.107 

F. Development Costs and AAA Titles on Console Games 

82. Costs for programming, development, and artistry in the console industry are 

typically high, and dwarf the development costs faced by social game developers making Flash 

or other social games on Facebook.com.108 

83. Certain games in the console industry are described as “AAA” (or Triple-A) titles.  

These are the blockbuster games that typically have large development and marketing budgets 

well into the eight figures.109  Game developers in the console industry, particularly those 

building AAA titles, typically compete with one another to develop the richest game experience. 

84. One major challenge that is unique to the console industry110 is that game 

developers are pressured into providing rich graphics experiences, and in the process are 

expected to spend millions of dollars developing complex textures and IP to utilize the full 

benefits of the graphics capabilities of the console hardware. 

                                                            
107  Sammy Barker, Guide: How to Find Your Facebook Friends on PS4, PUSHSQUARE.COM 
(Mar. 26, 2015), 
http://www.pushsquare.com/news/2015/03/guide_how_to_find_your_facebook_friends_on_ps4. 
108   Video Game Sales on Wiki, Video Game Costs, WIKIA.COM, 
http://vgsales.wikia.com/wiki/Video_game_costs (last visited Oct.. 13, 2016) (comparing 
average costs of console development - $8.7M – with average costs of social network game 
development - $300,00); Laura Parker, Social Ties, GAMESPOT (May 28, 2010), 
http://www.gamespot.com/articles/social-ties/1100-6263931/. 
109  Superannuation, How Much Does It Cost to Make a Big Video Game?, KOTAKU.COM (Jan 15, 
2014), http://kotaku.com/how-much-does-it-cost-to-make-a-big-video-game-1501413649 
(“Yoshida said budgets for top-tier PS4 games would be "slightly larger" than the $20 to $50 
million price range he estimated as the development cost for "top PS3 games."  Four years ago, 
Ubisoft CEO Yves Guillemot estimated that the average production budget for the generation of 
games following Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3 would be $60 million.  In a 2012 investor report, 
Take-Two admitted some of its "top titles" cost in excess of $60 million for development 
alone.”). 
110   PC hardcore games, which I do not address in this report, also share this characteristic. 
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85. Because of this, companies who wish to compete in the console industry have to 

have the scale, resources, marketing relationships, and budgets to successfully compete against 

the likes of Electronic Arts, Activision/Blizzard, and other major developers. 

G. Blockbuster Franchise Titles on Console Games 

86. An important element of the console industry is the important role of well known 

third party franchises and brands in driving sales.  In this respect, the console industry is similar 

to the feature phone/smartphone industry, but different from the social game network industry. 

87. Game studios in the console industry rely on a number of relationships with major 

brand franchises across a swatch of industries, including sports and entertainment. 

88. As confirmed by the investigation I have done in this case, the social game 

network industry is devoid of almost any franchise titles.   

H. Exclusive Titles on Console Games 

89. Given the competitive nature of the console industry, some of the leading games 

on each of the consoles are “exclusives,” in that they are not available on other consoles.   

90. Over the years, Nintendo has been an important driver of exclusive on its Wii and 

other consoles.  Even though Nintendo’s market share has fallen in the console industry over the 

last several years, Nintendo, as a game developer, never developed games like Mario or Donkey 

Kong for Sony Playstation, Microsoft Xbox, or on social game networks like Facebook.com (or 

previously) Myspace. 

91. In 2016, Nintendo finally decided to enter the mobile industry and announced its 

plans to release a version of its Mario franchise for the iOS and Android operating systems.111  

                                                            
111   AppleInsider Staff, Nintendo announced ‘Super Mario Run,’ coming first to Apple’s iOS, 
APPLESINSIDER.COM (Sept. 7, 2016), http://appleinsider.com/articles/16/09/07/nintendo-
announces-super-mario-run-coming-first-to-apples-ios; Abhimanyu Ghoshal, Super mario Run is 
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This was widely seen in the press as Nintendo entering the mobile industry, as distinct from the 

console industry, and as a way to attract a different type of gamer.112  In contrast, Nintendo did 

not simultaneously decide to build its Mario (or other franchise) games on Sony and Microsoft’s 

platforms, confirming that it saw Nintendo and Sony, but not Apple or Google (in the mobile 

industry), as competitors.113 

92. Similarly, over the last couple years, Nintendo has begun licensing its intellectual 

property, such as the rights to the Pokémon franchise, outside of the console industry.114  But 

again, Nintendo has not licensed these franchise rights within the console industry. 

93. In contrast, exclusive titles have historically not been an important differentiating 

factor in the social game network industry.  For example, Mafia Wars was a top three game on 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

coming to Android too, thenextweb.com (Sept. 2016), 
http://thenextweb.com/gaming/2016/09/08/super-mario-run-is-coming-to-android-too/. 
112   Matthew Jarvis, Legendary game designer shows off aptly-titled Super Mario Run at Apple’s 
iPhone 7 reveal event, DEVELOP-ONLINE.NET (Sep 8, 2016), http://www.develop-
online.net/news/miyamoto-unveils-nintendo-s-first-mario-game-for-mobile-and-it-s-a-
runner/0223864 (“Super Mario Run follows Nintendo’s first steps into the mobile market with 
Miitomo and the incredibly successful Pokémon Go. . . .”); Sean Buckley, Nintendo loses a little 
piece of its identity with 'Super Mario Run', ENGADGET.COM (Sept. 7, 2016), 
https://www.engadget.com/2016/09/07/nintendo-loses-a-little-piece-of-its-identity-with-super-
mario/. 
113   German Lopez, Why Nintendo is changing its whole strategy and embracing Apple, 
VOX.COM (Sep 8, 2016), http://www.vox.com/2016/9/8/12838324/nintendo-apple-super-mario-
run (“With [the announcement of Mario], [Nintendo] is showing a serious commitment to the 
mobile phone market — and doing so with Apple as a major ally. . . . This news has been long in 
the making — not solely the specifics of working with Apple, but Nintendo’s embrace of the 
mobile market in general.”).   
114   Nintendo, which controls about one third of the Pokémon Company, licensed the Pokémon 
franchise to Niantics Labs to develop Pokémon  Go.  See Joon Ian Wong, Nintendo investors 
have realized they’ll only see a fraction of Pokémon Go’s profits, QZ.COM (Jul. 25, 2016), 
http://qz.com/740897/nintendo-investors-have-realized-theyll-only-see-a-fraction-of-pokemon-
gos-profits/. 
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both Facebook and MySpace in March 2009, along with three other games that were in the top 

twenty-five for both social networking websites.115  

I. Revenue Models for Console Games 

94. Game developers in the console industry have traditionally sold their games in 

one of two ways: (1) retail sales (whether online or in stores); (2) cloud based downloads. 

95. Console games were traditionally marketed to end users through traditional 

advertising means, including print magazines, billboards, in-store placements, TV and radio.  For 

well over the last decade, console games have predominantly been sold through retail channels.  

A user goes to his or her local Best Buy or Walmart, and purchases a DVD containing the digital 

version of the game.  Alternatively, the user could purchase the game online, and the DVD is 

shipped by an online retailer such as Amazon or Gamestop. 

96. Retail sales typically involved shipping box units to a retail establishment like 

Walmart.  On delivery or shipping, depending on the arrangement made with the developer, 

Walmart would pay the game developer the wholesale price for the console game.   

97. More recently, console games have also become distributed via digital download.  

Through this method, the user downloads the game after paying for it electronically. 

98. Traditionally, approximately 40-50% of the cost for building for the console 

market has gone towards game development, programming, and design.116 

                                                            
115   Christopher Mack, The Top 25 MySpace Games for March 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Nov 3, 
2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-myspace-games-for-march-2009/559457; 
Admin, The Top 25 Facebook Games for December 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Dec 1, 2009), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-facebook-games-for-december-2009/231831.. 
116   Rachel Rosmarin, Why Gears Of War Costs $60, FORBES.COM (Dec. 19, 2006), 
http://www.forbes.com/2006/12/19/ps3-xbox360-costs-tech-
cx_rr_game06_1219expensivegames.html?partner=rss. 
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99. In addition, game developers must traditionally pay a portion of the retail or 

wholesale price of their game to Microsoft, Nintendo, or Sony.   

117 

J. Pre-Order Sales for Console Games 

100. Unlike social game platforms, pre-order sales are additional sources of revenue 

for developers in the console industry.  Pre-order sales typically refer to a situation where the 

game developer will “sell” the game to the end user before the game is actually publicly 

available. 

101. Game developers in the console industry sometimes provide special benefits to 

those who pre-order and purchase the game early.  This may include extra levels, emblems to use 

in game, or other benefits. 

102. Many of the biggest blockbuster games on Xbox and Playstation have typically 

relied on pre-order sales as an important source for revenues.   

103. From a business development standpoint, a game developer in the console 

industry is typically required to spend significant amounts of money on advertising and 

marketing to expect to run a successful pre-order campaign.  AAA game developers often hold 

pre-release events for the press, allowing potential gamers to get an early glimpse at early 

gameplay. 

K. Live and Recorded Broadcasting on Console Games 

104. A distinguishing characteristic of the console market is its popular reliance on live 

and recorded broadcasting to keep existing or potential users engaged in a game, without actually 

playing a game.  Video channels such as YouTube and Twitch are a much more important source 

of marketing and soliciting user engagement on consoles than they are in the social game 

                                                            
117   FB_0273015. 
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networking industry.118  This is not surprising, since the asynchronous gameplay that is 

commonly seen on social games networks is unlikely to be interesting to watch. 

105. To properly utilize these channels to drive revenues, console developers must 

have deep relationships with those who broadcast live or recorded gameplay or tips and tricks on 

games.  The developers invite them to gaming events and provide them with early access to the 

games (so the YouTubers who publish these early previews online as free publicity to the game 

developers).  Some of these console, mobile and PC YouTube gamers, for example, have 

millions and sometimes tens of millions of subscribers.119  I have found no evidence that game 

developers on Facebook now or previously relied on these public video channels to market or 

increase the visibility of their games. 

106. Given the nature of these video distribution channels, in my opinion, a game 

developer on Facebook.com or other social game network would not have the knowhow, or 

relationships necessary to successfully utilize these channels as a new potential entrant to 

console (or mobile) game development. 

107. For all of the reasons described in this section, it is my opinion that console games 

are not a reasonable substitute for social networking games.  

VIII. FEATURE PHONE GAMES AND DIFFERENCES COMPARED TO OTHER 
PLATFORMS 

108. Prior to the release and widespread adoption of smartphones (most notably 

Apple’s iPhone and Google’s Android-based devices), the wireless carriers themselves 

                                                            
118   They are also important in the mobile market, as described below. 
119   See, e.g., One Hundred Most Subscribed Games & Gaming Channel Rankings List by 
Subscribers, VIDSTATSX.COM, http://vidstatsx.com/youtube-top-100-most-subscribed-games-
gaming-channels (last visited Oct. 13, 2016); Evan, The Top 10 Gaming YouTubers for 2016, 
MEDIAKIX.COM (Feb 22, 2016), http://mediakix.com/2016/02/top-gaming-youtubers-channels/.  
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merchandized, marketed, billed and distributed mobile games on feature phones directly to their 

customers on what is called a “deck.”  

109. While there were some “off deck” content providers independent of the wireless 

carriers, particularly in certain European and Asian markets, “on deck” (content merchandized in 

the carrier’s application store on the phone) sales channels – especially in the United States – 

were the primary (and often exclusive) means of content discovery, purchase and delivery.  The 

historically well known Motorola Razr is one such example of a feature phone that had 

applications available for download and purchase through an application “deck” available on the 

phone: 

 
110. The feature phone mobile gaming environment as a viable commercial enterprise 

lasted from at least the early 2000s through 2011.  Despite the release of the iPhone in 2007, 

feature phones continued to outsell smartphones in the United States, accounting for 60% of 
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mobile phones through 2011.120  It was not until the second quarter of 2013 when sales of 

smartphones overtook feature phones, accounting for 52% of sales.121 

111. Similarly, even though Apple launched its App Store on July 10, 2008,122  for 

many mobile game developers (e.g. Glu Mobile) revenue from the sale of mobile games via 

wireless carrier channels continued to drive the majority of digital game revenue through 

2011.123 

A. Feature Phone Development Environment 

112. In the United States, feature phones were developed primarily using two 

development environments: Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless (“BREW”) for CDMA 

carriers like Verizon and Sprint, and Java Platform, Micro Edition (“Java ME or “J2ME”) for 

GSM carriers like AT&T/Cingular. 

113. The BREW development environment, provided by QUALCOMM, was the 

required platform for CDMA carriers, like Verizon, and was prominent in countries where 

CDMA was the dominant method of radio frequency multiplexing.  These countries included the 

United States, Canada and Korea.  CDMA used spread spectrum modulation technique.  

Qualcomm’s standard (IS-95) was the dominant implementation, sometimes referred to as 

                                                            
120  Don Kellogg, 40 Percent of U.S. Mobile Users Own Smartphones; 40 Percent are Android, 
NIELSEN.COM (Sept. 1, 2011), http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2011/40-percent-of-u-
s-mobile-users-own-smartphones-40-percent-are-android.html. 
121   Natasha Lomas, Smartphones Finally Overtook Dumbphone Sales Globally In Q2, Android 
Now At 79%, Says Gartner, TECHCRUNCH.COM (Aug 14, 2013), 
https://techcrunch.com/2013/08/14/gartner-q2-smartphone/; Egham, Gartner Says Smartphone 
Sales Grew 46.5 Percent in Second Quarter of 2013 and Exceeded Feature Phone Sales for First 
Time, GARTNER.COM (Aug 14, 2013), http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2573415. 
122   AppleInsider Staff, Apple's App Store launches with more than 500 apps, APPLEINSIDER.COM 
(July 10, 2008), http://appleinsider.com/articles/08/07/10/apples_app_store_launches_with_ 
more_than_500_apps. 
123   See, e.g., Glu Mobile, Annual Report (Form 10-K), p. 36, (Mar. 21, 2011), available at 
http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=207033&p=irol-sec (“we still expect feature phone 
revenues to comprise the majority of our revenues for 2011”). 
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CDMAone.  For mobile game developers, the BREW development environment offered several 

advantages, including allowing applications to be written in C or C++, a common programming 

language used in other video game formats and the standard greatly assisted in porting master 

builds of games to families of devices with varying screen sizes, input methods, hardware 

peripherals, and computing power. 

114. Wireless carriers that used the Time Division Multiple Access (“TDMA”) 

protocol like AT&T/Cingular, Vodafone, and T-Mobile (so called GSM or GPRS carriers) 

leveraged a Java-based development environment called J2ME.  J2ME dominated global market 

share due to the heavy reliance of TDMA around the world and by AT&T/Cingular in the United 

States.  Developing J2ME-based versions of mobile games was thus typically important to a 

mobile game Company’s ability to achieve scale, but the J2ME platform did not benefit from the 

level of active support BREW received from Qualcomm and, as a result, device management 

(via porting) was a very labor intensive and expensive process for most feature phone 

developers. 

B. Development of Feature Phone Games 

115. Some feature phone mobile games were developed and published by traditional 

console game companies (like Electronic Arts, THQ, Disney), but the industry segment also gave 

rise to a new class of entrants that were either startups (Los Angeles based Jamdat and Bay Area 

based Digital Chocolate, for example) or off-shoots of established game companies (Gameloft 

and Ubisoft, for example).   

116. Many of the largest independent developers would be acquired by traditional 

game companies in an effort to increase their market share in mobile games or acquire the 

capabilities and experience necessary to enter the industry.  Electronic Arts’ acquisition of 

Jamdat is a prime example.  
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117. In the initial era of paid feature phone mobile games (early 2000s), budgets were 

modest, team sizes were small and development periods were short, particularly when compared 

to contemporaneous first generation console game development cycles on Microsoft and Sony 

platforms. 

118. Feature phone platform growth began to slow (market saturation) and then erode 

with the introduction of smartphones in the mid-to-late 2000s.124  Lower growth rates of mobile 

feature phone shipments, then eventual decline, meant growth needed to come increasingly by 

taking market share from competitors.  At the same time, feature phone technical capabilities 

(touch devices, richer screen resolutions, faster processors, greater memory/storage capacity) 

improved considerably over this period and development budgets, team sizes and cycles 

increased as a result.125  

119. Early top performing games could be developed and launched by a handful of 

people in 6 months or less, costing approximately $250K to develop.126  In the later stages of the 

feature phone industry, games often took more than a year to develop with team sizes doubling 

or tripling.   

120. Limited merchandizing and distribution channels combined with increasing 

content budgets led to a phenomenon seen in the console industry, and later with smartphone 

games: licensed properties.   

                                                            
124   Matt Carmichael, Stat of the Day: Mobile Phones Overtake PCs, ADAGE.COM (Jan. 24, 
2012), http://adage.com/article/adagestat/mobile-phones-overtake-number-pcs-key-global-
markets/232304/. 
125   This phenomenon of increasing technical capabilities, which has also been present on 
consoles and smartphones, is not seen with social games, which have remained relatively 
constant in complexity over the years. 
126   Pallab De, How Much Does It Cost to Develop a Video Game, TECHIE-BUZZ.COM  (Jan. 16, 
2010), http://techie-buzz.com/gaming/cost-develop-video-game.html (“Development cost for 
most of these games (having a development cycle of 6 months) is between $30k and $300k.”). 
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121. With limited real estate in which to market a title and spiraling development costs, 

game companies turned to the license model as a means of securing better feature placement and 

differentiating their product in the carrier store.127  Fast and Furious,128 Wheel of Fortune,129 

Jeopardy,130 NASCAR,131 Tiger Woods Golf were all top selling titles due in large part to the 

name recognition of the respective brands.  Since consumers often made purchasing decisions 

based on name, screen shots and a brief description, a popular brand was a very successful way 

to stand out in the market in much the same way as console game companies leveraged many of 

these same brands for their products. 

                                                            
127  Levi Buchanan, Wheel of Fortune for Prizes, IGN.COM (May 3, 2005), 
http://www.ign.com/articles/2005/05/03/wheel-of-fortune-for-prizes (“While [Wheel of Fortune 
for Prizes] is not the strongest offering in their catalog, the license and fairly clever gameplay is 
surely enough to hook a lot of players.  Wheel of Fortune for Prizes will be familiar to any fan of 
the show.  The trademark wheel, the turning letters, the bankrupt sound -- all present and 
accounted for.”). 
128  Levi Buchanan, Fast and the Furious Friday: Tokyo Drift Review, IGN.COM (May 3, 2005), 
http://www.ign.com/articles/2006/05/27/fast-and-the-furious-friday-tokyo-drift-review (“I-play 
has enjoyed great success with their Fast and Furious racing games, based on the popcorn flicks 
of the same name.  The mobile maker has sold more than four million Fast and Furious 
downloads, making it one of the industry's biggest franchises.”); Levi Buchanan, Fast and the 
Furious Review, IGN.COM (June 21, 2004), http://www.ign.com/articles/2004/06/22/the-fast-and-
the-furious (“Movie-based games enjoy somewhat of an evergreen experience on handsets.  
While the movie may not be fresh in theaters, a gamer scrolling through crowded decks will 
identify known quantities -- and for this reason, Digital bridges new racer, The Fast and the 
Furious should see major downloads.”). 
129  Levi Buchanan, Wheel of Fortune, IGN.COM (July 20, 2006), 
http://www.ign.com/articles/2006/07/20/wheel-of-fortune; Review of Wheel of Fortune Game, 
IGN.COM (Mar. 2010), http://www.ign.com/games/wheel-of-fortune-2010-67838/cell-67834 
(noting release date of March 2010). 
130  Levi Buchanan, Jeopardy! 2005, IGN.COM (April 20, 2005), 
http://www.ign.com/articles/2005/04/21/jeopardy-2005 (“Jeopardy! is such a known quantity at 
this point that we really don't need to run 800 words hoping to sway your opinion.  If you like the 
television show, then the download is an easy decision.”); see also IGN Wireless, Jeopardy! 
2007, IGN.COM (July 20, 2006), http://www.ign.com/articles/2006/07/20/jeopardy-2007. 
131   IGN Staff, EA Announces Fall Season Roster of New Mobile Sports Titles, IGN.COM (Sep 25, 
2008), http://www.ign.com/articles/2008/09/25/ea-announces-fall-season-roster-of-new-mobile-
sports-titles.  
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122. At the height of the market, licenses of top brands would command multi-million 

dollar minimum guarantees and royalty rates as high as 30%.  Despite the cost, many of these 

license deals were extremely lucrative for the developers.  Fast and Furious, a racing game 

licensed from NBCU, generated more than $100M in revenue on mobile feature phones.  

C. Marketing and Selling Feature Phone Games 

123. Marketing and selling feature phone mobile games relied heavily on an 

editorialized, curated and tightly controlled merchandizing process with the wireless carriers 

offering digital stores (the carrier “decks”) in place of the physical brick & mortar retail outlets 

of the console gaming industry.  A screenshot of an app “deck” is shown below: 

 
 

124. Historically, Walmart, BestBuy, Gamestop and Toys R Us have been major 

players in the brick and mortar United States retail segment for console games.  In contrast, 

however, distribution of the United States feature phone industry for games (as with all other 

apps) has been controlled by the carriers themselves – Verizon, Cingular (AT&T), T-Mobile and 

Sprint.   

125. Mobile game developers hired sales and marketing personnel, often former 

employees of these carriers, to pitch or “sell in” their games to the carriers.  Developers vied in 

an extremely competitive environment to secure premium placement for their products on the 
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carrier decks (feature placement).132  Each carrier had a dedicated team that controlled the launch 

window merchandizing (placement) and determined how to categorize games, organize the 

digital storefront and how frequently to update their offerings to their mobile phone customers.   

126. When a developer was nearing the end of their development cycle, it would begin 

pitching the feature phone game to the carrier content managers in the hopes of obtaining top 

placement in their respective genre category as well as high visibility in the “What’s New” 

section of the channel.  These premium placements were akin to end caps in retail outlets and, 

for mobile games (first feature phone games, and later and currently for smartphone games (see 

below)), often were the single largest determinant for financial success of the title:   

The relative position in the deck is all-important to your revenue 
stream. 

Nielsen Mobile did a study several years ago in which it reported 
that “mobile games promoted on a carrier's New, Featured or Best 
Seller decks saw 90 percent more downloads than when those 
same games were not promoted. 

Furthermore, titles that got top shelf placement on the first page of 
the carrier's deck achieved 53 percent more downloads than when 

                                                            
132  Hawkins Dep. 19:8-15 (“Literally, it was a matter of life or death; either the carrier listed the 
game and a customer saw that listing because it was prominent, or you didn't get it listed or it 
was listed on a page that was buried and it wasn't going to get any eyeballs.  It was that much of 
a binary thing where either you got the carrier support and people saw it or you didn't and you 
were dead.”).  The importance of the wireless carrier’s app deck in driving developer revenues is 
similar to the important role that the “Top Free,” “Top Paid,” “Top Grossing,” and other 
categories in the iOS App Store and Google Play Store play in generating revenues for game 
developers.  In contrast, Facebook has stated that the App Center on the Facebook.com website 
(unlike the Apple and Google app stores) does not play an important role in driving mobile 
installs.  Liu Dep. 281:6-13, Sept. 14, 2016 (“Q. With respect to the App Center on Canvas, do 
you know whether developers of mobile games want their games to be listed in the App Center 
on Canvas? A. Because most of the traffic is on Desktop, even if you click on it, it would say 
"get the game on mobile." But since you're on Desktop, you actually can't download the game. 
So it wouldn't actually substantially drive them the traffic or add any value.”).  
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those titles appeared on subsequent pages of the deck.” The 
revenue impact to a content provider is huge.133 

127. Exactly as the retail channels functioned that preceded them, and the iPhone App 

Store and Google Play Store that would one day eclipse them, the editorialized carrier 

application store was the principle manner in which customers discovered and purchase mobile 

games and applications.134  This is a critical difference between the mobile industry and social 

game network industry in how game developers get users engaged with games. 

128. The carrier decks were rotated or refreshed on a fixed, periodic schedule 

(typically every 2 weeks), and from time to time, carrier content managers would create, edit, 

merge and delete sections in the digital store. 

129. The carrier decks featured several other forms of content, beyond games, similar 

to the iOS and Android ecosystem we see today (but, again, unlike the Facebook Platform, which 

has historically consisted primarily of games).  There were utility applications, productivity 

applications, music and personalization applications as well as ringtones and wallpaper with 

which consumers could customize their phone. 

D. Game submission for Feature Phone Games 

130. Once a game had been developed, tested and “sold in” to a carrier, the game 

developer would use the carrier’s (or their designee’s) online portal to submit the product for 

final testing and certification.  Apple later developed its submission portal and processes based 

largely on the practices developed by its carrier predecessors.   

131. Using the submission portal, developers would upload the binaries and executable 

packages to the carrier’s platform.  The carrier would host these files and deliver them wirelessly 

                                                            
133   Nisheeth Mohan, Monitor carrier deck placement to optimize revenue, MOBILE MARKETER 
(Apr. 22, 2009), http://www.mobilemarketer.com/cms/opinion/columns/3084.html. 
134  MobileDevHQ Survey at 4-5. 
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(Over The Air or “OTA”) over their data network as a download.  Like the console game 

industry before it and the smartphone game industry after it, feature phone games were 

downloaded, stored, executed and played locally on the device.  

132. Typical submission turn around times were usually in the 1-3 week time period, 

with longer cycles during the Q4 holiday season.  As with video game consoles, mobile phones 

are a top selling holiday item.  Console and mobile game developers alike attempted to take 

advantage of the period of heightened discovery/interest in software (principally games and 

applications) which occurred in the first 30 days after purchase of the hardware (consoles and 

phones).  Thanksgiving through New Years each year were perceived as the most desirable 

launch window for games.  As a result, retail featuring (digital and physical) during this window 

was highly coveted.  The surge of game submissions often resulted in a doubling of turn around 

periods for game submissions. 

E. Post-Production  for Feature Phone Games 

133. After development of a Gold Master, or reference build, feature phone developers 

would need to “port” the core functionality of the game to all of the required handset variations 

supported by the carriers.  This was to ensure functional performance across a diverse portfolio 

of phone types sold by carriers, taking into account different screen sizes, input mechanisms, 

processors and hardware functionality (e.g. an embedded camera).   

134. Game companies would develop a Gold Master on both BREW and JAVA and 

then create reference builds for each OEM (e.g. Samsung, Motorola) phone type (slider, flip 

phone, etc.) and then use those reference builds to map versions of the game to the families of 

devices underneath the parent reference builds for each OEM, on each wireless standard. 

135. To support the 4 major US carriers on both BREW and J2ME, developers would 

port their Gold Master to more than 400 individual device SKUs.  This is because J2ME “is not a 
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complete platform, just a virtual machine (VM). Device vendors are, in principle, free to 

implement the J2ME VM however they like.  Some devices supporting J2ME are Linux based; 

many are not. J2ME is actually a set of specifications, for platforms of varying sophistication.”135 

136. Each feature phone manufacturer, whether Motorola, Samsung, or LG, had 

phones with specific hardware limitations, such as input type (e.g., does it include an 

alphanumeric keyboard or not?), screen size, and screen resolution.  From a developer’s 

perspective in the feature phone market, it was necessary to create versions of your games for 

each of these different devices in order to maximize revenues and return on investment. 

F. Revenue from Feature Phone Games 

137. As indicated above, the wireless carriers merchandized and editorialized the 

content offerings in their on-device stores, the carrier “decks”.  In the US, these carrier 

administered channels were the only method for acquiring through the device.  So called “off-

deck” channels (websites, Premium SMS, gift cards, etc.) gained marginal traction in Europe and 

parts of the world where mobile phone bills were not post-paid using the consumer’s credit card.  

However, in the US, these off-deck channels would typically represent less than 5% of a 

developer’s feature phone mobile game revenue. 

138. The carrier also handled billing, typically adding the charge to their customer’s 

wireless phone bill, and distributed the product to the customer’s device via their wireless data 

network, Over the Air (“OTA”). 

139. Most applications and games had two pricing models; a flat fee per download and 

a subscription, or Monthly Recurring Charge (“MRC”).  Flat fee pricing typically ranged 

between $3.99-$9.99. 

                                                            
135   Kevin Boone, Mobile application development: Android compared to J2ME, 
KEVINBOONE.NET, http://kevinboone.net/android_j2me.html, (last visited Oct. 13, 2016). 
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140. The subscription model, on the other hand, could range on the order of $2.99 to 

$4.99 per month.  Subscription models were developed as a mechanism to charge consumers for 

additional in-game content they would receive from the game developer (e.g. new levels or 

maps) each month for so long as they had the game installed.  In contrast to the situation with 

games on Facebook.com, virtual currency and direct pay/offers were not a commonplace method 

of unlocking this in-game content on feature phones.  Typically, customers would retain their 

subscriptions to applications and games for as long as they owned that device; on average 2 

years.136 

141. To promote newer, more sophisticated mobile phones, OEMs would partner with 

game developers to promote games specifically designed to take advantage of next generation 

features by pre-loading or embedding a free trial version of the game on the phone.  This was 

highly desirable from the game developer’s perspective as pre-loaded trial versions of games on 

devices was one of the few means of effective marketing outside the carrier deck.   

142. The pre-loaded version of the game would contain a playable demo, measured 

usually by time or content (e.g. 3 levels or 2 maps).  Once the consumer reached the end of the 

demo or trial period, they would be offered the premium version of the game via a link directly 

to the carrier’s on device app store.  Conversions of pre-loaded demo or trial versions of games 

was still billed to the wireless customer’s account by the carrier. 

143. Unlike social networking games or the current smartphone content ecosystem, 

feature phone games did not have virtual economies because users paid to play the games.  

Beyond the short period of a trial or demo, users were required to convert to a paid model (either 

one time download or subscription) offered by the carrier.  Since all players of the game beyond 
                                                            
136   Victor H., Americans replace their cell phones every 2 years, Finns – every six, a study 
claims, PHONEARENA.COM (Jul. 11, 2011), http://www.phonearena.com/news/Americans-replace-
their-cell-phones-every-2-years-Finns--every-six-a-study-claims_id20255. 
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a limited trial were converted to “paid,” the need and benefits of a virtual currency industry for 

content in games was not applicable in the feature phone market. 

G. Revenue Share for Feature Phone Games 

144. Wireless carriers were responsible for the merchandizing, distribution and billing 

of feature phone mobile games.  In addition, in many industries, they heavily subsidized the cost 

of the devices on which mobile games were played by users.  In exchange for the value of these 

services, carriers retained a portion of the retail value of the revenue generated by the sale of the 

games.  The percentage retained by the carrier differed widely by market and by carrier.137  In 

addition to the carrier revenue share, some carriers also paid technology or platform fees to third 

party ecosystem providers like Qualcomm. 

145. In the United States, mobile game developers could expect, on average, to retain 

60-70% of the retail value of their products sold on carrier channels.138  In my experience, 

European industries varied widely, but the revenue share retained by the mobile game developer 

was usually less favorable than in the United States due to the complex inter-carrier agreements 

for roaming data agreements and the fact that many wireless consumers did not have a recurring 

monthly billing relationship with their carrier in Europe. 

146. In the United States, and where supported by post-paid agreements 

internationally, the wireless carriers billed consumers directly for their mobile game purchases 

acquired via their controlled channels.  This direct billing program greatly benefited developers 

because it reduced friction at the point of sale due to the fact that the carrier had a trusted, 

recurring and existing billing relationship with the consumer. Because the consumer did not have 

                                                            
137   See, e.g., Glu Mobile, Annual Report (Form 10-K/A), p. 8 (Aug. 9, 2013), available at 
http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=207033&p=irol-sec (“Carriers normally share with 
us 40% to 65% of their subscribers’ payments for our games, which we record as revenues.”). 
138   Id.  
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to provide credit card information (or other proof of funds) at the time of purchase and could add 

the cost of the game to their existing monthly wireless subscription, purchase completion rates 

were higher and refunds were lower for carrier billed game purchases.   

147. In Europe and other international markets, many mobile phone users did not have 

recurring monthly subscriptions with their carrier.  Instead, they purchased pre-paid cards or 

credits, often swapping Subscriber Identity Module (“SIM”) cards from different carriers into 

their device.  Because consumers in these markets often had a fixed credit amount on their card, 

and did not have post-paid billing, conversion rates were lower and refunds higher than in the US 

market, since the latter was dominated by post-paid carrier billing. 

IX. SMARTPHONE GAMES AND DIFFERENCES COMPARED TO OTHER 
PLATFORMS 

A. Transition from Feature Phones to Smartphones 

148. The late 2000s (2007-2009) saw the introduction of smartphones, advanced 

mobile computing & telephony devices, from OEMs like apple (iPhone), Motorola (Droid) and 

Nokia (N-Gage).  These devices leveraged advanced hardware functionality that drastically 

improved the mobile phone’s ability to function as a secondary gaming device.  Touch screens, 

motion sensitivity, greater memory and storage, faster CPUs and higher screen resolution were a 

few of the benefits consumers could expect from these devices versus the legacy devices of the 

feature phone era.  Later, many of the major OEMs from the feature phone industry introduced 

their own smartphones to remain competitive with consumer expectations (e.g., Samsung, LG, 

Motorola).  Those that timely did not, RIM’s Blackberry for instance, suffered severe erosion in 

their market share. 

149. The OEMs themselves developed, or helped support, new development 

environments and platforms that allowed third party developers to take advantage of these new 
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features.  Apple released xcode for iOS, Google sponsored the development and release of 

Android, a Linux based open-source platform which OEMs embed as the operating system for 

their device.  Nokia’s Symbian OS held similar goals, yet failed to achieve the industry adoption 

that iOS and Android enjoyed and, as a result, Nokia lost significant market penetration during 

this period. 

150. With heavy marketing investment by wireless carriers and OEMs, smartphones 

began to replace feature phones as end users were enticed by larger screens, more memory and 

richer applications, inclusive of games.  Similar to the promotion of new feature phone devices, 

smartphones were often marketed and subsidized at significant discounts by carriers in exchange 

for multi-year wireless voice and data subscription contracts.  These subsidies and promotions 

accelerated the adoption of smartphone devices and advanced the downward pressure on mobile 

game developers’ existing revenue streams from their legacy game portfolios. 

151. As the market penetration of smartphones increased steadily, mobile game 

developers began re-allocating internal development resources away from feature phone game 

development, in an effort to maintain their market share and revenue as the carrier-driven feature 

phone industry declined due to the introduction of non-carrier controlled app stores on devices 

like Apple’s iPhone or Motorola’s Droid and later, Google’s app store on its Android sponsored 

devices. 

152. Mobile game developers perceived the introduction and proliferation of 

smartphones as direct substitutes in the eyes of the consumer; each new smartphone sold meant 

one less feature phone customer to whom they could market their existing portfolio of games.  

This evolutionary, substitutive threat to the existing feature phone mobile game business was a 

result of two major differences between the “old” and the “new”.   
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153. From the eyes of end users, playing games on smartphones also became 

substitutes for playing games on feature phones (but not for playing games on Facebook.com).  

When an end user’s carrier contract was up, he or she would be replacing a feature phone with 

another phone – possibly a smartphone.  At the time of purchase, a user would not reasonably be 

choosing between replacing his or her feature phone for a desktop tower or laptop.  He would be 

deciding whether to keep his feature phone, or replace it with a smartphone.  With the new 

smartphone experience would come the games that mobile game developers published through 

the Apple iOS App Store and Google Play Stores. 

B. Technical Development of Games for Smartphones. 

154. There are serious challenges for businesses to re-purpose resources from 

Facebook.com development to developing for the iOS or Android operating systems.  As was 

explained by the popular tech website VentureBeat, “It’s difficult to create a game that runs on 

Facebook, on the web and, without modification, also runs on mobile platforms.”139  Based on 

my experience in both industries, as well as investigation of facts relating to this case, I agree. 

155. Businesses previously developing games for Facebook.com and social game 

networks who desired to develop games for iOS or Android devices had to typically hire new 

teams given the hardware and software specific nature of mobile smartphone development.  The 

technical challenges in developing for mobile, particularly for a social game developer coming 

from Facebook, have always been serious: 

You will need to change, upgrade, or completely rebuild your 
backend to create the best mobile experience. 

“Most engineering companies aren’t used to building the type of 
backend infrastructure that creates top mobile apps,” says Thawar. 

                                                            
139   Dean Takahashi, Facebook expands ties with Unity to make cross-platform 3D games easier 
to build, VENTUREBEAT.COM (Aug 28, 2013), http://venturebeat.com/2013/08/28/facebook-
expands-ties-with-unity-to-make-cross-platform-3d-games-easier-to-build/. 
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“Without the right API design and implementation, an app will 
perform poorly in the real world.” Some companies see increases 
in mobile traffic that are 200% higher — or more — than their 
website. Take banks as an example: Whereas customers would 
check their account weekly online, they now check it 50 times a 
day on their phone. Your infrastructure needs to be able to handle 
that kind of workload.140 

156. Smartphones typically have smaller screen sizes, touch interfaces, and different 

gameplay mechanics than games on social networks like Facebook.  The coding languages – 

typically C# in the case of iOS and Java in the case of Android, are far more complex than the 

development environments/languages used for games on social networks, such as Flash and 

HTML5.   

157. Another “key difference between mobile games and Web Player games is, 

naturally enough, the web.  You will need to arrange for hosting of your game binary and assets 

on a web server that supports SSL/TLS ("https") for use with Facebook.”141  In other words, not 

only do developers need to host their assets on a Content Delivery Network (“CDN”) like 

Akamai, they also need infrastructure to support the application servers that run the game, as 

well as databases to store information on each user account for the game and databases to store 

and process data for reporting and analytics.  Developers typically also need load balancers to 

manage traffic, master-slave redundant systems in case of system failures and firewalls to protect 

the integrity of the developer’s back-end system. 

                                                            
140   The Five Mistakes Startups Make When Building for Mobile, FIRSTROUND.COM, 
http://firstround.com/review/What-you-think-you-know-about-mobile-engineering-is-wrong/ 
(last visited Oct. 13, 2016) (emphasis added). 
141   Porting from Mobile to Facebook.com, FACEBOOK.COM, 
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/games/gamesonfacebook/porting (last visited Oct. 13, 
2016). 
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158. Moreover, game developers typically would have to totally redo the input and 

interfaces, since games on social game networks were controlled with a keyboard and/or mouse, 

and games on mobile were controlled with one’s finger: 

Of course, the user interface on a desktop computer, keyboard and 
mouse, is somewhat different to the touchscreen and gyroscope on 
a mobile device. You will need to adapt your game to allow people 
to play with this different type of interface. 

Remember that most people are much more effective at (for 
example) navigating a first-person shooter with a keyboard and 
mouse than with a touchscreen, or at dragging units on a tablet 
than with a mouse. For some multiplayer games, it may make 
sense to ensure players only play against other players on the same 
kind of platform.142 

159. All of these differences are meaningful and important from a business 

perspective, because it is not possible, even today, for a Facebook.com game developer to easily 

shift resources to developing for mobile operating systems.  There are serious switching costs, 

including the need to purchase third party companies, assets, or IP to be able to legitimately enter 

and compete in the mobile game space.  Developing games for mobile smartphones (to the extent 

those games are even comparable, which they are not) is not a technical substitute for developing 

for Facebook.com. 

160. In deposition, Facebook’s Sean Ryan suggested that development on both mobile 

and Facebook.com is now easy, but the facts point to the contrary.  In 2015, for example, 

143  

Since Flash has never been available on the Apple iOS operating system, this practically means 

                                                            
142   Id.  
143    
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that a developer would have to build applications on Facebook.com and iOS using different 

languages/code.144 

161. Zynga, for example, has historically been a prominent developer on 

Facebook.com, as well as other social game networks like Myspace.145  However, to enter the 

mobile game industry, Zynga was forced to purchase multiple companies over the years.  In 

December 2010, Zynga purchased Newtoy, a mobile game developer.  Through this purchase, 

Zynga acquired its “Games With Friends” set of games, including “Words With Friends,” which 

turned out to be one of its most successful games on mobile operating systems;146  In April 2011, 

Zynga purchased “the team and select IP from” Wonderland Software, the maker of the iOS 

game GodFinger.  At the time, the press announced that Zynga “will use Wonderland’s talent 

and technology to focus on creating new mobile social titles”;147 

162. Due to the technical challenges with mobile development, RockYou, another 

Facebook social game developer, was forced to hire new staff and divisions to develop 

capabilities in the mobile industry.  I was personally involved with the multi-year effort of 

                                                            
144   See Hawkins Dep. 45:10-20, 63:1-9 (Q.  Is it difficult [for] a game developer on 
Facebook.com using Flash to port the game to Apple?...Yes…Q.  Why is it difficult?  A.  
Because the programming languages are different enough and the screen sizes are different and 
the user experiences are different enough that if you tried to do that, you won't make a 
competitive iPhone or Android game” and “Q.  So social game network programmers in Flash 
generally have the ability to program iOS or Android applications? A.  Generally…no. Q: They 
are a different type of programmer? A.  Yes.”).  
145   In November 2009, for example, Zynga had 8 of the top 25 social games on the MySpace 
social network.  See Christopher Mack, Top 25 MySpace Games for November 2, 2009, 
ADWEEK.COM (Nov 2, 2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-myspace-games-for-
november-2-2009/564150. 
146   Zynga buys rising mobile game star Newtoy, PHYS.ORG (Dec 2, 2010), 
http://phys.org/news/2010-12-zynga-mobile-game-star-newtoy.html. 
147   Leena Rao, Zynga Continues International Expansion; Acquires UK Mobile Gaming Studio 
Wonderland Software, TECHCRUNCH.COM (Apr 27, 2011),  
https://techcrunch.com/2011/04/27/zynga-continues-international-expansion-acqhires-uk-
mobile-gaming-studio-wonderland-software/. 
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purchasing additional assets, and hiring new employees so that RockYou could have a fighting 

chance in developing for the smartphone industry. 

163. In contrast to the large technical differences between developing for smartphones 

and social networks like Facebook.com, there were more technical similarities between 

smartphone game development and feature phone game development.  It has been said “In terms 

of positioning, the Android development model is more like the J2ME ‘Personal Profile’, 

although it has similarities with MIDP2.0, specifically in lifecycle management and media 

support.”148  One commentator said: 

Both J2ME and Android Java applications are recognizable Java 
programs, made from assemblies of Java classes packaged into 
archives. A Java developer won’t find any surprises in the 
language syntax or structure. Both J2ME and Android 
development use the Sun (as it then was) Java compiler tool to 
translate source code into Java byte-code, although raw byte code 
has to be transformed in both platforms (see below). In both 
platforms, the standard API library supplied with Sun's Java 
implementation is not used. . . . .J2ME and Android Java are alike 
in that neither platform runs Java bytecode directly. . . . . In 
summary, both Android Java and J2ME provide a programming 
language and API set that will be familiar to Java developers of 
any background.149 

C. Submission Process for Smartphone Games 

164. Game developers for Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android operating system must 

utilize a rigorous game submission process to even potentially be displayed in each operating 

system vendor’s respective application store.  Once submitted and approved, the application is 

hosted by Apple or Google for download in the store. 

165. Applications are typically submitted to Apple or Google using an online system, 

and there is a lag time between submission and approval.  For many years, delays in the 

                                                            
148   Kevin Boone, Mobile application development: Android compared to J2ME, 
KEVINBOONE.NET, http://kevinboone.net/android_j2me.html (last visited Oct. 13, 2016) 
149   Id. 
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application submission process, particularly with respect to iOS, have been a constant source of 

strain for game developers.  Historically, Apple has taken anywhere from roughly 10 days to up 

to three weeks to approve an application for its App Store.   

166. Issues with the app approval process on iOS have been well documented for 

years.  According to one snapshot taken in 2014, average approval times were six days.150  

Throughout 2015, the average approval time hovered between fix and eleven days:151 

 
 

167. Google’s app approval process is generally quicker than Apple’s, although the 

latter has improved over time. 

168. A developer who wishes to provide an update to a game, or to fix a bug, must still 

typically still undergo this approval process. 

                                                            
150   Brendan Fitzgerald, How Long Does it Take for your App to be Approved?, APPMAKR.COM 
(Aug 14, 2014), https://www.appmakr.com/blog/how-long-app-approved. 
151   Federico Viticci, Apple Shortening App Review Times, MACSTORIES.NET (May 12, 2016), 
https://www.macstories.net/news/apple-shortening-app-review-times/. 
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169. Like the carriers in the US with feature phones, Apple retains the exclusive rights 

to merchandize and bill for content on its platform.  In contrast, Google permits device 

manufacturers and/or carriers to operate second and third party app stores on Android devices. 

170. The application submission process described above is similar to the application 

submission process that was previously seen on feature phones.  The one major difference 

between feature and smartphone application submissions is that Apple and Google have replaced 

the carrier (and certifier, in the case of BREW) as the owner, merchandizer and billing party.  

Like their experiences on Apple and Google’s platforms, developers on feature phones did not 

have to host the applications and deliver them directly to the users.   

171. In contrast, social game developers do not face the same hurdles in publishing or 

updating a social game on Facebook.com.  According to Facebook, “Games on Facebook are 

hosted as a portal, the actual game content is hosted from your own web server.”152  Once a 

developer obtains an app id, the game can be quickly published.  And because the game is hosted 

remotely, a game developer can easily update the game, and instantly change in-game 

mechanics, and issue updates. 

D. Fragmentation Continues to Present Challenges for Mobile Game Developers 

172. Fragmentation in the Android operating system ecosystem is a serious challenge 

to game developers.153  In this context, fragmentation refers to the fact that the Google 

                                                            
152   Hosting Games on Facebook, FACEBOOK.COM, 
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/games/gamesonfacebook/hosting (last visited Oct. 13, 
2016).  
153   Craig Chapple, Android fragmentation 'an absolute nightmare' for games, DEVELOP-
ONLINE.NET (May 21, 2014), http://www.develop-online.net/news/android-fragmentation-an-
absolute-nightmare-for-games/0193100 (last visited Oct. 13, 2016) (“The continued 
fragmentation of the Android market is an absolute nightmare for game developers and testing 
firms”); Eric Caoli, Dealing with Android's fragmented market, GAMASUTRA.COM (May 22, 
2012), http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/170689/Dealing_with_Androids_ 
fragmented_market.php (last visited Oct. 13, 2016). 
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“Android” operating system consists of different versions, manufactured by different hardware 

manufacturers who typically overlay their own proprietary user interface and software on top of 

the Android operating system environment provided by Google.   

173. The hardware also could different drastically.  For example, over the last half-

decade alone, game developers making games for mobile operating systems have had to develop 

their games to work with a variety of hardware, such as CPU or graphics units made by the likes 

of Qualcomm, Intel, Nvidia, TI, and other companies. 

174. In contrast, fragmentation was never really an issue on social game networks.  A 

game developed and published on a social game network (whether on Myspace or Facebook) 

would be written in Flash, which could generally be successfully viewed by anyone with a 

relatively modern browser (e.g., Firefox, Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari) and Adobe Flash, 

irrespective of operating system (Windows, Mac, Linux).  While certain changes would need to 

be made to port games from one social game network to another (e.g., from Facebook to 

Myspace or Hi-5), these changes were relatively minimal. 

E. AAA and Franchise Titles for Smartphone Games 

175. The smartphone industry relies heavily on franchise and high budget titles, similar 

to the console industry. 

176. Unlike social games on Facebook.com (and previously on Myspace and other 

social networks), games on mobile operating systems like iOS and Android often depend on 

blockbuster or “franchise” titles to drive revenues.  This was a natural extension of the reliance 

on franchise or licensed games seen on feature phones and consoles. 

177. For example, companies like Kabam have licensed the Fast & Furious franchise 

for mobile games. 
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178. Of the top 100 games ranked on Facebook.com as of October 6, 2016,154 none 

were what I would describe as major franchise titles.  While some included licensed brands 

(World Series of Poker at 30; Caesars Casino at 42), none of the games were major franchise 

titles, or games which would appear to have large marketing budgets. 

179. In contrast, of the top 100 grossing games on the iOS App Store as of October 6, 

2016, many were franchise titles: Pokémon GO (2), Madden NFL Mobile (9), MARVEL Contest 

of Champions (14), Star Wars Galaxy of Heroes (19), Wizard of Oz Casino (29), The Sims 

FreePlay (39), and so on.155  This same pattern was seen on the Google Play Store during the 

same period: Pokémon Go (3), Star Wars: Galaxy of Heroes (11), MARVEL Contest of 

Champions (12),  Madden NFL Football (15), Wizard of Oz Casino (27), MARVEL Puzzle 

Quest (46), and others. 

180. Zynga, which develops game in both the social game network industry (now, 

Facebook.com) and on mobile, readily recognizes these differences, as evidenced by its business 

conduct.  For example, Zynga currently features at least two “license” games – The Wizard of 

Oz: Magic Match, and Looney Tunes Dash.  These games are available on Android and iOS, but 

not on Facebook.com. 

F. Distribution for Smartphone Games 

1. App Store/Editorials/Curated Lists 

181. Because viral distribution channels do not exist on mobile operating systems like 

they do on Facebook.com, developers publishing games on smartphones must rely heavily on 

                                                            
154   See Social Picks, FACEBOOK.COM, https://www.facebook.com/games/query/popular/ (last 
visited Oct. 13, 2016). 
155   See APP ANNIE, https://www.appannie.com/apps/ios/top-chart/united-
states/games/?device=iphone&date=2016-10-
06&feed=All&metrics=&rank_sorting_type=&_ref=header&desc=t&order_by=sort_order&page
_number=0&page_size=100 (last visited Oct. 13, 2016). 
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being ranked by Apple or Google in the Top or New App categories within the respective app 

stores.  They also strive to be listed on the Editor’s Choice lists curated by Apple and Google.156 

182. The Apple and Google app stores are an absolutely critical, and perhaps the most 

important source of distribution for mobile game developers.157  According to one study, from 

June 2013 to March 2016, being featured on the Daily Downloads led to a more than 100% 

median increase in download.  Similarly, in my experience as COO of RockYou, prominent 

featuring on top apps lists drove spikes of five to ten times the number of downloads, as 

compared to prior or subsequent periods where the application received no special featuring.  

The importance of being featured in the Daily Downloads was particularly pronounced for 

games (as opposed to other mobile apps):158 

                                                            
156   See Editor's Choice, PLAY.GOOGLE.COM, 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/collection/editors_choice?hl=en (last visited Oct. 13, 2016). 
157   Compare this to Facebook’s mobile App Center, which is comparatively rarely used.  See 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

158   Matthew Handrahan, Does App Store placement still matter?, GAMESINDUSTRY.BIZ (May 6, 
2016), http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2016-05-06-does-app-store-placement-still-matter 
(“An App Store placement still has a significant impact on downloads, according to a new report 
from App Annie, ranging from a 80 per cent to a 500 per cent increase depending on the 
territory.”). 
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183. According to a 2013 survey, over 55% of mobile applications were discovered 

through searches on an app store.  Browsing the “top rated” or “most popular” apps lists was also 

a prime source of mobile app discovery and installation.159  Because of this, to be successful on 

iOS and Android, game developers must be adept at app store optimization, which is commonly 

referred to as “ASO.”  According to this same report, “If you’re not using ASO to increase your 

app’s search ranking, you’re missing out on the largest discovery channel available to your app.”   

                                                            
159   App Store Optimization – A Crucial Piece of the Mobile App Marketing Puzzle, 
KISSMETRICS.COM, https://blog.kissmetrics.com/app-store-optimization/ (last visited Oct 13, 
2016). 
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184. According to the head of search and discovery for Google Play Ankit Jain, “[f]or 

the average app, search actually makes up the vast majority of installs.”160 

185. According to a survey of 875 U.S.-based smartphone users conducted by 

MobileDevHQ, “53% of Android users and 47% of iOS users found the last app they 

downloaded though app store search. . . . Search is critical for app discovery. If you’re not 

optimizing for app store search, you’re very likely leaving downloads on the table. ”161   

186. The importance of the app store in driving installs was equally pronounced for 

both iPhone and Android users:162 

 

                                                            
160  Scott Reyburn, Google discloses how search for Google Play works for the first time; 12 
percent of DAU search for apps daily, ADWEEK.COM (May 17, 2013), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/google-discloses-how-search-for-google-play-works-for-
the-first-time-12-percent-of-dau-search-for-apps-daily. 
161  MobileDevHQ Survey at 1; John Koetsier, App store optimization: How to win Google Play 
and App Store search, TUNE.COM (Sep 24, 2016), https://www.tune.com/blog/app-store-
optimization-win-google-play-app-store-search/ (“If you want to win in mobile, you have to win 
in apps. And if you want to win in apps, you have to win in search.”). 
162   MobileDevHQ Survey at 4-5. 
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187. Social and viral distribution simply does not play a significant role on mobile, 

even today.  For example, according to the MobileDevHQ, game shares by friends on Facebook, 

twitter or Google+ contributed to only 1% of installs. 

188. While Facebook contends that it provides some of the same social and viral 

distribution capabilities on mobile that it provides on Facebook.com,163 the evidence shows that 

these channels are simply not as effective on mobile.   

2. Mobile advertising  

189. Third party mobile advertising networks play an important role in the iOS and 

Android mobile game industry, offering game developers the opportunity to advertise their game 

to players of similar games based on targeting criteria that are obtained from the advertising 

                                                            
163    

 
 

 
 

 
 Ryan Dep. 68:17–74:4. 
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network’s SDK which is installed when a user downloads a game published by a client of that 

advertising network.  Initially, banner ads which would float above the game screen were the 

most popular format for mobile advertising.  Over time, mobile advertising networks have 

increasingly turned to full-screen video ads that are shown at the start of gameplay or between 

levels.  Users who watched the ads and installed the promoted game were often rewarded for 

doing so by receiving in game currency or other value.   

190. Leading mobile advertising networks include PlayHaven, AdMob, Chartboost, 

Flurry, Millenial and many others.  These companies typically offer publishers a revenue share 

from the ads shown in their game of approximately 70% in exchange for integrating their Ad 

SDK or ad tags into the developer’s game.  The mobile advertising network aggregates pools of 

users according to demographic information and interests and then offers advertisers the ability 

to bid for the right to show their ad to people that have installed the publisher’s game.  Often 

times, publishers displaying ads via their mobile advertising network partner’s SDK or tag are 

also advertising their games via the same network. 

G. No incentivized third party offers for Smartphone Games 

191. In April 2011, Apple appeared to reinterpret its existing policies under sections 

2.25164 and 3.10165 of its Apple Store Review Guidelines.  Along with clarifying its policy, Apple 

began rejecting apps from the app store that offered incentivized downloads.166  This 

                                                            
164   “2.25 Apps that display Apps other than your own for purchase or promotion in a manner 
similar to or confusing with the App Store will be rejected.”  App Store Review Guidelines, 
APPLE.COM, https://developer.apple.com/app-store/review/guidelines/2016-06-13/ (last visited 
Oct. 13, 2016). 
165   “3.10 Developers who attempt to manipulate or cheat the user reviews or chart ranking in 
the App Store with fake or paid reviews, or any other inappropriate methods will be removed 
from the iOS Developer Program.”  Id. 
166   Kim-Mai Cutler, Apple Appears to be Cracking Down on Incentivized Installs, ADWEEK.COM 
(Apr. 19, 2011), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/apps-apple-rejected-pay-per-
install/508742?red=im.  
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significantly impacted Tapjoy and many other mobile advertising networks.167  In addition, other 

incentivized third party offers, such as obtaining in-game virtual currency in exchange for 

signing up for Netflix, or a magazine subscription, have always been banned from Apple’s iOS 

operating system.  They have had limited availability on Android as well. 

192. As mobile advertising networks evolved, in-game video ads began to rise in 

prominence as they offered a significantly better presentation of a developer’s game in a full 

screen video format and were interlaced at natural game breaks, so they did not compete for 

attention with the game itself.  In June of 2014, Apple again clarified its policies with respect to 

incentivized videos which created an industry wide panic amongst developers and networks 

alike.168  Later in that same month, Apple reversed its prior policy clarification and provided 

developers an out for in-app rewards for video views and posts, but still excluded incentives for 

reviewing, rating or downloading another app.169 

H. Live and Recorded Broadcasting  for Smartphone Games 

193. A popular aspect of mid and hard-core gaming on mobile and console platforms 

alike, particularly over the last four years, has been the fact that gameplay, usually tournaments 

or raids or other simultaneous and multiplayer campaigns, is recorded (sometimes live) and 

                                                            
167   Jason Kincaid, Apple Clamps Down on Incentivized App Downloads, TECHCRUNCH.COM 
(Apr. 19, 2011), https://techcrunch.com/2011/04/19/apple-clamps-down-on-incentivized-app-
downloads/. 
168   Sarah Perez, Apple Begins Rejecting Apps That Offer Rewards For Video Views, Social 
Sharing, TECHCRUNCH.COM (Jun. 9, 2014), https://techcrunch.com/2014/06/09/apple-begins-
rejecting-apps-that-offer-rewards-for-video-views-social-sharing/. 
169   Sam Oliver, Apple relaxes, clarifies new incentivized sharing rules for the App Store, 
APPLEINSIDER.COM (June 24, 2014), http://appleinsider.com/articles/14/06/24/apple-relaxes-
clarifies-new-incentivized-sharing-rules-for-the-app-store; Sarah Perez, App Store Policy Of 
Rejecting Apps With Rewarded Video, Social Sharing Gets Rolled Back…With A Few Caveats, 
TECHCRUNCH.COM (June 24, 2014), https://techcrunch.com/2014/06/24/app-store-policy-of-
rejecting-apps-with-rewarded-video-social-sharing-gets-rolled-back-with-a-few-caveats/. 
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broadcast for public view, even by non-game players.  This can be done on live broadcasting 

mediums like Twitch and YouTube. 

194. Live and recorded broadcasting is almost never seen on social network games, 

given the different nature of those games.  Searches of Twitch conducted in October 2016 

suggested that none of the top games on Facebook.com had recorded or live gameplay video on 

YouTube or Twitch. 

X. MOBILE DEVICES/OPERATING SYSTEMS WERE AND CURRENTLY ARE 
NOT SUBSTITUTES TO FACEBOOK.COM 

195. Based on all of the features described above, I conclude that mobile devices are 

not, and have never been, substitutes for social game developers.  

A. Social Network Games Are Different From Mobile Games 

196. From a game developer’s perspective, games on smartphones and games on social 

game networks are not substitutes.    

197. In terms of gameplay and game design, social game network developers devote 

substantial resources optimizing a game based on the fact that on Facebook.com, a user is 

potentially playing the game with her or her friends using Facebook’s social network and graph.  

These friends are not necessarily pre-destined to want to play or enjoy games, but the game is 

designed in such a way, and utilizes the social network’s social graph, to allow maximization of 

revenues for the game developer. 

198. Apple, through iOS, and Google, through Android and even its Google+ service, 

do not own a social graph (or at best, any significant ones).  For approximately 6 years, from iOS 

release 4.1 in September 2010 until iOS release 10 in September 2016, Apple attempted to 

generate a vibrant and competitive social ecosystem to Facebook’s social graph.  Despite being 

accessed by over 400 million end users during those six years, Apple’s social network, referred 
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to as Game Center, failed to gain traction as a meaningful alternative to Facebook and Apple 

ultimately deprecated the application after years of abandonment by developers.170  Multiple 

Facebook witnesses, when deposed, could not even say whether Apple and Google had a social 

graph of any substance.171  Instead, even according to Facebook’s own statistics, over 90% of the 

top 100 games on iOS and Android use Facebook Login, accessing Facebook’s social graph.172  

199. Due to the differences between mobile and Facebook.com, developers that sought 

to leverage a brand developed on Facebook for mobile have to overcome the challenges I have 

discussed in subsection F.  At the same time, building a game on mobile was compelling in its 

own right, and is not a substitute to a Facebook version of the game.  That is confirmed by the 

fact that Facebook and Apple/Google do not compete for game developers to develop for their 

Platforms.  In fact, Facebook encourages developers to build for mobile, and even provides 

certain limited functionality to mobile developers.173 

200. This was because developing even the same game on mobile would enable a user 

to play on the train, on the bus, or in the backseat of the car, at times when it was neither 

practical nor possible to play on a desktop computer or laptop.  Or it would allow a game 

developer to target different demographics, since the usage on Facebook.com and other social 

game networks was different from that on smartphones.  Since friend invites, gifts and 

notifications were not a significant source of installs on mobile, developers launching and 

growing mobile games needed to advertise with mobile ad networks and jockeyed for position in 
                                                            
170 Sarah Perez, Apple kills the Game Center app, but the service will continue, 
TECHCRUNCH.COM (June 14, 2014), https://techcrunch.com/2016/06/14/apple-kills-the-game-
center-app-but-the-service-will-continue/. 
171    Levy Dep. 106:19–108:17; Ryan Dep. 69:14-20. 
172    Liu Dep. Ex. 253, Sept. 14, 2016; Liu Dep. 240:15–25, Sept. 14, 2016. 
173   Ryan Spoon, Use Facebook Connect to Eliminate Mobile App Registration, Login, 
BUSINESSINSIDER.COM (May 3, 2011), http://www.businessinsider.com/use-facebook-connect-to-
eliminate-mobile-app-registration-login-2011-5; Liu Dep. 128:2-3, 160:3-5, July 15, 2016; Liu 
Dep. Ex. 258, Sept. 14, 2016); Liu Dep. 278:8-282:9, Sept. 14, 2016. 
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the mobile platforms’ app stores.  To a developer making games on a social network like 

Facebook, mobile was a new industry and endeavor. 

201. The number of successful games that have been the “same” on both iOS and 

Android have been limited, both in number and genre.  Given the experience differential between 

online and mobile platforms, generally play patterns, form factor (i.e. computers vs phones, 

small screens vs desktop displays, mouse vs touch screen), differences in monetization and user 

engagement, and inability to transfer hard currency (in game value that has been purchased with 

real dollars) there was limited business rationale for developing connected mobile versions (or 

vice versa) of Facebook games.  The alternative platform required new tech, new art, new 

marketing spend, and so on, so there often were not enough synergies between them to justify 

making this decision a mainstay of a developer’s editorial strategy.  However, as with all things, 

there were exceptions.  King.com’s Candy Crush and Newtoy’s/Zynga’s Words with Friends are 

two of those exceptions.   

202. With some exceptions, the top games and developers on Facebook generally 

differ from those on Apple iOS or Google Android.  Farmville, considered to be one of the most 

successful game in the history of Facebook Platform, is an example of the barriers to entry 

between social game networks and mobile.  King.com’s Candy Crush and Newtoy’s/Zynga’s 

Words with Friends are two exceptions. 

203. After just over a year on Facebook.com, Zynga’s Farmville app launched in 

August 2010 on iOS.  This version of Farmville on mobile was aiming to be a purportedly 

“cross-platform” connected experience in which a player could move between the canvas and 

mobile versions of the game and maintain or persist their game state, account profile, etc.  

Despite these purported benefits, Zynga’s Farmville iOS app was considered a failure, and was 
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not positively viewed as a successful mobile game174.  Critics and users objected to the 

requirement that the game did not feature an “offline” mode (you needed to be connected to the 

internet on your iPhone to play) and that the game required a Facebook account to play, even if 

you had never played the game on Facebook.  Ultimately, it never achieved the financial success 

of its Facebook parent application.  

 
 

                                                            
174   Brian Hudson, Farmville Review, 148APPS.COM (June 29, 2010), 
http://www.148apps.com/reviews/farmville-review/ (“Farmville finally makes it to the iPhone. 
This app is exactly the sort of tool Farmville fans need to keep tending their virtual plots while 
on the go.  If you’re not into Farmville on Facebook, however, you can give this app a pass.”); 
FarmVille by Zynga Review, SLIDETOPLAY.COM, http://www.slidetoplay.com/farmville-by-
zynga-review/ (last visited Oct 13, 2016) (“The convenience factor of being able to play 
FarmVille on the go is a big plus, and the touch controls are easy to master.  But even though 
it’s functional, this free app is still no substitute for playing FarmVille online.”) (emphasis 
added). 
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204. The reception to Farmville mobile as the “same game” as on Facebook by critics 

and users was widely followed in the industry at the time by other social and mobile game 

developers.  It proved to be a valuable case study in the differences between social and mobile 

games and demonstrated how taking a Facebook game and launching it on mobile was unlikely 

to be a viable strategy given different consumer expectations and competitive offerings in the 

market.  As a result of the Farmville case study and other data points in 2010 and 2011, 

developers quickly shifted from “porting” their Facebook games to mobile, to a native iOS and 

Android development strategy that allowed them to make the most compelling and competitive 

products possible that were designed to leverage the computing resources of the device, and the 

UI and form factor of smartphones. 

205. Candy Crush (Saga), a top performing game on both mobile and Facebook 

platforms, was originally developed as a web (browser) game and then launched on Facebook in 

April 2012.  Later, in November 2012, it launched on iOS and a month later on Android devices.  

Action/Arcade puzzle games, like Candy Crush, featured relatively short play sessions (levels 

could be completed within several minutes) compared to the simulation & strategy (i.e. 

Farmville) games that typically dominated Facebook and the “match three” game mechanic 

worked well for both the touch screen (mobile) and mouse (Facebook/browser) versions of the 

game. 

206. Words with Friends, a top performing game on mobile and Facebook, was 

originally developed for iOS and Android devices and launched in July of 2009.  Subsequent to 

the developer’s (Newtoy) acquisition by Zynga, Zynga launched the game on Facebook in 

August 2011.  An asynchronous head’s up multiplayer crossword puzzle style game, Words with 

Friends reached the top charts on iOS, Android and Facebook.  Despite the fact that the games 
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were branded the same, the Facebook and mobile versions were in fact, initially different games, 

built using different technology, user interface and were not always compatible from a gameplay 

perspective.  In fact, it took Zynga two years to bring Words with Friends to Facebook.com as a 

connected, cross-platform game.175 

207. Due to the product and experience differences between Facebook.com games and 

those played on mobile, as well as the lack of marketing channel overlap between the two, 

launching a mobile “version” of the game was largely an independent risk vs. reward trade-off 

from the profit or loss of a Facebook.com game.  Because there was so little overlap in 

marketing channels and due to the lack of significance of the Facebook viral channel on mobile, 

launching a mobile version of a Facebook game could be expected to have little to no impact on 

the Facebook version itself. 

B. Mobile Payment Options and Optimization different from Social Network 
Games on Facebook pre-Mandate 

208. Before Facebook mandated the use of its Credits/Payments virtual currency 

service, social game developers had the choice of a variety of virtual currency service providers, 

such as SuperRewards and, Offerpal, which they could use on different social game networks 

like Facebook and Myspace.176 

209. This highly competitive environment for virtual currency services allowed game 

developers choices in the types and nature of virtual currency services they chose, depending on 

a number of factors including conversion rate, user interface, payment options, customer service, 

and optimization.177  To maximize their revenues, many game developers actually utilized the 

                                                            
175   See Todd Wasserman, Zynga's Words With Friends to Launch on Facebook, 
MASHABLE.COM (Aug. 1, 2011), http://mashable.com/2011/08/01/words-with-friends-
facebook/#nCchrHG1kkq3.  
176   See FB_0000326; FB_0040121; Caplan Dep. 151:1–10, 159:9–160:6, Aug. 22, 2016. 
177   See FB_0215752 at FB_0215783.  
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virtual currency services of multiple companies to the end user, each presenting different types 

of payment options and offers. 

210. SuperRewards, for example, offered game developers a vast array of payment 

options (100+), which allowed game developers to increase the participation rate by accepting 

payments from Facebook users who may not have had a credit card, or wanted to pay through 

their cellular phone bill.178   

211. These virtual currency service providers would also help present different types of 

payment options to users, depending on the type of game, and demographics of the user. 

212. Two noteworthy options in paying for or earning virtual currency were Paypal 

and offer ads.  As discussed above, offer ads were a particularly popular payment method which 

allowed social game developers to attract users who did not want to pay out of their pockets; it 

also served as a useful on-ramp to convert a user to a direct pay customer.  Similarly, Paypal was 

a very popular payment options that enabled game developers to target and earn revenue from a 

unique set of customers.   

213. This competitive environment presented game developers on social game 

networks with financial and business flexibility.  If one virtual currency service was not 

monetizing well enough on games on Facebook, Myspace, and elsewhere, the game developer 

would swap it out for another company’s services. 

214. This flexibility and choice simply does not exist on mobile.  The Apple iOS and 

Google Android operating systems, and application and game ecosystems are comparatively 

“closed” platforms.  A developer choosing to developer for the iOS and Android operating 

                                                            
178   SR00032265 at SR00032267 (“In the direct pay arena, we have integrated over 120 types of 
payment methods from all across the world…”); Smutny Dep. 113:14-19; 195:17-196:1; see also 
SR00003381 at SR00003383; SR00005908 at SR00005909–910. 
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systems had no choice, and is at the mercy of Apple and Google with respect to the flows 

available for a user to earn in-game currency or make in-app payments. 

215.  When a user is playing a game on iOS and wishes to obtain in-game currency, he 

or she is only presented with very limited payment options.  The only payment options presented 

are those for which information has already provided.  In addition, there are no incentivized third 

party offer ads, as on social game networks.  Therefore, the provision of limited monetization 

services on mobile was not an adequate substitute for the virtual currency services providers, like 

SuperRewards, that provided a suite of services developed to enhance gameplay for social 

games.  

216. Based on my investigation, in the United States, Apple credentials can only be the 

major credit card companies – Visa, Mastercard, American Express, and Discovery.  There is no 

way to add a payment option like PayPal from the mobile device like an iPhone itself.  Rather, to 

add a debit card rather than a credit card, the user must go into his or her settings in the iPhone, 

be redirected to an Apple website, enter the credentials, and then at some later point return to the 

game to pay with that added debit card.   

217. Attempting to add any payment option other than credit or debit cards in the 

United States is even more challenging.  To add Paypal as a payment option, for example, a user 

is obligated to go to his desktop computer, access iTunes, and add the payment option that 

way.179  Other payment options, such as wire and bank transfers, are not even available. 

218. Apple also does not provide incentivized offer advertisements that could be used 

by mobile game developers as part of their flows for obtaining in-game currency on mobile 

games.  To the extent certain, limited incentivized advertising is available on iOS at all, mobile 
                                                            
179   Payment methods that you can use in the iTunes Store, App Store, and iBooks Store, 
SUPPORT.APPLE.COM, https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202631 (last visited Oct 13, 2016). 
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game developers are forced to identify and work with a third party, and build that functionality 

into their games separate from the payment flow provided by Apple. 

219. Given these obstacles, a social game developer that attempts to develop for Apple 

iOS can expect greater difficulty in monetizing users who do not want to pay for currency or 

watch a video advertisement in exchange for currency, or those who do not have a credit card, 

but would be willing to perform third party actions.  Given that the virtual currency services 

provided by third parties on social game networks are substantively and practically different than 

monetization services provided on mobile, virtual currency service providers previously 

providing services on social game networks cannot provide their services on mobile. 

220. From a game developer’s perspective, Google’s payment options are also very 

different from what was available on Facebook.com and other social game networks before the 

Facebook embarked on the conduct at issue in this case. 

221. Google, for example, does not allow a user to utilize wire transfers, bank 

transfers, or Western Union.180  Similar to Apple, Google also does not provide mobile game 

developers with incentivized offers. 

C. User Acquisition Is Drastically Different on Social Network Games on 
Facebook.com and Mobile 

222. According to Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg, on Facebook.com, “social 

distribution is by far priority #1 since that’s ou[r] unique advantage.”181  Social games on 

Facebook.com (and previously, on other social game networks) relied primarily on the user’s 

social graph for content promotion and discovery, as well as re-engagement and retention via the 

                                                            
180   Accepted payment methods, SUPPORT.GOOGLE.COM, 
https://support.google.com/googleplay/answer/2651410?hl=en (last visited Oct 13, 2016). 
181   FB_0503461. 
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APIs Facebook exposed to developers for the purposes of allowing users to send each other free 

digital items within the game, sending notifications, and sending friend requests.   

223. While Facebook has experimented with various promotional channels for 

applications on its network, such as the dashboard and top apps, industry participants typically 

did not earn more than 5% of their total installs via Facebook’s promotional channels.  Facebook 

developers could expect the overwhelming majority of installs to come from their users’ social 

graph (often referred to as “Viral” or “Organic” channels) and paid advertising on Facebook’s 

Platform (often referred to as the “right rail”).  Consequently, franchise or license games were 

not a critical aide in discovery as developers could not afford to pay both a license to the brand 

holder (often 10% - 25%) as well as Facebook’s 30% charge for Credits and Payments.   

224. As stated by Facebook’s Prashant Fuloria, “Facebook is primarily about social 

distribution, so I think developers should expect the bulk of their traffic/installs to come from 

viral channels.  In that regard, I would think that we are fundamentally different than apple.”182  

Similarly, Loren Cheng, another Facebook employee, stated that Apple is “not a great point of 

comparison”, including because it is a “device platform”, whereas Facebook is a social 

network.183  Facebook’s Sean Ryan rejected any suggestion that traffic was moving off of 

Facebook.com due to competition, adding that “much of the mobile gaming is complementary 

and not necessarily cannibalistic.”184 

225. Because of these and other differences, according to Jens Begemann, the founder 

and CEO of wooga, a Facebook and mobile game developer, “Going from Facebook to mobile is 

                                                            
182   FB_0006813. 
183   FB_0023579 at FB_0023585. 
184   FB_0165149. 
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a big challenge.”185  When asked “How do users discover new games on Facebook?”, Mr. 

Begmann responded “On Facebook it’s really through requests and news feeds. Our users come 

because their friends are playing.”186 

226. The differences in distribution and user acquisition have been well recognized.  

For example, according to Douglas Pearson, a well known software developer: 

What do they need to consider about the audience of each 
platform? 

Probably the main audience consideration is customer acquisition 
costs which vary widely by platform. 

Some game studios target only mobile and some even just one 
platform within mobile – typically iOS. This strikes us as a very 
risky strategy as customer acquisition costs are typically much 
higher – perhaps five times higher, on mobile compared to other 
channels – so a game must earn five times as much money per 
installation on mobile for a pure mobile strategy to be successful. 

Other platforms, notably Facebook, will provide an easier path 
for viral acquisition of customers, although this requires work 
for any viral strategy to be successful. It's important to ask why 
should a player actually want to bring their friends into your game. 
Will it make it more fun for them in some way?187 

D. Time Per Session and Ease of Discoverability is Different for Mobile Games 
than Social Network Games 

227. By default, Facebook gaming sessions tended to be longer than their mobile 

counterparts due to several widely recognized factors.   

228. Sitting at a desk in a home or office in front of a large screen with a full keyboard 

and a mouse is more conducive to longer play sessions compared to the form factor and “on the 

                                                            
185   AJ Glasser, Liveblogging Inside Social Apps: Facebook, Apple, Google and in 2012, 
ADWEEK.COM (Feb. 8, 2012), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/liveblogging-inisde-social-
apps-facebook-apple-google-and-in-2012/591928 
186   Id.  
187   James Batchelor, A technical guide to cross-platform development, DEVELOP-ONLINE.NET 
(Feb 4, 2015), http://www.develop-online.net/interview/a-technical-guide-to-cross-platform-
development/0202753 (emphasis added). 
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go” experience of playing games on one’s mobile device.  This impacted a variety of design 

decisions in Facebook and mobile games, including: character animations, story/content lengths, 

level of difficulty and many others. 

229. Play sessions on Facebook tended to be in the 30 – 60 minute range, while mobile 

games sessions were usually in the 5-12 minute range.  Industry pundits often referred to this 

dichotomy as “binging” [Facebook] and “snacking” [mobile]. 

230. In contrast, even though the time per sessions were longer on Facebook, because 

of the plethora of social and viral channels on social game networks (which did not exist on 

mobile), there was an interest in minimizing load time to encourage a potential user to try out 

your game: 

Long load times will reduce player retention. Part of the power of 
the web is the ease of discoverability and exploration, players can 
interact with your content without having to commit to the 
installation of a game client or large download. If your new players 
are met with a lengthy loading time, not all of them will wait for it 
to finish. In order to retain the maximum amount of players, strive 
hard to make your game start as quickly as possible.188 

231. Such exploration is simply not possible on mobile phones because a user must 

download, install, and run the game just to have an opportunity to play. 

E.  Retention Rates are Different for Mobile Games than Social Network Games 

232. Mobile games can typically be expected to have higher retention rates than 

Facebook games.  This is thought to be a reflection of the lack of viral distribution, higher 

percentage of downloads from targeted ads, better “push” notification abilities on mobile and 

perhaps a more focused, conducive gaming environment.  For example, according to PopCap, a 

                                                            
188   Porting from Mobile to Facebook.com, FACEBOOK.COM 

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/games/gamesonfacebook/porting (last visited Oct 13, 
2016). 
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developer on both Facebook.com and mobile, 7-day retention on iOS for the popular game 

Bejeweled was double that of Facebook.189 

233. In addition, it can be attributed to the commitment required to go to an app store, 

and actively install an application.  In other words, if a user has decided to install your game on 

mobile, he or she now has the game installed, probably was interested in it, and is more likely to 

stay.  Unlike games on social networks, mobile games do not drive a significant number of 

installs from organic or social traffic.190  This increases the cost of customer acquisition (often 

referred to as cost per install “CPI”) because a higher percentage of total installs or downloads 

are paid.  This may improve the quality of the overall user base and be a factor in the higher 

retention rates seen in mobile.   

F. Game Developers Suffered As a Result of Facebook’s Policies and Did Not 
Find Mobile Devices/operating Systems To Be Substitutes to Facebook.com 

234. Facebook Credits, with its inferior services and higher cost, see Section X, harmed 

the social game developers on its Platform and on social game networks more generally.191  At 

the same time that Facebook’s market share was increasing with the decline of other social game 

                                                            
189   Nicholas Lovell, Retention rate, churn and duration, GAMESBRIEF.COM (Nov. 2, 2011), 
http://www.gamesbrief.com/2011/11/retention-rate-churn-and-duration/. 
190 Shani Rosenfelder, The AppsFlyer Gaming Performance Index, APPSFLYER.COM (May 21, 
2015), https://www.appsflyer.com/blog/the-appsflyer-gaming-performance-index/ (“Generating 
organic installs is becoming increasingly challenging with millions of apps to compete with.  
That’s why one of the most important data-driven decisions a mobile game developer can 
make involves the allocation of ad budget to drive non-organic installs of high quality users.”). 

191   See, e.g., 
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networks like MySpace192 and hi5.193  Facebook limited developer’s use of viral channels and 

banished superior and more inexpensive virtual currency service companies from the Platform, 

while simultaneously forcing developers to use Facebook Credits and remit 30% of their 

revenues to Facebook.194  This was even the case for Zynga, far and away the most successful 

developer on the Facebook Platform.  By December 2012, the number of monthly active users 

playing the top 5 games on the Platform had dropped by just under 20 million users, or 11% 

below their 2009 levels.195 

235. Because there were no substitutes for the social game network industry, social 

game developers were unable to quickly and efficiently mitigate these losses.  Instead, social 

game developers had to layoff their staff and shut down their development studios.  Those 

developers that attempted to pivot to mobile quickly learned that it would not be as easy as 

                                                            
192   In 2010 and 2011, many of the largest social game developers began shifting their resources 
from MySpace to Facebook Platform.  In June 2011, MySpace was sold to Specific Media, just a 
few days before Facebook’s Credits mandate went into effect.  See MySpace sold to Specific 
Media by Murdoch's News Corp, BBC.COM (June 29, 2011), http://www.bbc.com/news/business-
13969338.  By 2013, monthly active MySpace users had decreased to less than 25 million from 
its peak in 2008 of 76 million.  Christopher Mack, Following MySpace Traffic Falls, Some Top 
Developers Shut Down Games, ADWEEK.COM (Mar. 9, 2011), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/as-myspace-traffic-falls-some-top-developers-shut-down-
games/581306.  A few months later, MySpace announced that it would be removing gaming 
from its platform entirely.  Natasha Lomas, MySpace Punishes Its Few Remaining Friends By 
Vanishing Their Blogs, TECHCRUNCH.COM (June 12, 2013), 
https://techcrunch.com/2013/06/12/bring-the-blogs-back/.  At this time, therefore, social game 
developers could not build for MySpace.  
193   When if(we) (f/k/a/ Tagged) acquired hi5 in December 2011, it shut down hi5’s third party 
social gaming platform.  Anthony Ha, Tagged Begins Transformation Of Social Gaming 
Network hi5, TECHCRUNCH.COM (Jan 26. 2012), https://techcrunch.com/2012/01/26/tagged-hi5-
transformation/.  This meant that hi5 was no longer a viable option for third party social game 
developers to build their games.  
194   SR00153154 at SR00153154-155 (Facebook Platform Policies dated July 1, 2011).  
195   Compare Admin, The Top 25 Facebook Games for December 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Dec 1, 
2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-facebook-games-for-december-
2009/231831 with Mike Thompson, The Top 25 Facebook Games of December 2012, 
ADWEEK.COM (Dec 3, 2012), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-facebook-games-
of-december-2012/602517. 
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porting their games over—mobile versions of Facebook games generally were unsuccessful.196  

Even Facebook’s most favored developers, like Zynga, Playfish and Playdom, were harmed by 

Facebook Credits and struggled to succeed on mobile.  Playdom and Playfish were both shut 

down by their acquirers, while Zynga was able to survive only through the acquisition of mobile 

gaming developers.  In this section, I discuss examples of social game developers on Facebook 

that were not able to successfully make the transition from Facebook to mobile.  

1. Digital Chocolate 

236. Digital Chocolate was founded by Trip Hawkins in 2003.197  Initially, Digital 

Chocolate developed games for feature phones, eventually becoming one of the top five feature 

phone developers.198  Shortly after the launch of the iPhone in 2007, Digital Chocolate began 

looking into converting “the most successful games that we had from the carrier decks and 

redesign them to work on the iPhone.”199  These games were designed to be pay-to-play because 

Apple banned the use of virtual currency, a necessary component of the free-to-play aspect of 

social games.200   

237. In 2009, Digital Chocolate began developing for the Facebook Platform.201  When 

in 2010, Facebook invited all developers to sign up for Facebook Credits, Digital Chocolate 

obliged.  However, Digital Chocolate stated its revenues were suffering greatly through the use 

                                                            
196   Hawkins Dep. 46:3-10 (“What developers have had to do, and many have attempted it, and 
some have succeeded, is basically starting over and building new games from scratch, and in 
some cases those games might use the same brand name as the game name that was on 
Facebook, other cases not, but in any event they kind of had to start over and build something 
from scratch that was more native in order to be competitive.”) 
197   Hawkins Dep. 17:6-7.  
198   Hawkins Dep. 18:23-19:2.   
199   Hawkins Dep. 24:6-8.  
200   Hawkins Dep. 25:11-12. 
201   Hawkins Dep. 20:3-7.  
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of Credits, including as a result of decreased revenues.202  In January, the use of Credits was so 

“devastating” to Digital Chocolate’s business that it attempted to drop Credits.203   

 

.204  A week later the mandate was announced.205  Despite Facebook’s 

promises about the benefits of using Credits as in-game currency, Credits continued to take a 

large toll on Digital Chocolate.206  However, Digital Chocolate could not simply transition to 

mobile, calling such a shift an “extremely difficult pivot.”207  Starting in 2012, Digital Chocolate 

made massive layoffs.208  As its former CEO, Mr. Trip Hawkins, testified at deposition: 

Q.   Did you personally have to lay off employees as a result of 
Facebook Credits? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Do you remember any of those conversations? 

A.   Yes. 

Q.   Can you tell me about any of them? 

                                                            
202   FB_0259329; FB_0387771; FB 0158463. 
203   FB_0280975 at FB_0280978; FB_0259325. 
204    

205 SR00152933. 
206    

 
 

 
207   Hawkins Dep. 105:4-17. 
208   Ingrid Lunden, Digital Chocolate Downsizing? Founder Trip Hawkins Out As CEO; 
Reports Of Layoffs, Marc Metis As Interim CEO, TECHCRUNCH.COM (May 27, 2012), 
https://techcrunch.com/2012/05/27/digital-chocolate-downsizing-founder-trip-hawkins-out-as-
ceo-reports-of-layoffs-marc-metis-as-interim-ceo/; Kim-Mai Cutler, Digital Chocolate, Which 
Nurtured Some Of Gaming’s Best Talent, Sells Its Barcelona Studio To Ubisoft, 
TECHCRUNCH.COM (Sep 23, 2013), https://techcrunch.com/2013/09/23/digital-chocolate-
barcelona/.  
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A.   Sure.  Jill Miller, for example, who worked for me over a 
period of more than 30 years and worked for me in three different 
companies, I basically had to end her career as an employee. 

Q.   Is Digital Chocolate in business today? 

A.   No. 

Q.   Do you know why not? 

A.   The company struggled to migrate to mobile platforms and 
struggled to raise more capital and sold its game brands and game 
services to other companies.209 

238. Eventually, most of Digital Chocolate’s top games were sold to RockYou and 

Digital Chocolate went under. 

2. Crowdstar 

239. Crowdstar was found in 2008 by Jeffrey Tseng and Peter Relan.   

 

.210 Crowdstar first tried to move its games, like ItGirl, to 

mobile in March 2011—and that game failed.211  Crowdstar then realized it had to “design[] the 

gameplay and economy from scratch, specifically for a mobile device.”212  After building new, 

                                                            
209   Hawkins Dep. 112:25-113:15.  
210   FB_0156417; FB_0224073; FB_0013937; FB_0151302; FB_0245140; FB_0079411; 
FB_0496973.  
211   Kim-Mai Cutler, Crowdstar Tries Again on iOS With Top Girl. And This Time, There’s No 
Facebook Connection, ADWEEK.COM (June 16, 2011), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/crowdstar-top-girl/510653 (“[Crowdstar’s] first iOS title, a 
companion app to a Facebook game It Girl, didn’t quite work out.”) 
212   http://www.pocketgamer.biz/news/30711/crowdstar-launches-its-first-mobile-freemium-
casual-game-top-girl/; http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/crowdstar-top-girl/510653 (Top Girl 
“was also built by a separate, dedicated mobile studio”)  
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mobile specific IP, in June 2011 Crowdstar then released Top Girl as a mobile only game that 

did not integrate with Facebook because “we expect a different set of users to play this game.”213 

3. RockYou 

240. RockYou, was founded in 2005 and soon became the large widget developer for 

MySpace, along with Slide.214 After moving to Facebook in 2007, and being pushed by 

Facebook into a contract in 2010 to exclusively use Facebook Credits,215 RockYou’s games were 

materially harmed.216  In fact, they succumbed to massive layoffs due to Facebook’s policies.217  

In the wake of the Credits mandate announcement, I was hired at RockYou and was assigned to 

be personally responsible for shutting down and firing numerous teams which at the time were 

responsible for developing Facebook games. 

241. Fortunately for RockYou, they had a pre-existing advertising business that 

allowed them to make money while they were unprofitable in their games business and survive 

as a company.  RockYou’s ability to double down on its advertising business, on Facebook and 

elsewhere, is what allowed it to survive.  This largely included video ads, where users would 

obtain something in return for watching a short advertisement.  This also includes video ads that 

play while your game loads or between levels.  

4. Kabam 

                                                            
213   Jon Jordan, CrowdStar launches its first mobile freemium casual game - Top Girl, 
POCKETGAMER.BIZ (June 16, 2011), http://www.pocketgamer.biz/news/30711/crowdstar-
launches-its-first-mobile-freemium-casual-game-top-girl/.  
214   Eric Eldon, RockYou climbing past Slide, to be number one widget-maker?, 
VENTUREBEAT.COM (Dec. 2, 2007), http://venturebeat.com/2007/12/02/rockyou-climbing-past-
slide-to-be-number-one-widget-maker/.  
215   FB_0185283. 
216    

. 
217   Jason Kincaid, RockYou Rocked by Layoffs As It Switches Focus To Social Games, 
TECHCRUNCH.COM (Oct. 15, 2010), https://techcrunch.com/2010/10/15/rockyou-rocked-by-
layoffs-as-it-switches-focus-to-social-games/; FB_0224796. 
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242. Kabam, founded in 2006, similarly told Facebook  

218  Kabam did not develop and release a mobile game until March 2012.219  

Although it was based on a Facebook game, the mobile version “uses an interface more suited to 

smaller, touch-based screens” and contains other changes meant to make mobile users “feel like 

this game was built for them.”220  In 2014, Kabam sold most of its Facebook social games to 

RockYou.221  

5. Voltron 

243. Voltron was a consortium of independent developers represented by Jack Wu of 

50cubes.  Voltron showed decreases in revenue of up to 50% after the July 1 platform policy 

went into effect, largely due to Facebook’s inferior Credits product, particularly with respect to 

offers.222   

6. Weka/IsCool 

244. Weka/IsCool noticed a  in revenue when the Credits mandate went 

into effect due to  223  According to 

Facebook’s internal documents,  

                                                            
218   FB_0176588;  FB_0249494; FB 0158590. 
219   Tom Curtis, Kabam expands to mobile with new Kingdoms of Camelot title, 
GAMASUTRA.COM (Mar 1, 2012), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/163516/Kabam_expands_to_mobile_with_new_Kingdom
s_of_Camelot_title.php. 
220   Id.  
221   Alex Wawro, Kabam shifts focus to mobile, sells off social games to RockYou, 
GAMASUTRA.COM (Dec 10, 2014), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/232054/Kabam_shifts_focus_to_mobile_sells_off_social
_games_to_RockYou.php. 
222   FB_0164260; FB_0164277; FB_0164610.  
223   FB_0176302. 
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224 

245.  

7. Sky Union 

246.  

225  

8. Zynga 

247. Zynga’s profit took a major nosedive following its forced adoption of Facebook 

Credits.  2010 -- the last full year in which Zynga was not forced to use Facebook’s Credits226 – 

is the last time it earned a profit in any given year (profits of $90.6 million).227  Zynga 

subsequently suffered losses of $404 million in 2011,228 $209.5 million in 2012,229 $36.9 million 

in 2013,230 $225.9 million in 2014,231 and $117.2 million in 2015.232 

                                                            
224   Id. 
225   FB_0163678; FB_0163592. 
226   Zynga reluctantly signed its exclusivity agreement with Facebook in May 2010.  
FB_0278468 (Zynga Developer Addendum dated May 14, 2010). 
227   Zynga Reports Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2011 Financial Results (Feb. 14, 2012), 
http://investor.zynga.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=648577.   
228   Zynga Reports Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2011 Financial Results (Feb. 14, 2012), 
http://investor.zynga.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=648577.  Although this included a $510 
million stock-based compensation expense, the non-GAAP profit decreased 24% year-over-year. 
229   Zynga Reports Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2012 Financial Results (Feb. 5, 2013), 
http://investor.zynga.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=738074.  Although this included a $282 
million stock-based expense, the non-GAAP profit decreased 68% year-over-year. 
230   Zynga Announces Fourth Quarter and 2013 Financial Results (Jan. 30, 2014), 
http://investor.zynga.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=822239. 
231   Zynga Announces Fourth Quarter and 2014 Financial Results (Feb. 12, 2015), 
http://investor.zynga.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=896202. 
232   Zynga Announces Fourth Quarter and 2015 Financial results (Feb. 10, 2016), 
http://investor.zynga.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=954358. 
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248. Zynga’s initial attempts to switch to mobile were unsuccessful.  It’s most popular 

game, FarmVille, was made available on the iPhone in 2010.233  However, Farmville on mobile 

failed miserably and was soon removed.  Accordingly to one news report which described the 

situation with FarmVille: 

Back in June, Zynga launched FarmVille on iPhone to much fan 
praise... that is, until they actually played the game. The game was 
riddled with bugs, lacked in features, and was simply an all-around 
mess, forcing Zynga to update the game, and then update it again - 
and guess what - update it again. For all of those updates, however, 
the game still has many problems, isn't as fully-featured as the 
online version, and simply won't even run in most cases.234 

249. Similarly, despite the mobile version bearing different characteristics from its 

Facebook counterpart, Mafia Wars was shutdown in 2012.  A co-founder of mobile game 

developer TinyCo dispelled worries about Zynga entering the mobile gaming industry because 

“It’ll be interesting to see how long it takes them to learn how different mobile gaming is from 

Facebook gaming.  I said mobile wouldn’t be a winner take all market.  Zynga will not be the 

Zynga of mobile.”235  Eventually Zynga realized that in order to succeed on mobile, it needed to 

layoff a large portion of its Facebook team236 and acquire mobile development studios.237 

                                                            
233   Leena Rao, FarmVille Coming To The iPhone In Late June, Jobs Pronounces Zynga 
"Zenya", TECHCRUNCH.COM (June 7, 2010), https://techcrunch.com/2010/06/07/zyngas-
farmville-comes-to-the-iphone-in-june/. 
234   Aol.com Editors, Has Zynga given up on FarmVille for iPhone/iPad?, AOL.COM (Feb 19, 
2011), http://www.aol.com/article/2011/02/19/has-zynga-given-up-on-farmville-for-iphone-
ipad/19851746/. 
235   AJ Glasser, Blogging Inside Social Apps: Monetizing Mobile Games on iOS and Android, 
ADWEEK.COM (Feb 10, 2012), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/blogging-inside-social-apps-
monetizing-mobile-games-on-ios-and-android/520466. 
236   Erik Kain, Zynga Needs A Hit As Employees Face Layoffs, Data Centers Shut Down, 
FORBES.COM (May 10, 2015), http://www.forbes.com/sites/erikkain/2015/05/10/zynga-needs-a-
hit-as-employees-face-layoffs-data-centers-shut-down/#21a3a5eb4a80 (“This follows news that 
Zynga will cut roughly a fifth of its workforce—364 employees—in a sweeping attempt to lower 
costs and recover from a steady decline ever since the rise of mobile games took the wind out of 
Zynga’s Facebook-reliant sails”). 
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9. Playfish 

250. Playfish’s attempts on mobile were also failures.238  EA retired all of Playfish’s 

games by 2013.239  

10. Playdom 

251. Similarly, although Playdom released versions its popular games on mobile, in 

April, 2014, Disney shut down all of Playdom’s games, save three which it sold to RockYou.240   

XI. OTHER 

A. Pokémon Go is Not a Game Comparable to Social Games on Facebook.com 

252. During deposition, I understand that several of Facebook’s witnesses have argued 

that Pokémon Go, a popular game released this year on Apple iOS and Google Android, is an 

example of a “social game” that suggests the Facebook Platform and Apple and Google’s iOS 

and Android operating systems are somehow substitutes.241  I strongly disagree, and actually 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
237   Leena Rao, Zynga Adds Team From Mobile And Video Game Developer Floodgate 
Entertainment, TECHCRUNCH.COM (Mar 18, 2011), https://techcrunch.com/2011/03/18/zynga-
buys-mobile-and-video-game-developer-floodgate-
entertainment/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+Techcr
unch+%28TechCrunch%29; Dean Takahashi, Zynga buys Rising Tide startup, bringing back one 
of its former casino game execs, VENTUREBEAT.COM (Sep 14, 2015), 
http://venturebeat.com/2015/09/14/zynga-buys-rising-tide-game-startup-headed-by-former-
casino-game-exec/. 
238   See, e.g., AJ Glasser, EA shutting down Restaurant City on Facebook, iOS, ADWEEK.COM 
(May 1, 2012), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/ea-shutting-down-restaurant-city-on-
facebook-ios/524598 (“the developer pulled two titles from the App Store for poor performance 
in as many months this year.”).  
239   Brendan Sinclair, EA shutting down Playfish games, GAMEINDUSTRY.BIZ (Apr. 15, 2013), 
http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2013-04-15-ea-shutting-down-playfish-games. 
240   Dean Takahasi, RockYou buys three Playdom games from Disney to keep them running, 
VENTUREBEAT.COM (Apr. 18, 2014), http://venturebeat.com/2014/04/18/rockyou-buys-three-
playdom-games-from-disney-to-keep-them-running-for-players/. 
241   See, e.g., Osofsky Dep. 60:25-61:2 (“Pokemon Go feels like a game on mobile with a pretty 
social interaction, based on what I'm reading in the news, though I'm not personally playing 
Pokemon Go.”);  Ryan Dep. 70:4-12, 259:18-21 (“So Pokemon uses Google, Google's social 
graph or Google's Login or whatever you want to call it….So the games are the same.  All games 
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believe the game confirms the fundamental differences between Facebook.com and mobile 

industries.   

253. Pokémon Go was published by a company called Ninantic.  Before launching 

Pokémon Go, Ninantic launched a game called Ingress.  Like Pokémon Go, Ingress was an 

augmented reality game that focused on interacting and finding items in the real world, utilizing 

Google Maps,242 and a smartphone’s GPS and location information.243 

254. Commentators have noted that even though Ingress and Pokémon Go are very 

similar, Pokémon Go was a smash hit, while Ingress was not.  For example: 

Both games take place in the world around you, with the primary 
interface derived from Google Maps and nodes placed in hotspots 
all around you. Statues, signs, buildings, and sometimes stores 
serve as these outposts in the world, although there seem to be a lot 
more on the Ingress map—it looks like Niantic trimmed the list 
significantly for Pokémon Go.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                

are social: Clash of Clans, Pokemon, you name it. It's all social.”); Ebersman Dep. 226:1-6 (“if 
you think about Pokemon GO today, it's a -- you know, they're building it to be a social game.”)  
242   Google is an investor in Ninantic. 
243   Compare permission information for Pokemon Go, Pokémon GO, PLAY.GOOGLE.COM, 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nianticlabs.pokemongo (last visited Oct. 13, 
2016), with Ingress, Ingress, PLAY.GOOGLE.COM, 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nianticproject.ingress&hl=en (last visited Oct. 
13, 2016). 
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. . .  

As you near each location, called a portal in Ingress or a PokéStop 
in Pokémon Go, you can activate it to generate items used to help 
further your mission elsewhere in the game. The same five-minute 
wait between single-spot activations applies in both games, so you 
can’t just stand in one place and constantly generate inventory.  

Also, the idea of team-based gameplay holds true across both 
games. Ingress has two factions battling for control of nodes and 
then linking them together to create control fields, while Pokémon 
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Go lets its three player squads fight over control of nearby 
Pokémon gyms in the world.244 

255. Quartz’s Beth Winegarner attributed Pokémon Go’s success to the licensed 

Nintendo brand,245 as well as the augmented reality experience (which is not something that is 

even practically or realistically feasible on a game designed for Facebook.com): 

It’s easy to see why Pokémon Go, released a week ago, has already 
become one of the most popular mobile apps of all time. Partly it’s 
the nostalgia factor: Nintendo’s original Pokémon game 
franchise has sold more than 200 million copies over the past two 
decades, making the collectible creatures a major piece of many 
millennials’ childhoods. 

For the first time, though, Pokémon fans and other players are 
discovering the pleasures of playing a game that takes you to local 
landmarks and quirky points of interest all in order to collect rare 
monsters. Some say they’re walking more than they have in years 
and discovering new places that aren’t on their regular commutes. 
Then there’s the unique thrill that comes from realizing strangers 
passing on the street are all playing the same game.246 

256. Moreover, Pokémon Go is not a “social game” like games on Facebook, in the 

sense that it does not utilize the social graph and, in fact, does not allow logging in through 

Facebook Connect.247  Similarly, Pokémon Go does not rely on any viral or social distribution 

channels that are the cornerstone of social games.  

* * * 

                                                            
244   Andrew Hayward, Why Pokémon Go fans should (or shouldn't) play Ingress, 
GREENBOT.COM (July 26, 2016), http://www.greenbot.com/article/3097573/android/why-
pokemon-go-fans-should-or-shouldnt-play-ingress.html. 
245   As mentioned throughout this report, such franchises or licensed IP games have historically 
been non-existent on social game networks. 
246   Beth Winegarner, Forget Pokémon Go, there’s another augmented reality game that’s way 
better, QZ.COM, http://qz.com/732809/forget-pokemon-go-theres-another-augmented-reality-
game-thats-way-better/ (last visited Oct 13, 2016). 
247   Ryan Dep. at 278:24–279:15 (“Q Is there a social graph on Pokemon Go that's equal to the 
social graph on Facebook.com?  A At the moment, no. The only Login is through GooglePlus. 
Q And are the only -- do you have friends on Pokemon Go? A I don't know. I haven't played it 
recently. So a month ago, you did not….Q As of a month ago there was no friend function -- 
social functionality on Pokemon Go? A No, there was not.”).  
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Joshua T. Grant 
(415) 680-0565 

jgrant1234@gmail.com 
 

 Digital Media and Games Operating Executive 
 Experienced Strategic and Corporate Development Advisor 
 Proven Track Record Scaling Organizations, Processes and Systems 

 
Professional Experience 

 
RockYou Inc.                                                                                                        San Francisco, CA  
Chief Operating Officer                                September 2013 - February 2016 
SVP Corporate Development & Strategy                   May 2011 - September 2013 
 Co-led the strategy, design and implementation of RockYou’s successful pivot to a top multi-platform 

digital media Company; growing revenue more than 7X to $150M in 2015. 
 

 P&L owner for $100M revenue multi-platform digital games portfolio of more than 50 live titles. 
 

 Managed global studio system, live-ops support team and central technology group of 300 FTEs, distributed 
across 5 locations and 3 countries. Responsible for: 

o Owned & Operated content portfolio of more than 50 live titles on Facebook, Apple/iOS, 
Google/Android and the web. 

o Global Operations Services team of more than 150 FTEs in India & Thailand, supporting O&O 
studio operations. 

o Central Technology Group managing RockYou’s global, 24/7/365 NOC, cloud services, proprietary 
co-lo based infrastructure, IT, the advertising network and data/analytics.  

 
 Responsible for product & technology transition & migration of assets onto RY platform over 10 

acquisitions, including deals with Disney, Kabam & SGN 
o $60M in aggregate purchase price; yielding more than a 3X cash on cash return. 

 
 Participated in $50M equity raise to finance growth 

o Led by Columbia Capital, Doll Capital Management, Partech & Softbank. 
o $28M committed from direct, personal network.  

 
Sonic Boom Games                                                                                                  New York, NY  
Chief Operating Officer                                  November2008 – January 2011     
 Responsible for managing the operations of a leading application and games publisher.  Report to the 

founder/President/CEO, and direct all aspects of Company operations: creative direction, product 
management, publishing, production, sales operations and post production. 

 
 Developed and implemented numerous process improvements across all departments which: 

o Increased new product launches from 6 in 2008 to 23 in 2009 while maintaining expenses at 2008 
levels. 

o Reduced average development cost per title by 75%. 
o Expanded Sonic’s external development and post-production capabilities to meet roadmap requirements 

by leveraging high-talent/low cost resources in Thailand, Canada and Poland. 
o Implemented agile/scrum iterative MVP development process. 

 
 Recruited an SVP of Sales, Marketing & Business Development to build out a cross-platform publishing 

arm; worked with the SVP to secure more than 12 titles in the first year 
o Signed a multi-year, multi-title exclusive publishing agreement with Playfirst for its portfolio of online 

games, including the Diner Dash franchise (launched June 2010). 
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 Led implementation and development of product across different game industries.  
 
 Spearheaded product management and development of Rhythm Zone line of games 

o Performed range of functions as needed to lead project: creator, executive producer, designer, QA tester 
and business development.   

o The first game was a downloadable PC game which allows people to play music from their own library, 
launched on Valve’s Steam channel July 20, 2010 and quickly became the #1 game in both its 
mechanized categories: Indie and Casual.   

 
Vivendi Games /Vivendi Games Mobile (Activision Blizzard)                                           Los Angeles, CA  
Vice President, Content Strategy & Acquisition                         August 2006 – November 2008     
 Responsible for the content strategy, IP evaluation and acquisition of the mobile games group.   

o Assembled and managed a team that researched, sourced, negotiated and closed more than 8 IPs 
from a variety of sources, including: Paramount, NBC Universal, PlayFirst, BigFish Games and 
Sony Picture 

o Managed ongoing business relationships with content partners and oversaw production process to 
ensure the on-time release of licensed and cross-platform, sim-ship products. 

 
 Member of Vivendi Games’ Cross-Divisional Casual (CDC) games publishing team.   

o Comprised of the editorial and publishing leads of the console, online, handheld and mobile groups. 
o Responsible for identifying, evaluating, negotiating and publishing “casual” games. 

 
 Produced the three-year strategic plan for the mobile games group, with direction from divisional leadership 

and executive management of Vivendi Games. 
o Developed an M&A strategic roadmap to generate $130M in revenue for internal start-up operations 

and managed business due diligence process for online casual and mobile games. 
 
 Led an internal team in the formulation and creation of several joint-venture publishing partnerships: a 

major TV game show production company, a top film and television network and an online publisher of PC 
games.  Partners included: Endemol, NBC Universal and Fremantle. 

 
 
Centerboard Advisors                                   Los Angeles, CA 
Founder                                                            January 2006 – July 2006 
 Formed a consulting firm to advise companies in strategic planning and corporate and business 

development. 
 
 Provided market analysis, financial modeling & forecasting, budgeting, capital raising and 

strategic/commercial partnership services for venture stage companies or growing divisions of corporations. 
 
 Clients included a communications VC firm (Boston, MA), a mobile infrastructure solutions provider 

(Bangalore, India), a top media and entertainment company (Los Angeles, CA) and a specialty apparel 
company (Los Angeles, CA). 

 
Argo Global Capital                               Boston, MA 
Senior Associate                                                                  November 2003 – March 2006 
 Partner-track senior associate in a $500mm international venture capital firm with an 

IT/Telecommunications mandate. 
 
 Areas of focus included broadband access, mobile content, telecommunications software, and wireless 

WAN applications for network operators. 
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 Responsible for developing investment theses, sourcing deals, executing transactions and providing strategic 
counsel to portfolio companies in concert with senior partners. 

 
 Sourced two new deals and closed five transactions. 
 
 Provided consistent board representation for three Argo Global Capital portfolio companies.    

 
 
Rustic Canyon Partners                               Santa Monica, CA 
Associate                                                  July 2000 – November 2003 
 Partner-track associate in a $550mm opportunistic private equity fund with an emphasis on west coast based 

emerging growth technology companies. 
 
 Areas of focus included data networking, WLAN communications, information services, and specialty 

publishing/printing. 
 
 Managed deal execution for a number of venture capital transactions, participated in the development and 

creation of the firm’s investment thesis and trained new analyst hires. 
 
 Assisted partners and the senior management team of portfolio companies in strategic planning, managing 

equity and debt financings and positioning for exit alternatives. 
 
 Participated in board meetings as a Rustic Canyon Ventures observer. 
 
 Performed various private company valuation analyses, Real Options Analysis, due diligence on prospective 

investments and market assessments. 
 
 
Merrill Lynch Investment Banking                                              Los Angeles, CA      
Analyst                              June 1998 – June 2000 
 Performed various financial analyses, including: M&A, LBO/Levered Recap, EPS Accretion/(Dilution), 

DCF, WACC, Reverse Morris Trust, Partnership & JV Valuation, Comparable Company, and Economic 
Forecasting. 

 
 Coordinated legal, financial, and accounting teams in order to draft purchase agreements, prospectus 

documents and operating agreements. 
 
 Participated in business and legal due diligence. 
 
 Completed transactions included: $900mm sell-side M&A assignment, $2,471mm “Mixing Bowl” 

partnership, $500mm Floating Rate Note Offering, $150mm monetization of insider position. 
  

 
Education 

 
 

Claremont McKenna College                         Claremont, CA  
B.A. Economics               May 1998 
 Concentration in Financial Economics and Accounting 
 CFO of Student Affairs Association ($200,000 Annual Budget) 
 Graduated Cum Laude  
 Received “Best Economics Thesis Award” for Senior Thesis on Leveraged Buyouts 
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MATERIALS CONSIDERED 
 
In addition to all documents cited in the body of my report: 
 
PRODUCTION DOCUMENTS 
 
Documents produced with the bates number beginning: 
 
 SR00003381 
 SR00005908 
 SR00032265 
 SR00152933 
 SR00153154 
 SR00181662 
 SR00259090 
 SR00259098 
 FB_0000326 
 FB_0001810 
 FB_0002461 
 FB_0006813  
 FB_0008928  
 FB_0010966  
 FB_0012172 
 FB_0013937 
 FB_0014150 
 FB_0014769 
 FB_0020685  
 FB_0023579 
 FB_0038507  
 FB_0039252 
 FB_0040121 
 FB_0056631 
 FB_0077126  
 FB_0079411 
 FB_0113510 
 FB_0116674  
 FB_0129220  
 FB_0131065  
 FB_0131701  
 FB_0131659 
 FB_0131680 
 FB_0131722 
 FB_0131743  
 FB_0131764 
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 FB_0131785 
 FB_0132857  
 FB_0132891  
 FB_0133577 
 FB_0138453 
 FB_0138684 
 FB_0144520 
 FB_0146709 
 FB_0151302 
 FB_0156417 
 FB_0158463 
 FB_0158590 
 FB_0163592 
 FB_0163678 
 FB_0164260 
 FB_0164277 
 FB_0164610 
 FB_0165149 
 FB_0176302 
 FB_0176588 
 FB_0183249.00001 
 FB_0185283 
 FB_0185297  
 FB_0185727 
 FB_0189585 
 FB_0199768  
 FB_0203507 
 FB_0205611 
 FB_0215752 
 FB_0222703 
 FB_0229673 
 FB_0224073 
 FB_0224796 
 FB_0225994 
 FB_0245140  
 FB_0248797 
 FB_0249494 
 FB_0255726 
 FB_0258641   
 FB_0259325 
 FB_0259329 
 FB_0272844  
 FB_0273015 
 FB_0273711  
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 FB_0274713 
 FB_0275826 
 FB_0276675 
 FB_0277644  
 FB_0278468 
 FB_0279299 
 FB_0280975 
 FB_0281115 
 FB_0249494 
 FB_0347239 
 FB_0348259  
 FB_0366187 
 FB_0387771 
 FB_0393560 
 FB_0414130 
 FB_0418668 
 FB_0419190 
 FB_0448805  
 FB_0480770 
 FB_0488103 
 FB_0489562 
 FB_0496973 
 FB_0503461 
 
PLEADINGS 
 
 Social Ranger, LLC’s Complaint for Antitrust Violations dated December 29, 2014 
 Facebook, Inc.’s Answer to Complaint for Antitrust Violations dated May 7, 2015 
 
DISCOVERY RESPONSES 
 
 Social Ranger, LLC’s First Set of Interrogatories to Facebook, Inc. dated June 9, 2015 
 Facebook, Inc.’s Objections and Responses to Social Ranger, LLC’s First Set of Interrogatories 

dated July 9, 2015 
 Social Ranger, LLC’s Second Set of Interrogatories Facebook, Inc. dated April 7, 2016 
 Facebook, Inc.’s Objections and Responses to Social Ranger, LLC’s Second Set of 

Interrogatories dated May 9, 2016 
 Facebook, Inc.’s First Set of Interrogatories to Social Ranger, LLC dated May 11, 2016 
 Social Ranger, LLC’s First Set of Requests for Admission to Facebook, Inc. dated July 19, 2016 
 Social Ranger, LLC’s Second Set of Requests for Admission to Facebook, Inc. dated August 16, 

2016 
 Social Ranger, LLC’s Third Set of Interrogatories to Facebook, Inc. dated August 16, 2016 
 Facebook, Inc.’s Objections and Responses to Social Ranger, LLC’s First Set of Requests for 

Admission dated August 22, 2016 
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 Facebook, Inc.’s First Set of Requests for Admission to Social Ranger, LLC dated August 31, 
2016 

 Facebook, Inc.’s Supplemental Objections and Responses to Social Ranger, LLC’s  First and 
Second Sets of Interrogatories dated September 13, 2016 

 Facebook, Inc.’s Highly Confidential Objections and Responses to Social Ranger, LLC’s Second 
Set of Requests for Admission dated September 22, 2016 

 Facebook, Inc.’s Highly Confidential Objections and Responses to Social Ranger LLC’s Third 
Set of Interrogatories dated September 27, 2016 

 Social Ranger, LLC’s Confidential Supplemental Objections and Responses to Facebook, Inc.’s 
First Set of Interrogatories dated September 30, 2016 

 Social Ranger, LLC's Highly Confidential Supplement Objections and Responses to Facebook, 
Inc.’s First Set of Interrogatories dated September 30, 2016 

 Social Ranger, LLC's Objections and Responses to Facebook, Inc.’s First Set of Requests for 
Admission dated September 30, 2016 

 
TESTIMONY 
 
 Transcript from the deposition of Craig Abrahams dated September 29, 2016 
 Transcript from the deposition of Terry Angelos dated October 6, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Ethan Beard dated September 6, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Brett Brewer dated September 28, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Adam Caplan dated August 22, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Adam Caplan dated August 23, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Robert Crumpler dated September 23, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of David Ebersman dated August 31, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Prashant Fuloria dated September 8, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Nick Gianos dated July 8, 2016 
 Transcript from the deposition of Kelly Grimaldi dated September 28, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of William Hawkins dated September 30, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Marco Ilardi dated August 12, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Dwayne LaFleur dated September 8, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Daniel Levy dated August 9, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Deborah Liu dated September 14, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Deborah Liu dated September 15, 2016 
 Transcript from the deposition of Benjamin Legg dated October 7, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Scott Lynn dated August 23, 2016 
 Transcript from the deposition of Scott Lynn dated October 6, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Jeff Marshall dated September 22, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Robert McFarland dated September 12, 2016  
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Karl Metha dated September 24, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Jared Morgenstern dated July 20, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Wally Nguyen dated September 21, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Justin Osofsky dated July 26, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Daniel Rose dated August 4, 2016 
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 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Sean Ryan dated September 9, 2016 
 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Christopher Smutny dated July 15, 2016 
 
PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 

 
 Abhimanyu Ghoshal, Super mario Run is coming to Android too, thenextweb.com (Sept. 2016), 

http://thenextweb.com/gaming/2016/09/08/super-mario-run-is-coming-to-android-too/ 
 Accepted payment methods, SUPPORT.GOOGLE.COM, 

https://support.google.com/googleplay/answer/2651410?hl=en (last visited Oct 13, 2016) 
 Admin, The Top 25 Facebook Games for December 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Dec 1, 2009), 

http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-facebook-games-for-december-2009/231831 
 Admin, The Top 25 Facebook Games for December 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Dec 1, 2009), 

http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-facebook-games-for-december-2009/231831 
 Admin, The Top 25 Facebook Games for December 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Dec 1, 2009), 

http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-facebook-games-for-december-2009/231831 
 AJ Glasser, Blogging Inside Social Apps: Monetizing Mobile Games on iOS and Android, 

ADWEEK.COM (Feb 10, 2012), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/blogging-inside-social-apps-
monetizing-mobile-games-on-ios-and-android/520466 

 AJ Glasser, EA shutting down Restaurant City on Facebook, iOS, ADWEEK.COM (May 1, 2012), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/ea-shutting-down-restaurant-city-on-facebook-ios/524598 

 AJ Glasser, Liveblogging Inside Social Apps: Facebook, Apple, Google and in 2012, 
ADWEEK.COM (Feb. 8, 2012), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/liveblogging-inisde-social-
apps-facebook-apple-google-and-in-2012/591928 

 Alex Wawro, Kabam shifts focus to mobile, sells off social games to RockYou, GAMASUTRA.COM 
(Dec 10, 2014), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/232054/Kabam_shifts_focus_to_mobile_sells_off_social
_games_to_RockYou.php 

 Andrew Hayward, Why Pokémon Go fans should (or shouldn't) play Ingress, GREENBOT.COM 
(July 26, 2016), http://www.greenbot.com/article/3097573/android/why-pokemon-go-fans-
should-or-shouldnt-play-ingress.html 

 Anthony Ha, Tagged Begins Transformation Of Social Gaming Network hi5, TECHCRUNCH.COM 
(Jan 26, 2012), https://techcrunch.com/2012/01/26/tagged-hi5-transformation/ 

 Aol.com Editors, Has Zynga given up on FarmVille for iPhone/iPad?, AOL.COM (Feb 19, 2011), 
http://www.aol.com/article/2011/02/19/has-zynga-given-up-on-farmville-for-iphone-
ipad/19851746/ 

 App Annie homepage, https://www.appannie.com/apps/ios/top-chart/united-
states/games/?device=iphone&date=2016-10-
06&feed=All&metrics=&rank_sorting_type=&_ref=header&desc=t&order_by=sort_order&page
_number=0&page_size=100 (last visited Oct 13, 2016) 

 App Store Optimization – A Crucial Piece of the Mobile App Marketing Puzzle, 
KISSMETRICS.COM, https://blog.kissmetrics.com/app-store-optimization/ (last visited Oct 13, 
2016) 

 App Store Review Guidelines, APPLE.COM, https://developer.apple.com/app-
store/review/guidelines/2016-06-13/ (last visited Oct. 13, 2016) 
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 AppleInsider Staff, Apple's App Store launches with more than 500 apps, APPLEINSIDER.COM 
(July 10, 2008), 
http://appleinsider.com/articles/08/07/10/apples_app_store_launches_with_more_than_500_apps 

 AppleInsider Staff, Nintendo announced ‘Super Mario Run,’ coming first to Apple’s iOS, 
APPLESINSIDER.COM (Sept. 7, 2016), http://appleinsider.com/articles/16/09/07/nintendo-
announces-super-mario-run-coming-first-to-apples-ios 

 Beau Hindman, Free for All: Another attempt at free-to-play vs. freemium, ENGADGET.COM (Sep 
7, 2011), https://www.engadget.com/2011/09/07/free-for-all-another-attempt-at-free-to-play-vs-
freemium/ 

 Brendan Fitzgerald, How Long Does it Take for your App to be Approved?, APPMAKR.COM (Aug 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF ASSIGNMENT  

1. I, Joshua Grant, have been asked by Plaintiff Social Ranger, LLC (“Social 

Ranger”) to testify as an expert witness in the above referenced action.  Pursuant to that request, 

I filed a report on October 13, 2016 (“Grant Report”).  In reply, Adrian Crook filed a report on 

behalf of Facebook on November 10, 2016 (“Crook Report”). 

2. The materials I relied on in preparing this reply report are listed in Exhibit A. 

II. SUMMARY OF OPINIONS 

3. As stated in my opening report, and expanded upon in this report, my opinion is 

that none of the gaming platforms presented by Mr. Crook offered an adequate alternative to 

developers creating social games on social game networks, like Facebook.  Throughout his 

report, Mr. Crook cites examples that are not typical, ignoring the experiences of the vast 

majority of social game developers and the underlying facts of this case, and focuses exclusively 

on the current time period, infecting his analysis with hindsight and survivorship bias.  

4. Mr. Crook focuses only on two aspects of social games: that they are free-to-play 

and that they may incorporate certain social graph information.  However, that broad view is too 

zoomed out to portray the practicalities for social game developers.  More than just being free-to-

play games with some “social” features, social networking games typically rely primarily and 

extensively upon virtual economies and viral distribution at a level that is not experienced on any 

other platform.  Games developed for Facebook and other social gaming networks are 

specifically designed with these aspects of social networking games, among the others listed in 

my opening report and this report, in mind.  Therefore, porting tools, to the extent Mr. Crook 

contends they are effective, cannot bridge this gap—technology is just one part of what makes 

social games and mobile games, for example, unsuitable alternatives such that developers could 

easily switch from developing for one or the other.  
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III. CANDY CRUSH SAGA IS THE EXCEPTION, NOT THE RULE 

5. Nowhere in his report does Mr. Crook indicate why Candy Crush shows that 

“games on Facebook are part of the larger universe of free-to-play games available on a wide 

range of platforms.”1  As I stated in my opening report, Candy Crush was one of a handful of 

games that were successful on both Facebook.com and mobile operating systems.2  However, 

due to the features I discuss below, Candy Crush was an outlier.  Therefore, Mr. Crook’s use of 

the Candy Crush outlier fails to prove the rule.3   

6. Candy Crush is a “match-3” puzzle game where gameplay is often dictated by 

matching a series of three or more colors or objects.  Such puzzle games made up a relatively 

small percentage of game revenue on both Facebook and mobile around the time Facebook 

required the use of Credits for all Platform developers in 2011.4  Further, they are the rare 

exception of being particularly well suited for mobile devices and operating systems for several 

reasons.  First, puzzle games typically involve solving challenges on a single board screen which 

can be more easily resized for different devices and screen sizes than a simulation game like 

Farmville, for example.  Second, puzzle games are usually structured in rounds or levels where 

each puzzle can be resolved (succeeding or failing) in less than ten minutes.  This more easily 

facilitates similar gameplay experiences across platforms and devices compared to simulation, 

strategy, or other genres found on social game networks.  Third, unlike most other social games, 

match-3 games rely almost exclusively on simple game mechanics that do not require the player 

to control the movement or orientation of items in the game.  A mouse click on a set of three or 
                                                            
1   Crook Report § V.   
2   Grant Report ¶ 201-202, 205. 
3   Crook Report § V(A).  
4   FB_0248902 at FB_0248939 (estimating that  of Facebook game revenue comes from 
"Puzzle/Arcade" games, with a smaller percentage of that from match-3 games specifically); 
FB_0248902 at FB_0248966 (estimating that  of mobile game revenue comes from Puzzle 
games).  
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more red lollipops can translate, without significant difficulty, to a touch input on a mobile 

device.   

7. These features allow games of this type to be successful on mobile and desktop.  

However, this fact does not eliminate the other various differences between Facebook social 

games and mobile operating system games that I have outlined extensively in my opening report.  

Importantly, the mere fact that screenshots of the game superficially look similar5 does not make 

developing, publishing, and operating games on mobile devices a reasonable substitute for 

publishing on Facebook.com.  As I have outlined in my report, the additional development, live 

operations, and marketing costs involved in developing and marketing a Facebook game to 

audiences on iOS and Android devices were such that the economic viability of doing so were no 

more advantageous than developing and marketing an originally designed game for mobile. 

8. Moreover, Candy Crush, unlike most games played on Facebook in 2011, had a 

mobile first design,6 further making it an inappropriate example to show whether a social game 

developer, faced with Facebook forcing it to use Facebook Credits, saw developing games for 

mobile operating systems as a reasonable substitute. 

9. To the contrary, the Candy Crush experience is heavily outweighed by the 

examples noted in my report7 showing that social game developers on Facebook.com did not 

view mobile operating systems as alternatives.  For example, when Zynga created a version of its 

popular Farmville game on iOS, it notoriously failed.8  Zynga did later publish a game named 

                                                            
5   Crook Report ¶ 24, Figure 1.  
6   "Mobile First" is a term of art that refers to building the game with features and content that 
are best suited for mobile. It does not mean that the mobile game, or the mobile version of a 
game, was actually designed or released first.  
7   Grant Report § X(F).  
8   Grant Report ¶¶ 203, 248. 
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“Farmville 2” on Facebook and iOS, but these were different games designed, developed, and 

marketed specifically to mobile audiences.9 

IV. GAMES ON OTHER PLATFORMS ARE NOT ALTERNATIVES TO 
FACEBOOK.COM AND DO NOT BENEFIT FROM SOCIAL DISTRIBUTION 

A. Mobile and Other Gaming “Platforms” Have Significantly Different Business 
Models from Social Games on Facebook.com 

10. In his report, Mr. Crook provides a high level, generalized description of “how 

free-to-play games work.”10  But these generalized descriptions ignore the unique nature of 

operating on a social game network, which, as explained in my opening report, is different from 

other platforms, including feature phones, smartphone operating systems, and consoles. 

11. Unlike the other “platforms” Mr. Crook describes, Facebook, through its 

Platform, does not market the game, distribute the game to the end user, sell the game, host the 

game, or display a valuable “storefront” to merchandize the social game to users.11  Because 

there was no meaningful digital store on social game networks that developers could use for 

marketing and distribution, developers relied on those network’s APIs to provide a mechanism 

for viral marketing and re-engagement to distribute their games.  Game developers on Facebook 

could also advertise directly on Facebook to direct users to play the game. 

B. The Presence of In-App Purchases or Certain, Limited Social Functionality 
in Other Industries Does Not Make Those Industries Substitutes for 
Facebook.com 

12. I also disagree with Mr. Crook that just because industries outside of social 

gaming networks contain some “free-to-play” games that allow in-app purchases,12 or have 

                                                            
9   Facebook Game Face-off: FarmVille vs. FarmVille 2, AOL (Sept. 20, 2012), 
http://www.aol.com/article/2012/09/20/farmville-vs-farmville-2-facebook-game-face-
off/20329438/. 
10   Crook Report § V(B).  
11   See Grant Report § VI(F). 
12   Crook Report §§ V(A)(2), V(B)(2)(a).  
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certain social elements,13 those industries are alternatives for Facebook.com from a game 

developer’s perspective. 

13. The mere fact that other platforms allow for in-app purchases does not mean that 

virtual goods and virtual currency are a meaningful source of revenues for game developers in 

those other industries.  To the contrary, the other alleged “platforms” Mr. Crook relies on, such 

as massively-multiplayer online (“MMO”) games and Steam,14 rely overwhelmingly on 

subscriptions or retail purchases for revenue.  In fact, retail- or subscription-based business 

models remain a dominant source of revenue for games outside of Facebook.com, including on 

Steam, Xbox, PlayStation, and MMO platforms.  Further, retail purchases remain important even 

on mobile.15  Additionally, even if of other platforms accept in-app purchases, these purchase 

mechanics alone do not address the costs to develop, distribute, and market games on those 

platforms. 

14. Minecraft, for example, is considered to be one of the most successful digital 

games ever developed.  It is available for retail sale on PC, Xbox, and PlayStation and remains 

the top-ranked paid game on iOS and Android. 

15. Similarly, the much-anticipated Mario game on iOS and Android is not going to 

be released as a free-to-play game with in-app purchases, but rather, is going to be a paid game 

costing $9.99.16 

                                                            
13   Crook Report § V(A)(3).  
14   See Crook Report § VIII(A). 
15   Artyom Dogtiev, App Revenue Statistics 2015, BUSINESSOFAPPS (Nov. 16, 2015), 
http://www.businessofapps.com/app-revenue-statistics/ ("Paid-for app revenues growth forecast 
for 2017 – $1,95 billion" and "The in-app purchase share of the total app revenue is projected to 
hit – 48.2% in 2017"). 
16   Andrew Webster, Super Mario Run is launching on December 15th for $9.99, THE VERGE 
(Nov. 15, 2016), http://www.theverge.com/2016/11/15/13636450/super-mario-run-iphone-ipad-
release-date-price. 
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16. Simply put, these alleged alternatives do not rely on the virtual goods and virtual 

currency economies that are so prevalent and help define social game networks like 

Facebook.com.  “Pay per download” remains an important aspect of monetization on these other 

platforms due to the similarities of merchandizing products in their storefronts with traditional 

retail channels where consumers are used to purchasing video game products, like Best Buy or 

Amazon.  Game developers on Facebook.com (and previously, MySpace) obtain the vast 

majority of their revenues from virtual currency and virtual goods obtained through in-app 

purchases and incentivized advertising.17  There are no “retail sales” of paid games on 

Facebook.com, unlike the other platforms Mr. Crook contends are alternatives to Facebook.com.  

17.  Moreover, banner advertisements, while present on both Facebook.com and on 

some of Mr. Crook’s alleged “alternatives” to Facebook.com, do not make up a meaningful 

portion of game developer revenues on social game networks, with few exceptions.  Facebook 

witnesses and documents have confirmed the insubstantial role of banner advertisements and 

other non-incentivized advertising as revenue drivers on Facebook Platform, and as a driver for 

virtual currency and goods revenue.18   

                                                            
17   FB_0185727 at FB_0185727 (“these games monetize much more effectively through virtual 
goods than through ads”); Osofsky Dep. 214:20-22 (“virtual goods drove more of the revenue of 
game developers than advertising is the general thesis.”); Nicholas Lovell, Five reasons 
why you shouldn’t use Ads in your free game, GAMESBRIEF.COM (Mar. 20, 2012), 
http://www.gamesbrief.com/2012/03/five-reasons-why-you-shouldnt-use-ads-in-your-free-game/ 
(“The virtual goods business model is demonstrably better” than “us[ing] Ads in your free 
game”). 
18   See e.g., Osofsky Dep. 104:10-19 (“But I do recall there were some ways in which game 
developers tried to monetize in the earlier days of platforms that ultimately delivered poor user 
experiences and naturally evolved. BY MR. NEWMAN: Q. Were those banner ads? A.  I 
literally -- I don't recall the precise form.  I think it would -- I think it would be accurate to say 
banner ads were one of the ways of monetization in the early days of platform.”); Gianos Dep. 
Tr. at 48:7-10; 143:2-4.  
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C. Mr. Crook’s Identification of “Multi-Platform” Games Confirm that Mobile 
Operating Systems are Different From Social Game Networks 

18. In Section V(A)(5) of his report, Mr. Crook attempts to broaden his conclusions 

from Candy Crush to suggest that other game platforms are “alternatives” for developers to 

Facebook.com because there are some games that are available on multiple platforms.   

19. Mr. Crook’s analysis set forth in Table 1 and Paragraph 31 of his Report further 

confirms (rather than refutes) the opinion in my opening report that once Facebook instituted its 

mandate in July 2011, and through today, there were/are no reasonable alternatives for a social 

game developer to publish games or for a virtual currency service company like SuperRewards 

to provide its services. 

20. First, Mr. Crook is looking at current data (from June 2015 to May 2016) to draw 

serious conclusions about the alternatives available five years earlier.  As I explain in more detail 

in Section V(A) below, Mr. Crook’s exercise in looking at a snapshot of time in 2015-2016 

suffers from both hindsight and survivorship bias.  First, although mobile games have 

incorporated some “social features” over time, those features were generally limited to logging in 

with your Facebook credentials; there was not, and still is not, a mobile “social” community that 

provides value to social game developers.19  In addition, looking at June 2015-May 2016 

                                                            
19  See  Hawkins Dep. 53:5-54:6 (“Q. Could Digital Chocolate have achieved that same level of 
success on iOS or Android?...THE WITNESS:· Not at that time.  Not even close.  BY MR. 
NEWMAN: Q.  Why not? A.  Well, the platforms didn't have these kind of social features, and 
they had the huge speed bump of requiring a very large download of several megabytes, at 
least, and, frankly, even trying to do those downloads over the cell networks was not even really 
particularly feasible, so just right there you've got a fundamental stumbling block, and even for 
those who had downloaded a game, you know, at that point that game didn't have social features. 
Q.  Do those platforms, iOS and Android, have those social features today? A.  Yeah, they've 
significantly moved that in that direction, so it's still not as potent as what Facebook was like at 
its peak because Facebook was a standard social platform and everybody was using it and they 
were using it every day, and that news feed real estate was really precious, and you could find 
out about new games there and you could reengage with games that you might have forgotten to 
play again, and really, today, there's still nothing like that on the mobile side.”).  
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improperly excludes those game developers who were successful on Facebook.com, and once 

hurt by Credits, were unable to switch to any alternatives.  In other words, Mr. Crook’s analysis 

necessarily only includes those limited developers that were able to bear the substantial burden 

and switching costs (including at times having to purchase entire new companies) to begin 

developing for mobile operating systems.  Further, the fact of developing for mobile operating 

systems and the success of developers there was not a function of their business on Facebook 

Platform.  With the exception of King, based on my investigation and to my knowledge, there 

are no examples of Facebook developers who achieved any commensurate success on mobile 

due to their prowess on Facebook.  

21. Separate from the time period issues, looking at only the top 20 developers 

ignores the fact that many, if not most, smaller developers did not have the resources or 

capabilities to switch industries altogether.  I note that Mr. Crook does not even address the 

numerous game developers who reported they had been harmed as a result of being forced to use 

Credits I discussed in my opening report.20 

22. In addition, Mr. Crook’s chart of the current top 20 games on Facebook.com 

highlights the failure of those social games and social game developers that were successful at 

the time Facebook implemented its illegal policy.  The top Facebook games from the last year 

are made up entirely of match-3 games, casino games, or games that are in fact not truly multi-

platform.  And none of them are from the game developers that were most successful at the time 

Facebook required use of Facebook Credits. 

23. Candy Crush Saga, Candy Crush Soda Saga, Farm Heroes Saga, and Cookie Jam 

are all match-3 puzzle games similar in game mechanics to Bejeweled and Tetris: two pre-social 

network games that achieved massive success in the PC downloadable and mobile operating 
                                                            
20   Grant Report § VI(F).  
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system industries.  Compared to other social game developers at the time, King was somewhat 

different in that it also had its own online game portal, King.com.  Even though this standalone 

website was not (and today is not) a substitute to King’s games on Facebook, through this portal, 

King was able to obtain valuable insights into the play patterns, demographics, and behavior 

patterns of its games.  This first party data allowed King to rapidly deploy and test versions of 

their games on Facebook.  The virtually unique combination of having its own successful 

standalone website, as well as the comparatively extensibility of the match-3 puzzle genre, 

would have made it easier for King to make transitions between different game industries.   

24. In fact, King’s successful pivot from its web portal to Facebook and then to 

mobile with Candy Crush was an extreme outlier, even for King.  When it filed to go public and 

released its financial statements, Candy Crush accounted for 78% of its gross bookings.21  Were 

this transferability of games between platforms to exist as described by Mr. Crook, I would 

expect to see King, if not other developers, replicate the success of Candy Crush.  They have not.  

The evidence suggests that not even King, the number one success case presented by Mr. Crook, 

could replicate its success beyond that single example.   

25. Similarly, Doubledown Casino, Slotomania Slot Machines, Doubleu Casino, 

Bingo Blitz, Heart of Vegas Real Casino Slots, Caesars Casino,22 Jackpot Party Casino Slots, 

House of Fun Slots, Hit It Rich Casino Slots, High 5 Casino Real Slots, Myvegas Slots Free 

Casino, Gsn Casino, Bingo Bash, and Klondike are all casino games.  Like match-3 games, 

casino games benefit from single-touch users actions, simple graphics, and do not require players 

                                                            
21 King Digital Entertainment PLC, Amendment No. 1 to Registration Statement (Form F-1/A), 
p. 13 (Mar. 12, 2014) ("In the fourth quarter of 2013…Candy Crush Saga account[ed] for 78% 
of our total gross bookings (across the web and mobile channels in the aggregate) or 86% and 
58% of our mobile channel and web channel gross bookings, respectively.") 
22   Mr. Crook admits that Caesars Casino does not even exist on mobile operating systems by 
that name. 
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to manipulate characters or units in game.  Further, in game assets purchased or controlled by 

players tend to be minimal and often consist only of deciding how many coins to wager, and in 

some cases triggering the use of a boost, or power-up.  Last, given the relative lack of complex 

animations, movements, and manipulations of objects in social or mobile casino games, copying, 

sizing, scaling, and customizing slot machines and poker tables, for example, for use across 

platforms and devices is significantly less costly and time consuming than for other popular 

game genres on social networks like simulations, time management, or strategy games.   

26. Finally, as Mr. Crook admits himself,23 FarmVille 2 on Facebook.com (released 

June 26, 2012), and FarmVille 2 Country Escape on iOS and Android (released April 10, 2014) 

are not the same game.  It is notable that the only alleged “cross-platform” game that was not a 

match-3 or casino title was not actually cross-platform, since Facebook.com and mobile 

operating systems featured a different game.   

27. An evaluation of Facebook’s top ten recommended games in 2011,24 on the other 

hand, demonstrates the difficulties game developers faced as a result of Facebook’s conduct 

related to Credits.  Specifically, developers stopped developing top titles for social game 

networks, games were shut down, and developers were not able to develop mobile versions of 

these titles: 

Rank Name of Game Developer/Publisher Comment 
1 Gardens of Time Playdom Mobile version never developed.  Playdom 

created a new game on mobile operating 
systems entitled “Hidden Objects: Gardens 
of Time”, but this “game does not connect 

                                                            
23   See . 
24   Top Recommended Games on Facebook in 2011, FACEBOOK.COM (Dec. 21, 2011), 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/facebookplatform/topgamesonfacebookin2011/ 
10150475844632302. 
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to your web game, it is a new mobile 
game.”25 

2 The Sims Social Electronic Arts/Playfish Mobile version never released. 
3 Cityville Zynga Mobile version was never released.  

Released as a Facebook game on 
December 2, 2010.  Released on Google+ 
on September 26, 2011.   
 
Zynga launched CityVille 2 on 
Facebook.com in 2012, but shut it down a 
year later. 
 
Zynga developed a different game entitled 
CityVille Hometown for the Apple iPhone 
and iPad.  However, the mobile game did 
not synchronize with the web game, and 
was ultimately shut down. 

4 DoubleDown Casino DoubleDown Interactive Casino game.  According to Mr. Crook’s 
Table 1, DoubleDown remains the top 
game on Facebook.com, even after five 
years. 

5 Indiana Jones Adventure 
World 

Zynga Mobile version was never released.  Zynga 
shut down the game due to cost cutting 
measures in December 2012. 

6 Words With Friends Zynga Released on mobile operating systems and 
Facebook prior to Facebook’s imposition 
of Credits on the Platform. 

7 Bingo Blitz Buffalo Studios Casino game.  According to Mr. Crook’s 
Table 1, Bingo Blitz was the number six 
game on Facebook from June 2015 to May 
2016. 

8 Empires & Allies Zynga Empires & Allies was released on June 1, 
2011 on Facebook Platform, and was shut 
down on June 17, 2013.  A mobile version 
was not released. 
 
Four years later, in May 2015, Zynga 
released a different game by the same 
name on the Apple and iOS operating 
systems. 

9 Slotomania-Slot Machines Playtika Casino game.  According to Mr. Crook’s 
Table 1, Bingo Blitz was the number two 
game on Facebook from June 2015 to May 
2016. 

10 Diamond Dash wooga Match-3 game. 

 

28. Aside from puzzle and casino games, the most popular games and game 

developers at the time of Facebook’s challenged conduct were not, in fact, able to transition their 

                                                            
25  Hidden Objects: Gardens of Time, ITUNES.COM, https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hidden-
objects-gardens-time/id473326170?mt=8 (last visited Dec. 7, 2016).  Gardens of Time, with 
several other Playdom assets, was ultimately purchased by RockYou. 
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games to mobile operating systems, as Mr. Crook suggests.  Given the large differences between 

successfully designed Facebook.com social games and mobile operating system games, 

developers were not able to easily create mobile versions of the same game.   

D. Mr. Crook Downplays the Serious Technical Differences Between Social 
Network Games and Mobile Games  

29. In paragraphs 85 to 94 of his report, Mr. Crook provides a high level overview of 

purported “tools” that facilitate developers’ launch of games on multiple gaming platforms.  This 

leads Mr. Crook to conclude “that any coding differences between platforms are largely 

irrelevant.”26  Based on my experience, this is simply not the case.  Mr. Crook’s opinions are 

also incomplete and too generalized. 

30. For example, in paragraphs 85 and 86, Mr. Crook refers to the Corona software 

development kit (SDK).  However, Corona SDK is a tool for quick and easy mobile 

development, not a tool to “port” social games on Facebook to iOS and Android.  In fact, 

according to the Corona Labs website cited by Mr. Crook, the Corona SDK allows “cross-

platform” development between iOS and Android, not social game networks and mobile 

devices.27  Further, while the Corona SDK can help assist developers working with the Facebook 

SDK on iOS and Android, there is no equivalent support with respect to Canvas apps.   

31. The same is true of Mr. Crook’s other examples including the Defold game 

engine and the Unreal Engine, which aid with mobile application development and not 

developing for Facebook Canvas or converting games from Facebook Canvas to other platforms.  

Mr. Crook puts forth no evidence that Blossom Blast Saga was ever available on Facebook 
                                                            
26   Crook Report ¶ 88. 
27   They’re Here! Corona SDK and Corona Game Edition, CORONA LABS (Sept. 16, 2010), 
https://coronalabs.com/blog/2010/09/16/theyre-herecorona-sdk-and-corona-game-edition/ 
(“Corona SDK continues the original Corona’s tradition of straight-forward, time-efficient app 
development and brings it cross-platform, over to Android devices.”). 
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Canvas and has not pointed out, nor am I aware of, any Facebook Canvas games that were 

developed using the Unreal Engine.   

32. The Unreal Engine has traditionally been used to create “hard core” console and 

PC games, particularly “First Person Shooters” which often require high-end processors and 

specialized graphics cards to maintain the frame rate and 3D image fidelity demanded by hard 

core game consumers.  Games played on social game networks, like Facebook, are played within 

an internet browser, and presented to the user almost exclusively using Adobe’s Flash rendering 

software.  Flash based, in-browser games, like virtually all those played on Facebook, are 

designed and developed to be accessible to the widest audience possible given the social 

dynamics of networks like Facebook.  If one had to install a plugin or download software in 

order to respond to a friend request on Facebook, the value of the social experience would be 

greatly diminished between friends and the network’s utility would deteriorate as a result. 

33. Mr. Crook also discusses the Adobe AIR and MasterKey development tools, but 

does not describe the extent to which these tools were used or their effectiveness.  There are 

important business considerations involved in evaluating and implementing a wide array of 

approaches to cross-platform game development, inclusive of Adobe’s AIR solution, aimed at 

assisting web developers (like those developing games for Facebook) in leveraging their existing 

game assets in the development and launch of mobile versions of those games.  While Adobe’s 

AIR platform does offer developers of Flash games tools that assist in managing content 

pipelines and attempting to take advantage of existing code to replace Facebook API calls with 

those necessary for mobile operating systems, Adobe AIR is by no means sufficient to convert 

social games on Facebook.com into competitive iOS or Android games.  I have experience with 

Adobe AIR across half a dozen Facebook games which we attempted to adapt to mobile.  The 
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additional cost and complexity in adding these new devices, platforms, and channels to the 

responsibility of the studio managing the original Facebook game were significant and in almost 

all cases, we were forced to hire additional specialists in these areas and retain the services of 

third party specialized development companies that had experience in this domain.   

34. Based on my experience, redoing and redeploying a competitive iOS and Android 

game from the version played on Facebook using third party tools like Adobe’s AIR platform 

required, on average, 30-40% of the resources required of the Facebook game over 9 months, 

plus the use of external development studios that provided support on the implementation and 

management of the Adobe extensions used to handle the social and community functions 

necessary to bridge the user’s experience between and among the social and mobile platforms.  

This cost was typically an additional 10-15% of the monthly mobile development budget.  Of 

course, this does not include the additional marking budget required to launch the game on 

mobile platforms, nor does it include the incremental resources necessary, once the games are 

live, to manage Quality Assurance (QA), deployments, Customer Service (CS), and Community 

Management (CM) for the different games available across the various devices one needs to 

support on mobile platforms.  Developers incur these additional (to what would be required only 

to operate the game on Facebook) costs even in circumstances where the games available on 

different platforms have the same name and even when they are allegedly considered “cross-

platform” or compatible in some respects between platforms like Facebook and Apple iOS.   

35. Maintaining persistent states of game accounts between and among devices or 

platforms, balancing gameplay, recording and fixing bugs, and managing CS/CM needs for these 

“cross-platform” games often places additional burdens on development teams, beyond the 

approximations I’ve listed above.  For example, if the first three levels of the mobile version of a 
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Facebook game have a 5 minute average play session and a 75% average completion rate, but the 

Facebook version records 10 minute session lengths with a 50% average completion rate for 

those same levels, the developer must adjust the reward system, level of difficulty, bonus values, 

modifiers of any in-game items which could effect performance in those levels, etc.  Often, these 

system changes lead to development or art changes: levels are added or changed, art assets may 

be modified to reflect revised function or form, prices of items in the stores will need to be 

modified as well.  All these changes need to be tested, released, and then verified once they are 

live.  Their impact in the games may be monitored hourly by dedicated Product Managers, and 

often data regarding the release will indicate further “tuning” is required.  Maintaining this level 

of compatibility and parity for cross-platform games is non-trivial and its implications are 

ignored in Mr. Crook’s report. 

36. Mr. Crook also over-emphasizes the prevalence of Unity.  Since its inception, 

Flash has been the dominant environment in which to develop Facebook games.   

28 and Adobe 

reports that 24 of the top 25 Facebook games are built using Flash technology.29 

37. According to a penetration study conducted by Millward Brown, Adobe Flash had 

a 99% penetration on PC web browsers as of July 2011, the same month that Facebook instituted 

                                                            
28    

 
29   Adobe Flash runtimes/Statistics, ADOBE.COM, 
http://www.adobe.com/products/Flashruntimes/statistics.html (last visited Dec. 7, 2016).   
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the mandate regarding Facebook Credits.30  In June 2010, Google and Adobe jointly announced 

that Flash support would come built into Google’s Chrome browser.31   

38.  In April 2013, Unity announced that it would sunset Flash deployment licenses.32  

And in May 2015, Google disabled NPAPI support in its Chrome browser, making the Unity 

Web Player effectively incompatible with anyone using that browser.33  

39. Additionally, developing with Unity presents a major source of friction – users 

needed to install the Unity Plug-In for use within the Facebook Platform.  For those users who 

would access Facebook from their schools, their work, Internet café, or other environment that 

did not have the Unity Plug-In, installing the Unity Plug-In was a non-starter.  Administrative 

privileges would be required to download and install the plug-in. 

40. Due it in part to this friction, the drop off rate for Unity plug-in installation was 

reported to be very high,34 and developers using Unity to develop simultaneously for 

Facebook.com and mobile operating systems never took off (even if they use Unity today for 

development on iOS and Android).35  Upon review of hundreds of games listed on Unity’s 

                                                            
30  Adobe Flash Platform runtimes/Statistics: PC penetration, ADOBE.COM, 
http://www.adobe.com/in/products/Flashplatformruntimes/statistics.html (last visited Dec. 7, 
2016).  
31   Robin Wauters, Google Chrome Now Comes with Flash Built In, TECHCRUNCH (June 25, 
2010), https://techcrunch.com/2010/06/25/google-chrome-Flash/; Chrome Help, GOOGLE.COM 
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/142064?hl=en (last visited Dec. 7, 2016) ("Chrome 
comes with plugins to run Flash and PDF content.  Chrome no longer works with NPAPI 
plugins, so websites that use plugins like Silverlight, Java, and Unity might not work on 
Chrome.”).  
32  David Helgason, Sunsetting Flash, UNITY3D.COM (Apr. 23, 2013),   
https://blogs.unity3d.com/2013/04/23/sunsetting-Flash/. 
33   Randy Spong, Web Publishing Following Chrome NPAPI Depreciation, UNITY3D.COM (May 
28, 2015), https://blogs.unity3d.com/2015/05/28/web-publishing-following-chrome-npapi-
deprecation/.  
34   See FB_0500753 at FB_0500753 (discussing "one developer who tried to build a 3D game 
based on the Unity3D engine but couldn't get enough people to install the plugin. We know how 
challenging this is from the FB plug-in standpoint.").  
35   How many Facebook games have been built on Unity/3D? 
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“Made with Unity” website, I did not find any current Facebook games that were made using 

Unity.36   

41. The few examples of Facebook games developed with Unity confirms that cross-

platform development tools were not as ubiquitous, or at least did not minimize the challenges 

between developing for social game networks and other platforms, as Mr. Crook suggests.  

Further, because the vast majority of games on social game networks have always been, and 

continue to be, written in Flash,37 it is plainly not as simple as Mr. Crook suggests for developers 

to build games for both Facebook.com and mobile operating systems.   

E. Virtual Currency Services Offered on Social Game Networks are 
Fundamentally Different than Monetization Services on Other Platforms 

42. Contrary to Mr. Crook's assertions in paragraphs 89-90, the “underlying 

components of the offer wall” are not “basically the same across platforms.”38  In fact,  

 

 

 

 

39  Mr. Crook improperly minimizes these “form factor differences,” as he 

does for social game developers considering making the switch to mobile operating system 

games.  Most importantly, monetization techniques differed due to the unique aspects of those 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

And thus, require the Unity plugin?, QUORA.COM (Feb. 11, 2014), https://www.quora.com/How-
many-Facebook-games-have-been-built-on-Unity-3D (“At the moment Unity only lists 6 games 
in their Gallery that are on Facebook…”).   
36   The filtering functionality on the website, https://unity3d.com/showcase/gallery/games, was 
not working as of December 7, 2016.   
37    

. 
38   Crook Report ¶ 90.  
39     
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games and users.  As discussed in more detail in Section VII(B)(4) below, differences in games 

lead to different optimal monetization services across social game network and other platforms.  

43. For example, typical offer ads, like surveys or signing up for Netflix, were well-

suited for desktops where users had large screens and could easily toggle between the offer ad 

screen and the game (upon completion of the ad’s requirements).  Additionally, mobile users 

who are often on-the-go are less likely to be inclined to fill out long surveys or provide a lot of 

information. 

44. On the other hand, video ads became popular on mobile phones because they 

were an effective means of marketing mobile games and applications to users while they were on 

their device.  Due to the limited real estate on phones, banners and right-rail ads like those seen 

on Facebook faced performance difficulty.  Mobile ad networks, like those mentioned in my 

report, quickly embraced take-over video units that players were shown as part of the game-load 

or at intervals in their gameplay.  These video ad units were often used by the same developer as 

a way to market their game and to make money from non-paying users.  Video ads shown on 

loading screens and between levels also exist on Facebook, though they are primarily used for 

traditional brand advertising, as opposed to the promotion of other games, as is the case still on 

mobile.  

V. MOBILE OPERATING SYSTEMS ARE NOT VALID ALTERNATIVE 
DISTRIBUTION PLATFORMS 

A. Mr. Crook’s Analysis Suffers from Hindsight and Survivorship Bias 

45. Mr. Crook’s examples and statistics routinely focus on the state of games today, 

and wholly fails to answer the question of what alternatives, if any, social game developers had 

available to them in 2011 when Facebook implemented its anticompetitive virtual currency 

services policy, or from any period between 2011 and prior to June 2015, where his analysis 
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appears to begin.  Mr. Crook’s examples are tainted by survivorship and hindsight bias, using the 

current membership set rather than the membership set at the relevant points in time to determine 

whether developers had the ability to build social games on alternative platforms.   

46. Further, Mr. Crook fails to address the significant difficulties faced by social 

game developers on Facebook.com in 2011 moving off Facebook.com, such as developing for 

mobile operating systems, as I discussed in detail in Section X.F. of my opening report.  Game 

developers had to expend substantial time, effort, and resources to make new games to take 

advantage of the increasing popularity of mobile operating systems and devices.40  Only the 

social game developers that were able to refashion their business to develop for mobile operating 

systems were apparently considered by Mr. Crook, ignoring all of the developers that went out of 

business due to their inability to shift resources to a new mobile product.   

B. Mr. Crook improperly Conflates Free-to-Play and Social Games 

47. Mr. Crook’s failure to properly differentiate among the various types of “free-to-

play” models underscores his misunderstanding of the relevant market.  There is an important 

difference between those models that have partial versions or content available to play for free, 

but then users must pay to unlock or access additional content (e.g. to play beyond the first five 

levels), which is more typical on mobile and PC-based games, and models that rely solely on the 

optional purchase of virtual goods and currency to generate revenue, which is more typical on 

social game networks.  

48. The later model utilizes in-game purchases where all games can be played for free 

and all content can be accessed without payment, provided users have the time or skill to invest, 

but users can pay money to reduce wait times, consume content more quickly, or increase the 

chance of winning in competitive games.  This business approach was made popular by 
                                                            
40   See, e.g., Hawkins Dep. 46:3-10, 105:4-17. 
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developers for social game networks that had to integrate a substantial number of non-payers into 

their financial model and fully funded their games through those users who would purchase 

virtual goods and currency.41  The innovation of the free-to-play model that developed from 

social games networks was particularly well-suited to an environment that relied primarily on 

social distribution and virality.42  

49. Further, this model was not typically available in the other PC game platforms 

Mr. Crook cites as alternatives to Facebook, such as Kongregate or Steam.  Steam games are 

available for trial or demo purposes, but then must be purchased by the consumer.  Furthermore, 

some Steam games do feature additional content like maps and levels that can be purchased "a la 

carte."  Similarly, Kongregate games were available for free, but users could purchase and spend 

its currency, "Kreds," to unlock items or functionality in certain games.  These models differed 

from the free-to-play model which dominated the Facebook ecosystem, as indicated in my initial 

report. 

50. Finally, because social networking games rely on viral discovery, community, and 

re-engagement tools for a significant portion of their installs and retention, as mentioned in my 

opening report, many of the most effective ways in which developers used these tools for 

discovery and engagement created incentives and exchanges of value between players to 

encourage community interaction.  Since many game players did not spend money in the game, 

developers needed a “soft currency” with which players could interact freely within the platform.  

This created an increasingly complex series of in game economies that developers needed to 

                                                            
41   See Crook Report ¶ 34 ("A key premise of the free-to-play business model is that developers 
can achieve a large enough customer based that only a small percentage of customers need to 
buy premium features for the product to be economically viable.").  
42   Ravi Mehta, Cracking the Mainstream: Why Social Gaming is More Than Just a Fad, 
MASHABLE (Nov. 19, 2010), http://mashable.com/2010/11/19/social-gaming-
mainstream/#_clfPu1ukkqA. 
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manage in order to maintain the appropriate balance of soft and hard currencies in games, as well 

as their relationship to in-game assets.  

C. Numerous Differences Exist Between Social Games and Mobile Devices  

51. As explained in detail in Section VI my opening report, the differences in game 

play patterns (e.g. time per session), game architecture, monetization and revenue models, user 

acquisition, marketing and distribution, and user retention, among other differences, make 

developing for social gaming networks and for mobile networks radically different.  In each area 

listed above, developers must adjust game features accordingly to be successful.  Mr. Crook does 

not meaningfully respond to any of these points in his report.  As outlined in other sections of my 

opening report and this report, the time, cost, and risk of adapting social games from Facebook to 

mobile ecosystems on iOS and Android was material and not appreciably different than the time, 

cost, and risk of developing original mobile games from “scratch.” 

52. Mr. Crook attempts to obscure these differences by listing out the “social 

features” available on mobile games.  However, many of the “social features” cited by Mr. 

Crook, such as playing with other people, do not necessarily make a game a “social game” as 

that term is understood in the industry.  In other words, just because some social channels are 

available does not mean that they were effective channels for discovery (distribution and user 

acquisition) or re-engagement (retention).  And just because other platforms have multiple games 

does not mean that a gamer on other platforms is playing with his social network of friends, 

irrespective of whether those friends have pre-designated interest in playing games.43  Mr. Crook 

ignores user acquisition and engagement as part of his analysis, and in doing so is essentially 
                                                            
43   FB_0152805 at FB_0152807 ("The vast majority of people who play these games don't 
consider themselves gamers and would not go out of their way to play games. If they had to go to 
a separate site to play games, they just wouldn't do it and they'd stop playing the games. That's 
why these game companies like Zynga need to be in an environment like ours rather than 
building out their own websites.").  
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conducting only a high level, superficial analysis of games on mobile operating systems and on 

Facebook.com. 

53. As Mark Zuckerberg has explained, 

as a design principle, the best social applications have social context about what 
your friends are doing spread throughout the experience rather than concentrated 
in one area that you have to navigate to.  Social applications are all about 
generating discovery and awareness of what your friends are doing.  In a way, it's 
like the opposite of search.  You perform a search when you know what you're 
looking for.  Social context is most valuable when you don't even realize you're 
looking for anything at all….Most people rarely ever think to themselves "I want 
to go to a place where I can see what my friends think about X" but if that 
information is right in front of them it becomes extremely valuable.44 
 
54. Having operated and managed game studios for more than ten years, conversed 

with executives at most of the companies mentioned in this case, examined the discovery in this 

case, and conducted investigations for the purposes of my report, I can say that Mr. Crook’s 

superficial analysis of all platforms as a largely permeable set of channels between which games 

can effortlessly be moved between is simply untrue. 

55. In addition, Mr. Crook misunderstands ¶ 201 of my opening report.  In that 

section I describe the dearth of games that are the “same” on Facebook Canvas and mobile 

operating systems.  Successful game developers with significant resources may publish their 

games (or at least different games) on multiple platforms.45  But Mr. Crook’s pivot from my 

opinion about the lack of developers publishing the same game on multiple platforms to those 

developers who, today, may using multiple platforms for a different game (or even a similar 

game) skirts the issues I address in Section X.A. of my opening report.   

56. The data from Dr. Carlton’s report showing the top twenty mobile games further 

supports my opinion, which Dr. Crook fails to address: only half of the top twenty games on iOS 

                                                            
44   FB_0152805 at FB_0152806. 
45   Crook Report ¶ 79.  
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even have games of the same name on Facebook.46  The same is true for the top twenty Android 

games.47  Even then, evaluating the existence of games of the same name on different platforms 

does not take into account incremental and additional costs, effort, knowhow, and risk involved 

in launching games on other platforms as a reaction to a change in the viability of games on 

Facebook Platform as a result of the policies at issue in this case, or otherwise. 

57. In addition, I have conducted an analysis of the top 30 grossing games on 

Facebook.com, Google Android, and Apple iOS in the United States as of November 20, 2016,48 

and December 7, 2016.49 The overlap between Facebook and the mobile operating systems is 

small compared to the overlap between Android and iOS, demonstrating the same games are not 

successful on mobile devices and social gaming networks: 

 November 20, 2016 
Overlap of Facebook and Google Android Top 30 Grossing Games 6 (20%) 
Overlap of Facebook and Apple iOS Top 30 Grossing Games 5 (17%) 
Overlap of Google Android and Apple iOS Top 30 Grossing Games 22 (73%) 
  

 December 7, 2016 
Overlap of Facebook and Google Android Top 30 Grossing Games 6 (20%) 
Overlap of Facebook and Apple iOS Top 30 Grossing Games 4 (13%) 
Overlap of Google Android and Apple iOS Top 30 Grossing Games 20 (67%) 

Sources: AppAnnie and Facebook.com.  

58. Finally, Mr. Crook is improperly equating presence on multiple platforms with 

interchangeability of those platforms.  Mr. Crook ignores the fact that a game developer may 

want to target different users available through different channels, or even the same user, but 

during a different time of the day (e.g., Facebook Canvas while he user is at work, school, or on 

                                                            
46   Carlton Report ¶ 78 and Table 2.  
47   Carlton Report ¶ 79 and Table 3. 
48   See Ex. B to this Report. 
49   See Ex. C to this Report. 
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his or her desktop PC in the evening; mobile operating systems when the user is on the bus or 

train and in transit, or during his or her lunch break).50  The fact that some developers produce 

games on multiple platforms does not show that all platforms are viewed in the same way, or that 

a developer can simply switch development from one to the other.  For the developers that have 

enough resources to put games on multiple platforms, they often do so to access different users 

or to get current users to spend more time playing their games.  That is, they target multiple 

platforms to make more money.    

D. Game developers did not transition from Facebook.com to mobile operating 
systems  

59. If Mr. Crook was correct about mobile operating systems being so similar to 

social game networks, the dominant game developers on Facebook.com (and previously, 

Myspace) would have become the dominant game developers on mobile operating systems.  That 

never happened. 

60. The largest game developers on Facebook in 2010 and 2011 were unable to 

successfully transition development or their businesses from social game networks to mobile 

operating systems.51  Of Zynga, Crowdstar, RockYou, Playdom (acquired by Disney, and later 

shut down), and Playfish (acquired by EA, and later shut down), as of November 23, 2016, none 

of them had a game among the top 20 grossing games on iOS, according to AppAnnie. 

                                                            
50   See Grant Report ¶ 200; Tom Curtis, Kabam expands to mobile with new Kingdoms of 
Camelot title, gamasutra.com (Mar. 1, 2012), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/163516/Kabam_expands_to_mobile_with_new_Kingdom
s_of_Camelot_title.php (“[T]he mobile version of Kingdoms of Camelot will not offer any 
connectivity with the existing Facebook game. According to Kabam, this segmented approach 
made the most logistical sense, as the audiences on each platform are quite different….we did a 
consumer insight gamer study last year that showed that there isn't a lot of overlap between web 
and mobile for us in terms of our users right now.”). 
51   See e.g., Grant Report ¶ 239 (Crowdstar), ¶ 240-41 (RockYou),  ¶ 248-49 (Zynga), ¶ 250 
(Playfish), ¶ 251 (Playdom).  
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61. For those that were eventually successful, the transition took significant time and 

resources.  Even Mr. Crook admits that the first Facebook game to become interoperable across 

platforms, Bubble Witch Saga, did not do so until July 2012, one year after Facebook made the 

use of Credits for virtual currency services a condition for accessing the Platform.52  According 

to Dr. Carlton's Table 2, of the developers who created the top 20 free-to-play iOS games not a 

single one was created by a developer that was dominant on Facebook prior to and at the time of 

Facebook's mandate.53 54  

62. Although not a “head” developer, Kabam did create top games on Facebook55 and 

subsequently saw success on mobile operating systems.56  Yet, when it began developing games 

on mobile in 2012, it largely did so through a new mobile-adapted strategy, including the use of 

licensed intellectual property such as Star Wars: Uprising, Marvel Contest of Champions, Fast 

& Furious: Legacy, Wartune, and Angel Alliance.57  Where Kabam did re-use the same 

Facebook franchises to create a mobile game, such as Kingdoms of Camelot, those games were 

re-developed using new and different programming languages and entirely different development 

studios.  The games were launched as new games on iOS and Android.58 

                                                            
52   Crook Report ¶ 80.  
53   Carlton Report ¶ 78.  
54   This excludes Electronic Art's game, Madden NFL Mobile, as this was not a Playfish game.  
55  Grant Report ¶ 242.  
56   Carlton Report ¶ 78. 
57   See Motek Moyen, Disney's Licensing Deal With Kabam Is A Template For Success, 
SEEKINGALPHA.COM (Aug. 10, 2015), http://seekingalpha.com/article/3421746-disneys-licensing-
deal-with-kabam-is-a-template-for-success; Rachel Weber, Kabam: Licensing to thrill, 
GAMESINDUSTRY.BIZ (Aug. 13, 2014), http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2014-08-13-kabam-
licensing-to-thrill.  
58   See, e.g., Tom Curtis, Kabam expands to mobile with new Kingdoms of Camelot title, 
GAMASUTRA.COM (Mar. 1, 2012), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/163516/Kabam_expands_to_mobile_with_new_Kingdom
s_of_Camelot_title.php.  
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E. Mr. Crook Misunderstands the Rise of the iOS App Store 

63.  In his report, Mr. Crook opines that that the rise of iOS was a result of Apple’s 

policy to permit in-app purchases.59  I disagree.  As I explained in detail in Section IX of my 

report, the iOS and Andriod operating systems were natural outgrowths of feature phones.  Over 

time, feature phone users upgraded their legacy devices to new smartphones from Apple and 

Google, lured by the large screens, touch capabilities, and array of applications available on 

these devices.  Many of these upgrades were subsidized by wireless carriers in exchange for 

service contract commitments from the user.  As users had become accustomed to buying 

applications (including games) merchandized on their phone in a digital storefront and paying for 

the purchases by adding the charges to their monthly wireless bill, these users easily replicated 

this behavior on their smartphones: the only change being that the storefront and billing were 

managed by Apple and Google themselves as compared to Verizon and AT&T, as had been the 

case in the past.  This explains why, as Mr. Crook notes, mobile games “started as premium 

downloads generally priced at $0.99.”60  It also explains why many of the developers referenced 

by Mr. Crook as the top mobile developers were not the top social game network developers.  In 

fact, many of the developers listed failed on Facebook or never created games for Facebook.  I 

go through each in turn.  

64. Gameloft was a successful feature phone developer that licensed major 

intellectual property.61  It had a development studio system that allowed it to localize and 

                                                            
59   Crook Report ¶ 99. 
60   Crook Report ¶ 100.  
61   Gameloft, Reference Document, p. 12 (2012), available at 
http://media01.gameloft.com/web_mkt/corporateV2/pdf/en/GAMELOFT-
DOCUMENT_DE_REFERENCE_2012_(D13-0478).pdf (“partnership agreements with major 
rights holders such as Disney•Pixar, Mattel®, Hasbro®, FOX®, Universal, Marvel®, DC 
Comics, and Sega allow Gameloft to associate its games with the biggest international brands: 
Spider-Man, Cars, Playmobil, Iron Man, UNO, Ice Age, My Little Pony, the NFL, etc”).  
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translate to smartphone app stores.  Gameloft began developing for Facebook.com in 2011 and 

stopped development that same year.62 

65. Glu Mobile, a public company, was another successful feature phone developer 

that developed for mobile operating systems.63  Glu Mobile was also a successful game licensor, 

including of PopCap games.  Glu Mobile did release two games on Facebook in 2011, Gun Bros 

and Eternity Warriors, but did not report any revenue outside of feature phone or smartphone 

games.  These games were taken off of Facebook in 2012 as Glu Mobile focused its efforts on 

mobile operating systems.64  

66. Rovio was a free-to-play game developer that never seriously could implement a 

virtual economy business model, preventing it from succeeding on Facebook.  In 2010, Rovio 

attempted to create a version of Angry Birds, a successful title on mobile operating systems, for 

Facebook.com.  This did not go smoothly, and took far longer than expected.  As Peter 

Vasterback, the former Chief Marketing Officer and Brand Commissioner of Rovio stated in 

March 2011, “You can’t take an experience that works in one environment and one ecosystem 

and force-feed it onto another. . . . It’s like Zynga.  They can’t just take Farmville and throw it on 

mobile and see what sticks.  The titles that have been successful for them on mobile are the ones 

they’ve built from the ground up for the platform.”65  Mr. Vasterback added that “successful 

game needs to be built from the ground up for each platform.”66   

                                                            
62   Id. at 15.  
63  Glu Mobile, Annual Report (Form 10-K), p. 46 (Mar. 21, 2011), available at 
 http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=207033&p=irol-sec, (shows revenue split between 
feature phones (majority) and smart phones (minority)); Glu Mobile, Annual Report (Form 10-
K), p. 54 (Mar. 14, 2012), available at http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=207033&p=irol-sec (shows nearly even revenue split between 
smartphone and feature phone).  
64   Id.  
65   Rovio Has Been Working On The Facebook Version of Angry Birds For A Year, SOCIAL 

TIMES (Mar. 13, 2011), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/rovio-angry-birds-
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67. Bringing Angry Birds to Facebook required “the game’s engine to be rewritten in 

the all-new Flash 11.”67  Angry Birds was supposed to be released on Facebook in May 2011.  

Due to the differences in mobile operating system and social game network development, the 

game was not released until 2012.  In September 2011, after failing to bring the Facebook 

version of Angry Birds to market (despite Rovio’s successes on mobile operating systems), 

Rovio was forced to hire a new lead programmer,  Ville Koskela, who had experience 

programming in ActionScript and Flash.68  Angry Birds Friends on Facebook was ultimately 

released with additional “social” elements and the ability to purchase virtual goods, two 

cornerstones of social games.69   

68. Games developed by Storm8 and Capcom were never successful on Facebook.  

Therefore, their success on the iPhone does not appear to weigh on whether mobile was an 

alternative for Facebook.com.  Additionally, when Storm8 first launched a few of its game on 

Facebook in October 2011, it did not allow for in-app Point purchases.70   

69. PopCap Games was a developer of “try before you buy” games for the PC that 

originally licensed its games for mobile and other platforms.  After it developed a hit game 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

facebook/507443?red=im (“Like many social gaming companies who have tried to move from 
the Facebook platform to mobile, going in the reverse direction is also challenging. Popcap 
Games has been the one exceptional success with Bejeweled Blitz, although others like Bolt 
Creative have tried with titles like Pocket God.  Glu Mobile is a more recent entrant; it brought 
its popular action title Gun Bros to Facebook earlier this year.”) (emphasis added).   
66   Richard Sheperd, Bringing Angry Birds To Facebook, SMASHINGMAGAZINE.COM (Feb. 22, 
2013), https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2013/02/bringing-angry-birds-facebook/.  
67   Id. 
68   Id.    
69  Id. (“Those two magic words, “social” and “monetize.”  This is perhaps one of the main 
draws of Facebook for Rovio.”).  I note that Rovio had to add these design elements into the 
game even though Facebook Connect and in-app purchases were available on mobile operating 
systems.  It’s just that Rovio saw no business need to include these in its mobile version games. 
70   Storm8 Games, now on Facebook!, STORM8.COM (Oct. 11, 2011), 
http://blog.storm8.com/post/11333120959/storm8-games-now-on-facebook.   
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Bejeweled (with different Facebook and mobile versions), it was ultimately purchased by EA for 

$1 billion.71  EA further focused on mobile games when it acquired JAMDAT, another major 

feature phone developer, and became “EA mobile,” a studio focused on making games for 

mobile phones.  JAMDAT/EA Mobile was the original mobile game developer licensee of 

PopCap’s core franchise Bejeweled. 

70. Digital Chocolate was originally a feature phone developer that released its hit 

Facebook game, Millionaire City, in multiple channels.  However, as explained by Digital 

Chocolate’s former CEO, the game was not really the same across platforms, nor was it 

interoperable across platforms.72  In contrast, Digital Chocolate was able to port its most 

successful feature phone games to smartphones.73  

71. Crowdstar, as explained above, struggled in the aftermath of the imposition of 

Facebook Credits, and the impact it had for developing on social game networks like Facebook.  

Contrary to Mr. Crook’s characterization, Crowdstar’s first release of its itGirl game was a 

failure.74  The fact that Crowdstar succeeded with a different game on mobile operating systems 

                                                            
71   Leena Rao, EA Buys PopCap Games for As Much As $1.3B, TECHCRUNCH.COM (Jul. 12, 
2011), https://techcrunch.com/2011/07/12/confirmed-ea-buys-popcap-games-for-750-million-
plus-earn-out/. 
72 Hawkins Dep. 117:20-118:19 (“Q.  Is there any point that you did have the same games on 
both mobile and Facebook? A.  It was a lot of work, but eventually, for example, we thought it 
would be a good idea to bring Millionaire City, which had been very successful on Facebook, to 
mobile.  And we tried to use technology leverage to do that quickly, and we learned a very 
important lesson, which is that that didn't really work, so it wasn't very good, that execution for 
iPhone wasn't very good.  It didn't perform very well, and we realized that if you were going to 
make an iPhone game, it was going to have to be a native game kind of built from scratch. And 
the company began to take that challenge more seriously, but it was a big struggle. Q. Is that the 
only game that was cross-platform? A. It wasn't really cross-platform.  Well, I should say it was 
not interoperable.· It's not the same game where I can choose to come in and have a session on 
the PC through Facebook, and then I can leave the office and go wait for the bus and pull out my 
phone and log back into the same game and pick up where I left off. That would be an 
interoperable game.· We didn't have those.· They are still actually, in fact, rare, even today.”).  
73   Hawkins Dep. 24:6-8. 
74   Grant Report ¶ 239.  
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 does 

not bear on whether mobile operating systems were an adequate substitute for Facebook 

Platform at any given point, and in fact tends to show that development or business models for 

games on the Facebook Platform and mobile operating systems are not the same or even similar.  

72. Kabam, like Crowdstar, could not substitute its Facebook development for mobile 

operating system development.  Kabam’s mobile games were different than its Facebook games, 

and were not launched until 2012.75 

73. For each of these developers, the games that succeeded on Facebook were not the 

same as the games that succeeded on mobile, if they had any.  Further, success on mobile was 

not immediate and it took significant time, cost, and effort to redesign or develop new games.

                                                            
75  Grant Report at ¶ 242.  
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VI. MR. CROOK’S OTHER ALLEGED GAMING PLATFORMS ARE NOT 
ALTERNATIVES TO SOCIAL GAME NETWORKS  

74. Throughout his report, Mr. Crook identifies a number of gaming “platforms” 

which he contends are alternatives to Facebook.com for game developers or virtual currency 

service providers, including Tencent’s QQ76 and WeChat,77 VKontakte,78 Line,79 Mixi,80 

Steam,81 Kongregate,82 Miniclip,83 Pogo,84 King.com,85 Gaia Online,86 and Battle.Net.87 

75. For the reasons stated in my opening report, and for the reasons stated below, I 

disagree with Mr. Crook’s opinion that these platforms were or are alternatives to Facebook due 

to the significant distinguishing characteristics of social game networks, which they are not. 

76. Furthermore, were these other platforms economically viable alternatives for the 

development community that was impacted by Facebook's policies, publicly-available evidence 

would corroborate Mr. Crook’s assessment.  One would find the same games available for, and 

succeeding on, Tencent, WeChat, VKontakte, Line, Mixi, Steam, Kongregate, Miniclip, Pogo, 

and the others.  Publically available information, research, my experience in the industry, and 

common wisdom do not provide evidence that would substantiate Mr. Crook's conclusions. 

A. Mr. Crook Ignores Territorial Differences 

77. Mr. Crook’s analysis of these supposed alternatives to Facebook.com ignores the 

fact that geographic differences create even further challenges for a game developer (or virtual 

                                                            
76   Crook Report ¶¶ 29, 64, 70, 139, 142, 165,167. 
77   Crook Report ¶¶ 70, 107, 167. 
78   Crook Report ¶¶ 64, 107, 142, 145, 166. 
79   Crook Report ¶¶ 64, 107, 140.  
80   Crook Report ¶¶ 107, 141.  
81   Crook Report ¶¶ 38, 41, 66, 84, 87, 108, 139, 142, 151, 157-163.  
82   Crook Report ¶¶ 66, 84, 108, 127, 139, 142, 145, 151, 157-159, 162, 164.  
83   Crook Report ¶ 167. 
84   Crook Report ¶ 167. 
85   Crook Report ¶¶ 24, 28, 30, 39, 52, 74, 80, 91,108, 151. 
86   Crook Report ¶ 74. 
87   Crook Report ¶¶ 52, 74, 155.  
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currency services provider) to operate on these platforms.  In each geography, a game developer 

will be targeting a different demographic.  Therefore, game developers were required to do 

custom language, game porting, cultural support, marketing, and so on.  These custom 

modifications had to be done every time a developer would add new features or content to a 

game.  Further, it would require customer support, community management, pricing solutions, 

billing solutions, quality assurance, API management, and a host of other functions. 

78. It is true that game developers on Facebook.com may attempt to publish the same 

game (or similar games) on multiple platforms.88  However, this requires a lot of technical work 

as translating games is typically not enough, and, as I have made clear in my opening and this 

reply report, these platforms are different in many crucial respects. 

79. Based on my knowledge and investigation of Facebook developers including at 

least Zynga, Playdom, Playfish, Crowdstar, Digital Chocolate, Kabam, LOLApps, and 50Cubes, 

I am aware of no evidence that any Facebook Platform developer from 2007 to present was able 

to successfully transition to, or replace with, its Facebook Platform business, any of the foreign, 

aggregator, MMO, or standalone websites referred to by Mr. Crook.  Nor has Mr. Crook 

presented any evidence that any developer was viewed these other platforms as sufficient 

alternatives. 

80. As evidenced by the lack of overlap between the largest game developers on 

Facebook.com and the supposed “alternative” gaming platforms identified in Section (B) below, 

Mr. Crook’s “write one-publish anywhere” mantra is unsupported by the facts in this case and 

my investigation.   

 
                                                            
88   While at RockYou, I personally worked on three separate deals to try to expand RockYou’s 
games outside of the United States.  Those deals combined did not convert into 1/10 the business 
on Facebook. 
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B. Mr. Crook’s Examples are Not Alternatives 

1. Tencent (QQ and WeChat)– social network 

81. Tencent’s QQ is a prominent social network and instant messaging application in 

China, where Facebook is banned.89  In that respect, QQ and Facebook do not compete for the 

same sets of users.  Furthermore, QQ’s website and gaming websites are not easily available in 

any non-Chinese language, even if accessed outside of the United States.90 

82. WeChat is a mobile messaging application with integrated apps.  WeChat is not 

an alternative to Facebook Platform for the same reasons set forth in my opening report 

explaining why mobile operating systems are not an alternative to Platform. 

83. In addition, unlike Facebook, Tencent’s properties are not open to all third party 

application developers.  For example, Tencent did not announce an “open platform” approach for 

third party mobile application developers until January 2014.91  In addition, Tencent has been 

known to work primarily (or exclusively) with developers in China.  Developers’ ability to 

publish apps on the various Tencent properties have been more limited, with Tencent typically 

investing in or purchasing these developers outright.92 

                                                            
89   Furio Fu, The list of blocked websites in China, SAPOREDICINA.COM (Feb. 17, 2016), 
http://www.saporedicina.com/english/list-of-blocked-websites-in-china/.  
90   See QQ, http://game.qq.com/ (last visited Dec. 7, 2016); QQ, http://qqgame.qq.com/ (last 
visited Dec. 7, 2016).   
91   Catherine Shu, Tencent Launches New Mobile Open Platform Initiative Ahead Of Alibaba’s 
IPO, TECHCRUNCH.COM (Jan. 16, 2014) https://techcrunch.com/2014/01/16/tencents-launches-
new-mobile-open-platform-initiative-ahead-of-alibabas-ipo/.   
92   Paul Mozur and Mark Scott, Tencent Bids for Gaming Empire in Deal for Developer of Clash 
of Clans, NYTIMES.COM (Jun. 21, 2016), 
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/22/business/dealbook/tencent-softcell-softbank-
deal.html?_r=0; Tracey Xiang, Tencent Has Invested $2 bn in Overseas Markets. Here's the List, 
TECHNODE.COM (Oct. 23, 2013), http://technode.com/2013/10/23/tencent-has-invested-2-bn-
dollars-in-overseas-markets-here-is-the-list/; Daniel Van Boom, League of Legends' Riot Games 
now completely owned by China's Tencent, CNET.COM (Dec. 16, 2015), 
https://www.cnet.com/news/league-of-legends-maker-riot-games-now-completely-owned-by-
chinas-tencent/.  
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2. VKontakte 

84. VKontakte (VK) is a Russian-based, Russian-focus social network.  Given its 

intense Russia-focus, VK does not even fully translate its application landing page into foreign 

languages.93 

85. I am not aware of any discovery in this case, or evidence from my own 

investigation, suggesting that any Facebook.com developers (now or prior to July 2011) saw VK 

as a reasonable alternative, or vice versa. 

3. Line and Mixi 

86. Line and Mixi are the makers of mainly Japan-focused, mobile instant messaging 

applications.  Since at least 2012, the number of active users has paled in comparison to that on 

Facebook.com.94 

87. Line builds a mobile messenger, which has very limited (if any) feature overlap 

with Facebook.com, and it targets Japanese users.  Given Line’s mobile focus, in my opinion, it 

is not an alternative to Facebook Platform for the same reasons mobile operating systems are not. 

88. While Mixi has been around for a long time, it has never been a viable social 

game network.  For example, in 2010, Zynga launched a few new, rewritten games on Mixi.  It 

shut down these games within a year,95 and shut down its Japan office in January 2013.96 

                                                            
93   See Vkontakte, https://vk.com/apps (last visited Dec. 7, 2016). 
94   Compare Artyom Dogtiev, Line App Usage and Revenue Statistics,  BUSINESSOFAPPS.COM 
(Sept. 20, 2016), http://www.businessofapps.com/line-app-usage-and-revenue-statistics/ (Line 
had 170 million DAUs and 220 million DAUs in 2016) and Jonathan Espinosa, Facebook 
overtakes Japanese social network Mixi in Japan, ADWEEK.COM (Sept. 13, 2012), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/facebook-overtakes-japanese-social-network-mixi-in-
japan/284398 (“Mixi announced 14.53 million MAUs in June 2012, a drop from a reported 15.2 
million users in February.”) with Number of daily active Facebook users worldwide as of 3rd 
quarter 2016 (in millions), STATISTA.COM https://www.statista.com/statistics/346167/facebook-
global-dau/ (last visited Dec. 6, 2016) (showing Facebook’s DAUs growing from 372 million in 
2011 to 1.2 billion in 2016).  
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89. Given Line and Mixi’s Japanese focus, developers hoping to publish applications 

for them will need to become well-versed in the differences between Japanese and American 

culture, as well as Japanese character art, making it difficult for social game developers to move 

resources to those platforms. 

4. Steam, Kongregate, and MiniClip 

90. Mr. Crook discusses Steam and Kongregate in Section VIII(B)(1) of his report, 

and Miniclip in Section VIII(B)(2).  Steam, Kongregate, and Miniclip are merely application 

aggregator platforms that differ from social game networks in several key ways. 

91. First, unlike social game networks, Steam, Kongregate, and Miniclip, at their 

core, only attract users who are game-oriented.  In this respect, a developer choosing to publish a 

game on Steam, Kongregate, or Miniclip will only be attracting users who are specifically 

interested playing games.  In contrast, Facebook (and Myspace before it) offer a variety of 

services that attract gamers and non-gamers alike, providing game developers with an additional 

potential user base.97  Developers building games for social game networks therefore had to keep 

this broader audience in mind. 

92. Second, while Mr. Crook refers to supposed “social” functionality on Steam, 

these functionalities are all tied to the gaming environment itself.  Even where a user allows 
                                                                                                                                                                                                
95   Serkan Toto, Zynga Japan Shuts Down Farmville And Treasure Isle [Social Games], 
SERKANTOTO.COM (Jul. 13, 2011), http://www.serkantoto.com/2011/07/13/zynga-japan-mixi/ 
(“Zynga Japan yesterday announced it will shut down its first and second app launched on Mixi 
(Japan’s biggest social network) a few months ago, namely Farmville and Treasure Isle. The 
reason is simple and not surprising at all – if you’re familiar with the local market: almost 
nobody was playing the games.”) 
96   Serkan Toto, Zynga Japan To Close Down Next Month, SERKANTOTO.COM (Dec. 21, 2012), 
http://www.serkantoto.com/2012/12/21/zynga-japan-close-down/. 
97   FB_0152805 at FB_0152807 ("The vast majority of people who play these games don't 
consider themselves gamers and would not go out of their way to play games. If they had to go to 
a separate site to play games, they just wouldn't do it and they'd stop playing the games. That's 
why these game companies like Zynga need to be in an environment like ours rather than 
building out their own websites.").  
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Steam to tap into his or her Facebook friends list,98 Steam only displays those users with existing 

Steam accounts.  It is, therefore, not possible for a player to invite a Facebook friend to play a 

game unless that person also has a Steam account.  Kongregate, and Miniclip do not allow users 

to access their Facebook friends list, presumably because Facebook’s Platform Policies expressly 

forbid this.99 

93. Similarly, I disagree with Mr. Crook that Kongregate has a “strong community.”  

Even if Mr. Crook has evidence that Kongregate’s founders built it “to be both a social network 

and a game platform,” in my opinion, it is not a social network in any meaningful sense.  The 

same is true for Miniclip.  This is because these gaming sites did not allow users to create and 

link public profiles that were canvases with which to exchange information, messages, pictures, 

videos, and stories of their broader, real lives.  Kongregate, and the others, were game specific 

platforms and represented only that narrow facet of their users’ lives oriented toward gaming.  A 

game developer whose game ends up on Kongregate or Miniclip is not able to tap into the social 

connections that a particular user has with non-game users, and therefore take advantage of the 

social and viral elements of the social graph.  Other than sending messages, there is no known 

way to engage in those non-game activities typically a touchstone of social game networks, such 

as posting photos. 

94. Additionally, based on my investigation, Kongregate and Miniclip do not have 

any friend search functionality; in other words, there is no way to search for a user’s friend “John 

                                                            
98   See Crook Report ¶ 163. 
99   FB_0447905 at FB_0447911 (Facebook Platform Policy §9(2)(a) prohibits “[d]esktop web 
games off Faceboom.com” from using “connections such as friends lists.”); Ryan Dep. 225:24–
226:3 ("Q Okay. Maybe let me try to save time. In different ways, do each of these paragraphs, 
paragraphs 10, 11, 12, and 13, limit access to certain parts of – certain aspects of Facebook’s 
social graph outside of Facebook.com? A Yes.”). 
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Doe” using the name John Doe.  Instead, with functionality buried deep within the Kongregate 

and Miniclip websites, these platforms require a user to search by email address.100  

95. Additionally, Miniclip appears to be selective in the games published on its 

website.  It publishes games itself, and where it does accept a third party developer submission, it 

appears to remove almost all the branding from that developer, disabling the developer from 

communicating with, or driving further engagement, in any meaningful way.101 

96. Finally, while Steam has released certain free-to-play games, based on my 

investigation, these games still require download and installation (just like Steam’s retail game 

counterparts).    

5. Standalone Websites – Pogo, King.Com, and Battle.net 

97. Throughout his report, Mr. Crook also refers to Pogo, King.Com, and Battle.net 

as other platforms he contends might be alternatives to Facebook.com from a developer’s 

perspective.  I disagree that these websites bear any resemblance to Facebook.com (or 

previously, Myspace), or that they are alternatives for social game developers. 

98. Pogo, King.com, and Battle.net are “first party” websites, in that they do not 

present an opportunity for any of the developers other than the platform owners (Electronic Arts, 

King, and Blizzard, respectively) to publish games.  To my knowledge, these websites have not 

been used for publishing third party games in any way similar to that on Facebook.  Therefore, 

these are not “open platforms” by any sense of that word, as they are not a destination for third 

party developers to publish their games.  
                                                            
100  See Kongregate, http://www.kongregate.com/findyourfriends (last visited Dec. 7, 2016); 
Miniclip, https://www.miniclip.com/user/2048491283/friends/en/ (last visited Dec. 7, 2016).  
101   Miniclip’s website confirms that it licenses games from developers (rather than providing a 
platform for developers to publish games), and in fact may put its own branding on them. See 
Working With Us, MINICLIP.COM, http://corporate.miniclip.com/developers/working-with-us/ 
(last visited Dec. 7, 2016); Third Party Games, MINICLIP.COM, 
http://corporate.miniclip.com/developers/third-party-games/ (last visited Dec. 7, 2016).  
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99. Again, pursuant to Facebook’s policies, these websites cannot access a user’s 

Facebook friends list, and are examples of gaming destinations, rather than social game 

networks.  

C. Facebook Log-in And Other Features Are Not an Alternative for Social 
Games 

1. Facebook Log-In Does Not Provide Features of Social Games 

100. In paragraphs 65 to 69 of his report, Mr. Crook discusses Facebook Login-In, 

suggesting that it allows game developers and users to have the same experience outside of 

Facebook.com as on Facebook.com.  I disagree. 

101. As discussed in my opening report, access to Facebook Log-in (and previously 

Connect), and any associated friend invites and shared statuses, is not nearly as useful outside of 

Facebook.com as it is on Facebook.com.102  That is why mobile phones rely primarily on “top 

lists” and the App Store or Play Store, while social networking games have greater success with 

viral marketing and social distribution such as friends-based invitations, requests, or 

notifications.103  For a few reasons, mobile friend invites and notifications are not as effective on 

mobile as they are on Facebook.com.   

102. First, a status post made through a game connected to the social graph through 

Facebook Log-In or Connect does not show up on one of these supposed alternative “platforms”; 

a user must leave that platform, and enter Facebook’s social network, to even see them.  Further, 

                                                            
102   See Grant Report ¶ 49; see also Hawkins Dep. 121:3-7 (“Facebook Connect was a 
suggestion, it was an offer, it was a possibility about getting some benefit on the mobile side 
relating to Facebook, but the reality is that it’s just not the same.  You don’t get the same kind of 
benefits.”).  
103   See Grant Report ¶ 46.  
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Facebook’s policies prevent games off of Facebook from “indicat[ing] a person has installed, 

visited, or connected to your app.”104 

103. Additionally, to the extent Mr. Crook suggests that desktop aggregators like 

Kongregate have access to a user’s Friends list,105 he is mistaken.  As noted above, such access 

would be inconsistent with Facebook’s policies. 

104. Further, Mr. Crook’s claims that Facebook Log-in allows users to “continue 

games begun on Facebook.com” ignores reality.106  As Trip Hawkins, founder of Electronic Arts, 

The 3DO Company, and Digital Chocolate, explained in his deposition, truly interoperable 

games, “where I can choose to come in and have a session on the PC through Facebook, and then 

I can leave the office and go wait for the bus and pull out my phone and log back into the same 

game and pick up where I left off[,]…are still actually, in fact, rare, even today.”107  To the 

extent Mr. Crook suggests otherwise in paragraphs 91-94, his analysis again suffers from relying 

on exceptions to prove the rule.  

105. Although it is true, as Mr. Crook alleges in paragraph 66, that “game developers 

who do not publish any games on Facebook.com” can use Facebook Log-In, the benefits of 

Facebook Log-In are limited for such developers.  For example, the “Invitable Friends API” 

allows developers to suggest to users their friends who have not yet played the game, but who 

are most likely to be interested in playing the game.108  This is significantly more valuable to 

                                                            
104   FB_0447905 at FB_0447911 (Facebook Platform Policy §12(1)(f)).  
105   Crook Report ¶ 67.  
106   Crook Report ¶ 67.  
107   Hawkins Dep. 118:11-19 
108   SR00252207; Game Requests, FACEBOOK FOR DEVELOPERS, 
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/games/services/gamerequests (last visited Dec. 7, 2016).  
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developers than functionally that informs players “which of his friends have already downloaded 

the game….”109 

106. Most importantly, the fact that certain games off of Facebook.com provide some 

social channels does not mean that those social channels are actually used effectively.  Mr. 

Crook apparently does not dispute this—he provides no analysis or evaluation regarding how 

mobile games actually utilize social functionality and distribution.  

2. Contact Lists, Notifications, and Public Use  Are Not an Alternative for 
Social Games 

107. In paragraphs 70 to 72 of his report, Mr. Crook discusses mobile contact lists, 

push notifications, and use in public, in order to support his proposition that “Facebook’s social 

graph is not the only means available to access a user’s social group and thereby facilitate 

‘social’ game play.”   

108. I must presume that when Mr. Crook claims that “[f]or many game players, the 

mobile contacts list can be more robust than the Facebook friends list,” he is merely referencing 

the number of contacts.  However, mere number of contacts is not what makes a social graph 

“robust.”  Beyond “phone numbers and email addresses,” Facebook.com (and previously, 

Myspace) provide and previously provided richer data, such as profile photos, age, location, and 

interests. 

109. Additionally, unlike a social graph, the information in an address book is flat and 

must be manually changed, rather than through continuous collection of the users’ actions and 

behaviors.  Further, contact lists are not traversable, and unlike a social graph, cannot be 

navigated to match people.  Finally, using a mobile contacts list to establish connections was 

                                                            
109   Crook Report ¶ 68. 
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traditionally problematic, because the data would not be formatted in a consistent way, and there 

would therefore be data matching issues.   

110. There is no doubt that push notifications are a successful way to boost player 

reengagement on mobile devices.  However, push notifications are not replacement for the types 

of viral requests on social game networks.  To the extent a particular game on a mobile operating 

system can push notifications to the Android or iOS drawer, those notifications are presented in 

combination with the user’s device settings, and all sorts of non-social notifications (e.g., work 

emails or messages, sports scores unrelated to anyone in the social graph, and so on).  

Additionally, as Mr. Crook correctly notes, the app must already be downloaded in order for 

someone to get a push notification, preventing this from being a viable method for user 

acquisition.  

111. For similar reasons, SMS messages are incomparable to viral requests and 

notifications.  Further, messaging apps (like WhatsApp) do not use the contacts list in the ways 

suggested by Mr. Crook in paragraph 70 of his report, which is to mass send SMS messages. 

112.  Finally, Mr. Crook opines that public use constitutes a form of viral distribution.  

As mentioned in my opening report, users of Pokémon Go do not play with friends within their 

social graph, but rather with the public.110  More broadly, to the extent Mr. Crook argues that the 

mobile nature of mobile devices is a differentiating factor from Facebook.com, I agree. 

3. Google and Twitter 

113. In paragraphs 73-76 of his report, Mr. Crook refers to Google and Twitter as ways 

to add social functionality within games.  I disagree that logging in with a Google/Gmail account 

or posting to Twitter makes mobile operating system games (or any other games outside of 

Facebook.com) alternatives to Facebook.com. 
                                                            
110   Grant Report ¶ 256.  
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114. As explained by Mr. Crook, a Google email address or Twitter handle can be used 

to log-in or create contacts within a particular platform.  But that log-in, by itself, provides no 

meaningful information from a social graph or social functionality.  Nor does it provide a user 

portal in which to view activity, engage in game oriented community functions (gifting, 

challenging, recommending, etc.), or actually play the game.  In contrast, this is an important 

part of the social networking experience on Facebook. 

115. Similarly, a mobile operating system game does not become equivalent to a 

Facebook.com game based on the ability to Tweet a game update on Twitter.  An acquaintance 

or friend will only see a Twitter post when he or she is on Twitter, requiring the user to use a 

completely different app (or visit a different website).  This is simply not equivalent to the status 

posts and updates available on social game networks, where the social interaction takes place in 

the same ecosystem where the user is playing the game.  The ability of developers to have users 

publish Twitter posts does not cure the issue of not being able to reach a user’s social 

relationships to engage in instant social game play. 

4. Multiple Social Groups 

116. Mr. Crook’s analysis of “multiple social groups” is irrelevant.  The availability of 

multiple log-ins does not address the robustness of the social graph.  Mere log-in capabilities, i.e. 

allowing a user to not enter in a username and password, is not a feature of a social game.  

Further, Mr. Crook puts forth no evidence as to whether these alternate log-ins, such as Yahoo, 

are actually used.    
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VII. MR. CROOK HAS FAILED TO IDENTIFY ANY “COMMON  CHALLENGES 
PLATFORMS FACE” 

117. In Section VII of his report, Mr. Crook identifies three supposed “strategic 

choices” that he claims have been addressed by all “mature platforms for free-to-play game 

developers”: “(1) how to regulate spam on the platform; (2) how to regulate advertisements on 

the platform; and (3) how to regulate user–developer transactions on the platform.” 111 

118. Mr. Crook improperly cherry picks from the supposed experiences of companies 

in a variety of industries in order to generalize that the experiences and trade-offs faced by 

Facebook are not uncommon.  I disagree with Mr. Crook’s underlying assumptions, as well as 

the conclusions he draws about the trade-offs faced by social game networks like Facebook and 

Myspace. 

A. Spam 

119. In Section VII(A) of his Report, Mr. Crook describes Facebook’s supposed 

challenges in balancing viral distribution with user experience.  Although his discussion begins 

by referring to “platforms” generally, the discussion refers only to experiences on Facebook.  

This is unsurprising because a distinguishing feature of Facebook.com, and other social game 

networks, is the developers’ critical reliance on viral marketing and distribution.112  Mr. Crook 

has presented no evidence that the supposed issue of “spam” was prevalent on any game 

platform other than social game networks like Facebook. 

120. As a result of social game developers’ unique dependence on viral distribution, 

changes to viral or social distribution tools are thus far more likely to immediately and directly 

affect developers of social games than developers of other kinds of games.  This distinction is 

                                                            
111   Crook Report ¶ 111. 
112 See FB_0503461 at FB_0503461 (According to Mark Zuckerberg, on Facebook.com, “social 
distribution is by far priority #1 since that’s ou[r] unique advantage.”). 
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obviously true for developers' games on platforms without social functions or on more traditional 

platforms, like PC or console games, which rely almost exclusively on advertising or press 

coverage to promote their games.113  The distinction is also true for developers of games on 

platforms which afford some “social” aspects.  For example, developers of mobile games do not 

depend on virality for distribution but instead rely on “top lists” and promotion or placement in 

the App Store or Play Store.114  

121. Thus, changes to viral or social distribution tools on these other kinds of platforms 

are less likely to affect game developers’ distribution because their dependence on distribution is, 

at most, insignificant.  So, the kind of challenges Facebook may have faced in balancing viral 

distribution and user experience are unique to social game networks because of the unique 

economic impact such changes pose to social game developers. 

122. Moreover, to the extent Facebook was unhappy with alleged “spam” on the 

Facebook Platform, this would have been of Facebook’s own doing.  Mr. Crook has not 

presented any evidence suggesting that any alleged “spam” violated Facebook’s Platform 

Policies or other rules.   

B. Regulating Advertising 

123. Mr. Crook also broadly claims that “platforms” faced concerns relating to 

“advertising scams.”  But with the sole exception of (1) an irrelevant issue Apple faced on iOS; 

                                                            
113 Hawkins Dep. 13:14-20 (explaining that console developers generate users through 
advertising as well as “putting out press releases and getting interviews with the media and 
getting them to write stories, getting them to review the game[.]”);  

 (“SNGs [Social Network Games] as of yet are not commonly reviewed by game 
bloggers...The casualness of SNGs may be one of the reasons why game reviewing is not as 
popular on the platform...It is mostly core gamers who leverage aggregated game review 
scores.”); Grant Report ¶ 46. 
114 See  (“Mobile Games do not rely on a social fabric to attract 
players”); Grant Report ¶ 46. 
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and (2) improperly extrapolating experiences from mobile offers to offers on Facebook, his 

entire discussion is again just about Facebook.  

1. Mr. Crook doesn't put forth sufficient evidence to support his conclusions 
that Facebook’s Credits mandate was intended to protect against 
“advertising scams” or fraud.  

124. Mr. Crook makes no effort to show how the supposed “platform” concern about 

“advertising scams” is relevant to Facebook’s July 1, 2011 Credits mandate.  In fact, the 

evidence shows that restrictions on direct payments were completely unrelated to concerns about 

fraud.115  I am aware of no record evidence, nor has Mr. Crook presented any, that direct 

payment options provided by third-party virtual currency services providers as part of their 

offerings, including but not limited to Super Rewards, ever resulted in or caused any risk of fraud 

or any other kind of harm to consumers.  

125. Similarly, any restrictions on offers provided as part of the virtual currency 

services were implemented after offers by the leading virtual currency service providers had 

been deemed to be 100% clean.116  Facebook’s corporate representative testified on Facebook’s 

behalf that it had no information about any violations relating to Super Rewards offers at any 
                                                            
115   Gianos Dep. 150:4-8 ("Q Going back to the Scamville article, that -- that article dealt with 
offers and advertisements and not direct payment systems; right? A Direct pay referring to credit 
card payments, no, it would not be referring to that."); Gianos Dep. 153:17–21 (Q Regarding the 
a Scamville series of articles, those had nothing to do with payment processing; right? A No. Q 
Is that no, they did not? A No they – it was not referring to credit card payment processing.”).  
116   FB_0039252 at FB_0039252 (“Offerpal and Superrewards are the largest in this space and 
were 100% compliant after we cracked down.”); see also Gianos Dep. 162:24-163:25 (“Q Do 
you have any reason to believe that this sentence is not true? A Not based on the last few things 
I've seen here, no.”); Liu 30(b)(6) Dep. 132:12-17 (“Q. And at one point, Facebook reviewed 
SuperRewards and determined that it was a hundred percent compliant, correct? A. Based on the 
rules at the time, I believe that they reviewed SuperRewards and said that they were 
compliant.”); FB_0014150 at FB_0014150 (“Super Rewards along with OfferPal are the two 
largest offer networks and virtual currency providers on Platform.  After the offers controversy a 
few months back, Super Rewards has been clean in terms of their offer quality.”); see also 
Gianos Dep. 164:12-23 (“Q And that was true at the time, right, that you wrote it?  A As far as I 
know, yes.  Q And it's true today; right?  You don't have any reason to believe that statement is 
not true, do you?  A No.”). 
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time after November 2009.117  Thus, when Facebook announced the requirement to use Credits 

for virtual currency services (including payment processing services and offers) more than a year 

later in 2011, there was no reason to believe that Facebook’s existing policies and practices 

regarding offers were inadequate, much less that any concerns about offers required the 

restrictions Facebook imposed. 

126. Additionally, the evidence shows that Facebook decided that it would impose a 

Platform-wide mandate before the “Scamville” issue arose, making it exceedingly unlikely that 

Facebook’s policy mandate was motivated by supposed “advertising scams."   

 

 

118  This was accompanied by a strategy plan which unfolded, albeit apparently 

more slowly than Mr. Zuckerberg initially hoped. 

127. Based on the documents I have reviewed, the “Scamville” episode, which 

occurred shortly after that decision, appears to have provided Facebook with cover for its 

subsequent policy decisions.119  But, as discussed above, concerns about in-game offer quality on 

Facebook and Myspace were never relevant to direct payment options and were no longer an 

issue, at least for Super Rewards and other leading providers, when Facebook imposed the policy 

mandate in 2011. 
                                                            
117   Liu Dep. 132:12-17, Sept. 15, 2016 (“Q. And at one point, Facebook reviewed 
SuperRewards and determined that it was a hundred percent compliant, correct? A. Based on the 
rules at the time, I believe that they reviewed SuperRewards and said that they were 
compliant.”). 
118 FB_0436922 at FB_0436923; FB_0277342 at FB_0277347. 
119    
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128. Mr. Crook explains that in response to the supposed problems with third party 

advertisements, Facebook selected to work with TrialPay in providing Facebook Credits offers 

(and later, Payments offers).120  Putting aside Mr. Crook’s anecdotal reports of supposed issues 

with third party offer advertisements provided by virtual currency service providers on 

Facebook, Mr. Crook presents no evidence that TrialPay was in fact any “cleaner” than these 

alternative providers.  In fact, there have been third party complaints about TrialPay’s offers, 

including through today.121 

2. Facebook’s own experience shows that it is not “exceedingly difficult” for 
platform operators to effectively regulate in-game advertising content. 

129. On a separate note, I am not persuaded with Mr. Crook’s assertion that “it would 

be exceedingly difficult for platform owners to monitor the ad content being published in 

games.”122  In addition to being unsupported and conclusory, Mr. Crook’s statement is 

contradicted by Facebook’s own experiences, both with offer ads and with other forms of 

advertising.  

                                                            
120 See Crook Report ¶ 122. 
121   See TrialPay reviews, SITEJABBER, https://www.sitejabber.com/reviews/www.trialpay.com 
(last visited Dec. 7, 2016) (earning a score of 14% of 100% with issues reported as recently as 
Oct. 18, 2016); Is TrialPay a Scam? Not Really Trustworthy, MYROOMISMYOFFICE.COM, 
http://myroomismyoffice.com/is-trialpay-a-scam/ (last visited Dec. 7, 2016) (“Scam or not, 
TrialPay doesn’t seem like an honest platform. Looking at hordes of complaints on the 
internet, it’s impossible to say positive things about it.”); Trial-Pay: A free subscription is NOT 
as free as you think!, WOT (Apr. 10, 2009), https://www.mywot.com/en/forum/3066-trial-pay-a-
free-subscription-is-not-as-free-as-you-think (Apr. 10, 2009 comment noting that “I would never 
advise anyone to use the 'trial pay' offers as they often end up with something completely 
irrelevant and would not normally even consider”); TrialPay Customer Care Service, 
COMPLAINTSBOARD.COM, http://www.complaintsboard.com/trialpay-b125599 (last visited Dec. 7, 
2016);  

 
 

   
122 See Crook Report ¶ 121. 
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130. In mid-2009, Facebook introduced advertising guidelines applicable to the 

Platform.123  Those early guidelines were directed to more conventional banner-style advertising 

and were inconsistent or vague as to whether or how they applied to offer ads.  Nonetheless, 

developers and third-party providers like Super Rewards strove to comply with both the letter 

(where possible) and the spirit of Facebook’s vague guidelines. 

131. Following the November 2009 “Scamville” episode, Facebook began providing 

more concrete and relevant guidelines along with more guidance to developers and third 

parties.124  Those guidelines pertained more clearly to both offer ads as well as banner ads.  

Facebook’s clarified policies appeared to be effective, certainly with respect to offer quality.  For 

example, Facebook has no information about any offer-quality concerns relating to Super 

Rewards at any time from November 2009 through the 2011 mandate.  In fact, SuperRewards, 

and others, were listed on a whitelist Facebook published to developers, and told these 

developers that SuperRewards was a trustworthy company with whom to work.125 

132. Additionally, companies like SuperRewards offered to provide Facebook auditing 

access on its offers, and even offered to pay to staff an employee at Facebook to confirm that the 

offer ads were in fact of sufficient quality.126  Facebook did not accept these requests.127 

                                                            
123   FB_0447357; FB_0037977; Gianos Dep. 61:7-63:6, 72:17–22.  
124   See, e.g., SR00032557 
125   FB_0421561 at FB_0421562 (“You can also review this list of trustworthy third parties that 
can help you monetize 
http://wiki.developers.facebook.com/index.php/Third_Party_Providers_to_Help_You_ 
Monetize”); see also Liu Dep. 155:3-10, Sept. 15, 2016 (“Q. The third bullet point also says: 
“You can also review this list of trustworthy third parties that can help you monetize." Do you 
see that? A. Yes.  Q. And SuperRewards was on the list of trustworthy third parties that can help 
you monetize, correct?  A. I believe so.”); see also FB_0036566. 
126   SR00032035 at SR00032035; SR00032035; SR00032037; FB_0392271 (“Would like to 
send over offers to be reviewed by FB[.]  Suggested submitting offers to our ad system for 
approval, once approved they would go ahead and runoffe in their system[.] Shouldn't be more 
than 20/wk[.] Could open up system to FB to check offers at will[.]  Integrate feedback loop to 
SR from FB[.]  Possible control for FB to shutoff particular offers in their system[.]  Willing to 
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133. Separately, although Facebook’s 2011 mandate restricted the provision of third 

party offer ads, Facebook continued to permit developers to work with many third-party 

providers for banner ads.  In addition to its advertising guidelines, Facebook maintains a white 

list of those numerous approved advertising providers with whom Platform developers may 

work.  

134. In sum, contrary to Mr. Crook’s assertion, Facebook’s own experiences—with 

offer ads prior to the 2011 policy mandate and with banner advertising in general—demonstrate 

that it is neither “exceedingly difficult” for platform owners to regulate in-game ad content nor 

something that Facebook lacks the ability to do effectively.  

3. Apple’s policy change relating to “incentivized installs” is not relevant to 
Facebook.com or Facebook’s own policymaking considerations.  

135. Mr. Crook’s only non-Facebook reference to “advertising scams” relates to a 

policy change on Apple’s iOS platform which is not relevant to Facebook.com.128  But Mr. 

Crook’s claim that Facebook and Apple were both “platform[s] trying to regulate incentivized 

ads” is accurate only in the broadest possible sense.  In truth, Apple’s April 2011 iOS policy 

change relating to “incentivized installs” was made to address practices neither present nor 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

pay fees to FB for stamp of approval or review service costs.”); FB_0036566 (““David has 
finished the tool for you guys to have visibility into all of the ads we are showing on your 
network, complete with a feedback loop.  Do you have time this week to do a walk through?”). 
127   Gianos Dep. 160:1-161:22 (“Q  Did Facebook ever take Super Rewards' offer to receive fees 
for reviewing the offers? A No. Q Why not? A I don't know an exact reason. Q Who made the 
decision to do that -- not to do that? A I don't remember. Q Did Facebook ever receive from 
Super Rewards a mockup allowing Facebook to look through their system of offers? A We 
received such a system. I don't remember if we received a mockup first. Q Did Facebook ever 
utilize that system to review offers on Super Rewards' system? A Yes….Q  And did you find that 
to be a useful tool to make sure that the ads they were running were compliant with Facebook's 
rules? A It was useful and better than anything in the past. Q After Scamville, did Facebook hire 
additional staff to help review offers? A Not to my knowledge.”). 
128   See Crook Report ¶ 123 
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possible on Facebook.com and to protect user and developer interests not at stake on 

Facebook.com.  

136. Mr. Crook states that in April 2011, Apple “banned incentivized installs” from 

iOS because they “skewed application ratings within the App Store.”129  In other words, Apple’s 

concern related to the integrity of its App Store rating system which, in turn, risked negatively 

impacting other developers or decreasing the utility of the App Store to users.  Apple’s concern 

is not relevant to Facebook’s social game network for three different reasons. 

137. First, unlike social games on Facebook.com (all of which are all free), mobile 

game developers may earn revenue by charging for their games, either in lieu of or in addition to 

offering in-app purchases.130  Thus, iOS practices and policies relating to app installs are 

fundamental to mobile developers because installs can directly result in revenue and promotion, 

not just promotion as on Facebook.com.  

138. Second, due in part to the lack of viral distribution (utility or availability of friend 

recommendations), incentivized installs were far more valuable to iOS developers.  Discovery 

limitations on small screen devices and the application download requirements on iOS and 

Android, when combined with the lack of virally derived distribution mechanics, exacerbated the 

differences present between social and mobile platforms. 

139. Third, game developers on iOS rely heavily on placement and promotion within 

the App Store for distribution.  In this respect, Facebook.com is “fundamentally different” than 

Apple’s iOS platform because “Facebook is primarily about social distribution.”131 

                                                            
129 Id. 
130   Magda Alexandra Torres, App Monetization Statistics: Freemium vs. Premium vs. Paymium, 
THINKAPPS.COM (Dec 18, 2014), http://thinkapps.com/blog/post-launch/paid-vs-freemium-app-
monetization-statistics/. 
131 FB_0006813. 
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4. Offers remain valuable to social game developers despite the decreased 
results obtained through TrialPay.  

140. In various parts of his Report, Mr. Crook criticizes incentivized advertisements or 

“offer ads,” suggesting that they were either ineffective, or have decreased in popularity over 

time.  I disagree with Mr. Crook’s conclusions because: (1) they appear to be based on an 

incomplete factual record, as Mr. Crook is improperly drawing conclusions from mobile offers to 

the effectiveness of offers on Facebook.com; and (2) to the extent offers have become less 

effective as part of the Facebook Credits and Payments product over time, this is because of 

problems with Facebook’s Credits and Payments products.  But Facebook employees have 

explained that offers remained very important for some developers even as their relative 

importance to other consumers of virtual currency services has diminished.132 

141. As revealed by the discovery produced in this case, as part of their creation of 

virtual goods and currency within their games, game developers demanded a set of services from 

companies like SuperRewards which included payment processing service, offer ads, customer 

support, and optimization.  Facebook witnesses have confirmed that game developers demanded 

offer ads and saw it as a complementary, rather than alternative, method of allowing users to 

obtain virtual goods or currency.133  Facebook internal documents also confirm that its 

                                                            
132   Ryan Dep. 113:25–114:6 (“Q Were offers a significant percentage of revenue for certain 
game developers? A I would assume so. I don’t know. We have thousands of game developers. 
So I have no doubts, with thousands of options, that for some of them, it may have been more 
important than others.”).  
133   FB_0077126 at FB_0077176 (“offers often function as ‘on-ramps’ to get players engaged 
with social games. However, once players become more engaged with a particular game, they 
increasingly migrate to direct payments because the same user is usually unwilling to take more 
than a couple offers in a given time period, and users need more currency than offers can provide 
to progress.”); Gianos Dep. 57:15-16 (“it was a way for users to start gaining virtual currency 
and play the games further.”);  

 
;  
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employees were well aware that offer ads were an important part of a virtual currency offering 

and constituted a meaningful portion of developer revenues both before and after the mandate.134  

Offer ads on Facebook’s social network are important enough to developers (and to Facebook) 

that even today, Facebook continues to include offer ads as part of its Payment bundle 

offering.135  

142. In paragraphs 124 to 129 of his report, Mr. Crook alleges that incentivized 

advertising has declined in effectiveness over time, apparently to suggest that such ads are not a 

key component of Facebook.com.  But Mr. Crook’s supporting evidence and arguments all 

appears to relate to mobile offers only.136  Unlike on social game networks like Facebook.com 

and Myspace, which benefited from larger screen sizes, incentivized (non-video) offers on 

mobile created more transaction friction, which is likely why incentivized advertising on mobile 

is now mainly in the form of incentivized video views. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

 
 
 

 
 

  
134 FB_0000178 at FB_0000178 (“I asked 3 of our largest publishers what percentage of total 
revenue originates from offers and to what degree do these offers cannibalize other forms of 
payment (credit card, Paypal, mobile etc.). For the former, the most consistent answer was  

, and the range was driven by  
 

). One outlier was around for a  
s.”); FB_0189019 at FB_0189019  

]”); FB_0006605 at FB_0006605 (“That 
being said, they [affiliate networks] represent a decent portion of revenues for some apps (e.g., 

).”); FB_0164260 at FB_0164262 (“For those with dealspot, offers were about 
of the monetization”). 

135  Rose Dep. Ex. 70, 86; Rose Dep. 172:2-4 ("It's a description of Facebook Payments for 
developers who want to use a certain aspect of the payment system called 'Offers.'"); Ryan Dep. 
112:3–4 ("Q And does TrialPay still provide offers? A I believe so.”).  
136   The four sets of evidence and arguments in paragraphs 125 to 127 and 129 all relate to 
mobile offers.  It is unclear what type of offers Mr. Crook is referring to in paragraph 128. 
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143. Mr. Crook appears to have ignored the significant record evidence that offers 

have been important to game developers on social game networks like Facebook.  For example, a 

number of developers complained to Facebook about its Credits Offers product (provided with 

TrialPay).  Some developers reported  as a result of having to use 

Facebook’s Credits Offers in lieu of alternative virtual currency services.137  Facebook’s Credits 

Offers service was seen as suffering from low inventory, and inferior quality.138 

144. Facebook’s Sean Ryan was well aware of these issues with Facebook’s Credits 

product in 2011, and  

,139 likely since there was no competitive virtual currency service 

allowed on Facebook by this time.   

145. To the extent that Facebook contends that offer ads have decreased in importance 

as a component of its Payments product over time, in my opinion, this is because of problems 

with Facebook’s Payments product.140   

146. Finally, in paragraphs 129, Mr. Crook refers to an increase in the prominence of 

incentivized video advertising.  I agree that video offers have gained popularity on mobile 

devices, but this is because incentivized offer walls, which were previously more prevalent on 

Facebook.com (and Myspace), are not a good fit for mobile devices.   

                                                            
137   FB_0386991 at FB_0386991; FB_0116674 at FB_0116674. 
138   FB_0174279 at FB_0174280. 
139    

 
140   See, e.g.,  
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C. Integrated Virtual Currency Services are Unnecessary on Social Game 
Networks 

147. In Section VII(C) of his report, Mr. Crooks implies that platforms necessarily 

adopt integrated virtual currency services in order to overcome challenges such as fraud, end-

user complaints, refunds requests, etc., and to benefit developers through increased monetization 

rates via streamlined payment processing.  But Mr. Crook’s hypothesis is neither borne out by 

the history of social game networks in general nor Facebook’s imposition of Credits, 

specifically, and therefore I disagree with his conclusions.  

148. As an initial matter, it is telling that this section of Mr. Crook’s report relies on 

non-social game networks (like Microsoft Xbox Live, Apple iOS, Kongregate, and Steam) and 

foreign platforms (China’s Tencent QQ).  

149. Prior to Facebook’s 2011 Credits mandate, no social game network in the United 

States had ever required developers to adopt integrated virtual currency services in order to gain 

access.  For example, Myspace, Bebo, and hi5141 were all social gaming networks that allowed 

multiple virtual currency service providers to compete for social-game developers’ business via 

price point, the breadth and quality of services offered, customization, etc.142  In fact, like 

Facebook, hi5 offered its own virtual currency (called “hi5 Coins”), but continued to permit 

developers to use competing virtual currency services on the hi5 social gaming network.143  

                                                            
141 While hi5 was more popular abroad than it was in the U.S., it did offer a significant U.S.-
based SGN during the relevant time period. 
142   Mr. Crook omits mentioning any of these companies in Appendix 3 to his report. 
143   Christopher Mack, Playdom Launches Poker Palace on hi5, Integrates hi5 Coins, 
ADWEEK.COM (May 20, 2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/playdom-launches-
pokerpalace-on-hi5-integrates-hi5-coins/560726; See SR00181662 at SR00181664 (“Super 
Rewards is present on all major social media networks including” Facebook, Myspace, Bebo, 
hi5, friendster, and orkut.); SR00038812; SR00092246; Caplan Dep. 66:7- 17, Aug. 22, 2016 
(“game developers were building apps on Facebook, they were building apps on MySpace, they 
were building apps on Bebo, they were building apps on hi5, and other social game networks. 
And app developers --Tagged is another one. App developers in -- all game application 
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150. And, of course, Facebook itself successfully built the United States’ largest social 

game network without initially offering any virtual currency service of its own, let alone 

requiring an integrated virtual currency services.144  Even after Facebook began offering Credits, 

documents show that Facebook knew that its Credits service was not as good as the virtual 

currency service of competitors like SuperRewards and Offerpal.145  This suggests that game 

developers perceived a virtual currency services provider’s diversity of payment processing 

options as a strength, rather than an obstacle to monetization.  

151. Separately, contrary to the increased monetization predicted by Mr. Crook (and 

Facebook), exclusive use of Facebook Credits often hurt developers both before and after Credits 

became mandatory because of the 30% revenue share.  Mr. Crook acknowledges that some 

developers “reacted negatively” and suggests the reaction was linked to having to “adjust 

business models to account for the previously externalized cost of the features the Facebook 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

developers in all of those – on all of those different social game networks would integrate the 
Super Rewards offer wall into their games.”); Caplan Dep. 412:21-413:1, August 23, 2016 (“you 
could build apps on MySpace, and social games were to leverage Super Rewards virtual 
currency services.”); Smutny Dep. 263:20-264:2 (“SuperRewards customers were on a handful 
of different platforms. They were on Facebook. They were on a couple of platforms that aren't as 
prevalent today but you might have heard of, Bebo, Myspace, hi5.”); FB_0277644; FB_0199768 
at FB_0199770 (OfferPal’s “myspace traffic is equivalent to their facebook traffic”); Justin 
Smith, Playdom Reveals Itself as the Developer of the #1 Game on MySpace, ADWEEK.COM 
(Mar. 11, 2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/playdom-reveals-itself-as-the-developerof- 
the-1-game-on-myspace/559590; Justin Smith, Super Rewards Expanding More Broadly 
Across the Social Web, ADWEEK.COM (Apr. 2, 2009), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/superrewards-expanding-more-broadly-across-the-social-
web/560012; Nick O'Neill, Offerpal Launches MySpace "Onboarding" Feature, 
ADWEEK.COM (Sep. 4, 2008), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/offerpal-launches-
myspace-onboarding-feature/1781; Kristen Nicole, AdParlor Expands Virtual Currency to 
MySpace, Bebo, ADWEEK.COM (Feb. 26, 2009), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/adparlor-expands-virtual-currency-to-myspacebebo/2108. 
144  SR00151385 (Announcement of Platform in 2007); SR00152864 (Announcement of 
Platform in 2007); SR00152899 (Announcement of Facebook Credits in 2010); SR00152933 
(Announcement of Credits Mandate in 2011).  
145 See FB_0007406 at FB_0007406. 
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Platform offered.”  But this explanation necessarily contradicts his foundational suggestion that 

integrated virtual currency services benefited developers by increasing monetization at rates that 

outstripped the cost of the revenue share.  There is ample evidence that Facebook Credits hurt 

developers.146  

VIII. MR. COOK’S DESCRIPTION OF THE OTHER ALLEGED INDUSTRIES IS 
WRONG  

A. MMO Platforms are Not Substitutes for Social Game Networks  

152. Massively-Multiplayer Online (“MMO”) platforms, and the games played on 

them, are very different from the games played on social game networks like Facebook.  Some 

games played on social game networks like Facebook could be considered “MMOs” from a 

limited perspective, but the technical, commercial, and gameplay characteristics of these MMO 

platforms are such that developers of social games could not, and did not, reasonably expect to 

transfer their social games from Facebook to MMO platforms, or to develop new games on the 

supposedly “alternative” platforms, given their experiences developing on Facebook.com. 

153. MMO Games (“MMOGs”) generally refer to games that allow a large number of 

players to simultaneously participate in a shared, persistent gaming world via an internet 

connection.147  This definition is broad enough to encompass games played on Facebook and on 

MMO platforms, such as desktop PC and consoles.  However, games that could reasonably be 

considered MMOGs under the definition, such as Kixeye’s Battle Pirates and War Commander, 

are the rare exception.  Other popular, more “casual” games, like Words with Friends, featured 

synchronous multiplayer game modes, a hallmark of MMOs.  However, these types of games 

                                                            
146   See Grant Report §X(F); see also FB_0280975 at FB_0280978 (Digital Chocolate); 
FB_0259329 at FB_0259329–330 (Digital Chocolate); FB_0020687 at FB_0020689 (Playdom); 
SR00104644 at SR00104644.  
147  Massively Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG),  TECHOPEDIA.COM, 
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/27054/massively-multiplayer-online-game-mmog (last 
visited Dec. 7, 2016). 
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(Puzzle & Casual Casino, e.g. Bingo) are not reasonably considered MMOGs because they lack 

the concept of a persistent world. 

154. MMO platforms differ materially from social game networks in ways so 

profound, that an examination of top games on social game networks on Facebook from 2010 – 

2012, as compared to top MMOGs on desktop PC and console of the same period, shows no 

overlap.148  Even today, the largest MMOGs on PC and consoles, such as League of Legends, 

and World of Warcraft, are not available on Facebook Canvas, and were never previously 

available on any other social game network, such as Myspace, Hi-5, or Google+.  These facts did 

not and do not evidence support for claims that MMO platforms were substitutes for social game 

networks.   

155. I will now describe some of the material difference between MMO platforms and 

MMO-style games on Facebook, preventing one from being a suitable substitute for the other.  

1. Persona 

156. Social game networks rely on the creation and sharing of profiles that are tied to, 

and represent, the true identity or persona of the account holder.  Indeed, Facebook states in its 

help center that “Facebook is a community where everyone uses the name they go by in 

                                                            
148   Compare Christopher Mack, Top 25 Facebook Games for October 2010, ADWEEK.COM (Oct. 
1, 2010), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-facebook-games-for-october-2010/248577, 
Christopher Mack, Top 25 Facebook Games for October 2011, ADWEEK.COM (Oct. 10, 2011), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-facebook-games-for-october-2011/587998, and 
Christopher Mack, Top 25 Facebook Games for October 2012, ADWEEK.COM (Oct. 1, 2012), 
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-facebook-games-of-october-2012/600356 with 
Ian Miles Cheong, Top 5 Best MMORPGs of 2011,  GAMERANX.COM (Jan. 21, 2011), 
http://gameranx.com/features/id/1231/article/top-5-best-mmorpgs-of-2011/, Josh Harmon, Top 5 
Best MMOs of 2012, GAMERANX.COM (Jan. 4, 2012), 
http://gameranx.com/features/id/4293/article/top-5-best-mmos-of-2012/, and Top 5 Best 
MMORPGs of 2013, GAMERANX.COM (Jan. 24, 2013), 
http://gameranx.com/features/id/12262/article/top-5-best-mmorpgs-of-2013/.  
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everyday life. . .”149  Facebook further provides that “The name on your profile should be the 

name that your friends call you in everyday life.  This name should also appear on an ID or 

document from our ID list,” adding that “Pretending to be anything or anyone isn’t allowed.”150  

157. MMO platforms, in contrast, specifically enable players to create and manage 

gaming specific personas that bear no tie or resemblance to their actual identities.  Below are 

examples from World of Warcraft, Rift, and Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic.  

Figure 1151 

 
 

                                                            
149   What names are allowed on Facebook?, FACEBOOK.COM, 
https://www.facebook.com/help/112146705538576 (last visited Dec. 7, 2016). 
150   Id. 
151   World of Warcraft, MMODEN.COM, http://www.mmoden.com/reviews/world-of-warcraft (last 
visited Dec. 6, 2016); Rift Trial Review, MMOHUTS.COM (Jun. 10, 2011), 
http://mmohuts.com/news/rift-trial-review/; Rank. Level. Gaming: Reviews Star Wars Knights 
of the Old Republic, WIX.COM (Dec. 15, 2011), http://dale-
sabrehaven.wix.com/rlgraviews/apps/blog/star-wars-knights-of-the-old-republic. 
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158. These gamer personas are a near universal aspect of engagement on MMO 

platforms and, where there are multiple games available on a platform, e.g. Xbox, the gamer 

persona “travels” with the user across games from different developers, collecting achievements 

and badges along the way. 

2. Activity/Purpose 
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159. People spend their time on social game networks in a variety of pursuits.152  In 

June 2011, Comscore reported that 65% of time spent on social game networks was related to the 

homepage/newsfeed, pictures, and profiles.153  Applications captured 10% of time on site and 

25% went to “All Other.”154  In 2016, Facebook reported that “over 15% of people's time on 

Facebook.com is playing games.”155 

160. In contrast, activity and time spent on MMO platforms is almost exclusively 

related to playing games and time spent managing one’s character, making purchases, and other 

maintenance activity to support the reason d’etre of playing the game. 

3. Game Experience 

161. Games played on social game networks tend to have very low barriers to entry for 

users (i.e. no sign-ups, no credit card requirements for account activation, no software 

downloads, etc.).  In contrast, games played on MMO platforms tend to require the creation and 

activation of an account in order to play.  For example, playing League of Legends from Riot 

Games requires registration, and providing at least the user’s email and date of birth, to even be 

                                                            
152   FB_0152805 at FB_0152806 ("as a design principle, the best social applications have social 
context about what your friends are doing spread throughout the experience rather than 
concentrated in one area that you have to navigate to. Social applications are all about generating 
discovery and awareness of what your friends are doing. In a way, it's like the opposite of search. 
You perform a search when you know what you're looking for. Social context is most valuable 
when you don't even realize you're looking for anything at all….Most people rarely ever think to 
themselves 'I want to go to a place where I can see what my friends think about X' but if that 
information is right in front of them it becomes extremely valuable.").  
153   Comscore, The Power of Like: How Brands Reach and Influence Fans Through Social 
Media Marketing, comscore.com (July 26, 2011), available at 
http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Presentations-and-Whitepapers/2011/The-Power-of-Like-
How-Brands-Reach-and-Influence-Fans-Through-Social-Media-
Marketing?cs_edgescape_cc=US.   
154   Id.  
155   James Brightman, Facebook: “We’ve just unlocked a very, very big gaming platform”, 
GAMESINDUSTRY.BIZ (Nov. 29, 2016), http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2016-11-28-
facebook-weve-just-unlocked-a-very-very-big-gaming-platform. 
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able to play the game.156  Typically, this requires submitting billing or credit card information 

along with providing an address and other information or connecting their platform account to 

the game for the same purpose.  Alternatively, playing a game like World of Warcraft Legion 

requires a paid digital download157 and monthly subscription.158 

162. Games played on social game networks are played in the browser and do not 

normally require the download of any specialized software to the user’s computer.  MMO 

platform games, in contrast, almost always require the download of a game “client” or the 

installation of a game software package as in the case of consoles.159 

163. As discussed in my opening report, games on social game networks 

overwhelmingly use Flash and are almost exclusively played with the mouse in a “point and 

click” fashion.160  In contrast, games played on MMO platforms tend to feature rich graphics, 

detailed animations, and utilize the physical resources of the user’s computer for the purposes of 

delivering a compelling and competitive immersive experience.  The games almost exclusively 

utilize a series of complex commands driven from the keyboard and the mouse, used in 

combination.  In the case of consoles, gamers purchase dedicated hardware and peripherals 

specifically for the purpose of playing games.  Games played on social game networks do not.   

4. Virtual Goods and Currency 
                                                            
156   See League of Legends, 
https://signup.na.leagueoflegends.com/en/signup/index?realm_key=na (last visited Dec. 7, 
2016). 
157   See World of Warcraft: Legion, BATTLE.NET, https://us.battle.net/shop/en/product/world-of-
warcraft-legion (last visited Dec. 7, 2016).   
158   World of Warcraft Subscriptions, BATTLE.NET, https://us.battle.net/shop/en/product/world-
of-warcraft-subscription (last visited Dec. 8, 2016). 
159   See, e.g., Tracy V. Wilson, World of Warcraft: A Beginner’s Guide, HOWSTUFFWORKS.COM 
(Nov. 21, 2007), http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/world-of-warcraft-beginner-guide1.htm; 
DCUO on Xbox One: Frequently Asked Questions, DCUNIVERSEONLINE.COM 
(May 3, 2016), https://www.dcuniverseonline.com/news/xbox-one-frequently-asked-questions-
2016.  
160   Grant Report ¶ 35.  
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164. On both Facebook.com and other gaming platforms, players spend and earn 

virtual currency which they can use to augment their gaming experience.  However, the ways in 

which currency is earned and spent are very different, and this thus presents yet another reason 

why Facebook.com and other platforms are not alternatives. 

165. Games on social game networks, such as Facebook.com, tend to be time or level 

“gated”; that is, players can play the game for a certain amount of time expending a resource like 

energy or may play a certain number of levels or maps in a given period.161  To advance faster, 

they must often spend virtual currency which can be obtained from friends, received by waiting, 

earned in game, or purchased.162  Thus, the amount of friends one has and the amount of money 

one spends in games on social game networks directly influences how much the player can play 

the game, as well as their odds of achieving various positions in the game, even in MMO-style 

games like Battle Pirates. 

166. Games played on other platforms also feature in-game or virtual currency.  These 

sums typically are earned through performance “in game” by completing missions, ranking in 

tournaments, or participating in events, either against the computer (PvE) or other players 

(PvP).163  In game currency can also be earned through grinding or completing other mundane 

tasks in the game, though typically these pursuits require the investment of much greater 

amounts of time.   

167. Evidencing a clear bias toward earned currency, games on MMO platforms 

overwhelmingly seek to prevent or limit the influence spending real world money has on the 

outcome of the game.  MMOGs like World of Warcraft and the vast majority of their fellow 

market participants operate on a premise of equality and that outcomes are determined by skill, 
                                                            
161   Grant Report ¶ 35.  
162   Grant Report ¶ 35.  
163   Grant Report ¶¶ 74-76.  
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teamwork and perseverance.164  MMOG developers actively attempt to avoid scenarios where 

“whales” (e.g. large spenders) can win or beat other players in competitions or events based on 

how much money they spend in the game.  This is in diametric opposition to games on social 

game networks, even MMO-like games on Facebook like Battle Pirates, that seek to maximize 

the amount spent in games by payers and “whales” by offering better equipment, weapons, 

ammunition, and so on for sale in their digital stores.165   

5. Social Distribution vs. Direct to Consumer Advertising 

168. Platforms with MMOGs also differ from Facebook.com because developers 

operating in those other market must spend considerable resources on “direct to consumer” 

advertising.  Developers such as Blizzard and Riot Games, for example, advertise to acquire 

users in at least the following channels: general online advertising, television,166 sponsorship of 

tournaments,167 and hiring well known celebrities to be a spokesperson for the game.168 

169. In contrast, as discussed previously, developers on social game networks relied 

primarily on the network, either through paid advertising to the network itself or social 

distribution via the social graph exposed through APIs provided by the platform operator, e.g. 

Facebook.   

                                                            
164   See, e.g., Blizzard Entertainment, Watch the WoW Arena World Championship During 
BlizzCon Opening Week, worldofwarcraft.com (Oct. 27, 2015), https://worldofwarcraft.com/en-
us/news/19929031/wow-arena-world-championship-na-semana-de-abertura-da-blizzcon.  
165   See FB_0249494 at FB_0249496 (requesting that Facebook increase the upper limits on 
daily transactions amounts to improve Kabam’s “ability to effectively monetize ‘whales.’”).  
166  Blizzard Entertainment TV Commercials, ISPOT.TV, 
https://www.ispot.tv/brands/dFm/blizzard-entertainment (last visited Dec. 8, 2016). 
167   About NA LCS, lolesports.com, http://www.lolesports.com/en_US/na-
lcs/na_2016_summer/about/ (last visited Dec. 8, 2016). 
168   For example, Machine Zone has featured supermodel Kate Upton in its widespread 
advertising campaign for its Game of War: Fire Age MMOG.  See Dean Takahashi, The 
DeanBeat: A tale of two celebrity mobile gaming ads, venturebeat.com (Dec. 12, 2014), 
http://venturebeat.com/2014/12/12/the-deanbeat-a-tale-of-two-celebrity-mobile-gaming-ads/.   
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B. PC Sites That Aggregate Third-Party Games are Not Substitutes for Social 
Game Networks  

170. In his report, Dr. Crook opines that a number of third party “aggregator” sites are 

alternatives to social game networks from a developer’s perspective.169  I disagree. 

171. Beginning in the early 2000s, a number of “casual, online” game portals began 

attracting large bases of users who would visit these sites with the express purpose of trialing and 

purchasing PC (or Mac) games.  Leading portals included: Bigfishgames.com, iwin.com, 

addictinggames.com, yahoo.com, and others.  Popular titles on these portals included Bejeweled 

(PopCap Games), Diner Dash (Playfirst), and Mystery Case Files (BigFish Studios).   

Figure 2170 

Examples of game portals Bigfishgames.com and yahoo.com. 

 

172. These portals acted as marketing and distribution hubs for “free-to-play” Flash 

games whereby consumers could browse editorialized categories and genres of games and try 

them for free, either playing a limited feature version in Flash using their browser or 

downloading a limited time trial version that could be played from their computer.   

                                                            
169   Crook Report § VIII(B). 
170   BIG FISH, http://www.bigfishgames.com/ (last visited Dec. 6, 2016); Mike Foster, Yahoo! 
Games: Games online Free Fun, APPAPPEAL.COM (Jun. 7, 2012) http://yahoo-
games.appappeal.com/. 
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173. Sites like Bigfishgames.com and Yahoo’s game portal catered to largely 35-54 

females and tended to monetize their games via the trial-to-purchase method described above.  

Sites like Miniclip or addictinggames.com that catered to younger, more male audiences, tended 

to monetize their traffic with banner advertising, and typically did not have virtual economies, 

including virtual currency or goods. 

174. In either case, these free-to-play casual game portals, later to include more niche 

and “indie” focused sites like Kongregate, typically did not feature social elements resembling 

the social graph-enabled systems later developed by social game networks like Myspace and 

Facebook.  For example, these third-party web portals typically did not provide a method to: 

 send invitations to join games they were currently playing on the website; 

 send or request gifts, items, or currency; 

 challenge other players on the website; 

 share (or post) achievements, milestones, and accomplishments related to games on the 

website. 

175. In addition, through changes to its Platform Policies, Facebook expressly 

prohibited these third party websites from accessing a user’s Friends list, generating traffic from 

within Facebook.com, or accessing the full scope of the social graph information available on 

Facebook: 

“Desktop web games off of Facebook.com may only use Facebook 
Login (Authentication, excluding user connections such as friend 
list), Social Plugins and publishing (e.g., Feed Dialog, Stream 
Publish, or Open Graph).  When authenticating, these games may 
not request additional permissions other than age, email, and our 
Publishing Permissions.”171 

                                                            
171   FB_0450434 at FB_0450435 (Facebook Platform Policies § 1(13)(a) (effective September 
12, 2012)). 
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“You must not use Canvas apps to promote or link to game sites 
off of Facebook, and must not use emails obtained from us to 
promote or link to desktop web games off of Facebook.com”172 

“The primary purpose of your Canvas or Page Tab app on 
Facebook must not be to simply redirect users out of the Facebook 
experience and onto an external site.”173 

“1) Pricing on Facebook must be the same as on your own website 
or other platform app for logged-in Facebook users, and 2) You 
may not incentivize logged-in Facebook users to make a purchase 
on your website or in an application on another platform, for 
example, by providing free discounted goods or services that are 
not available to purchasers on Facebook.”174 

 

.175 

176. Consequently, these aggregator sites did not offer the type of viral marketing, 

retention and re-engagement tools to developers, such as those offered by social game networks 

like Facebook.  If players could not send their closest friends invites, gifts, challenges, or share 

achievements with each other within the aggregator site, there really could be no social or viral 

marketing or discovery co-efficient.   

                                                            
172  FB_0450434 at FB_0450435 (Facebook Platform Policies § 1(13)(b) (effective September 
12, 2012)). 
173   FB_0450434 at FB_0450435 (Facebook Platform Policies § 1(11) (effective September 12, 
2012)). 
174   FB_0448812 at FB_0448812 (Facebook Credits Terms § 2(9) (effective July 1, 2011)). 
175    

 
);  

 
 

 
 

;  
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177. As a result, these web portals presaged the app stores that would materialize on 

mobile devices like Apple’s iPhone where content selection, editorialization, merchandizing, and 

business relationships drove game discovery, as opposed to social game networks like Facebook 

that offered developers a suite of APIs to leverage players’ social graphs for the purposes of 

facilitating discovery, retention, and engagement.   

Figure 3176 

The three pictures below illustrate these differences (Bigfishgames.com, iPad app store, and 

Facebook). 

 

178. Lacking the sophisticated social and viral features that would come later via social 

game networks like Facebook, and consisting of largely ad-supported (addictinggames) or free-

to-play (bigfishgames.com) business models, online portals consequently did not typically offer 

virtual currency services to developers because the games themselves did not support virtual 

economies.   

                                                            
176  BIG FISH, bigfishgames.com/unlimited (last visited Dec. 8, 2016); Patrick Jordan, The Room 
Featured in Editors’ Choice Section of the iPad App Store, IPADINSIGHT.COM (Sep. 21, 2012), 
http://ipadinsight.com/ipad-games/the-room-featured-in-editors-choice-section-of-the-ipad-app-
store/; Donna Saliter, How to Block Facebook Game Requests, INTOUCHPROMOTIONS.COM  (Dec. 
30, 2012), http://intouchpromotions.com/2012/12/how-to-block-facebook-game-requests/. 
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179. If game usage was metered out according to a sponsored (i.e., ad supported) 

engagement system like Wildtangent’s “WildCoins” offering or the pay-per-download (after the 

expiration of a free trial) model used broadly across these sites, there was no need for a virtual 

currency system as the purchasing decision was typically binary: the player either paid $9.99 for 

the title after their free session ended or they moved on to another game.   

180. Games on social game networks, as discussed previously, worked in almost the 

opposite manner; players were free to continue playing, in metered segments, as long as they 

wished.  There was never an expiration, but if they wanted to advance more quickly through the 

game content, they would be encouraged to invite friends, ask for gifts, watch ads, or purchase in 

game currency.   

181. PC or online distribution sites did not offer developers the tools to replicate the 

virtual economies or social graphs which prevailed on Facebook and there was no viable 

business model which supported migrating games from Facebook to online game portals like 

bigfishgames.com, addicting games, etc. 

C. Game Console Platforms Are Different 

182. Section VII of my Report expresses my general views related to the console 

industry and its inherent differences from social game networks, like Facebook.com. 

183. The chart embedded below summarizes some of the points of differentiation 

raised in greater detail in my opening report regarding the significant differences between the 

social game network and console industry.  Social networking games represent the lowest 

common denominator of modern digital games: designed to be accessible by anyone without the 

purchase of any specialized equipment or software, requiring little or no skill, played by anyone 

with a browser within a social network, and used as a medium to engage with real world friends.  

Console games, in contrast, are targeted at gaming enthusiasts who are willing to spend hundreds 
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of dollars on special equipment, spend additional money on the game itself, create alternate 

gaming personas, and compete on the basis of skill against the computer and gamers with similar 

interests. 

PLATFORM 
COMPARISON 

SOCIAL 

(e.g. Facebook.com Canvas) 

CONSOLE 

(e.g. XboxOne) 

DISCOVERY ORGANIC: Friends, via 
Facebook social graph APIs  
 
SOCIAL NETWORK 
ADVERTISING: Advertising 
(UA) on Facebook.com 

PAID: General media advertising; 
TV, print, digital 

PLAYED On any computer with an 
internet connection 
 
In an iFrame in a web browser 
while visiting the 
Facebook.com social network 

On specialized, dedicated 
hardware designed and sold by the 
console developer 
 
Games are installed or 
downloaded to the local device 
console 

DEVELOPER 
BUSINESS 
MODEL 

Free to play, with the 
substantial portion of revenue 
generated from virtual 
currency and goods 
 
Minor component of revenue 
generated from banner 
advertisements 

Purchase/Pay to own 
 
Recent introduction of micro-
transactions, but still constitute a 
minor component of transactions 
 

TARGET DEMO Everyone +13 and up Hard core gamers 
PRIMARY 
PLATFORM 
REVENUE 
SOURCES 

Advertising on Platform Sale of consoles and specialized 
devices 
 
License fee from game developers 
 
Non-game content revenue 
streams (e.g., music subscriptions, 
movie purchases) 

DEPTH OF 
SOCIAL GRAPH 
INCORPORATION 

High Low 
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184. Based on my experience in the industry, review of the materials considered, as 

well as the sources cited in my report, I do not believe it is reasonable to suggest that the console 

industry offered social game developers an effective or viable alternative for the distribution and 

monetization of their products.  I note that in paragraphs 168 to 171 of his report, Mr. Crook 

never expressly disagrees with any of my opinions regarding console games.  Instead, he seems 

to cite aspects of consoles allowing gamers to play with others and engage in competitive 

gaming.177 

185. Mr. Crook’s brief analysis confirms the important distinctions between the 

console industry and social networking games.  For example, he notes that the Xbox console 

would “allow users to customize their avatars with in-app purchases, compete on leaderboards, . . 

. and create clubs of players with similar interests.”  As I have mentioned, social networking 

games often used real identities, while the console industry has users create virtual identities.  

Consoles are also designed around competitive gaming and your “friends” on your Xbox or PS4 

are typically those people with similar interests. 

186. A review of the top console games of 2011178 and 2012179 does not show any 

evidence that social game developers were able to substitute console games for social 

networking games.  The top titles in the console industry included Batman: Arkham Asylum, 

Portal 2, Legend of Zelda, Elder Scrolls V, and Mass Effect 2, all “AAA” style games and 

franchises from major console developers like Warner Bros. Interactive, Bethesda, Nintendo, and 

Electronic Arts.   
                                                            
177   Crook Report ¶¶ 169-170. 
178   Game Releases by Score, METACRITIC.COM 

http://www.metacritic.com/browse/games/score/metascore/year/all/filtered?year_selected=2011 
(last visited Dec. 6, 2016). 
179   Game Releases by Score, METACRITIC.COM 

http://www.metacritic.com/browse/games/score/metascore/year/all/filtered?year_selected=2012 
(last visited Dec. 6, 2016).  
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187. One of the few top titles to originate outside the traditional top video game ranks 

was Portal 2; however, Portal 2 (and Portal) were developed by Seattle based Valve Software, 

which also operated the largest PC game download platform for core games, giving it a 

tremendous advantage in building industry awareness and brand value.  This is similar to how 

Nintendo, as the console manufacturer, could use that position to market its own internally 

developed games like Mario Kart.   

188. Development budgets on each of these titles could have easily reached $50M, or 

more.180  On top of the development budget, these studios (or their publishers) could have easily 

spent $10-$30M on distribution and marketing costs to remain competitive.181 

189. The time and money involved in building the technical expertise to develop 

console games (as compared to social networking games), to create studios to pursue console 

projects, distribution learning curves,182 and marketing costs involved in bringing these projects 

to fruition are so onerous for a typical Facebook game developer in 2011 (and today) that they 

render this opportunity virtually unobtainable.   

                                                            
180   Superannuation, How Much Does It Cost to Make a Big Video Game?, KOTAKU.COM (Jan 
15, 2014), http://kotaku.com/how-much-does-it-cost-to-make-a-big-video-game-1501413649 
(“Yoshida said budgets for top-tier PS4 games would be "slightly larger" than the $20 to $50 
million price range he estimated as the development cost for “top PS3 games.” Four years ago, 
Ubisoft CEO Yves Guillemot estimated that the average production budget for the generation of 
games following Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3 would be $60 million. In a 2012 investor report, 
Take-Two admitted some of its “top titles” cost in excess of $60 million for development 
alone.”). 
181   Bill, Chasing an Industry: The Economics of Videogames Turned Hollywood, 
MONSTERVINE.COM (June 23, 2013), http://monstervine.com/2013/06/chasing-an-industry-the-
economics-of-videogames-turned-hollywood/ (“There is little chance a company’s titles are 
going to compete successfully in the market unless it spends millions on advertising for each 
title.”).  
182   Social game network companies would understandably also not have had experience or 
resources to manufacture game discs and packaging. 
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190. Based on a search of the prominent social game network and console industry 

developers over the last five years, I have not been able to identify any game developers who 

have successfully transitioned from one industry to the other. 
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IX. THE ALTERNATIVES TO FACEBOOK.COM WERE DESTROYED AS A 
RESULT OF FACEBOOK’S CONDUCT 

A. Myspace 

191. In paragraphs 130 to 134 of his Report, Mr. Crook states that MySpace declined 

as a resulted of a “bad user experience,” and a purported failure of optimizing the user 

experience.  I strongly disagree. 

192. Myspace remained a viable social game network for publishers from its launch in 

October 2007183 through at least early 2010, when Facebook began negotiating aggressively with 

the largest social game developers on Facebook and Myspace, including Zynga, to double down 

on Facebook Platform and Facebook Credits.184   

193. Throughout 2008 and 2009, MySpace games continued to grow.185  For example, 

24 of the top 25 games on MySpace on November 2, 2009 experienced growth from the previous 

month.186  That growth continued on December 1, 2009, with 23 of the top 25 games again 

                                                            
183   Om Malik, MySpace Got Game… Casual Game That Is!, GIGAOM.COM (Oct. 22, 2007), 
https://gigaom.com/2007/10/22/myspace-got-game-casual-game-that-is/.   
184   See FB_0278468 (Zynga Developer Addendum dated May 14, 2010); FB_0248797 
(Crowdstar Letter Agreement dated June 25, 2010); FB_0185297 (RockYou Letter Agreement 
dated July 15, 2010); FB_0273711 (Playdom Letter Agreement dated July 27, 2010); 
FB_0258641 (Electronic Arts Platform Agreement dated October 26, 2010); FB_0503450; 
FB_0436924. 
185   See, e.g., Justin Smith, Top Myspace Games for September 24, 2008, ADWEEK.COM (Sep. 24, 
2008), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-myspace-games-for-september-24-
2008/557347; Christopher Mack, Top 25 MySpace Games for December 8, 2008, ADWEEK.COM 
(Dec. 8, 2008), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-myspace-games-for-november-24-
2008/558159; Christopher Mack, Top 25 MySpace Games for March 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Mar. 
3, 2009),  http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-myspace-games-for-march-
2009/559457 (“[I]t is certainly nice to see this rate of growth on the MySpace platform.”); 
Christopher Mack, Top 25 MySpace Games for April 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Apr. 1, 2009),  
http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/the-top-25-myspace-games-for-april-2009/559955  
(“MySpace remains a fairly solid platform”). 
186   Christopher Mack, Top 25 MySpace Games for November 2, 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Nov. 2, 
2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-myspace-games-for-november-2-
2009/564150 (“MySpace has indeed grown since 2008. The exact amount is obviously obscured, 
but with four times the number of installs now in the lower ranked titles than last year, overall 
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experiencing growth from the previous month.187  As of March 2010, it was reported that 

“[n]early one-third of MySpace users engage daily with games.”188 

194. To the extent MySpace’s social game network suffered from “user experience” 

issues, those issues are relevant to any social game network.189  Further, to the extent Facebook 

made improvements to user experience, it did so prior to its imposition of Credits on game 

developers, which I understand is part of the challenged conduct in this case.  Based on the 

documents produced in this case, it appears that the decline of MySpace’s social game network 

coincided directly with Facebook’s plans to require game developers to use Facebook Credits in 

their games. 

195. It should come as no surprise, therefore, that based on my investigation, none of 

the Facebook “head developers” (Zynga, RockYou, CrowdStar, Playdom, Playfish) released 

social games on MySpace after they entered into exclusive deals with Facebook in 2010.   

196. In mid-January 2011, there were reports of major layoffs at Myspace, and rumors 

that it would shut down.190  Within two weeks, Facebook publicly announced its “mandate” 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

growth cannot be denied.”); see also O’Reilly Media, Top 25 Myspace Developers: Facebook 
and Myspace App Platforms: A Brief Update, SLIDESHARE.NET (May 12, 2009), 
http://www.slideshare.net/oreillymedia/facebook-and-myspace-app-platforms-a-brief-update/32-
Top_25_Myspace_Developers_All (showing growth between the period February 8, 2009 and 
May 3, 2009). 
187   Christopher Mack, Top 25 MySpace Games for December 1, 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Dec. 1, 
2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/top-25-myspace-games-for-december-1-
2009/565139?red=ig. 
188  MySpace Launches New Gaming Experience, ITNEWSLINK.COM (Mar. 12, 2010)  
http://www.itnewslink.com/article.php?id_article=9989.   
189   See, e.g. Crook Report ¶ 131, n. 223 ("Jay Baer, 3 Reasons Why Social Networks Are Bad 
Ad Buys, Convince & Convert, http://www.convinceandconvert.com/social-media-strategy/3-
reasons-why-social-networks-are-bad-ad-buys/(last visited Nov. 2, 2016)").  
190   Caroline McCarthy, Should MySpace just die already?, CNET.COM (Jan. 12, 2011), 
https://www.cnet.com/news/should-myspace-just-die-already/; Matt Stopera,  12 Groups Of 
People Who Will Be Upset When MySpace Shuts Down, BUZZFEED.COM (Jan. 12, 2011), 
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regarding Credits.  By requiring developers to reprogram their games to work with Credits, and 

faced with higher costs due to Facebook’s 30% fee, developers were now forced to prioritize 

Facebook at the expense of Myspace.    

197. By March 2011, Playdom, RockYou, and Zynga, all bound by deals with 

Facebook regarding Credits, began shutting down their MySpace apps.191  In April 2011, Zynga 

announced that it was shutting down all its games on MySpace.192 

198. On June 29, 2011, just two days before Facebook’s mandate went into effect, 

MySpace was sold for a fraction of what News Corp. had purchased it for years earlier. 

B. Tagged/hi5 

199. In his report, Mr. Crook explains how Tagged/hi5 was, at least for a period, a 

viable alternative to Facebook Platform.  As noted by Mr. Crook, Tagged/hi5 “opened to 

developers notifications, friends updates, friends invites, and other viral features, similar to the 

ones available on Facebook.”193  Like Facebook (until the mandate) and Myspace, hi5 also 

allowed developers to keep the revenue generated from virtual currency and goods within their 

games.194   

200. Like Myspace, hi5 and Tagged were also impacted by Facebook’s Credits 

policies.  On May 16, 2011, faced with developers having to double down and devote resources 

to Facebook, Tagged announced the creation of its own game studio in house.  In September 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

https://www.buzzfeed.com/mjs538/12-groups-of-people-who-will-be-upset-when-
myspace?utm_term=.qppOZWJO7#.jnzelZzeO.   
191   Christopher Mack, Following MySpace Traffic Falls, Some Top Developers Shut Down 
Games, ADWEEK.COM (Mar. 9, 2011), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/as-myspace-traffic-
falls-some-top-developers-shut-down-games/581306.   
192   Mark Hachman, Zynga Shutting Down Games on MySpace, PCMAG.COM (Apr. 18, 2011), 
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2383772,00.asp.   
193   Crook Report ¶ 167. 
194   Kristen Nicole, hi5 Grows Games and Cash Flow with RockYou “Pets,” SOCIALTIMES (May 
13, 2009), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/hi5-rockyou-pets-game/2196. 
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2011, just a few months after the mandate went into effect, hi5 announced layoffs.195  By 

November 2011, Facebook employees admitted that Facebook Platform was now the only place 

to realistically make significant amounts of money on social games.196 

201. One month later, in December 2011, hi5 was acquired by Tagged.197 

C. Google+ Never Had an Opportunity to Take Off 

202. In his report, Mr. Crook notes that Google+ launched a social game network in 

2011. 

203. Observing the aggressive tactics that Facebook was using against its social game 

developers in 2010, Google began developing its own social gaming network. 

204. This included an investment in Zynga198 and working with Zynga and other 

developers to learn what it would take to launch a successful alternative to Facebook Platform. 

205. The thought of Facebook losing its position as the dominant social game network 

frightened Facebook.   

                                                            
195   Mike Rose, Social Network Hi5 Shuffles Operations, Confirms Staff Layoffs, 
GAMASUTRA.COM  (Sept. 20, 2011),  
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/37341/Social_Network_Hi5_Shuffles_Operations_Confir
ms_Staff_Layoffs.php.   
196   

 see also 

 
 

  
197   Eric Caoili, Social Gaming Network hi5 Acquired by Discovery Company Tagged, 
GAMASUTRA.COM (Dec. 14, 2011), 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/39149/Social_Gaming_Network_Hi5_Acquired_By_Disc
overy_Company_Tagged.php. 
198   Michael Arrington, Google Secretly Invested $100+ Million In Zynga, Preparing To Launch 
Google Games, TECH CRUNCH (July 10, 2010), https://techcrunch.com/2010/07/10/google-
secretly-invested-100-million-in-zynga-preparing-to-launch-google-games/; FB_0007171; 
FB_0498704; FB_0179767 ("Zynga – we learned from someone else that they took an 
investment from Google.").  
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199   

.200 

206. Mr. Crook alleges that Google+ might have “failed to take off” due to “a lack of 

strategic vision for developing the platform,” and “a lack of support for developers.”  I disagree.  

For example, Zynga, the largest developer on Facebook Platform, as well as other head 

developers, worked with Google to try to create an alternative to Facebook.com.201  Google even 

attempted to provide these developers with financial incentives to develop games for Google+.202 

                                                            
199  See e.g., 

 
 

 
  

 
;  

  
 

 Liu Dep. 138:5-7, Sept. 14, 2016 (“Google was building a social network at the time, 
and so it was something which we had discussions around internally.”);  

 

 

.  
200   

 
  

201   Tomio Geron, Google+ Lauches Long Awaited Games Platform (Updated), FORBES.COM 
(Aug. 11, 2011), http://www.forbes.com/sites/tomiogeron/2011/08/11/google-launches-long-
awaited-games-platform/#666857615269 (listing Zynga, Kabam, Rovio, Wooga, and PopGap 
Games among the developers launching with Google+). 
202  FB_0181405 at FB_0181405 (“We are pretty sure that Google will launch their platform in 
the next few weeks with a 5% rev-share on payments, heavy promotion for preferred developers 
(like Zynga and Kabam who both received investments from Google), a big emphasis on speed 
and stability, and distribution through notifications”); Tomio Geron, Google+ Lauches Long 
Awaited Games Platform (Updated), FORBES.COM (Aug. 11, 2011), 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/tomiogeron/2011/08/11/google-launches-long-awaited-games-
platform/#666857615269 (“It bears noting that two launch partners, Zynga and Kabam, are 
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207. However, within weeks of Google+’s launch, Facebook made a number of 

changes to its platform intended to make it harder for Google to compete.203  Google+ never was 

able to develop a successful game platform.204   

X. FURTHER RESPONSE TO APPENDIX 3 

208. To the extent not already addressed in my opening report, and above, I believe 

that the supposed platforms identified in Mr. Crook's Appendix 3, for a number of important 

reasons (technological, financial, and otherwise), are not reasonable substitutes to Facebook.com 

or the social game network companies that existed before Facebook imposed the use of Credits. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

Google investments. Google invested directly in Zynga, while Google Ventures invested in 
Kabam.”). 
203    

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
; Liu Dep. 213:7-215:5, Sept. 14, 2016;   

 
 

 
 

 
.  

204   Steve Bailey, Google+ closes dedicated games platform, IHS MARKIT  (May 16, 2013), 
https://technology.ihs.com/434450/google-closes-dedicated-games-platform (“While G+ may be 
a potent focal point for all of Google's services, its capacity to acquire and retain game players in 
a similar manner to the social mechanisms of Facebook was never affirmed”); Nadine Deninno, 
Google Engineer Calls Google Plus a ‘Complete Failure’; 5 Reasons We Agree, IBTIMES/COM  

(Oct. 12, 2011), http://www.ibtimes.com/google-engineer-calls-google-plus-complete-failure-5-
reasons-we-agree-323069.  
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209. For the reasons I have previously stated pertaining to Apple iOS and Google 

Android, developing for Windows Phone and Amazon is fundamentally different from Facebook 

Canvas.  Among other things, the developers are different, the technologies are different, the 

games are different, user acquisition is different, and so are the business models.  I have also 

addressed the console owners, Sony PlayStation, Microsoft Xbox, and Nintendo, previously.  

Moreover, RenRen (Xiaonei) is very different from Facebook.com for the same reasons as I set 

forth above with respect to Tencent’s QQ/WeChat. 

210. Wargaming.net is not actually a development “platform,” even under Mr. Crook’s 

apparently very broad interpretation of that term.  Wargaming.net is not an open platform for 

potential game developers, but rather is “used by developer Wargaming” exclusively.205  

Wargaming is therefore not a viable option for game developers on Facebook.com, or for virtual 

currency service providers who might be hired to assist those developers with their virtual 

currencies and goods. 

211. In addition, I disagree with Mr. Crook’s designation of the “Estimated User Base” 

for the various platforms.  For example, the data used by Mr. Crook is captured from various 

points in time, and therefore it is unclear to what point of time he is referring.  In addition, it 

appears Mr. Crook’s “Estimated User Base” conflates total users with active users (of various 

durations), therefore potentially mixing apples and oranges for the purposes of his analysis. 

212. I also disagree with Mr. Crook’s broad characterization that certain platforms 

“Enable Connection to Facebook.”  He treats all connections the same, whether it is to simply 

use Facebook log-in credentials, allowing a user to share content outside of Facebook.com on 

that user’s profile page, or friend invites.   

                                                            
205   See Crook Appendix 3 n. 74. 
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213. Furthermore, to the extent he contends that the ability to “enable connections to 

another social network” makes his supposed “platforms” similar to the experience for developers 

on Facebook.com, I disagree.  First, Mr. Crook treats all such connections as the same, 

irrespective of whether it is used to log-in, or to look up potential users on the destination outside 

of Facebook.com.  But regardless, as Mr. Zuckerberg has noted, simply “connect[ing] to another 

social network” is fundamentally different from having your games within that other social 

network: “The vast majority of people who play [social] games don’t consider themselves 

gamers and would not go out of their way to play games.  If they had to go to a separate site to 

play games, they just wouldn’t do it and they’d stop playing the games.  That’s why these game 

companies like Zynga need to be in an environment like ours rather than building out their own 

websites.”206 

214. In addition, it is unclear what Mr. Crook refers to as “Geography.”  For example, 

he lists Facebook.com as “Worldwide,” but, as noted above, Facebook.com is banned in China.   

215. Next, in the last three columns of the table of Appendix 3, Mr. Crook lists support 

for “in-app purchases,” “display ads” and “incentivized ads.”  Here, he errs in the same fashion 

as in the body of his report: he appears to believe that any feature overlap between or among 

platforms must mean that those platforms are similar or even identical.  As I have noted, games 

on consoles predominantly use a retail model, and users expect to pay for their games up front, 

and therefore a developer on Facebook.com whose business model (and games) depend on 

virtual economies and goods is unlikely to be able to simply switch to Xbox or PlayStation just 

because the console makers support in-app purchases.  Mr. Crook’s supposed analysis of 

whether certain platforms support “incentivized ads” is unhelpful for the same reasons. As 

described above, incentivized ads are not a uniform category across all platforms (i.e. there are 
                                                            
206   FB_0152806. 
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major differences between mobile and social gaming network incentivized ads). Similarly, while 

display ads can be a source of ancillary income for social game developers, the vast majority of 

their revenue has traditionally come from virtual goods.  Mr. Crook admits this.207   

216. Mr. Crook’s chart also attempts to categorize his supposed alternative platforms 

by “payment processing type.”  To the extent these platform owners chose to handle this and 

related functions (such as incentivized ads) themselves, this just shows that virtual currency 

service providers, once they were prohibited from working with social game developers on 

Facebook.com, would have not had anywhere else to go.  Mr. Crook notably omits any reference 

to Facebook Platform’s since-vanquished competitors, like MySpace, which allowed game 

developers to use their own virtual currency services. 

217. Finally, I disagree with Mr. Crook’s “revenue share” model, because it is 

misleading, and incomplete.  As I have explained, Apple iOS, Google Android, Microsoft 

Windows Phone, and other alleged platforms listed by Mr. Crook follow the retail storefront 

model, in that they help merchandise, and promote games, through their critical application 

stores.  Unlike Facebook, Apple and Google do not earn substantial advertising revenue while a 

user is playing a developer’s game.  In contrast, Facebook.com does not even host its developer’s 

games, or help develop a sophisticated coding environment.  To the extent Mr. Crook is 

attempting to equate Facebook’s 30% fee to these or other supposed platform providers, 

Facebook provides fewer service at the same price. 

   

                                                            
207   Crook Report ¶ 135, n. 228.  
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MATERIALS CONSIDERED LIST 

 

In addition to all documents cited in the body of my report, in my opening report, and in the 

materials listed in Exhibit B of my opening report: 

 

PRODUCTION DOCUMENTS 

 

Documents produced with the bates number beginning: 

 

 SR00032035 

 SR00032037 

 SR00032557 

 SR00038812 

 SR00092246 

 SR00104644 

 SR00151385 

 SR00152864 

 SR00152899  

 SR00152933 

 SR00181662 

 SR00252207 

 FB_0000178  

 FB_0004404  

 FB_0006605 

 FB_0006813 

 FB_0007171 

 FB_0007406  

 FB_0014150  

 FB_0020687  

 FB_0036566 

 FB_0037977 

 FB_0039252  

 FB_0039334  

 FB_0040173  

 FB_0077126 

 FB_0101092  

 FB_0116674  

 FB_0129433 

 FB_0148366  

 FB_0149637  

 FB_0150193  

 FB_0152805 

 FB_0152806  

 FB_0154563  
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 FB_0164260 

 FB_0174279  

 FB_0177021  

 FB_0178807  

 FB_0179767  

 FB_0181214  

 FB_0181405  

 FB_0185297 

 FB_0185727  

 FB_0186592  

 FB_0189019 

 FB_0199768  

 FB_0222703  

 FB_0248797 

 FB_0248902 

 FB_0258641  

 FB_0259329  

 FB_0273711  

 FB_0277342  

 FB_0277644 

 FB_0278468  

 FB_0280975  

 FB_0386991  

 FB_0392271 

 FB_0401772  

 FB_0419190  

 FB_0421561  

 FB_0436922 

 FB_0436924  

 FB_0447357 

 FB_0447905  

 FB_0448812  

 FB_0450434  

 FB_0498704 

 FB_0500753  

 FB_0503461  

 

PLEADINGS 

 

 Expert Report of Adrian Crook dated November 10, 2016 

 Report of Dennis W. Carlton dated November 10, 2016 

 Social Ranger's Opening Expert Report of Josh Grant dated October 13, 2016  
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TESTIMONY 

 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Terry Angelos dated October 6, 2016 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Adam Caplan dated August 22, 2016 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Adam Caplan dated August 23, 2016 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Prashant Fuloria dated September 8, 2016 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Nick Gianos dated July 8, 2016 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of William Hawkins dated September 30, 2016 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Deborah Liu dated September 14, 2016 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Deborah Liu dated September 15, 2016 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Justin Osofsky dated July 26, 2016 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Daniel Rose dated August 4, 2016 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Sean Ryan dated September 9, 2016 

 Transcript and exhibits from the deposition of Christopher Smutny dated July 15, 2016 

 

PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 

 

About NA LCS, lolesports.com, http://www.lolesports.com/en_US/na-lcs/na_2016_summer/about/ 

(last visited Dec. 8, 2016). 

Adobe Flash runtimes/Statistics, ADOBE.COM, 

http://www.adobe.com/products/flashruntimes/statistics.html (last accessed Dec. 7, 2016). 

Adobe Flash Platform runtimes/Statistics: PC penetration, ADOBE.COM, 

http://www.adobe.com/in/products/flashplatformruntimes/statistics.html (last accessed Dec. 7, 

2016).  

Andrew Webster, Super Mario Run is launching on December 15th for $9.99, THE VERGE (Nov. 

15, 2016), http://www.theverge.com/2016/11/15/13636450/super-mario-run-iphone-ipad-release-

date-price. 

Artyom Dogtiev, Line App Usage and Revenue Statistics,  BUSINESSOFAPPS.COM (Sept. 20, 

2016), http://www.businessofapps.com/line-app-usage-and-revenue-statistics/. 

BIG FISH, http://www.bigfishgames.com/ (last visited Dec. 8, 2016). 

Bill, Chasing an Industry: The Economics of Videogames Turned Hollywood, 

MONSTERVINE.COM (June 23, 2013), http://monstervine.com/2013/06/chasing-an-industry-the-

economics-of-videogames-turned-hollywood/. 

Blizzard Entertainment TV Commercials, ISPOT.TV, https://www.ispot.tv/brands/dFm/blizzard-

entertainment  
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Week, worldofwarcraft.com (Oct. 27, 2015), https://worldofwarcraft.com/en-
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Catherine Shu, Tencent Launches New Mobile Open Platform Initiative Ahead Of Alibaba’s IPO, 

TECHCRUNCH.COM (Jan. 16, 2014) https://techcrunch.com/2014/01/16/tencents-launches-new-

mobile-open-platform-initiative-ahead-of-alibabas-ipo/. 
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ADWEEK.COM (Mar. 9, 2011), http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/as-myspace-traffic-falls-
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Christopher Mack, Top 25 MySpace Games for March 2009, ADWEEK.COM (Mar. 3, 2009),  
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Rank (as of Nov. 

20, 2016)
Facebook Top Grossing Google Android Top Grossing Apple iOS Top Grossing

1 Slotomania Slot Machines Mobile Strike Clash Royale

2 DoubleDown Casino - Free Slots Game of War - Fire Age Mobile Strike

3 Candy Crush Saga Clash of Clans Candy Crush Saga

4 FarmVille 2 Candy Crush Saga Game of War - Fire Age

5 Jackpot Party Casino Pokemon GO Pokemon GO

6 DoubleU Casino Clash Royale King of Avalon: Dragon Warfare

7 House of Fun - Slots Candy Crush Soda Saga MADDEN NFL Mobile

8 Heart of Vegas REAL Casino Slots Slotomania Slots Clash of Clans

9 BINGO Blitz Clash of Kings Candy Crush Soda Saga

10 Caesars Slots MARVEL Contest of Champions Toy Blast

11 Candy Crush Soda Saga Summoners War Slotomania Free Slots Game - Casino Slot Machines

12 Battle Pirates Star Wars: Galaxy of Heroes Big Fish Casino - Free Vegas Slots & Tournaments

13 High 5 Casino Real Slots Toy Blast MARVEL Contest of Champions

14 Bingo Bash Heart of Vegas Slots Casino Episode - Choose Your Story, feat. Mean Girls

15 Hit It Rich! Casino Slot House of Fun-Free Casino Slots DoubleDown Slots & Casino

16 Farm Heroes Saga Gardenscapes - New Acres Summoners War

17
Cookie Jam Lords Mobile 阴阳师-网易和风 匠心巨制

18 Klondike Jackpot Party Casino Slots 777 8 Ball Pool

19 GSN Casino Cookie Jam World Series of Poker - WSOP Free Texas Holdem

20 Criminal Case Big Fish Casino - Free Slots Heart of Vegas Slots Casino - Best Free Slot Games

21 League of Angels II Madden NFL Mobile Star Wars: Galaxy of Heroes

22 Pet Rescue Saga DoubleU Casino - FREE SLOTS Minecraft: Pocket Edition

23 Soldiers Inc. Candy Crush Jelly Saga House of Fun - Vegas Casino Free Slots

24 War Commander FINAL FANTASY BRAVE EXVIUS YAHTZEE With Buddies: The Classic Dice Game Free

25 Stormfall: Age of War Slots-DoubleDown Casino Clash of Kings - CoK

26 myVEGAS Slots - Free Castle Clash: Rise of Beasts Jackpot Party Casino Slots - Free Vegas Slot Games

27 Knights & Brides Walking Dead: Road to Survival Cookie Jam

28 Sparta: War of Empires World Series of Power - WSOP Panda Pop

29 Angry Birds Friends Slots Huuuge Casino War Dragons

30 Clash of Kings 8 Ball Pool Wizard of Oz - Free Vegas Casino Slot Machine Games
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Rank (as of Dec. 7, 2016) Facebook Top Grossing Google Android Top Grossing Apple iOS Top Grossing

1 Slotomania Slot Machines Mobile Strike Clash Royale

2 DoubleDown Casino - Free Slots Game of War - Fire Age Mobile Strike

3 Candy Crush Saga Clash of Clans Game of War - Fire Age

4 Jackpot Party Casino Candy Crush Saga Candy Crush Saga

5 Farmville 2 Clash Royale MADDEN NFL Mobile

6 DoubleU Casino Candy Crush Soda Saga Clash of Clans

7 BINGO Blitz Pokemon GO Pokemon GO

8 Heart of Vegas REAL Slots Clash of Kings Candy Crush Soda Saga

9 Heart of Vegas REAL Casino Slots Star Wars: Galaxy of Heroes 8 Ball Pool

10 Caesars Slots Summoners War Toy Blast

11 Candy Crush Soda Saga Slotomania Slots Slotomania Free Slots Game - Casino Slot Machines

12 High 5 Casino Real Slots MARVEL Contest of Champions Big Fish Casino - Free Vegas Slots & Tournaments

13 Battle Pirates Toy Blast MARVEL Contest of Champions

14 Bingo Bash Candy Crush Jelly Saga Star Wars: Galaxy of Heroes

15 Klondike Lords Mobile World Series of Poker - WSOP Free Texas Holdem

16 Hit it Rich! Casino Slots Hearthstone CSR Racing 2

17
Farm Heroes Saga Vikings: War of Clans

Summoners War

18 Cookie Jam House of Fun Slots Casino Heart of Vegas Slots Casino - Best Free Slot Games

19 Criminal Case Heart of Vegas Slots Casino DoubleDown Slot & Casino - Free Slot Games

20 GSN Casino Cookie Jam Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft

21 League of Angels II Gardenscapes - New Acres Clash of Kings - CoK

22 Stormfall: Age of War Boom Beach Episode - Choose Your Story, feat. Mean Girls

23 Soldiers Inc. Castle Clash: Rise of Beasts House of Fun - Vegas Casino Free Slots

24 Angry Birds Friends Walking Dead: Road to Survival انتقام الس�طين

25 Pet Rescue Saga Jackpot Party Casino Slots 777 Gardenscapes - New Acres

26 myVEGAS Slots - Free Madden NFL Mobile Panda Pop

27 War Commander 8 Ball Pool Hay Day

28 Knights & Birds DoubleU Casino - FREE Slots Candy Crush Jelly Saga

29 Taonga DRAGON BALL Z DOKKAN BATTLE Yahtzee With Buddies: The Classic Dice Game Free

30 Sparta: War of Empires Hay Day NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: Ultimate Ninja Blazing
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Pages 306 to 309

Page 306

1   BY MR. ROSS:
2       
3       
4   
5       
6   
7       .
8   
9   

10   
11   
12   
13   
14            
15   
16   
17   
18   
19   
20       
21   
22       
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1   
2   
3   
4   
5   
6   
7       
8   
9   

10            
11   
12       
13   
14       
15   
16       
17       
18   
19   
20   
21   
22       Q.   Can you list for me all the classes that you've

Page 308

1   ever taken in business failure.
2       A.   Excuse me?
3       Q.   In causes of business failure.
4       A.   Business failure?
5       Q.   Uh-huh.
6            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
7            THE WITNESS:  I'm a lifelong learner, so I read
8   a lot of books.  But you're asking me to list classes in
9   something that I don't believe I've taken a class in.

10   BY MR. ROSS:
11       Q.   Can you list for me all the books you've ever
12   read on the causes of business failures?
13       A.   I think it would be -- it would take a long
14   time for me to list them all, but I could list some.
15       Q.   Okay.  Why don't you list some for me.
16       A.   They're going to be -- I mean, you're asking me
17   to call out my -- specific titles of books.
18            Okay.  So I think there's, like, great thinking
19   on this from Nassim Taleb that's about statistics, and
20   one of the things he mentions in Black Swan, one of his
21   other books, is about specifically, like, survivorship
22   and how to study.  And businesses are very often cited,

Page 309

1   and very often something -- people use his work to think
2   about.  So that's somebody I've read -- I've read most
3   of his books.
4            Of course, his name is slipping my mind right
5   now -- oh, Clayton Christensen on the theory of
6   disruption.  That's obviously something that is like a
7   very common book in startups, something I've read.
8            I think there are a lot of management books
9   that I read during my time at Zynga, and I would cite

10   that, like, business failure was a part of probably most
11   of them to some extent or another.  So I -- there's a
12   bunch of those, too.
13       Q.   Can you list for me all the books you've ever
14   read on determining what caused a business failure?
15            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
16            THE WITNESS:  I've read a lot of materials
17   about people speculating on why businesses have failed
18   and methodologies for determining it, but I don't know
19   that there's, like, a well-agreed-upon science to
20   knowing the definitive reason why a company failed at
21   any given time.
22   
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Pages 310 to 313

Page 310

1   BY MR. ROSS:
2       Q.   I want to be sure I understand that last
3   question [sic]:  Are you asserting that there are not
4   books that are not focused on determining what caused a
5   business failure, or are you saying that you don't know
6   as you sit here today the extent to --
7       A.   Oh, no, I --
8       Q.   -- which there are books --
9            MR. CEDERBERG:  Excuse me.  Excuse me.

10            Objection.  Form.
11            Go ahead.
12            MR. ROSS:  Can I finish my question?
13            MR. CEDERBERG:  Oh, please.  I'm sorry.
14            MR. ROSS:  Please.  Let's start again.
15       Q.   I want to make sure I understand what you were
16   saying.
17            Are you testifying that, in fact, there are not
18   books written on the topic of determining what caused a
19   business failure, or are you saying that as you sit here
20   today you can't identify any of those books that you've
21   actually read?  I'm just trying to figure out which of
22   the two you were just saying.

Page 311

1            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.  Misstates
2   the evidence.
3            THE WITNESS:  I'm aware that there are books
4   talking about business failure.  That's why I listed the
5   books you asked me to list earlier.  I think that I -- I
6   guess what I was poorly communicating was that most
7   businesses fail for a variety of reasons, and, you know,
8   it takes different amounts of expertise in different
9   subjects regarding the company specifically to really

10   understand what happened.  And sometimes -- this is just
11   a difficult subject I guess is what I'm trying to say.
12   BY MR. ROSS:
13       Q.   Do you know whether or not there are people who
14   have become experts on determining the causes of
15   business failures?
16            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
17            THE WITNESS:  I'm sure there are people who are
18   experts in attempting to discover what made a business
19   fail.
20   BY MR. ROSS:
21       Q.   And have you ever published any articles
22   anywhere on determining what causes business failures?

Page 312

1       A.   I don't consider it my expertise, but I have
2   published an article -- it's in my CV -- that's about
3   what I think may cause a future failure in a business.
4       Q.   Okay.  Let's talk about what caused a failure
5   of a previously existing business:  Have you ever
6   published any article in which you have assessed what
7   caused a previously existing business to fail?
8            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
9            THE WITNESS:  Would you consider -- are you

10   saying articles specifically or books?
11   BY MR. ROSS:
12       Q.   Well, let's do articles first, and then we'll
13   do books.
14       A.   I don't --
15            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
16            THE WITNESS:  I don't believe I've published an
17   article on -- specifically on a company failing.
18   BY MR. ROSS:
19       Q.   Have you ever published a book or a chapter in
20   a book in which you have analyzed the reason why a
21   previously existing business failed?
22       A.   I have not.

Page 313

1       Q.   Have you ever given any speeches in which you
2   have spoken on -- in which you offered opinions on why a
3   previously existing business failed?
4            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
5            THE WITNESS:  I believe I may have.
6   BY MR. ROSS:
7       Q.   Which one?
8            MR. CEDERBERG:  Same objection.
9            THE WITNESS:  I've given a handful of

10   presentations publicly.  I think there's one where I'm
11   discussing platforms that -- I believe I may have
12   described some reasons why I believe different platforms
13   failed.
14   BY MR. ROSS:
15       Q.   And have you ever written or spoken on the
16   methodology to be used in determining the causes of
17   business failures?
18            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
19            THE WITNESS:  I have not.
20   BY MR. ROSS:
21       Q.   Do you consider yourself to be an expert in
22   determining what causes a business to fail?
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Page 314

1            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
2            THE WITNESS:  To the extent the business is a
3   social game company, I do.
4   BY MR. ROSS:
5       Q.   Have you ever testified in any case as an
6   expert on the cause of the failure of social game
7   companies?
8       A.   No.
9       Q.   Has anyone ever hired you to testify as an

10   expert on the cause of failure of social game companies?
11            MR. CEDERBERG:  Outside of this case?
12            MR. ROSS:  Well, if that's part of what he was
13   hired for here, then he can tell us in this case.  I'm
14   not excluding anything.
15            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
16            THE WITNESS:  I was hired to give an opinion in
17   this case on the social game industry, and I believe
18   that as part of that in my opinion I talk about what I
19   believe caused the failure of certain companies within
20   the social game industry.
21   BY MR. ROSS:
22       Q.   Other than in this case, has anyone hired you

Page 315

1   as an expert on determining the cause of the failure of
2   a social game company?
3       A.   I don't believe that they have.
4       Q.   And would you agree with me that the social
5   game industry in the time period between 2010 and 2015
6   was a fast-moving industry?
7       A.   I think there was -- there were a lot of things
8   happening.  "Fast-moving," I guess -- I'm not sure if
9   "fast-moving" is totally clear, but...

10       Q.   Was there a lot of competition in the social
11   game industry between 2010 and 2015?
12       A.   Competition in what area of the social gaming
13   industry?
14       Q.   Was there a lot of competition among social
15   game developers in the time frame between 2010 and 2015?
16       A.   I believe there was.
17       Q.   Would you agree that there were lots of social
18   game development companies that failed between 2010 and
19   2015?
20            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
21            THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  Could you repeat the
22   question.

Page 316

1   BY MR. ROSS:
2       Q.   Sure.  Would you agree with me that there were
3   lots of social game development companies that failed
4   between 2010 and 2015?
5            MR. CEDERBERG:  Same objection.
6            THE WITNESS:  I think that's a very broad
7   period of time and that there are a lot of companies.
8   So naturally a lot of companies failed, and there were
9   different forces at play besides competitiveness of the

10   market.
11   BY MR. ROSS:
12       Q.   So can you list for me all of the causes that
13   caused any of the social game development companies that
14   you're aware of -- strike that.  Let me start a cleaner
15   question.
16            I want you to take all the social game
17   companies that you're aware of that failed between 2010
18   and 2015.
19            Do you have the universe in mind now that I'm
20   talking about it?
21       A.   I think so.
22       Q.   Can you list for me all of the causes that

Page 317

1   contributed to the failure of any of those companies.  I
2   just want a long list.
3            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
4            THE WITNESS:  There are many companies and many
5   causes, so I think that's -- it'd be difficult to list
6   all of them.  So I can -- more comfortable listing the
7   things that had the largest impact on those developers.
8   BY MR. ROSS:
9       Q.   No.  But I first want all of the ones that had

10   the impact on the developers, and then we'll get into
11   the extent to which they were large or small.
12            So can you please list for me all of the
13   factors that contributed to the failure of any social
14   game development company that you're aware of that
15   failed between 2010 and 2015.
16            MR. CEDERBERG:  Same objection.
17            THE WITNESS:  There are many.  I would say the
18   largest one would be a reduction in profit margins
19   resulting from Facebook Credits becoming a required
20   currency on facebook.com.
21            I would say Facebook changing the way that
22   different social channels were offered over time.
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Page 318

1            I would say the lack of other options to
2   develop on besides Facebook, as that became fewer in
3   that time period.  And that one is sort of multifaceted,
4   because if there were more options, then people would
5   have more leverage in conversations with Facebook not to
6   reduce the discoverability of games and not to impose
7   30 percent on the developers.
8            I would say that the costs of marketing on
9   Facebook increased over time.

10            There are a lot of things, I think -- I think
11   those would cover probably the majority of what caused
12   developers to have trouble staying in business
13   throughout that period, but it's not -- it's not
14   complete.
15   BY MR. ROSS:
16       Q.   Did any company -- any social game developers
17   in this time period fail -- well, how many social game
18   development companies failed between 2010 and 2015?
19            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
20            THE WITNESS:  It's difficult for me to guess,
21   but it must be, based on my understanding, hundreds if
22   not thousands.

Page 319

1   BY MR. ROSS:
2       Q.   Did all of them fail --
3            MR. CEDERBERG:  Same objection.
4            MR. ROSS:  I don't even have a question yet.
5            MR. CEDERBERG:  Huh?
6            MR. ROSS:  I don't have a question, and you
7   have the same objection.
8            MR. CEDERBERG:  You said, "Did all of them
9   fail?"

10            MR. ROSS:  Yeah, but I wasn't done.
11            MR. CEDERBERG:  I apologize.
12   BY MR. ROSS:
13       Q.   Did all of the hundreds or thousands of
14   companies that failed in this time frame fail because of
15   Facebook?
16            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
17            THE WITNESS:  I didn't say that they failed
18   because of Facebook.  I believe I said they failed
19   because of some of the reasons that I listed.
20   BY MR. ROSS:
21       Q.   Well, every reason you've given me so far
22   somehow related to something that Facebook did; right?

Page 320

1   You listed four, and you tied all of them to something
2   that Facebook did.
3            So let me ask you:  Did any of these hundreds
4   if not thousands of companies fail for reasons that had
5   nothing to do with Facebook?
6       A.   There may have been some that failed for other
7   reasons.
8       Q.   Okay.  Can you list for me all the reasons that
9   are unrelated to Facebook as to why social game

10   companies might have failed between 2010 and 2015?
11            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
12            THE WITNESS:  I believe the most common reason
13   people say when a business fails is because it ran out
14   of money, but that's like saying someone died because
15   their heart stopped beating.  So I don't think it's a --
16   or the streets are wet -- or it's raining because the
17   streets are wet.  So although that's a common thing that
18   people say, I don't think it's very predictive.
19            They could have a dispute between the founders.
20   There could be internal issues within the company that
21   caused them to fail.
22   

Page 321

1   BY MR. ROSS:
2       Q.   Other than a dispute between founders, can you
3   give -- I want an exhaustive list here, all the reasons
4   that you're aware of unrelated to Facebook why social
5   game developers failed between 2010 and 2015.
6            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
7            THE WITNESS:  They were unable to be -- achieve
8   profitability in such a way that they were creating
9   sustainable business.

10   BY MR. ROSS:
11       Q.   Can you list for me, then -- is that the only
12   reason other than dispute between founders?
13       A.   I think if I had to be broad about, you know,
14   something -- because I think there's a thousand reasons
15   that a company can fail.  If I had to be -- if I had to
16   explain at a higher level, like, one -- a cause that --
17   obviously there are many reasons that cause a company
18   not to be profitable; right?  So I was trying to be...
19       Q.   You just said a second ago that there are a
20   thousand reasons a company could fail; right?
21            I mean, literally 15 seconds ago that's what
22   you said; right?
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Page 322

1       A.   There are many reasons a company can have
2   trouble being profitable, which could lead them to fail.
3       Q.   Let me read this back, and you can tell me if
4   you no longer agree with the statement:  "I think there
5   are a thousand reasons a company can fail."
6            Do you stand by that statement?
7       A.   In the context of just that statement, "There
8   are a thousand reasons a company can fail"?
9       Q.   Yeah.

10       A.   I stand by that statement.
11       Q.   Right.  Now, can you tell me in connection with
12   evaluating -- step back.
13            You offer opinions in your report -- in your
14   reports -- excuse me -- that actions that Facebook took
15   caused certain other companies to fail; right?
16            At a high level you offer that opinion;
17   correct?
18       A.   I do.
19       Q.   Before you reached that conclusion, did you
20   attempt as part of your analysis to back out of the
21   consideration as to why the company failed all of the
22   factors, all of the thousand reasons that a company
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1   might fail that were unrelated to Facebook?
2            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection to form.
3            THE WITNESS:  In which company specifically?
4   BY MR. ROSS:
5       Q.   Let's start broadly:  For any of the companies
6   that you opine in your report failed because of things
7   that Facebook did, for any one of them did you undertake
8   an analysis that attempted to exclude any of the
9   thousand reasons that a company can fail that are

10   unrelated to Facebook?
11            Did you attempt to take those factors out of
12   your analysis when determining what it was that
13   caused -- strike that.  That's a horrible question.  Let
14   me do that again.
15            In forming your conclusion that the actions of
16   Facebook caused various companies to fail, did you do
17   anything to analyze the extent to which any of the
18   thousand factors that you indicated could cause a
19   company to fail played a role in the company failure?
20            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
21            THE WITNESS:  Sorry.  Could you ask that one
22   more time.
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1   BY MR. ROSS:
2       Q.   Sure.  So for the various companies -- for any
3   of the companies that you opined failed as a result of
4   things that Facebook did, did you perform an analysis
5   that looked at all of the possible causes of its
6   business failure and attempt to specifically include and
7   exclude those causes for why the company failed?
8       A.   I don't think my analysis concluded that
9   Facebook caused them to fail.  I think it was talking

10   about specific actions that hurt them.
11       Q.   What -- sorry.  I didn't mean to cut you off.
12       A.   So just to make that distinction.  Because it
13   doesn't really matter if it's -- could be -- if there
14   were other companies in the position of Facebook, it's
15   not -- it's the actions on the companies that I think
16   were problematic for them.  I didn't -- I didn't
17   exclude -- I didn't exclude those reasons as something
18   that I was considering when I was figuring out why these
19   companies failed.
20       Q.   Let me try it this way:  Can you explain to me
21   the methodology that you used to determine that actions
22   that Facebook caused -- I'm sorry.  Strike that.
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1            Can you explain for me the methodology that you
2   used in your analysis to determine the actions that
3   Facebook took caused these various companies to fail.
4       A.   Well, I think my own experience showed me that
5   there were moments where Facebook changed things where I
6   remember as being moments where metrics across our
7   company were affected very significantly at the moment
8   that Facebook made a change or at the exact second that
9   we implemented something that Facebook had changed or

10   requested.  And then I tried to understand, when those
11   moments occurred, was there other public data that shows
12   decline in traffic, decline in revenue.
13            And then, of course, I looked at what the
14   founders and people involved in the companies say
15   themselves, because they're in the best position to know
16   for private companies what things were affecting their
17   business.
18       Q.   And you would agree with me that there are lots
19   of reasons why a company's revenue can decline; right?
20       A.   In general, there are lots of reasons why
21   revenue can decline.
22       Q.   And there are lots of reasons why a social game
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1   company's revenue can decline; right?
2       A.   There are.  And I think one of the great things
3   about social games is that we can measure things very
4   precisely on an up-to-the-second basis, so it tends to
5   be easier than most businesses to figure out what's
6   causing a decline.
7       Q.   So, for example, developing games that users
8   don't like, right, or the loss of key talent in the
9   developer area, those can be reasons why a social game

10   company's revenue can go down; right?
11            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.  Compound.
12            THE WITNESS:  It can be a reason that one
13   speculates that revenue goes down, but it's harder to
14   prove in the causal way that we could really prove with
15   metrics that we had for a game when certain changes are
16   made.
17   BY MR. ROSS:
18       Q.   All right.  So you looked and saw temporal
19   relationships between when Facebook made announcements
20   and when companies failed; right?
21            You saw, for example, that a company failed
22   within, say, a year of Facebook implementing a policy,
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1   and you talk about that in your report; right?
2            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Compound.  Form.
3            THE WITNESS:  I believe that the most
4   interesting moments in time are when things change and
5   how that began to affect key business metrics that
6   eventually led to the failure of a company.  So the
7   failure is the lagging indicator of things that are
8   quite knowable in terms of when traffic started
9   declining or when revenue started declining.

10   BY MR. ROSS:
11       Q.   And for each of the companies that you opined
12   failed as a result of actions taken by Facebook, can you
13   tell me everything you did, looking at the period
14   between when Facebook announced the change and when the
15   company failed, to determine whether or not there was
16   anything else going on at those companies which could
17   have contributed to its failure.
18            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
19            THE WITNESS:  To the extent that it's possible
20   to know or to research those things, I did.
21   BY MR. ROSS:
22       Q.   What did you do?
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1       A.   I would try to read if there was any -- if
2   there was any material available about the company's
3   having other situations or reasons that were publicly
4   knowable that they were having issues.
5       Q.   And for all of the companies that you opined
6   on, did you find information that you felt was
7   sufficient to permit you to exclude all of the potential
8   causes of the business failures that weren't
9   attributable to something that Facebook did?

10            MR. CEDERBERG:  Objection.  Form.
11            THE WITNESS:  Sorry.  Could you repeat the
12   question.
13            MR. ROSS:  Let's take a break.
14            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are going off the record.
15   The time is 4:54 p.m.
16                        (Recess taken.)
17            THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are back on the record.
18   The time is 5:13 p.m.
19            MR. CEDERBERG:  Before you start your question,
20   I have two quick housekeeping matters.  One, I want to
21   make sure that the entirety of this transcript is
22   designated highly confidential pursuant to protective
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1   order, attorneys' eyes only.  If you disagree, there's a
2   procedure under the protective order to work that out.
3            Secondly, I want to make my request now,
4   because I have to make it before the depo's concluded,
5   that we're going to exercise our 30(e)(1) rights and get
6   30 days once the transcript is done to review and then
7   make changes and notify the court reporter as to the
8   changes and the reasons for making them.  Okay?
9   BY MR. ROSS:

10       Q.   Mr. Waldron, are you aware of any games today
11   that permit a user to start playing a game on Facebook,
12   to then stop playing on Facebook and then to resume a
13   gaming session on a mobile device where they're at the
14   same point in the game and have the same currency, for
15   example, that they had when they stopped playing the
16   game on facebook.com?
17       A.   I'm aware of games that have a version on
18   Facebook of the game that you can play and then later
19   resume progress or some portion of your progress on
20   another version of the game that might be on a mobile
21   platform.
22       Q.   So Candy Crush, for example, is a game that
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